CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher
reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential
purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more
lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made
in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best
judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders
(including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf
of amail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the
successful bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after
the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any
sales and use tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or
vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid,
however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent
or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made
on behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(a) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot
shall be given to the auctioneer immediately following the saleof such lot.
(b) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before
Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three
(3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a
purchaser known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for
immediate payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers).
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt
of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling,
delivery and insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to
the purchase price; a minimum charge of $10.00 will be made.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment
charge of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs,Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at
an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole
discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses
of both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to
both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It
shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore
hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any
surplus arising from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser.Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachussets
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the
defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher
to secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out
of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery
of lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bankwire
transfer. Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if
paid within 15 days of sale date. Extended payments which have been pre-approved and
payments over 15 days will incur a surcharge of 2%.
WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITYAND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given
for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at
Kelleher discretion.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance
of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the
period of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in
accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved
by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to
re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning
Purchaser shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to
the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental
damages. Any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in
the original packaging and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The
following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue; or (iv)
lots described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing
more than ten (10) items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than
genuine by a generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received
by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under
Conditions of Sale 7 are not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.
Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG)
or any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of
Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last
seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and
as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including
but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser
shall pay to Kelleher Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of
any other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all
customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles
thereof. ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the
Rules of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered
by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding
instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising
under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or
proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such
judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by
registered mail, return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to
the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis.The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please
contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find
the Kelleher link.
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Wolfgang Dieter Gertenbach

olfgang collected stamps from an early age, concentrating on the north European countries for
his collections, but did buy collections, both
country and worldwide, to obtain the material he wanted for
his better collections. He avidly bought specialty catalogues
and collected/sought variations which were not found in the
“standard” catalogues.
Wolfgang was an avid stamp collector, having been a member of various stamp clubs in Germany, the Forschungsgemeinschaft Grossbritannien, the Lufthansa Stamp Club, and
the Bad Soden Stamp Club (Verein fuer Briefmarkenkunde
Bad Soden a Ts. a part of the Bund Deutscher Philatelisten E.
V.) until moving to America in 1981.
He then joined the Scandinavian Stamp Club in Manhattan, the Park Slope Stamp Club in Brooklyn NY, and lastly, the North Kingstown RI Stamp Club. In addition he was a
member of the Spellman Museum of Stamps and Postal History in Weston, MA.
He traveled extensively in Europe, while working at Lufthansa and a member of the Lufthansa Stamp Club, to the big
stamp shows in London, Sweden, Denmark, Holland and Germany, and to stamp auctions in those countries as well as in
Austria (the Dorotheum in Vienna particularly) and Spain.
He was also a lover of art and antique furniture and porcelain. Along with his wife Peggy, they were members for many
years of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Neue Gallerie in Manhattan, and the Brooklyn Museum of Art in
Brooklyn. While in New York he was active as a Volunteer in the Big Apple Greeters organization.
Contained within this catalog are his many collections, which were lovingly assembled over many years and brought
much satisfaction to his life. We are proud and honored to present these collections to you.
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Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
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Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.
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Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.
Catalogue Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2013 - 2014 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

First Session
Friday, October 17, 2014, at 12:00 Noon
Lots 1-421
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

issues complete 397-404; Washington Franklins 331-342,
479-80, 508-518, 523-4, and 547; 1922 regulars 563-573;
back of the book includes Special Delivery issues E1-E3, E5-7;
a nice group of Postage Dues J1-J7, J22-J28; Parcel Post issues complete Q1-Q12; Parcel Post Postage Dues and Special Handling complete; An exceptional selection of the 1873
Official stamps including O1-9, O15-24, O25-28, O31; O35-37,
O40-41, O45, O47-56 complete, O57-60, O72-O82 complete,
and O83-O93 complete along with a lovely group of card
proofs; finally the collection is topped off by some excellent
Newspaper stamps including PR2, PR4, and PR114-125; a
beautifully arranged collection with an immense amount of catalog value; the early issues are generally faulty from one degree to another, but careful examination will yield a trove of
better saleable stamps for any collector or dealer.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States
General Collections
1

2

H/m
U.S., Comprehensive Mostly Mint Collection,
1847-1961. Neatly mounted on white ace pages in two volumes, unused items as mounted include : # 1; 7; 9; 11; 15; 23;
24; 26; 26a; 30A; 35; 36; 36B; 37-39; 56; 63; 65(2); 68-9; 72;
73; 76-78; 86-88; 92-98; 112-117; 119; 123-24; 133; 133a;
135A; 136; 145-49; 151; 153-54; 157-60; 162-63; 166; 178-79;
182-85; 187; 188(2); 189-191; 205; 206(2); 207-8; 209(2);
210(2); 211(2); 212-217; 219-229; 220a; 230-242; 244;
246-263; 264-278; 279-284; 285-293; 294-299; 300-313; 314
pair; 315 pair; 320-20a pairs; 323-330; 331-342; 343-47 pairs;
357-8; 367-73 including pairs of imperfs; 374-82; 383-4 pairs;
390-396 pairs; 397-404; 405-7; 408-13 pairs; 414-423;
424-440; 441-445 pairs; 448,450 pairs; 452-458 pairs; 459
pair; 460; 461; 462-66, 468-480; 481-4 pairs; 486-90,92-97
pairs; 498-518 and includes 505 in a pair; 519; 523-4; various
offsets including imperf pairs; other highlights include 545-7;
551-73; 578-9; 581-91; 595; 599A pair; 630 s/s; 634A; 658-79;
virtual completion here through the end, used: 9; 12; 13-17; 18;
21-22; 25-6; 27-9; 31-3; 62B; 67; 75; 79; 83; 85B; 89; 91;
99-101; 118; 120-122; 137-139; 144; J58; The Airmails are
complete mint including a lovely set of Zeppelins, mint Special
Delivery and Postage Dues complete without the special
printings only (the J58 appears unused but alas is indeed
used); also one will find mint F1, Q1-12; JQ1-5 as well as the
QEs, there are a total of 24 items with brand new PSE certificates that attest to the items being unused/mint, the stamps are
generally fresh and nice appearing, but there are many with
varying degrees of faults that will also include reperfing and the
occasional used stamp with a cleaned cancel listed as unused.
The 20th Century material seems to improve immensely on
quality and the back-of-the-book is simply delightful! Please allow ample time to view and evaluate as our conservative estimate on this highly complete collection will be a worthwhile
endeavor for even the most advanced United States trader and
the catalog value will reach into six figures with the
overwhelming abundance of key values present.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

3

H
U.S., Pow erful Highly Complete Mostly Mint
Collection, 1857-1932 (10X1/PR125). Extensive and valuable collection neatly presented on White Ace pages; virtually
all unused or unused appearing with just a few used in the Back
of the book issues; including useful with original gum, highlights include 3-4P4 card proofs, 1857 perforated issues 24,
26, 35, 36-39; 1861’s 63, 65, 67-72, 76-77; 1869 Pictorials
complete 112-122; banknote issues 151-155, 210-218; 1890
regulars complete 219-229; 1893 Columbians complete to the
$5, 230-245; Bureau issues 264-278; Trans Mississippis
285-293, 1902 regular issues 300-311, 1912 Panama-Pacific

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

H/m
U.S., Meticulously Assembled Collection
(7//QE4). Magnificent collection neatly housed in a single
Lighthouse hingeless album, loaded with choice quality mint or
used stamps; virtually complete except for select items we removed for individual lotting, this collection is overflowing with
better stamps, 6 of which have certificates of authenticity - 2
Weiss, 2 PSE, and 2 PF certificates; mostly used up to the
1879 American Bank Note Company issues, unused thereafter, highlights include a nice selection of 1851 imperforates 7,
9-11, 13-15, and 17; a valuable selection of 1857 perforated issues 18, 20, 22-28, 29-33, and 35-38; an attractive group of the
1861 issues 63 x (4) various shades, 67-73, 75-78; the 1867
grilled issues are fairly complete including 79 grilled all over,
83, 85, 85B, 85E, 86-91 complete, and 92-101 complete; 1869
Pictorials include 112-1115, and 117-121; 1870’s Banknote issues include 134-39, 145-155, 156-166, 178-191, and
205-218; the 1890 Banknote issue 219-229 are complete including both better 2 cent varieties 220a and 220c; 1893
Columbians 230-240, 1894 Bureaus 246-250, and 252-260
unused, with 261 and 261A used; 1895 Bureaus 264-276
used, with 276A and 277 used, and 279-294 complete; 1898
Trans-Mississippi’s 285-291, and 1901 Pan Americans complete 294-299; 1902 regulars 300-309 plus a choice used 313;
1904 Louisiana Purchase and 1907 Jamestown complete
323-330; Washington Franklins are exceptional with many a
Very Fine stamp for any dealer or collector to cherry pick the
GEMS out of, they include 331-341, 343-347, 348-355, 357-8,
367-373 complete, 374-382 complete, 385-387, 390-396 coil
singles, 397-404 complete, 414-422, 424-438, plus a 440,
441-448 unused, 449 used, 450-458 coil singles, 461,-466,
468-476, 478-480, 1917 coil pairs or line pairs 486-490, and
492-497, 1917 perf 11 issues 498-504, and 506-511, 519
Never Hinged with cert., 524-534A, 535-538, and 540-547,
1923 regulars are complete and very choice 551-573, perf 10
issue from 1923 581-591 complete, 630 White Plains souvenir
sheet, 1929 Kansas-Nebraska issues complete 658-679; then
virtually complete from 1930 to 1944 issues; Back of The Book
are spectacular including Airmail issues C1-C12, and
C16-C23; Special Delivery are complete except for E10; Post-
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age Due issues are used on the early years but complete for issues J1-J7, J15-J21, J22-J28, J30-J36, J38-J44, J45-J50,
J52-J57, J60-J67, and J69-J78; there’s a gorgeous complete
set of the 1919 U.S. Offices in China K1-K18, plus a gorgeous
set of the 1913 Parcel Post issues Q1-Q12; to finish off this
great collection there’s complete sets of 1912 Parcel Post Due
JQ1-5, and 1925 Special Handling stamps QE1-QE4a; there
are some faults present on some of the early, higher catalog
value stamps and a few reperfs here and there, but the overall
quality of this collection is much nicer than normally found, as
the collector who formed the collection to the extra time to hand
pick nice looking stamps with eye appeal; as the owner’s catalog value is well in excess of $100,000, this collection should
draw serious interest at public auction; a fantastic collection for
and retail dealer or Ebay enthusiast, as the stamps are all in
very saleable condition with no junk or filler loading up the
value of this lot; please give yourself extra time to carefully
review this impressive and beautiful collection - you’ll be glad
you did. Scott $104,615 owner’s stated value.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
4

H/m
U.S., Sprawling Advanced Mint & Used Collection, 1845-1976. In a fat bulging Lighthouse hingeless album,
starting with postmaster provisionals, locals and some confederate provisionals and continuing with used (unless mentioned
otherwise) 1847 issue 1-2 singles plus a pair of 1; 1¢ 1851 four;
12; 10¢ 1851 two and a pair; 17; 1¢ 1857 (7) including a #20
with certificate; 27, 29 part o.g.; 20; 30A; 10¢ 1857 (5 one of
which is unused); 36-39 the 90¢ with fraudulent cancel; unused
appearing 1861s include 63, 65, 67, 68, 73; also used 63(2);
64b; 68(3); 24¢ (5) including #70c with certificate; 71-72; 76;
77(2); lots of grills including 86 & 94 unused, the rest used and
need to be checked but include 1¢ (2); 2¢ (5); 3¢(4); 5¢; 10¢(3);
12¢,15¢ & 24¢ two of each value; 30¢; 90¢ are solo. 112-21;
123-32 an interestingly concocted proof set shaved and perforated so as to resemble the re-issues, 133 unused; 134; 136-7;
139; 144; various banknotes including unused 7¢; 12¢,
15¢-90¢ of the various printings, the remaining spaces filled
with used and sometimes extras; 219-29 mixed mint and used;
small bureaus complete but for 261; 1900 series missing 313;
Washington-Franklins with a high degree of representation
mint 341-2; 374-82; 407; 414-5; 420 422; a few perf 10s; 461
and most of the other perf 11s; 523; 547; 573; Commems are
complete unused from Columbians, includes Trans-Miss,
Pan-Am, Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown, Lincoln Bluish,
White Plains S/S, Kansas-Nebraska, airmails C1-6 & C18 mint
are the highlights, a separate section of coils and coil pairs on
about a dozen pages with some useful; nice Special Deliveries
with E3-E7 mint, excellent range of postage dues, mint Q1-12;
JQ1-5 mixed mint/used then a better-than-expected Official
selection unused O5-6, O8, O10-14, O28-30, Navy complete
mostly used, nice PO dept including 90¢, State Dept missing
only 15¢ up to the 90¢ and includes a $2, Treasury and War are
complete unused, Interior mixed mint/used plus some soft papers and later issues. F1 mint, Newspapers including proofs,
facsimiles & reprints, and ends with a mostly mint set of ducks.
An overall extensive and well represented collection formed by
a great old codger that knew his stuff but was value oriented, so
there are faults, unused appearing, the occasional misidentified or problem item, but a lot of fine or better stamps that have
great sales potential and would catalog a small fortune. This
one needs a careful look and will reward the ardent viewer.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

5

H/m
U.S., Valuable Intact Mostly Mint Collection,
1851-1979. In two volume Scott National Albums, includes unused #7; 37; 63; 65; 69; 73; 87; 96; 112-4; 131; 136; 156; 158;
149; 152; 156; 160; 182; 184; 188-9; 205; 209-12; 213-7;
219D; 221-2; 224-29; 230-42; 246—61; 264-75; 277; 279-84;

2
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288-91; 294-99; 300-12; 323-41; 367-73; 374-82; 397-404;
405-20; 422-3; 424-40; 462-76; 478-80; various coils including
pairs 447; 458; 494-5; 497; 501-4; 506-18; 523-4; various offsets and rotaries; 551-73; 575-91; 595; 599A; 630; 658-79;
plus all the other issues onwards, airmails complete including
C1-6 and C13-15; E1; E5; E7; F1; some Ducks and BOB. Used
includes #9; 68; 70-1; 76-8; 115-6; 151 pair with star cancel;
153-55 - 90¢ NYFM cancel plus some others that fill in the gaps
for the unused issues, an overall delightful collection with many
items carefully selected for eye-appeal, as one might expect
there are unused appearing examples that may well be used
and faults to varying degrees, but an intact as received collection that should please the most discerning parties, many items
to select and sell individually at premium prices, decide for
yourself but don’t let this one get away.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
6

HH/H/m U.S., Quality Mint & Used Collection,
1847-1990. Mounted in three Scott albums, better used includes 1 with red grid cancel, 67, 69, 70, 71, 76, 77, 78,
112-117, 119, 145-155, 165-166, 182-191, 311, mint includes
65 with PF certificate for block of four, 205, 209, 210, 211, 214,
215 with 1998 PF certificate, 219-229, 230-240, 254-258,
264-275, 279-284, 285-290, 294-299, 300-310, excellent
Washington Franklins with certificates, 369 with PF certificate
for block of four, 1922 issue complete, White Plains sheet,
Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, Liberty and
Prominent Americans complete, C1-C6, C13-C15 plate number singles, C18, E7, E8, E11, Q1-Q7, Q9, some never hinged,
a meaty collection that will be appreciated by your clients,
come on down and take time to inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

7

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1960. Surprisingly mounted neatly in a Liberty Album, client spent money
on stamps not the album, value in the mint and with some select; many very fine or very fine appearing examples which include unused #20; 24; 68; 71; 73; 76 (maybe a 75); 77-8; 92;
112-4; 121; 135-6; 147-8; 156-9; 161; 178-9; 182; 186; 189;
205; 206-7; 209-5; 217; 222; 224-5; 227-9; 230-41; 246-50;
252-3; 256; 259-60; 264-74; 279/84; 285-90; 294-99; 300-9;
314 pair; 320-20a; 323-7; 328-30; 331-33; 335-6; 339; 343-7;
371-3; 373-6; 378-9; 397-8; 400; 405-7; 418-9; 422; 434; 447
pair; 452; 457; 470; 473-4; 501-13; 515-6; 518; 505 in block of
9; 526-31; plus various others including Kansas-Nebraska less
#678; C1-6; C13; plus others. Used #7; 9; 14-5; 17; 24-6; 29
pair; 30A; 33 & 35 each tied to piece; 37-8; 63; 67; 72; 93-4;
97-8; 100; 115-9; 121; 138; 155; 160; 162; 165-6; 191; 218;
276A; 291; 310-12; there are faults present and unused
stamps that may well be used but overall a nice fresh little lot for
breakdown, viewing a must and a breeze.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

8

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1990. Several hundred stamps mounted in a Scott National album,better
used includes 30A, 31, 32, 37, 63-72, 75-78, 97, 98, 100,
112-117, 119, 155, 165-166, 229, 240, 244, mint includes 231,
234, 286, 287, Prexies, Liberty and Prominent Americans complete, E7, mint and used CSA, condition and possible identification issues but otherwise an excellent selection, with many
sale able stamps and sets, examination is encouraged, F.-V.F.
Scott $20,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

9

HH/H
U.S., General Collection, 1857 to 1950s. Filled
with singles, blocks and plate blocks, put together decades ago
by a man of the times. Singles included are #26 (conveniently
located at the end of the album); 230-2; 234-6; 238-40; 256-7;
268; 270(2); 272; 275a; 276; 281; 282C; 285-6; 294-98; 327;
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343-7; 347 pair; 351 pair; 390-96 pairs with 394 a line pair; 399;
400A; 423; 472; 475; 547; 571; 630; 803-34; 839-51 line pairs;
C4(2); C5-6; C18 plus a few others and some light
back-of-the-book. Blocks included are #231; 288 left margin
arrow block; 320; 325 wide top margin plate block; 344(2); 345;
347 right arrow margin block; 373 right margin block; 377-79;
426 plate block of 6; 427-28; 431-32; 465; 470; 514-18 the $1 a
left margin arrow block; 548-50 top margin blocks with plate
numbers; 555; 559; 575-7; 619; 620-1; 647-8; 704-15; Farleys,
then from Army Navy Issue it switches to plate blocks and includes 803-34 (check the $1 for the better shade); 859-93;
909-21; 1295 and a bunch of that eras plates; block of #C3;
C7-12; C19-22; C24 plate block C25-31 plates; the nice thing
about this lot is that there are some fresh plums- quality wise- to
be plucked (or graded) and will reward the ardent viewer,
straight forward but with a pleasant twist, upon examination
you will find the never hinged and premium examples, fresh
and delightful, occasional fault, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
m
U.S., Meaty Used Collection, 1851-1970. A nice
selection with some better cancels, includes 36, 69, 70 (x2 one
with red grid cancel, 75, 77, 78, 89, 96, 97, 115, 116 (x2), 119,
151, 153, 154, 155, 165, 166, 190, 191, 217, 229-241,291,
294-299, useful Washington Franklins, C1, C5, C18, E1-E8,
Q1-Q1, plenty of sale able material here, bid, win and enjoy,
F.-V.F. Scott $16,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

11

HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1851-1990. Better used includes
112-117, 217, 275, 285-290, 310, 323-327, 328-330, 397-404,
E1-E7, Q1-Q12, better mint has White Plains sheet, C13-C15,
C18, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

12

HH/H
U.S., Exquisite Mint Collection, 1870-2000. Mint
mostly never hinged collection that features 294-296, 306,
323-324, 548-550, 551-570,614-616, 617-619, 620-621,
White Plains Sheet, Imperf Parks line pairs, Liberty Series
complete, Legends of the West error sheet, C1-C6, C18 and
tons of postage from 10¢ to 12.25, virtually to 2001, you can’t
beat this lot with our low estimate, come on down, grab a seat
and inspect to your heart’s content, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

13

14

HH/H/m U.S., Old Time Mint & Used Collection,
1847-1950. A few hundred stamps mounted in a Scott National album, with better used includes 1, 2, 30, 36, pair and single grilled Blackjack, five 1867 grilled 3¢ Washingtons, 114
split grill, 275, mint with 26, 65, 73, 121 part o.g. with small
faults, 230-240 with the 50¢ VF o.g., 294-297 White Plains
sheet, and with glassines of duplicate stamps between pages,
you’ll get a real nostalgic feeling when inspecting this lot,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
U.S., Cheerful Mint Singles & Blocks Collection, 1882-1930. Formed by an old timer when collecting
blocks was quite a bit more manageable and the flavor of the
day. Highlights of singles include: 206; 210; 212-3; 219; 220;
300-1; 306; 314,320a pairs with schermack perfs; 328-9;
374-9; 397-8; 428; 431. coil pairs include 410-2; 441; 457;
495-7; 656; 723 and others; various perf 11s with 516; 524;
548-50 551-73; 658-79; plus various others. Blocks include:
295; 328; 367; 397-8; 401; 503;513; 548-9; 589-91;610-12;
614-6; 620-1; 632-42 a few plates; 658-668; 669-77, 679;
692-701; plus others, although mostly hinged once in place,
some of the blocks have never hinged examples and some are
very fine, overall fine-very fine with useful throughout, a quick
peek will be refreshing and worthwhile (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

15

HH/H/m U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1861-1980. A few
hundred stamps mounted in a Scott Hingeless National album,
with better mint 230-240, 285-291, 292, 294-299, 323-327,
328-330, White Plains sheet, Kansas-Nebraska complete,
Prexies complete, C1-C2, C4-C5, C13, C18, used 291, many
of these stamps could be lotted alone, viewing highly recommended for full appreciation of the opportunity presented here,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

16

HH/Ha U.S., Plate Block Selection (314/J88). Includes
314; 320; 343(2); 344-6; 368; 371; 373; 384; 408; 409(5); 481;
482(4) 484(2); 531; 532; 534; 535; 575(2); 576-7; 611; 620;
631; 632/42 various quantities830-1(2); 832-4; E12; J88, upon
inspection there is some never hinged and some wide margin
tops, better than the normal quality encountered and certainly
worth a bid or two, generally F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

17

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1982. Useful
collection in one album and three stockbooks, better mint includes material such as 189, 227 and 228, used has many
Banknotes, Washington Franklins, page of CSA with 1, 6, 7, 8,
11 & 12, nice officials and postage dues, a collection that can
be used as a foundation for an advanced collection or broken
up into many individual lots, please evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

18

HH/H
U.S., Charming Commemorative Collection,
1893-1950. Housed in a Lindner hingeless album, with
230-238, 240, with blocks of four of 230 & 231, 285-291, 293,
294-299, 323-327 with PF certificate for 326 and PSE certificate for block of four of 327 from which this 10¢ came from,
328-330, 357-359, 370-371, 372-373, 397-400, 548-550,
614-616, 617-620, White Plains sheet, Washington Bicentennial singles and blocks of four, Famous Americans in blocks of
four, inspection is necessary since much appears never
hinged, a premium collection that will grace any collector or
dealer’s stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

19

HH/H/m U.S., Captivating Mint & Used Collection,
1851-1990. A few hundred stamps mounted in a Scott National album, better mint includes 24 no gum, 26 69, 73, 182,
184, single and pair 206, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 246,
247, 281, 358, 573 (x2), Prexies complete, used includes 68,
71, 112-117, with some scattered back-of-the-book including
CSA, and three stock pages of better material, some condition
issues, a number appear never hinged, best to view and bid, an
inexpensive stock acquisition not to be missed, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

20

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1888-1990. A few hundred
mostly mint stamps mounted in two Scott National albums, includes 214 never hinged, 230-237, 285-290, 323-327,
548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Nebraska overprints
complete, Liberty series complete, C1-C6, C18, with quite a
few extra fine or better examples, very few condition issues,
this has the potential of being a very profitable procurement,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

21

HH/H/m U.S., Grandpa’s Old Time Collection,
1857-1990. Filling ten stock books, with quantities of used
Columbians to the 15¢, mint and used 2¢ reds, used Bank
Notes, used 1922 series, extensive tax paid, federal and state
tax stamps, hundreds of used J78 on documents, lots of
back-of-the-book and seals, a little bit of everything for the
eclectic collector or dealer, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H/m U.S., Errors, Freaks and Oddities Collection.
Over eighty items, with misperfs, imperfs, over inked, double
perfs, preprinting paper fold, includes 1299b, 1618b, 1625a,
2609a, 3264a, scarce and unusual items present, a long inspection will pay off big time!!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

23

HH
U.S., Plate Block Collection (548//923). Mounted
on album pages, some highlights include 617-18, 740-49,
859-93, some 2¢ reds and more, many of the items are fresh
and sound, the vast majority are o.g., never hinged, some have
gum soaks from being stuck down to mounts; some mostly minor faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $2,300 plus.
Estimate $500 - 750

24

25

26

27

28

29

4

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1893-1960. Mint collection
mounted in five albums, better includes 230-238, 285-289, with
a used 291, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 1922 series up to the
50¢, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Famous Americans in blocks
of four, and plenty of mint singles, blocks of four and plate
blocks, along with a small foreign collection of New York
Worlds Fair singles, a few condition issues but a clean lot worth
many times our low estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1990. A few
hundred mint & used stamps mounted in two Lighthouse
hingeless albums with slipcases, used includes 36 with red grid
cancel, 69, 76, mint includes 73, 326, Prexies complete, Liberty complete, and plenty of postage, fresh clean lot, come on
down and see for yourself, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m U.S., Useful Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1960.
Several hundred stamps in eight albums and four folders, with
better material throughout, with used Columbians to 239, mint
plate blocks 620, 628, 649-650, 704-711, C7-C9, stock book of
used 11//831, album of mostly mint with 210, 212, 213, 221,
224, 230-238, 290, 294-299, 300-308, 328-330, 548-550,
570-572, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 692-701, another album
with mint and used singles, Minkus All American album with
mint Prexies, Liberty and Prominent issues complete, and a
Scott International album with mint 285-290, more than
enough to make this a must bid on, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1990. Neat
collection with better used 71, 76, 77, 78, 112-117, 119, excellent Bank Notes, 239, 312-313, Pan Pacific complete, Parcel
Posts complete, mint has 230-235, 285-287, 289-290, an excellent collection for the internet dealer of collector looking to fill
in some holes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m U.S., Succulent Mint & Used Collection,
1847-1960. Unusual selection in a Scott American album, includes used with pen cancelled #1, 100, 291, C2, C3 on AAMC
104c flight, mint with 230-241, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621,
Prexies complete, some condition issues, but with many premium examples this album should find a ready buyer, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H
U.S., Premium Plate Block Collection, 1930-90.
Collection of mint plate blocks that includes 718-719, 734, National Parks, 832, Overrun Countries plus KORPA error in
block of six, 1295, 2196, face over $500.00, check this one out
before its gone forever, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

30

m
U.S., Used Collection, 1850s-1950s.
In a
Schaubek album with some earlies, followed by Banknotes
representation, 1893 Columbians (230-38), 1898 Trans-Mississippi (285-90), 1901 (294-99), 1904 (323-27), and then by
Washington-Franklins. We also noted special deliveries & airmails, plus many sets in the modest range. An excellent opportunity for starting or to breakdown, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

31

HH/H
U.S., Mint Plate Block Collection, 1930-70. Nice
collection includes National Parks complete, imperf Parks
complete, 771, China Resistance, Overrun Countries complete, also includes some mint airmails, and various
back-of-the-book, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

32

H/m/)
U.S., Diverse Collection, 1861-1990. Group that
includes some better used, mint face, first day covers, first
flights, stock certificates, and two 19th century specimen overprint entires, should prove interesting and worthwhile, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

33

m
U.S., 19th Century Used Collection, 1861-98. A
few hundred stamps with better cancels on 1851, 1857, 1861
and 1867 3¢ Washingtons, Blackjacks, 114s, Bank Notes,
210’s and 213’s, many on piece, take a good look and see what
hidden gems may be gleamed from this lot, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

34

HH/H
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1940-2000. A few
hundred blocks and plate blocks in three albums and a small
box, better includes 639, 641, Famous Americans complete,
Overrun Countries, CE1, and plenty of postage, useful little lot,
here is some help for your postal expenses, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

35

m
U.S., Intact Fancy Cancel Group. Collection of
100+, many with fancy cancels, includes 38 Black Jacks (Cat
$2,470) alone as the cheapest examples, 1869 3¢ and Bank
Notes, take a gander, will prove worth while, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

36

m
U.S., Used 19th Century Collection, 1851-1900.
Small selection mounted on pages, includes 26 with blue
“Paid” cancel, 75,76, 94 with red crossroads cancel, 98, 137,
160, 165, 190, 217, 218, 239, 240, 260, with plenty of other
stamps that could be lotted separately, with this many sale able
items this lot should bring some spirited bidding, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

37

H
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1932-73. Includes
740-9; 785-94; 803-32; 859-93; C25-31.
Estimate $200 - 300

38

HH
U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1932-44. On
White Ace album pages of blocks of four in a binder and appears to be all never hinged. Includes the Washington Bicentennial, National Parks and Famous American issues. A very
clean collection.
Estimate $150 - 200

39

HH/H
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1990. Includes Scott National with mint 294, 299, 614-616, 617-619,
imperf Parks singles and blocks of four, Famous Americans
complete, US mint sheets, album with plate blocks, Scott International Junior album with scattered material, worth much
more than the estimate, see for yourself!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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HH/H
U.S., Smooth Mint Collection, 1918-90. A few
hundred stamps mounted in three White Ace albums, includes
548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, White Plains sheet, line
pairs 597-603 less 599A, Kansas Nebraska overprints complete, Prexies complete with all line pairs, Liberty and Prominent Americans complete, C1-C6 (x2), C13-C15 with C14 a
plate number single, dealers do not let this one get by you,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

48

HH/H/m U.S., Bureau Collection, 1894-98. A few hundred
mint and used stamps mounted on pages, with shades, cancels, multiples, a few condition issues, excellent catalog value,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

49

m
U.S., 20th Century Star Cancels. 25 stamps and
one cover with modern star cancels, includes colored, outline,
shaded and solid, excellent grouping, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

50

m
U.S., Fancy Cancels on Washington Franklins.
320+ stamps with fancy cancels, includes registered, colored,
town straight lines, stars, geometrics, pictorials, on singles,
pairs, and strips, mixed condition, includes skull and crossbones, pixies, anchors, great lot for the Washington Franklin
specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

51

m/)
U.S., Collection of Offset Issues (525/530). Intriguing lot of singles, pairs, blocks and covers, include nice lot
of covers, with ad covers including illustrated, registered,
better cancels, used in Puerto Rico, please investigate, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

52

HH/H
U.S., Mint Washington-Franklins Collection
(525//530). One of a kind collection with 525 including two
plate blocks, three double impressions and a imperf between
stamp and selvage, block of four imperf vertically between,
plate block and single with Rosback Perforations, 526 with two
plate blocks, shades, 527 with two plate blocks, 528 with plate
scratches, vertical pair imperf between, phantom plate numbers, 530 with shades, double impression, over inked,
misperfed, outstanding lot for study, set aside enough time to
enjoy perusing this winner, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

53

HH/H
U.S., Mint 1922 Issue. Small lot on display cards,
includes 555 (x3), 557 (x3), 560, 261 (x4), 569, 570, 571 (x10),
572, useful lot for your inventory, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

54

HH/H/m U.S., Mint, Used & Precanceled 1922 Issue. A
few hundred stamps in stock pages starts with 555 up to 573,
includes blocks, unchecked for varieties, enormous catalog
value, should be viewed to fully appreciate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

55

m
U.S., Used Overrun Countries. Used stamps
with enough blocks of four to make 300 sets, plus hundreds of
pairs, singles and even country name singles, unchecked for
any varieties, offered intact as received, be the sultan of the issue, a great advertising aid or promotion, some condition issues, inspection strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

56

H/m/)
U.S., Overrun Countries Collection, 1943-44
(909-921). An extensive collection of the Overrun Countries issue, with hundreds of singles, name blocks and first day covers, six examples of the “Korpa” error in singles and blocks of
four and six, mint set of name blocks, set of four corner blocks
of four, set of top and bottom strips of ten, blocks of twenty
signed by the ambassadors of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Norway, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Belgium, Greece, Yugoslavia
and Denmark, and then a nice selection of first day and commercial covers, truly a unique opportunity, pull up a chair and
peruse this gem, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Specialized Collections
41

42

43

44

HH/H
U.S. Booklet, 1962, 5¢ Washington, a Positional
and Plate Number Study (1213a), 1,100+ booklet panes of 5
+ label. Most with partial plate numbers, includes 200+ Slogan
#1, 100+ Slogan #2 and 750+ Slogan #3, excellent lot for the
specialist and no premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m U.S., 1867 Grill Study Collection. Lovely lot that
includes mint and used 1¢, five mint and six used Blackjacks,
one mint and two used 3¢, one used 5¢, one mint, four used
and a strip of three 10¢, six used and pair 12¢, five 15¢, two
used 30¢ and a 90¢, enormous potential with huge catalog
value, you’ll need some time to decipher this one, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
m
U.S., 1869 Issue Accumulation (112-117,119). A
comprehensive accumulation with varying quantities of each
stamp excellent for the specialized collector or on line seller, a
few unused stamps are included, nice variety of cancels and
shades; various faults, V.G.-Fine. Scott $15,000 plus.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
m
U.S., 6¢ 1870-79 Issue, Various Shades (148,
159, 186). A fabulous accumulation of 6¢ Lincoln Banknote issues including 148 (168 examples), 159 (85 examples), and
186 (80 examples), excellent group for the Lincoln or Banknote
specialist with a wide variety of shades to study, nice selection
of cancels including colors; various faults, Very Good-Very
Fine. Scott $10,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

45

m/)
U.S., Used Grilled Bank Note Collection.
Twenty four stamps and sixteen covers, highlights included
roller grill on 136, cover to New York with six 136, and a returned cover with mixed series 77 and 136, covers alone
should be worth more than our low estimate, be sure and check
it out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

46

H/m/)
U.S., Enticing Small Bank Note & Bureau Collection. A true labor of love, starts with mint small Bank Notes
219, 219D, 220, 222, 223, 226 & 227, plate number single of
219, used 220c, five ad covers with 220, then mint and used examples including 228 and 229, then small bureaus with nineteen covers and hundreds of mint and used stamps showing
different shades and various varieties, all mounted in a Scott
Specialty album, a beautiful lot with huge potential, what more
could you ask for, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

47

HHa
U.S., 1893 1¢ Columbians in Multiples. Mint
never hinged in blocks of twenty, twenty five (x4), six (x2), strips
of four and five and a pair, a few condition issues, however an
attractive lot of these beautiful stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $5,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH
U.S., Booklet, 1939, 73¢, violet on pink cover
(BK101). 140 fresh, clean examples, and to make a little
better, the lot also includes 59 booklets of BK103, unchecked
and a holding loaded for bear, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $100,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

58

HH/H
U.S., Air Mail Collection Plus Face Lot. Hundreds of stamps and plate blocks housed in seven albums, a
sheet file and a box, the airmail collection is mint and includes
singles of C1-C6, C13-C15 and C18, face lot values from 1¢ to
$5, plate blocks include Famous Americans, Overrun Countries, 1295 single plus plate block, and many more premium
items, a great lot for the busy retailer, come have a peek,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

59

HH/H
U.S., Airmail, Eye Popping Collection, 1918-80.
Mounted in a Lindner hingeless album with fresh, bright
stamps, includes singles, blocks and plate blocks, starts with
C1-C6 in singles and blocks of four, C7-C8 plate blocks, C18
single, then C10-C11 C20-C22, C24 and C26-C31 plate
blocks, truly a lot that will garner quite a bit of attention, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

60

HH/H/m U.S., Airmail & Special Delivery Collection,
1918-50. Fresh attractive collection includes mint C1-C6,
C10A, C18, plate blocks for C7, C9, C24, QE2 & QE3, some
excellent material for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $1,700
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

61

H
U.S., Officials, 1873-81 (O4//O126). An attractive
selection with some duplication, mostly unused, most o.g. with
some used included; mostly small faults, Very Good-Very Fine.
Scott $6,000 plus.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

62

(H)
U.S.,
Newspaper
Stamps,
1875-95
(PR9//PR125). A reasonably attractive group of mostly unused
with a few used mixed in, some duplication, earlies mostly without gum, later stamps mostly o.g.; mostly small faults, Very
Good-Very Fine. Scott $3,000 plus.
Estimate $500 - 750

63

HH/H
U.S., Booklet Panes, Reconstructed Plates Collection, 1914-23. Album with reconstructed plates, includes
sixty 424d panes, sixty 498e panes, fifty nine 552a panes, and
sixty 554c panes, each mounted on an exhibition page with illustrated pane position on plates, professionally assembled, a
collection that would be next to impossible to duplicate, if you
are a booklet specialist do not let this one get away, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

64

6

H/m
U.S., Revenues, Impressive Specialized Collection (R1//RV30). Marvelous and meticulously assembled revenue specialized collection; loaded with everything from 1st
issue revenues to motor vehicle tax stamps; this overflowing
collection starts with an excellent selection of 1st issue revenues, missing the more expensive items; there’s a nice group
of 2nd and 3rd issue revenues, plus an impressive group of
Documentary stamps; there’s a nice group of Proprietary
stamps, future delivery, stock transfer, beer stamps, wine
stamps, playing cards, silver tax, potato stamps, narcotic tax
stamps, consular services, customs fee, private die match and
medicine stamps, playing cards, and motor vehicle use
stamps; this impressive collection would be a great for for any
dealer or even collector looking for further expansion; well
worth careful consideration (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

65

m
U.S., First Issue Revenues Collection. 130+ revenues mounted on Scott pages, better includes R4c, R28c,
R66c, R76c, R77c, R84c (x2), R87c, R91c, R93c, R94c, R95c
and R96c, with many imperf and part perf examples, many
hand cancels present, catalog value and potential is huge,
some mixed condition and identification issues present, a perfect way to restock, or serve as a foundation for a more comprehensive collection, grab a chair and peruse a while, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

66

H/m
U.S., Match and Medicine Selection, 1862-83.
About 150 mostly different in glassines and old dealer counter
pages. We spotted quite a few better items including RO38b,
RO178a, RO76a, RO100a, RO102a, RO131b, RO178a,
RO178b, RS48b, RS84a, RS93d, RS128, RS133a, RS181,
RS215b, RS237b, RS265d and RU10, plus at least a dozen
more in the $25 to $50 range. Condition for this material is a little mixed and the Scott catalog value takes condition into account for Match and Medicines. Well worth a careful review.
Scott $5,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

67

H/m
U.S., Documentary Revenues, 1940-63. 500+
revenues mounted on Scott pages, better includes R308,
R406 (x2), R482 punch cancel, R485 punch cancel, R507,
R530 punch cancel, R560 cut cancel, R616 punch cancel,
R683, R685 cut cancel, R692, R694, R710, and many more,
total catalog value exceeds 4,000.00, many mint are never
hinged, there are some condition issues but overall a exceptional lot to break up or build upon, please take the proper time
to ascertain its true value, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

68

m
U.S., Revenues on Documents & Ephemera,
1861-98. Eclectic holding of revenues on documents, revenue
stamped paper, and ephemera, includes battleships on railroad documents, checks with duplication of RN-B1, RN-C1,
RN-C2, RN-D3, RN-J5, illustrated checks with revenues, also
includes uncut sheet of four Canal & Banking $5.00 bank
notes, stock certificate for New London Copper Mining Company, illustrated stock certificate for Deer Creek Oil Company,
six documents with RN-V4 s, and a 1857 menu for the Ladies’
Ordinary meeting, mixed condition, an usual grouping that
should be quite profitable for the savvy bidder, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

69

m
U.S., Stock Transfer Stamps, 1940-52. 220+
revenues mounted on Scott pages, with better such as RD82
cut cancel, RD85, RD87 perf initials, RD207 cut cancel,
RD225, RD230, RD231, RD256 cut cancel, RD256 perf initials, RD338 cut cancel, RD364 cut cancel, there are some
scarce stamps present and this would be a great introduction to
this popular area, plan on spending sufficient time with this winner!!! F.-V.F. Scott $6,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

70

H/m
U.S., Wine Stamps, Vast Collection, 1914-55.
300+ including many multiples, all mounted on Scott pages, includes RE40, RE79, RE83, RE143, RE150, RE154, RE169,
RE175 perf initials, a great lot to restock your inventory inexpensively, F.-V.F. Scott $2,450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

71

m
U.S.,
Consular
Fee
Stamps,
1906-24
(RK3//RK36). Hundreds of stamps in glassines, many on
piece, with items such as RK23 (x4), RK27 (x6), RK28 (x4),
RK31, mixed condition, heavy duplication, a unique opportunity to acquire a excellent stock of these tough to find stamps,
F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H/m U.S., Match & Medicine Holding, 1861-98.
Counter book of 300+ revenues, includes RO6, RO9, RO10,
RO14, RO23, RO31, RO33d, RO35, RO109 (x223), RO181,
RO182, mixed condition as to be expected, a marvelous way to
start collecting this area or for a retail dealer, great lot for the
match and medicine specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $6,095 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

73

H/m
U.S., Match & Medicine Selection, 1861-98. A
few hundred stamps in glassines, includes RS117 (x18),
RS187 (x4 pairs and 2 strips of three), RS278 (x15), RS282
(x11), RS289 (x19), RS296 (x20), RS297 (x10), RS302 (x48),
RS304 (x17 + 3 pairs), RS305 (x30), RS306 (x73), RS309 (x3),
RS311, RS314A, mixed condition, high catalog value, don’t
hesitate on this one!!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

74

HH/H/m U.S., Match and Medicine Selection. Group of
110+ stamps that includes RO171c, RS58, RS249, RS263,
RU12, mixed condition as usual, some useful duplication, nice
way to start collecting this popular area, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

75

76

77

HH
U.S., State Duck, State Fish & Game Bird Stamp
Collection, 1980s-90s. Neatly mounted in 26 Fleetwood albums issued in Cheyenne, Wyoming. Each stamp is mounted
on a cardboard paper page with information about the issue.
The portraits show the diverse birds, waterfowl & fish species in
different states by the best nation’s artists. We noted many
original invoices with original prices payed. An attractive collection with approximately $4,300 in face value, and representing successful conservation programs through the United
States, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
HH/H
U.S., Mint Duck Stamps, 1934-2010. Mounted in
a White Ace album, complete for period, with RW1-RW23 o.g.,
RW24 no gum, RW25-RW77 o.g. with many never hinged, includes the self adhesives, also over 80 state ducks mostly
Connecticut, the perfect lot for the investor or retail dealer,
come on down and take a gander, F.-V.F. Scott $6,700
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH
U.S., Federal & State Duck Stamps, Powerful &
Clean Collection. Comprised of hundreds of items, beginning
with a complete 1934-2010 never hinged singles collection
(RW2 with PSE certificate) & continues on with many souvenir
sheets, self adhesives, plate blocks, Junior Ducks including
JDS3, 4 (x2), etc. We also note quite a few duplicates for the
Federal Ducks as well as loads of State Ducks and more. Extensive & wonderful holding, inspection invited, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

78

HH/H
U.S., War Savings, Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation. In stock pages with plate blocks, blocks of four &
singles, including 10¢ rose-red, 25¢ blue-green, 50¢ ultramarine & $1 gray-black (S1-4). We also noted 25¢ Minute Man
singles and plate blocks (S7), plus some postal savings
stamps (PS11-12). A clean unit with a great deal of useful material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

79

HH/H
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-82. Useful collection, with both 1907 varieties WX1 and WX2, WX4,
WX8, WX13, WX15, WX16 and complete to 1982, all mounted
in a White Ace album, nice selection of this popular area, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

80

lar singles the lot includes progressive plate proofs from 1938
to 1968, complete sheets, errors, and a binder of Scandinavia
items, great way to begin collecting this popular subject or purchase it to break up for retail, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
81

HH/H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Bold Collection,
1861-1950. A tantalizing lot that grabs you from the first page,
several hundred stamps mounted in a Scott Specialty album,
nice imperfs with many that will pass certification, then two
pages of part perfs and then a perforated collection that is only
missing R31c, R99c and R102c for completion, with dozens of
duplicates with shades, silk papers, misperfs, second issue includes R122, third issue with only R149 & R150 needed for
completion, decent coverage of the reds and greens, both boat
revenues, wines, used RVT2 used, playing cards, official
seals, savings stamps, telegraph stamps, oleomargarine
stamps, tax paids, state revenues, an opportunity that would
occur again for some time, F.-V.F. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

82

H/m
U.S., Back-Of-The-Book Collection (E1//OXF1).
Impressive collection presented on White Ace pages in a single binder; includes nice selections of Special Delivery issues,
Postage Dues, Officials, Newspaper stamps, Parcel Post issues, and even telegraph stamps; plenty of value here; inspection recommended as there’s nearly $6000 is catalog value
present (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

83

HH/H
U.S., Seals, Exhibitions & Philatelic Conventions Collection / Accumulation, 1920s-50s. A rarely seen
type of material, including a home-made album with a wealth of
sets and souvenir sheets issued to commemorate Stamp Exhibitions & Philatelic Conventions. Also shoebox with all sorts of
duplicates in glassines, plus a fair number of 1926
Sesqui-Centennial Exposition sheets of eight in excellent state
of preservation, reprinted Confederate paper money and three
1939 wooden nickels redeemable for 25¢ in trade in any
Hoquiam, Washington, store. Excellent for the collector or
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

84

H
U.S., Tasty Back-of-the-Book Collection. A very
well presented gallery of back-of-the-book material, with International Reply Coupons, Post Office Seals, Telegraph
Stamps, special tax stamps for opium dispensing 1948-1966,
Christmas Seals and a small group of postal cards, for you
back of the book-back of the book aficionados, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

85

HH/H/m U.S., Back of the Book and Even Further. All
sorts of revenues, labels and cinderellas make up the bulk of
this holding, a lot that may need some research, better items include uncut sheet of cigarette pack tax stamps, book of manufacturer of cigars special tax stamps, various Exposition labels,
Trenton railroad ticket, pair R142P4, group of mint battleships,
cotton order tax stamps, various state revenues, state ducks,
page of official seals, better revenues such as R77c, R84c, cut
cancels on R103, R105, R110, R114, R116, and R143, R183,
two pages of weights and measures seals, a tobacco box label,
and lastly a group of counter pagers with R123, R124, R145,
and RE58 with tablet, should bring a smile to the lucky winner’s
face, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

86

HH/H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1861-1960.
Several hundred stamps mounted in a binder, with first, second
and third issue revenues including R28c, R77c, R86c, R98c,
R105, R106, R124, R145, R146, R147, Battleships, reds and
greens, consular service fee stamps, customs fee stamps
used complete, Sanitary Fair WV11-WV13, RVB1-RVB2,
RY3, various match and medicines, mint & used ducks, 9X1

HH/H
U.S., Christmas Seals, Diverse Collection. Incredible melange of material present, besides a set of the regu-
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87

New York postmaster provisional, locals, express, telegraphs,
state revenues CSA, and savings stamps, if you are looking for
new worlds to conquer, or just looking to restock inexpensively,
this is your lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

94

H
U.S., Carriers & Locals. Small stockbook containing an assortment of reprints, facsimiles and forgeries of a
wide variety of issues; 80 pieces in all, mostly multiples (about
245 stamps); an interesting lot of these popular Cinderellas.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1863-1960,
several hundred stamps mounted in a Scott National album,
with a cut square collection, first and second issue revenues,
reds and greens, state revenues, used ducks with RW1, RW6,
and twenty three others, nice grouping to break up for retail,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

95

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Assortment, 1851-1995. Several hundred stamps in albums, stock book, in cards, and
loose, one album holds used 70, 112-114, 217-218230-239,
285-291, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 397-404, C18, RW1,
and useful back-of-the-book, stock book of mint and used, with
better mint C10A, O16 (x2), O59, O76, Cuba J4, Philippines J5
& J7, with plenty of other knick knacks to be enjoyed by the winner, a fine lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

96

H
U.S., Outstanding Collection Remainder
(213//715). An incredible assortment of well centered mint
stamps neatly housed in a black stock book; we were able to
pick out several hundred GEM quality stamps to offer as individual auction lots and this is the remaining balance loaded
with select top quality, mostly never hinged stamps mostly selling for $10 to $100 individually that won’t bring enough individually to be offered as auction lots, but make for a really high
quality group for any dealer or collector; highlights include 213,
219, 223, 230-231, 235, 290 with certificate, 295 imprint single,
298, 327, and some really nice 704-715 in singles and multiples to choose from, and then there’s a nice group of more
modern booklet panes; this lot should definitely be inspected
as you’ll find numerous certified stamps, and a boatload of high
quality saleable stamps; faults if any are restricted to a couple
regummed early issues, but are few and far between.
Estimate $500 - 750

97

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Assortment, 1851-1990. Useful grouping that includes mint never hinged 219, 221, 281,
285, 286, 294-299, 620 arrow block, 647-648, 656, 756-765,
832 plate block, 834, C7-C9, C12, C24 (x2), RW41, RW42,
RW47, RW50, RW53, used 238, 423, 550 (x6), all on display
cards and ready for resale, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

98

HH/H
U.S., Choice Mint Assortment, 1901-30. On display cards, mint definitives include 304, 319c, 438, 469, 470
(x2), 500 (x3), 511, 517, 545 (x2), 555, 612, almost all chosen
for freshness and centering, a lot that would make a worthy addition to any dealer’s stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

99

(H)
U.S., Farley Gutter Pairs Assortment, 1935
(752//770). Imperforate and perforated horizontal or vertical
gutter pairs, plus several blocks of four, including 3¢ dark blue
(753) two blocks of four & eleven vertical pairs with horizontal
guideline between. We also noted 752 & 766-70 with duplication, including at least 14 pairs of each stamp. High catalogue
value, and recommended for the dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

100

HH/H
U.S., Freaks & Errors Assortment. Interesting
holding in several stock pages, including 8¢ Eisenhower pairs
and strips with shifted perforations; 14¢ Sinclair Lewis block of
twelve with six imperforate pairs & block of twenty with ten imperforate pairs; 1963-66 $1 test booklets with blank stamps
(TDB12a x3), 1985 $1.10 test booklets with blank pane of five
stamps (TDB32a x3). We also noted 20¢ Flag over Supreme
Court & 29¢ Flag over White House coil stamps, including imperforate strips or pairs imperforate between. A very clean lot
with great retail value and good potential, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Assortments
88

HH
U.S., Plate Blocks Assortment, 1950s-80s.
Hundreds of blocks of four in glassine envelopes, housed in
seven file boxes and metal box, plus some complete sheets, including regular, airmails and special delivery examples. We
noted stamps in the 3¢ to 50¢ face value range, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

89

HH/H
U.S., Plate Blocks & Strips Assortment.
Mounted in stock sheets, including 279B plate strip of three;
374 two plate blocks of six; 408 plate block of six; 509 three
plate strips of three; 511 sixteen plate strips of three; 575 four
plate blocks of six; 526 plate block of six; 530 two plate block of
sixes; 548-49 plate blocks of six; 577 four plate blocks of six;
618 two plate block of sixes; 646 plate block of four; 681 two
plate blocks of six; 683 plate block of six;. We also noted CE1
nine plate blocks, unused, without gum, plus several blocks of
four issued in the 1890s-1920s period. A useful group for a
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

90

91

HH/H
U.S., Nifty Balance of Consignment. Not your
usual balance, a few hundred stamps with better mint like 400
never hinged, U29 cut square, 27 private perf pairs, mint and
used CSA and US locals, and a stock book with mint singles up
to 22¢ value, lots of other surprises, must be viewed to be fully
appreciated, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H
U.S., Excellent Eclectic Selection. Including a
fine range of private die proprietary proofs like RO47P4 two
singles & a pair, RO100 proofs on card and India, RO179P4 a
block of six, a pair and singles, etc. We also note some lovely
quality match & medicine stamps like RS14d five select quality
examples, plus some general issue revenue card proofs, revenue stamped paper item & more, lovely holding of popular material, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

92

H
U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities, selection of
mostly misperfs, a few hundred, some duplication, also includes mint singles and block of #518 with offset, a worthwhile
group that should be carefully examined, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

93

HH
U.S., Major Errors Assortment, 1968-1990.
Comprising 1968 Wood Ducks (1362a, vertical pair, imperforate between), 1979 (1787a, imperforate pair), 1980 Eagle
(1831a, imperforate pair), 1982 Cat & Dog (2025a, imperforate
pair), 1984 Smokey Bear (2096b, vertical pair, imperforate between), 1990 Love (2440a, imperforate pair), 1990 Sea Creatures (2511b, block of 4 black omitted), 1990-95 Birds (2476 &
2478, imperforate pairs). Outstanding holding in great state of
preservation, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,575.
Estimate $600 - 800

8
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H/(H)
U.S., Triangle Plate Strips of Three. In stock
pages, including 247; 279 x5; 265 x9; 266 x3 & 267 x6. Useful
for the dealer, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

102

H/m/)
U.S., Mostly Used Value Assortment,
1861-1990. Several hundred stamps in albums, stock books,
on pages and loose, includes precancel collection, used 287,
288 (x2), 289, 400A,550, 621 (x3), CSA mint 11 pair, in a All
American album you’ll find used 230-238, 285-291, 294-299,
327, 328-330, 397-404, Q1-Q9, used ducks, with plenty of
early commemoratives and back-of-the-book this lot should
present a plethora of value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

103

m
U.S., Used Block Assortment. With many better
used blocks in glassines, with material including 219, 221, 280,
477, 573, 610, 655 block of eight, some back-of-the-book, a
useful lot for the block and plate block collector, please examine to ascertain the full value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

104

ma
U.S., Used Plate Blocks Assortment,
1920s-1960s (627//1336). In glassines with Scott numbers,
and housed in three black dealer’s boxes, including a fair number with first day cancels. We noted regulars, airmails, special
deliveries and some postage dues. A very well-organized holding, that can be easily incorporated into a bigger collection, and
a golden opportunity to acquire a “ready-made” stock, Very
Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

105

HH/H
U.S., Plate Number Booklet Panes, 1938-64.
120+ booklet panes with partial plate numbers, includes 634d
(x15), 807a (x34), 1035a (x23), 1036a (x41), and 1231a1 (x7),
offered intact as received, unchecked for better plate numbers,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

106

HH/H/m U.S., Balance of Consignment. Nice holding of
back-of-the-book and unusual items, better mint unless noted
includes 238 NG, 325, 647 used plate block, strip of four 1789
proofs, used R78a, Canal Zone 84d, Guam used 4 and 8, a few
CSA, nice selection of “RF” overprints, and a few misperfed
EFO’s, great lot for the internet dealer looking for uncommon
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

107

HH
U.S., Assortment of Better Sheets and Strips,
1947-93 (947//2723A). Varied lot, o.g., never hinged, mint
sheet file containing interesting items; includes a 947 sheet of
50 signed by the designer of the stamp; a 1488 Copernicus
sheet showing an interesting full offset on the back of 3+
stamps on the sheet of 50; and four plate number strips of 16 of
the 1993 Hank Williams issue, Scott #2723A, the perf 11.2 x
11.5 stamp that catalogs for $18.00 per stamp; an impressive
little lot, Very Fine. Scott $1,152.
Estimate $250 - 350

108

m
U.S., Better Used Singles Assortment. Nice
mixture, includes grilled 3¢ Washingtons 88 and 94’s, six cent
pink Bank Notes, 179’s, 212’s, 213’s, 1¢ and 2¢ small Bureaus,
offered intact as received, nice mixture of material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

109

110

H/m
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Small Assortment on
Retail Pages. 26 items, 19 of which are Specimen overprints
including #189, 11 different 1¢ & 2¢ Officials and O68-70 &
O74-75; also a few better used items like 2¢ #319 used in
Shanghai and 1¢ #543 tied on piece by Pago Pago roller cancel; condition is very mixed…please inspect. Scott value for
listed items is $1530.
Estimate $200 - 300

111

H/m
U.S., Official Cut Squares Assortment,
1873-1988. Comprising UO1 x2, UO2 x2, UO4, UO5 x2, UO7
x2, UO9, UO12, UO14 x2, UO15, UO16, UO17, UO20, UO31,
UO36, UO53 x3, UO54 x3, UO55-57, UO62, UO70 x2 & UO72
x4 in used condition; plus UO73-78 in mint condition, F.-V.F.
Scott $530 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

112

ma
U.S., Assortment of Multiples, 1898-1903
(288,304,309), comprising 298, block of 4; 304, block of six &
309, block of nine, plus five Banknotes or Bureau stamps tied
on advertising cut squares, F.-V.F. Scott $212 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Accumulations
113

H/m
U.S., Collection and Stock, 1852-1970. In several albums and stock books. Includes a smattering of 19th
century, progressively more coverage of 20th century including
lots of newer issues to about 1980, also back-of-the-book, an
album of pre-cancels, some United Nations and misc. No rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps. Generally clean,
F.-V.F. Scott $34,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

114

m
U.S., Audacious Early Used Holding, 1851-69.
Several hundred stamps, a rich array of early used US in extravagant numbers, eleven 1851 1¢, fourteen 1857 1¢, one
and a half stock pages of 1851 & 1857 3¢, four 1857 10¢, four
1851 12¢, three 1857 5¢, over a stock page of 1861-1867 3¢,
over a hundred Blackjacks with two pairs, and a page of 1869
pictorials up to a beautiful 30¢, unchecked for cancels or varieties, offered intact as given to us, the one lot the US dealer cannot miss out on, gigantic catalog re-sale value, faults to very
fine, a true old time holding intact as received, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

115

HH/H/m U.S., Massive Used Mostly Used Stock,
1851-1960. Incredible hoard of used material on stock pages,
thousands of stamp that includes hundreds of used
Columbians to the 50¢, Trans Miss to the 50¢, Pan Ams, Louisiana Purchase, Pan Pacs, 1922 series to the $5, 2¢ reds, airmails with two C18, special deliveries, mint and used officials
including mint O9 and O32 o.g., used O45, mint newspapers,
loads of revenues, state revenues, match and medicines, locals, ducks, CSA, possessions and everything else you could
wish for, offered intact as it arrived, this lot will make the winning bidder very happy, check it out as the potential is
enormous, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

116

HH/H/m U.S.,
Varied
Philatelic
Accumulation,
1850-1960. Several hundred stamps, blocks and plate blocks,
with such material as three sets of Famous American plate
blocks, booklet pane lot, some with plate numbers, air mail
coils, unchecked for watermarks 8¢ Bureaus, used C1-C6 with
duplication, locals, unchecked Harding Memorials, complete
set Prominent Americans plate blocks (x2), CSA, Possessions, RF overprints, mixed condition, well suited for the treasure hunter in us all, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

HH/H
U.S., Vending Machine Coils Assortment,
1908-23. Group of 18 small retail pages including (never
hinged pairs unless noted) Brinkerhoff type I: 408 (3),
Mail-O-Meter type IV 482 (2), Schermack type III: 320A (2
strips of 4), 576 (2 guide line strips of 4); U.S. Auto. Vending
type I: 343 (4 strips of 4); U.S. Auto. Vending type II: 373 (LH);
all Fine to Very Fine. Scott $865.
Estimate $200 - 300
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118

H/m
U.S., End of the Trail Accumulation, 1861-1960.
Thousands and thousands of stamps and covers in eight large
cartons, messily presented, includes hundreds of 1922 regular
issue used, tax paid revenues, state revenues, revenues on
document, wines, stampless cover discussing starting a bank
in Sag Harbor, used Bank Notes, used commemoratives,
wooden nickel collection, a wealth of material that needs some
TLC, plan on visiting this one, it will repay several fold, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
m
U.S., Premium Postage Due Hoard, 1879-1931.
Old time holding of a few thousand, arranged in envelopes by
Scott number or by denomination, enormous catalog value,
well into five figures, unpicked and offered intact as we received it, there are for instance eleven J6 and eleven J7, plenty
of better cancels, condition is mixed, a opportunity that doesn’t
knock twice, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

119

HH/H
U.S., Pow erful Accumulation, including four
binders chock full of mostly more recent face value material in
sheets, plus blocks, etc., with several pages tucked in which include premium U.S. singles, early imprint pairs, RY3 five never
hinged singles, mint #124 with certificate, some press sheets
and lots more, an interesting lot, worthy of close inspection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

120

HH
U.S., Precancel Accumulation. Heterogeneous
property in never hinged condition, including many sheets,
large multiples and blocks of four, including 1¼¢ Palace of
Governors (1031A), 2¢ Thomas Jefferson (1033), 3¢ Statue of
Liberty (1035), 6¢ F.D.R. (1284), 11¢ Silhouette of Jet & 13¢
Winged Airmail Envelope (C79), plus many others unchecked
in detail. We also noted a fair number of 1969 Winter Sunday
stamps with experimental precancels printed locally in Atlanta,
Baltimore, Memphis & New Haven. A useful lot that could
prove invaluable to the specialized collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

121

HH
U.S., Christmas, Winter Sunday, Precancel Accumulation, 1969 (1384). Large holding, including singles,
plate strips, blocks of four and larger multiples with experimental precancels printed locally in Atlanta, Baltimore, Memphis &
New Haven. The stamps were sold freely to the public, and
could be used on any class of mail during the experimental program. A rough guess is that 60% to 70% of this issue was used
in normal mailings and did receive the normal cancellations,
which causes that never hinged stamps are scarcer than used
examples. Unchecked in detail and highly recommended for
the specialist looking for listed or unlisted varieties., o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

122

m
U.S., Enormous Used 3¢ Green Bank Note
Trove. Approximately 20,000 of 3¢greens including 147, 158,
184, 207, and over one hundred 136, offered intact as we received them, unsearched for cancels, shades or varieties,
mixed condition, a fresh lot sure to make any Bank Note specialist elated, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

123

H
U.S., Hodge-Podge, 1850’s-1995. Two cartons
and a box that hold thousands of stamps in glassines, on album
pages and sorted into plastic bags or envelopes (one bag of off
paper stamps weighs over 2 lbs.). Two or three handfuls of
postal history were seen from early to modern day usages.
Better items include Scott 240 (used) and Scott 013 (used). A
small box contains over $200 in face value with most in blocks
or plate blocks of four, with more face counted elsewhere for a
total of over $250. The earlier material will be in mixed condi-

10
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tion. Hours and hours of philatelic fun and discovery await an
inspired collector or reseller.
Estimate $600 - 800
124

(H)
U.S., Postage Dues Accumulation, 1879-1978
(J1//J104). A substantial accumulation including J1P4-J7P4,
both used and unused are present with some duplication exhibiting different shades, a useful group for the postage due enthusiast, some early unused stamps without gum, but most
have o.g. with some later issues never hinged; mostly small
faults, most later stamps sound, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott
$3,100 plus.
Estimate $500 - 750

125

m
U.S., Intact Precancel Accumulation. Thousands and thousands of precancels in a carton, mostly arranged by state and city, includes airmails, postage dues, a box
of Prexies, back-of-the-book, great lot to hunt for those elusive
transient perfs, towns and fancies, pull up a chair and peruse,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

126

m
U.S., Used Accumulation, 1861-1950. Thousands of stamps in sixteen stock books in 2 cartons, includes
Washington Bicentennials, blocks, special deliveries, Prexies,
airmails, 3¢ purples, 524’s, 573’s, mixed condition, overall an
interesting mixture with some potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

127

HH/H/m U.S., Mostly Used Accumulation, 1857-1970.
Thousands and thousands of stamps presented in three cartons, includes used Bank Notes, Officials, several hundred
what appears to be 834g used bright magenta, mint complete
booklets, revenues, used singles, blocks and booklet panes,
labels and seals, several hundred 2¢ Hardings unchecked,
likely 610’s, mixed condition, this one needs inspection and
careful consideration, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

128

HH/H/m U.S., Complete Booklet Holding, 1917-80, a couple of hundred booklets, with a few mint and used panes tossed
in, mostly face value but with a few better including BK55,
BK62, Bk69, with some duplication, high face value, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

129

HH/H/m U.S., Battleship Revenue, Fabulous Accumulation Mint & Used. Over six thousand revenues including multiples, unchecked for cancels or varieties, this lot is fresh and
untouched having laid dormant for decades, if you are a battleship afficianado or would like to start collecting or dealing these
popular revenues, don’t miss out, a few condition issues, plan
on spending some time viewing this amazing holding, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

130

H/m/)
U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation. Three binders
with commercial covers, used postal envelopes, dedication
covers and first days sent or postmarked in the 1870s-1970s
period, including some Presidentials; extra binder with bank
checks with revenue stamps, receipts and some unchecked
agreements; cigar box with used picture postcards, including
some leather cards; three liberty stamp albums by Harris with
some stamps issued in the 1940s; scrap book with a fair number of covers sent from France to Dayton, Ohio in the 1939-41
period, plus several USPS books issued in relation to the U.S.
stamps commemorating the bicentennial. We also noted a collection mounted on White Ace album pages with some nice airmails that deserve your attention. Careful review should
reward the audacious dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

131

H/m/)
U.S., Large Accumulation. 3 cartons with thousands and thousands of stamps, covers, first day covers and
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Parks, Plate blocks mint, plus others, a worthwhile intact holding that has yet to see the light of day, happy hunting, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

postal cards in three large cartons, mostly inexpensive material, but particular attention should be paid to the postal cards
with many illustrated ads, should be a few sleepers present,
some useful ephemera, plastic tub of U.S. postage, and various philatelic knick knacks collected over the years, some condition issues, roll up your sleeves and prepare for some
entertainment, a lot that is sure to make you smile, Very Good
to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
132

m
U.S., Used 1¢ Bank Note Accumulation. Approximately 7,000 of 1¢ ultramarines and dark blues, offered
intact as we received them, unsearched for cancels or varieties, mixed condition, an opportunity for the Bank Note specialist to obtain an untouched group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

133

m
U.S., Used Small 1¢ & 2¢ Bank Note Accumulation. Over 10,000 of 1¢ dull and 2¢ carmines, offered intact as
we received them, unsearched for cancels, shades or varieties, mixed condition, a fresh lot sure to make any Bank Note
specialist elated, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

134

m
U.S., Used 2¢ Red Brown Accumulation (210).
Over 6,000, offered intact as we received them, unsearched for
cancels, shades or varieties, mixed condition, a fresh lot sure
to make any Bank Note specialist happy, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

135

HH/H
U.S., Postage Due Accumulation, 1879-1978. If
you are interested in being king of postage dues, here’s your
chance, used postage dues in sheets and part sheets,
cancelled, precancelled, also a stock book of mint and used
dues from 1879 to 1978, and finally a stock book of used from
1851-1913, plenty of items that will gold up as lots on the
internet, take a look!!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

136

m
U.S., Used 2¢ Columbian Accumulation. Approximately 5,000 #231, offered intact as given to us, unsearched for cancels or varieties, mixed condition, an exciting
lot that will provide days of pleasure to dealers and collectors
alike, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

137

m
U.S., Used 2¢ Bank Note Accumulation. Approximately 5,000 of 2¢ brown, red browns and vermilions, offered intact as we received them, unsearched for cancels or
varieties, mixed condition, an opportunity for the Bank Note
specialist to obtain a fresh lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

138

H/m/)
U.S., Misc. Accumulation. Tons of fun for little
money, includes two albums of plate blocks with better such as
635-642, 694-698, 700, Overrun Countries, C24, and lots of
face up to 50¢ values, album of mint singles with values up to
10.75, mint never hinged C1-C6, C18, E6, E7, Q1-Q6, souvenir pages, commemorative panels, mint year sets, first day covers and a couple of worldwide albums, as sure a money maker
as you’ll find, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

139

m
U.S., 4¢ Bureau Accumulation, 1895-98. Over
five hundred 4¢ Lincolns in a stock book, unchecked for types,
varieties or cancels, intact just as we received it, happy hunting, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500+.
Estimate $200 - 300

140

m
U.S., 20th Century Pre-Cancel Holding. Mostly
later includes several hundred different of the 2¢ Harding,
Washington Bi-Centennial including Juneau Alaska, National
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Dealers Stocks
141

H
U.S., Valuable Mint Stock, 1883-1956. From a
fresh source that has been parked for the past 30 years, quantities from a few to many and arranged by face type, 210(4);
219(7); 220(2); 224-5(40: 230-40(2 plus extra values); Small
Bureaus unchecked for watermarks: 1¢(9); 2¢(26 including
better types); 3¢(14); 4¢(9); 5¢(5); 8¢(4); 10¢(5); 15¢(12 with
never hinged and nicer than normal); 279(5); 280b(6); 281(3);
282(6); 282C (6); 279B; 285-90 (2 plus extras); 294-99 (2 plus
extras); 300-8; 300-1(5); 303-4(5); 306(4); 307(5); 308(5);
319(8); 319 booklet pane; 324-6; 328-30(2); 397-400; 401-3;
Perf 12 Washington Franklins (unchecked for watermark)
1¢(12); 2¢(15); 3¢(6); 4¢(26); 5¢(6); 6¢(5); 8¢(3); 13¢(6);
15¢(6); Perf 10’s (unchecked for watermarks): 2¢(14); 3¢(6);
4¢(6); 5¢(6); 6¢(12); 7¢(5); 8¢(12); 9¢(6); 11¢(12); 12¢(12);
15¢(6); 30¢(1); 5c error #467 in pair; Perf 11’s 3¢(13); 4¢(13);
5¢(15); 6¢(10); 7¢(8); 8¢(9); 9¢(8); 10¢(18); 11¢(7); 12c(5);
13¢(6); 15¢; 20¢(6); 30¢(6); offsets including (32) of the 2¢
perfed; 537(10); 548-50(8); 551-71(2); 614-6(8); 617-9(7);
658-79(4); 692-701(4); 1053 (16); C3(6 plus two blocks of 4);
C10a(2); C7-9(5); C20-22(5); E3(4); E5(3); E6/8(3); E7(6);
E11(6); E13-4(6); F1(4); Q6(6)JQ1-5(2). Many of these are the
commercial very good to fine, but there are some that are fine
to very fine and even some nice very fine or better, ranging from
no gum to never hinged, with quite a few in the latter, a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to acquire an intact cherry lot
that will lend itself to internet sales or retail at a very profitable
basis. Neatly organized and if you spend some time viewing it
will be well rewarded as the little gems abounding will be a
pleasant surprise.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

142

HH/H/m U.S., Premium Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1861-1950. Thousands of stamps in stock books, better includes hundreds of Bank Notes offered intact and unsearched,
hundreds of Washington Franklins, stock book of possessions
with mint Offices in China K5, K8, K12, Canal Zone, Cuba with
#225 with “Cupa” and with “Cuba” at bottom, J1, Guam #7, Hawaii #34 block of six, 72, R3 block of four, two stock books of
checks with revenues, many illustrated, R145 pair, collection of
telegraph stamps, stock book of small bureaus, stock book of
used postage dues and revenues in multiples, a cornucopia of
philatelic bliss, be sure to stop by and view this holding, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

143

H/m
U.S., Massive Dealers Stock. In 13 file drawers
and boxes, mainly in glassines, all neatly organized by Scott
number, including singles, blocks, plate blocks and postal stationery, the vast majority unused with many never hinged. No
rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps. Generally
clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

144

HH/H/m U.S., Remarkable Revenue & Back-of-the-Book
Stock. Extensive and valuable revenue stock of a few thousand stamps in glassines, includes first, second and third series with multiples, beer stamps, state revenues, tax paids,
telegraph stamps and panes, wines, ducks with used RW1 &
RW2 (x2), reds & greens, mint & used Battleships and stock
transfers, offered intact and unsearched, enormous catalog
value, condition as to be expected, viewing of this profitable
quality stock will certainly prove worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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HH/H/m U.S., Alluring Mint & Used Stock, 1851-1990.
Hundreds of stamps in four counter books, includes used 9, 12,
29 pair on piece, 31, 35 on piece, 36, 37 (x2), 69, 71 (x4), 77
(x2), 90 (x2), 97, 115 (x3), 116 (x6), 117 (x2), 119 (x2), 153 (x3),
166, 260, match and medicines, mint with 73 with “Specimen”
overprint, 189 (x2), 209, 212, 214, 221, 223, 224, 225 (x2), 228,
236 (x4), 237 (x2), 258, 271, 273 block of four, 284, 358 block of
four, K4, K7, K17, Q8, possessions, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

146

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Sprawling Stock, 1893-1950.
Neatly organized in six stockbooks and with quantities ranging
from a few to bulging, strongest with the start of the Columbians
(includes 16 #236 plus) and continues on through the rest of
the commemoratives to the 2¢ reds and 3¢ purples, both mint
and used included and organized, even a book of airmails, then
stock cards that need to fill in, some nice value here as well,
there is tremendous potential and this is conservatively valued,
what we examined was fine to very fine or better, inspection
invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

147

148

149

150

151

12

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1888-2000.
Several hundred stamps and blocks in nine stock books, with
mint 213 (x3), 234, 235, 238, Washington Franklins with many
in blocks of four and larger, K12, Q11, stock book of used Bureaus, and lots of mint 2¢ reds and 3¢ purples,
back-of-the-book, a lot that will definitely help your bottom line,
this lot should be inspected to appreciate why it is not just another pretty face, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Duck Dealer Stock. In presentation cards with Scott numbers, including many better (mint
unless denoted) such as RW4, RW7 x5; RW9 x2, RW11-12,
RW13 x3, RW17, RW27, RW34. We also noted the following
used examples: RW5 x5, RW7 x2, RW8 x4, RW10 x3, RW11
x4, RW12 x2, RW13 x4, plus many other examples that deserve your attention. Viewing urged for full appreciation of the
material included, as well as the overall potential afforded,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
m
U.S., Used Dealer Stock, 1861-1950. Thousands
of stamps sorted and arranged in envelopes, offered intact as
received, includes hundreds of Bank Notes, small Bureaus,
Columbians, used blocks, Washington Franklins with some
perfins, back-of-the-book, unchecked for cancels or varieties,
some condition and moisture issues, a perfect lot to while away
a couple of weekends, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m U.S., Marvelous Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1851-1960. Several hundred stamps in glassines, with better
used including 9, 17, 30A, 69, 71, 77 (x2), 100, 112 (x2), 116,
119 (x4), 121, 138, 330 (x5), O72-O82, mint includes 124 (no
gum), 591 plate block, 803-834, C2, a dynamic array of premium material, very few condition issues, with some very attractive examples present, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m U.S., Useful Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1861-1960. Excellent stock with many highlights, includes
mint C1 (x3), 834 block of four (x2), C4 (x3), plate blocks C7-C9
plus extra C7 (x4) and C8 (x2), C10A pane (x2) one with small
separation, plate blocks C12, C31 (x2), C21 (x2), C22, C46
(x4), J85, J86 (x2), first day covers C25-C31, C24, plus ungummed U.S. face, better U.S. singles, Christmas Seal collection, baseball card inserts, ephemera, plenty of sale able
material that will stand alone as lots, inspection is advised,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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152

HH/H/m U.S., Dealer Stock on Auction Sheets. A few
hundred stamps and cut squares on auction sheets, with used
E1 (x2), E2, E3 (x 16), 649 plate block, 723 line pair (x2),
EFO’s, 554 plate block, 899b, 900a, 901a, back-of-the-book
and cut squares, mixed condition, some of the material has suffered water damage, please carefully examine, an impressive
lot at this price, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

153

m
U.S., Special Delivery & Parcel Post Stock. Several hundred stamps in glassines, moderate duplication, catalogs in the thousands of dollars, an excellent lot for the internet
dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

154

m
U.S., Colossal Used Coil Stock. Thousands of
used coils, singles, pairs and strips in glassines, heavy duplication, includes private perfs, the perfect lot for the coil specialist,
should be viewed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

155

HH/H/m U.S., Mint Used 19th Century Stock, 1851-1888.
200+ stamps in a counter book, wonderful lot with better used
that includes 11 (x7), 15 (x2), 24 (x7), 35 (x2), 69 (x2), 73 (x10),
76 (x2), 77 (x3), 115 (x3), 117 (x3), 148 (x6), mint includes 210
(x3), 213 (x3), 222, 224, 225, 231 block of six, useful and desirable, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

156

m
U.S., Back Up Revenue Stock. A few thousand
revenues in envelopes, includes hundreds of Springer listed
surplus food order stamps, some in panes of four, state revenues, tax paid cigarette and tobacco stamps, stock transfers,
huge retail potential, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

157

HH/H/m U.S., Mostly Mint Stock, 1861-1980. On display
cards that includes 230, 231 (x2), 307, 397, 398 (x7), 515, 569,
584, 616, 704-715 blocks of four, plus a small group of revenues, bright fresh lot, a nice addition to a internet dealers’
stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Face Value Lots
158

HHa
U.S., Face Value Lot. One large box, filled with
year sets, plate blocks,strips, souvenir sheets, mostly 20¢ to
44¢ values, total face 8,500.00, a great way to battle those
nasty postal costs, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

159

HH/H
U.S., Enticing Face Value Sheet Lot With Premiums. One of the better sheet lots you will encounter, 1¢ to $1
values, with better such as full sheet 655, irregular block of sixty
eight 695, full and part sheets of most National Parks, full sheet
and block of fifty of 1294, full sheet C8, C10 plate block of ten,
sheets of C16 (x2), C17, total face over $6,000, you’ ll be ale to
cut back on your postal costs and acquire some fine material,
this is one you shouldn’t let get away, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

160

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot. Large box filled with singles,
plate blocks, strips, souvenir and full sheets, mostly values
from 29¢ to 17.50, includes over 250.00 in federal duck and junior duck stamps including a couple of better, with plenty of
high values, total face over 6,200.00, save yourself money and
a few trips to the post office, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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161

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-2005. Huge face lot,
with singles, booklets, strips, full sheets and souvenir sheets,
generally 20¢ to 9.95 values, fresh and clean, a conservative
estimate of total face would be in excess of 5,000.00, a quick
and easy way to alleviate you mailing expenses, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

162

HH/H
U.S., Mint Sheet Collection, 1932-2007. Hundreds of sheets elegantly housed in eight deluxe mint sheet
files, mostly full sheets, souvenir sheets and booklets, generally 10¢ to 41¢ values, with many better such as Washington
Bicentennial sheets, Chinese Resistance sheet, Korpa error
sheet, total face exceeds 3,600.00, stop those time wasting
trips to the post office, bid early bid often, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

HH/H
U.S., Face Lot Plus Bonanza, 1925-1990. Carton
stuffed with singles, blocks and plate blocks, 1¢ to $1 values,
huge face value, plus some great bonuses that includes block
of four 232 never hinged, complete sets of National Parks, Famous American and Prominent Americans plate blocks, C1
block of four, C18 never hinged pair, dozens of airmail plate
blocks and who knows what else, a fabulous way to cut down
on those trips to the post office and at the same time pick up
some inexpensive stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H
U.S., Face Value Mostly Full Sheet Lot. With
high face value, includes four albums and a stock book with
singles, and ten single and two multiple sheet files, with quantities of 1552 self adhesive Christmas stamps, 1569-1570, 1757
Capex 1791-1794 Olympics, and State Flag Issue 1633-1582,
most values from 8¢ to 40¢, a great lot to ease those trips to the
post office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot Plus, 1900-2000. Useful lot
in six albums, one has 3¢ to 10¢ values, the rest 10¢ to $5.00,
plenty of high values present to make this a postal expense
buster, take this one home and forget trips to the post office for
a while, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
U.S., Premium Mint Sheet and Plate Blocks,
1940-2000. Seven mint sheet files and hundreds of plate
blocks, with a few better such as complete sheets of Army
Navy, Overrun Countries, value generally 3¢ to 25¢, high face
value, save on trips to the post office and restock at the same
time, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. Includes some better, values from 1¢ to 50¢, with singles, blocks, plate blocks, booklets
and coils, some minor moisture and condition issues, a great
way to lighten your postage load, a large portion of the stamps
are airmails, good luck, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H
U.S., Face Plus Bonus Lot. Face lot of singles,
plate blocks and booklet panes, mostly 29¢ and up values, total
face in excess of 750.00, with better used that includes C1, C3,
Q1-Q9, 112, 113, 217, 228, 285-290, 323-327, 328-330,
397-404, some better space covers, stop making those extra
trips to the post office and grab this lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H
U.S., Full & Part Sheet Face Value Lot. Excellent
holding of sheets and strips in seven small and three large
sheet files, with mostly 6¢ to $1 values, lots of airmails, a few
moisture issues that does not detract from this lot, be sure to
jump on this one!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

170

HH/H/m U.S., Face Value Lot With Premiums,
1893-2006. A collection of many hundreds of stamps residing
in three Liberty Stamp albums, singles and blocks of four, face
values up to 13.95, with mint and used singles, total face
1,180.00, an effective way to gather some inexpensive postage and find some stock at the same time, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

171

HH/H
U.S., Pleasing Face Value Lot. Several hundred
stamps mounted in three Scott green albums, first album has
used until 1973, then mint after that, the other albums have
mint singles, plate blocks and strips, booklets and full sheets,
mostly 10¢ to 9.95 values, in excess of 1,200.00, a useful lot
that eases shipping costs while providing some entertainment,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

172

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2000. Face lot of souvenir and full sheets, plate blocks, stamp values generally from
20¢ to $9.95, includes many airmail sheets, set of Overrun
Countries, total face about $1,000.00, a lot that will make you
forget the way to the post office, ease your postal costs and
have some fun, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

173

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. With generally 3¢ to 33¢
values, includes singles, plate blocks, booklets, souvenir and
full sheets, approximately 500.00 total face, a few moisture issues, a chance to lower your mailing costs and save a few trips
to the post office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

174

HH/H
U.S., Face Lot, 1935-95. Small useful face lot,
with plate blocks including 655, Army-Navy issue, China Resistance, 893, 10 sets Bicentennial souvenir sheets, sheet
files, Legends of the West sheet, and more, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

175

HH/H
U.S., Small Face Value Lot, 1960-80. Mostly 6¢
to 10¢ values, total face over $300.00, save yourself a couple
of trips to the post office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Postal Stationery Collections
176

H)
U.S., Envelope, 2001, 34¢ Eagle, blue gray omitted (U646a), 230 entires, eye catching error, Very Fine. Scott
$46,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

177

)
U.S., Envelope, 1861, 3¢ Pink and 3¢ Pink on
Buff (U34, U35). Approximately 90 entires, most addressed to
Washington DC, excellent lot for the specialist, examination is
encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

178

H)
U.S., War Dept., 1875, 3¢ red on blue (UO54).
UPSS WD die 12, size 7, approximately 2,000 entires, F.-V.F.
Scott $12,000 (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

179

H/m)
U.S., Postal Cards, Mint & Used Assortment.
Several hundreds in a small box with duplication, including a
fair number of UX1 x4; UX3 x29; UX5 x45; UX6; UX7; UX8;
UX9; UX11; UX12; UX14; UX15; UX24-26; UX27; UX28-30;
UX38-39; UX42; UX44-46; UX48-53. We also noted UXC2-10,
UY3-5, UY9, UY13 & UY5R-6R. Recommended for dealer,
Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

180

U.S., Cut Square Collection, 1853-1960. A few
hundred mint and used cut squares, mounted in a Scott Specialty album, with airmails, officials, appears mostly moderately
priced, a great lot to expand upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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181

)
U.S., Cut Square and Entire Collection,
1853-2000. Clean collection mounted in three White Ace albums, includes mint cut square collection with U19, U27, U41,
U72, U202, U204, postal card collection with mint UX5, UX8,
UX15, UX21, UY1, UY4, UX33e, a nice beginners collection to
build upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

wrappers and postal cards, addressed to domestic and foreign
destinations, including a fair number of items in the $10 to $20
range. A wonderful opportunity to buy a tremendous holding of
saleable material all at once. Inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
188

)
U.S., Postal History Stockpile, 1850s-60s.
Clean unexamined group of 80 covers or folded letters, each
individually franked with 3¢ 1857, including items sent to Connecticut, Delaware, Philadelphia, Massachusetts, New Jersey
& Pennsylvania. We noted several with full manuscript letters.
Ideal lot for the plate student or cancel collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

189

)
U.S., Liberty Issue Usages on Registered Bank
Mail Tags, 1954-63. 500 tags from various East Coast banks,
most franked with blocks of the high value of the Liberty Issue
1048-1052, a treasure trove for the specialist of this era, tremendous retail/resale potential, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

190

)
U.S., Correspondence to Foster Co. Providence RI. Consisting of 140+ stampless covers, an intact collection with some better, included are six covers with Hale & Co
markings, three Mobile AL “Way 11" covers, Fall River
”Steam", two “Steamer/5" ovals, a”Steamer/5/Oregon" and a
“Rail R.”, plus 15+ US Express Mail cancels, a few from England, most with contents of a business nature, it is unusual to
find fresh unpicked lots any longer, don’t miss out on this one,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

191

)
U.S., Postal History Hoard, 1850s. Clean unstudied group of 55 covers or folded letters, each individually
franked with 3¢ 1851, including items sent to Philadelphia,
Georgia, Massachusetts, New Hampshire & Vermont. We
noted several with full manuscript letters. Ideal lot for the plate
specialist or cancel collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

192

)
U.S., Collection of Mostly Mint Civil War Patriotic Envelopes, 1861-64. Over 250 envelopes and fronts,
mint with one used, some better includes two lettersheets on
patriotic stationary, Philadelphia Great Central Fair envelope,
several Jeff Davis cartoons, several Magee’s, Grant campaign
cover, some condition issues especially among the fronts, but
overall an attractive and desirable lot, pull up a chair and enjoy
inspecting this historic lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

193

)
U.S., Meter Cover Assortment, 1930s-1980s.
Hundreds of large-size covers in a small box, and mostly depicting commercial corner cards. We noted many slogan meter
postmarks promoting brands, safe driving, athletic wear, smoking, dairy industries, mayonnaise, spark plugs, take someone
to church, bread, rotary conventions or anniversaries, mufflers,
buy U.S. war bonds, mail your christmas gifts, come to NY
world’s fair 1964-65, think well.speak well.do well…for Saint
Paul, paint up with Luminall, your best food is milk, sprinkler
system, and many other. A good lot for the internet seller or the
metered mail collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

194

)
U.S., Tremendous Picture Postcard Extravaganza. Several hundred cards, mostly views and U.S., includes group of racial cards including a beautiful Thanksgiving
card, group of motels, double panel view of Provincetown MA,
leathers, several Santas including green robe, brown robe and
a silver portrait, group of Japan, Red Sox Warming Up Fenway
Park, Huld’s Puzzle Series No 5 monster snake, real photos,
Yankee Stadium Bronx NY, nice group of Exposition cards,
group of Atlantic City and a fetching lot of real photo pet cards,

Cover Collections
182

)
U.S., Paterson, NJ Picture Postcard & Ephemera. Approx. 400 unused & used picture postcards housed in
four three-ring binders, including many interesting views or
topics pertaining to early Paterson, plus some ephemera such
as 1870 Mayor’s office letter; 1872 St. Joseph Hospital reception; 1872 Watson Silk Mill opening; 1875 Hawthorne Social
Club invitation; 1907 Views of Paterson booklet, 1929 Officer
Harold Rainey photo. This is the kind of lot that needs to be
seen in order to be fully appreciated, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

183

)
U.S., Liberty Issue Usages on Registered Bank
Mail Tags. 500 tags from various East Coast banks, most
franked with blocks of the high value of the Liberty Issue
1048-1052, a treasure trove for the specialist of this era, tremendous retail/resale potential, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

184

)
U.S., Intact Cover Accumulation, 1961-2000.
Several thousand covers and postal stationery in three large
cartons, enormous and diverse holding, while there are many
inexpensive items there are also hundreds of items that could
be lotted individually, some better includes C18 FDC, 1936
Hindenburg flight cover, allover flag cover Spanish American
War patriotic, 1928 Graf Zeppelin first flight picture postcard,
first flights, ad covers, air mail to Paramaribo Dutch Guiana,
hand drawn cachet on 1945 Navy Day cover, plus mint postal
stationery, registered, mixed condition as with any lot this size,
a few weeks work just to sort through these, but the dollars
should ad up fast, plan on sufficient time to properly evaluate
this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

185

186

187

14

)
U.S., Ad Covers for Stamp Dealers and Stamp
Publications. Approximately 175 ad covers mounted in two
binders, some illustrated, mostly 20th Century, but the binders
have some late 19th Century covers and ephemera as well,
nice range of stamp issues, includes 1895 postal card from
Scott Stamps, 1900 cover from Makins & Co., 1895 cover from
New England Stamps, 1892 illustrated cover from J.W. Scott
Co., 1899 cover and illustrated letterhead from The United
States Coin & Stamp Exchange, 1903 price list from New England Stamp Co., 1929 air mail letter from A.C, Roessler, 1903
and 1916 price lists from C.A. Stegmann, a wonderful look
back on the evolution of our hobby, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
m/)
U.S., Precancel Collection. Several hundred
stamps and covers, some with perfins, arranged by issue, with
better precancels, errors, inverts, all on Washington Franklin
issues, with matched set of 345 precancelled plate blocks, with
better such as Cincinnati OH rimless circle, Cincinnati OH dotted Oval, Fort Wayne IN tombstone, quite a few perfins, a sharp
group that has great potential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
U.S.,
Postal
History
Accumulation,
1870s-1990s. Hundreds of covers in a small box, including a
large amount franked with 3¢ banknotes, postal envelopes,
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Maine, and forwarded by Chancine in Le Havre, France in the
1850s; and then by five stampless folded letters, including one
written in Augusta, ME on July 4, 1851. We also noted a 1860
folded letter franked with 3¢ dull red (26), plus several envelopes individually franked with 3¢ rose stamp (65), including
one sent from New Orleans in 1863 (which was by then on Union’s hands) to Maine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

the majority of what is present is premium material, some condition issues, don’t let this one get away, huge potential, Very
Good to Excellent (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

)
U.S., California Town Cancel Collection. 28
covers, mounted on pages, many identified with Williams numbers, towns include Chico, Dutch Flat, Eureka, Marysville,
Oakland, Sacramento, Saint Helena, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, San Quentin, Santa Clara, Shasta, Sonoma,
Tahoe, Vallejo, Windsor, Yankee Jims, and Yuba City; dates of
usage are approximately 1851 to 1891 with most all of the covers used prior to 1870. Excellent range of towns, low on duplication, most covers are Williams rarity 3 (scarce), should be
inspected as condition does vary, generally Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S., 1851 Issue on Cover, Business Correspondence to Providence RI (11). 80+ covers, all franked
with 1851 3¢, excellent range of cancels most are outer folded
letter sheets with out contents, the perfect lot for the specialist,
offered intact without any checking for varieties, may even be a
#10 or two lurking about, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S., Postal History Assortment, 1880s-1930s.
Approximately 230 pieces, including a fair number of 3¢ Washington envelopes (U58-59); 1¢ & 2¢ Columbus & Liberty envelopes addressed to MA;. We also noted several postal
envelopes or covers with advertisements, and mostly sent to
MA in the 1880s, plus some envelopes with 2¢ & 3¢ banknotes,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S., Automobile Related Covers and Cards
Collection. Sixty items with auto or motorcycle related ads, includes 1911 and 1912 picture post cards of Indy Speedway,
1914 illustrated ad cover for zerolene, 1915 Harley Davidson
Motor ad cover, 1910 Pope Manufacturing illustrated ad cover,
only a couple of covers are dated later than the 1920’s, mixed
condition, an incredible collection of early automotive related
material, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S., Liberty Issue Usages on Registered Bank
Mail Tags. 500 tags from various East Coast banks, most
franked with blocks of the high value of the Liberty Issue
1048-1052, a treasure trove for the specialist of this era, tremendous retail/resale potential, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S., Naval Cover Collection, 1932-50. 100 plus
covers, includes USS Lexington, USS Texas, USS Pennsylvania, USS California, USS Ranger, USS Indianapolis, USS Cuttlefish, and a few USS Constitution, launches, cruises, Navy
Days, commissions, and reviews, a very nice start of a new collection or to break down for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S., First Flight and Air Mail Cover Collection,
1926-57. Thirty nine first flight and air related covers, a diverse
and desirable collection that will please the specialist as well as
the neophyte, includes special flight airmail station Springfield
IL with C1 & C6, CAM 2 Chicago-St Louis, CAM 9, Rochester-Albany-Buffalo CAM 20, CAM 10, CAM 29, Air Circus
Peoria IL, Dirigible Base Dedication Miami, and many more,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

203

)
U.S., Pan Am First Flight Covers. 90 covers,
1935-1941, mostly U.S, New Caledonia and New Zealand
frankings but with a few Hong Kong and Fiji, flights include Manila to Macao, Hong Kong to Guam, Hong Kong to Manila, Honolulu to Hong Kong, Guam to Manila, San Francisco to
Macao, Aukland to Noumea New Caledonia, Aukland to LA,
fresh clean lot, should pay dividends to the lucky winner,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

204

)
U.S., Americana Topical Commemorative Covers. Presented in twenty Fleetwood albums, including 1976
The Signers of the Declaration of Independence; 1977 The
Presidents of the United States; 1978 The Signers of the Constitution; 1980 Commemorative covers recording major events
in America’s birth; 1984-86 The Greatest Military Heroes of
America; 1990s American salute to entertainment, plus
1985-91 National Audubon Society’s wildlife conservation souvenir sheets. A flea market dream of twenty albums, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

205

U.S., Ephemera and Such. Eclectic assortment
of material, includes photos, a couple autographed such as
Clint Eastwood and Adam West, nice lot of twenty three tobacco labels including American Protectorate, Lucky Bill,
Tampa-Jewels, Marshal Foch, Monroe Doctrine, Mark Twain,
and Betsy Ross, journal on horse betting, documents, trade
cards, and a few newspapers, treat yourself to this one!!!
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

206

)
U.S., 1914 Battle of Vera Cruz Picture Postcards and Covers. Exciting group of fifty three picture post
cards and five covers, with scenes from the battle, dead bodies
and camp life, a look back on this largely forgotten historic
event, a few of the cards postally used, mixed condition, a must
view lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

207

)
U.S., Military Covers and Cards on General
Pershing from 1913-18. Collection of thirty one picture post
cards and thirty one covers from the Pancho Villa pursuit, with
real photo of Pancho Villa, various scenes from Texas during
the fight with the Mexico, with five 1916 to 1918 letters on General Pershing’s expedition on the Mexican border, a great lot
for further research, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

208

)
U.S., Presidential Inaugural Covers, Reagan,
Carter & Ford, 1974-81. About 300 covers, includes some
Bush Vice-presidentials (with Reagan), a pretty large stock of
Colorano Silk for Reagan, includes a letter from Gerald Ford as
Congressman in 1950 which is signed “Jerry”, excellent lot for
promotion or internet sales as the presidential elections not too
far distant, Very Fine. Brookman $2,500+.
Estimate $300 - 400

209

)
U.S., Eclectic Cover Collection, 1923-90. With
over 120 items. Includes FDC’s, Akron and Macon airship covers, 1976 and later Colorano silk FDC’s and event cov ers plus
seven hand-painted or hand drawn covers from 1936-1990
that were done by Haase, Maul, Ricker and Schaff and others.
The earliest FDC is Scott 552 and the latest is Scott 2511a.
Two autographs of Florida Governors were also seen. A highly
intriguing and mixed up selection.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
U.S., Postal History Assortment, 1830-1868.
Mounted on pages, starting with 1830 stampless folded letter
from New Orleans to Monmouth, ME, and interesting contents
about a sick man in the Natchitoches Red River; followed by
three stampless envelopes, including one from England to
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218

)
U.S., Balance of 19th Century Postal History
Consignment. Small balance of about 20 covers including
1851-57, Bank Notes and postal stationery; also includes a 1¢
#24 with Paid cancel; nothing rare and condition is a bit mixed,
but interesting variety including a San Francisco Wells Fargo to
San Jose.
Estimate $200 - 300

219

)
U.S., Collection of Naval Covers. Lot housed in a
cover album, approximately. 80 covers, most commissioned
covers, includes submarines USS Drum, USS Growler, USS
Gar, USS Grudgeon, USS Grampus, USS Grayback and USS
Grenadier, also VJ cover, excellent lot for the specialist, plan
on setting a spell with this one, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

220

)
U.S., 1908 Great White Fleet Picture Postcards.
Twenty cards, five used includes USS Missouri, Louisiana,
Georgia, and two cancelled in Australia, different publishers, a
intriguing lot that should please the naval specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

H)
U.S., Patriotic Naval Picture Postcards, 1906.
Thirty one different Navy ships, includes USS Maine, USS
Rhode island, USS Olympia, USS Missouri and USS Maryland, with black & white photos of the ships at center surrounded by eagles, flags and bunting, unposted, and generally
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

221

)
U.S., Registered Cover Selection, 1879-1917.
Includes 1903 United Stamp Co. Chicago IL to Austin TX, 1909
Provincetown to Boston MA, 1897 New Orleans to Augusta
ME, 1896 Sunny Side MD to Indianapolis IN, 1898 Slat Lake
City UT to Waterville ME, 1895 Rome NY to Stockton CA, nice
range of franking and marking, examination strongly urged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

H)
U.S., Better Mint Postal Stationery. A treasure
trove of postal entires and cards, includes U218, U332 with
Specimen overprint, U472, U473, U527, U529-U531, UC9,
UO2 and UO4 with Specimen overprint, UO55, Canal Zone
U9, with some better postal cards, fresh lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

222

H)
U.S., Complete 10 Series Biblical Scenes. Complete set of ten series, 120 cards reproducing paintings by Robert Leinweber, first 60 depict Old Testament, second 60 New
Testament, housed in a beautiful binder, a few condition issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

223

)
U.S., Army Post Offices (APO), Assortment of
Covers, 1946-53. Approximately 300 covers sent to the
United States by American soldiers serving in Japan after the
end of WWII. Excellent lot for the internet dealer or specialized
collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

224

)
U.S., 100th Anniversary Butterfield Overland
Mail Collection. 200+ 1958 covers from various cities along
the route, many cacheted, one hand painted, a collection that
truly would be impossible to duplicate, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150

225

)
U.S., First Flight Covers, 1929-39. Seven covers, includes 1933 Piccard Compton Stratosphere Ascension,
1939 first trans-Atlantic Air Mail via Northern route, 1929 FAM
18, and 1937 Anglo American Goodwill Coronation Flight,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

210

)
U.S., Indian Territory Cancels on Cards or Covers. 25+ items with various town cancels, towns include
Bartlesville on beautiful RPPC, Tulsa, Muskogee, Wagoner,
Ramona, Webber Falls, Haskell, Coalgate, Campbell (S/R 4),
South McAlester (S/R 4), Claremore, Coweta, and Tahlequah,
nice range of cancel mostly from first quarter of the 20th century, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

211

)
U.S., Better Cover Assortment. Group of eight
better covers, includes 1865 #65 and 69 on legal envelope with
original contents to Lancaster OH, #93 Blackjack on U54 to Virginia IL, 1860 #35 on cover from Mariposa CA to Greenland
never hinged with some mining content, Wells Fargo cover to
San Francisco, UX3 with Chicago IL blue fancy cancel, 1886 illustrated ad cover of cow with matching illustrated letterhead,
1919 Siberia AEF censored cover to LA CA, and a 1927 catapult cover from the USS Leviathan to Germany, intriguing lot
with great potential for the postal historian, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

212

213

214

215

216

217

16

U.S., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Cabinet Cards &
“Carte de Visite” Assortment. Former comprising twelve different examples, each with a thin photograph mounted on a
card measuring about 112 by 165 mm (4½ by 6½ inches). Latter eight examples, including one depicting a mailman. By the
early 1870s, cartes de visite were supplanted by “cabinet
cards”, which remained popular into the early 20th century,
when Kodak introduced the Brownie camera. Great state of
preservation, and a terrific lot for the collector or dealer, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
U.S., Early Space and Related Covers, 1962-74.
A few hundred covers, with 1962 Venus Space Probe,1962
Nine New Astronauts, 1964 Project Gemini, 1965 Project
Gemini Launch, 1965 Gemini 4 splash down, 1965 Gemini 5
Launch, 1966 Gemini 11 recovery and more, nice early lot for
the specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
)
U.S., Late 19th Century 2¢ Cover Collection,
1883-98. Powerful group of sixty + covers, with additional
stamps and stamps on piece, includes 210, 213, 220, 286, with
many better cancels, 210 double transfer, many nice usages
on cover, a lot that begs for further research, please review,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
)
U.S., Richard Nixon Inaugural Covers, Maximum Cards and Post Cards. Many hundreds of cacheted
covers, maximum cards and real photo postcards of the Nixon
family, huge retail value into the thousands of dollars, the postcards are lightly tacked together but upon coaxing separated,
for the Nixonphiles in all of us, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

First Day Cover Collections
226

)
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1970-90. Many
thousands of first day covers, with many better cachets including Collins hand painted, Balke Cachets, Colorano silks with
many of the early 1970’s covers, Colonial Cachets, Gamm Cachets, interesting group of all different Jackie Robinson cachets, metal cachets, federal duck first days, with hundreds of
space covers from the 1970’s and 80’s, some inaugural covers, you won’t find a lot like this anywhere soon, inspection is
urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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)
U.S., Baseball & Football First Day Covers. Exciting group of mostly different cachets, includes over 90
Clementes, over 100 Ruths and 60+ Thorpes, includes hand
painted cachets by Goldberg and others, desirable holding for
the topical or sports memorabilia dealer, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

228

)
U.S., Commemorative First Day Covers,
1926-38. Thirty eight first day covers for commemorative
stamps, includes Harding 610 (x2), 611-612, Ericsson (x3),
Sesquicentennial (x10) including unlisted towns, Electric Light
654-656, and more, includes Nickles and Worden, and some
better cachets on 680 Fallen Timbers, 681 Ohio River, a lot
sure to please the lucky winner, F.-V.F. Scott $881 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

229

)
U.S., Airmail First Day Covers. Nice fresh group
of first day covers, includes C7 (x5) with Washington DC, Chicago, Cleveland and two Detroit cancels and first flight cachets, C8, C9 (x2), C10 (x3) and C18 Oct 7 Chicago cancel,
inexpensive way to restock, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

230

)
U.S., Regular Issue and Special Delivery First
Day Covers, 1925-27. Sixteen covers, includes 551 (x2),
576,582 (x2), 631, 588, 589, 590, 622 (x2), 623 (x5), 653, also
E14 & E15 FDCs, with a few Nickles, not that common to find,
F.-V.F. Scott $935 (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400

231

)
U.S., 1930’s Cacheted First Day Covers. 95+
first day covers, includes National Parks (a few uncacheted),
Prexies including all three booklet panes, Baseball Centennial,
Texas Centennial, a few Crosby cachets, most cachets are of
the better variety so please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. and Foreign Collections
232

233

234

)
U.S. and Foreign, Covers Accumulation. Including U.S. many large-size envelopes franked with Prexies
in the 1938-54 period, addressed to foreign and domestic destinations, including two Lighthouse albums; Italy 50¢ she-wolf
stamp on 1944 Bitetto “Registro di Popolazione” printed matter; Colombia two bank covers, one to London in 1932, other to
NY in 1934. We also noted a large amount of European large
covers that deserve your attention. Viewing suggested for full
appreciation, as there is simply too much material to be able to
adequately itemize all here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Large Holding, 1851-1990.
Fills two large cartons, with material such as first day covers,
mint postal stationery, postal card collection, 3¢ green large
Banknote cover group, advertising cover collection, binder of
better U.S. covers, mint British Commonwealth, counter book
with some better mint and used U.S., enough stuff to keep you
busy on a rainy weekend, have a look-see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation. Thousands of
stamps and covers mounted in albums, stock books and in
boxes, lots of U.S. face, with loads of better U.S. and foreign
waiting to be unearthed, a nice Santa Claus postcard, excellent
British Commonwealth, a lot that is sure to return substantial
gains, you’ll need some time to fully appreciate what is present,
good luck!!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

235

m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Assortment.
Housed in a carton, and including U.S. commercial mail from
1930s to 1970s; U.S. Postal Department official seals in vertical strips of five, 1950s 2¢ unused postal cards in vertical strips
of three with Railway Express Agency information on reverse;
The Jersey Poultry Farm investment trustee’s certificates issued in 1919; Cuba two 1945 covers to NY; France three telegraph pneumatic postal stationery items used in Paris;. We
also noted a couple of stockbooks with U.S. 19th Century used
stamps & revenues; Australia metered mail and first day covers; several Germany pneumatic envelopes used in Berlin. A
challenging lot that should repay careful checking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

236

HH/H/m U.S. and Foreign, Misc. Accumulation,
1860-1990. Everything under the sun is present, several hundred stamps in nine albums, includes US mint and used collection in Scott National album, two Scott Specialty albums with
mint US plate blocks, an album with better worldwide including
Liberia, Burundi, Ethiopia and Tunisia, and two sparsely filled
Regent Albums, enough to make for an interesting weekend,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

237

m
U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Lot, 1861-1950. Album of mostly US ephemera and revenue on documents, US
includes prescription slips for alcohol during prohibition, telegraphs, checks, three illustrated letterheads for the Trans Alaskan Railroad Company, railroad stock certificate, mining stock
certificates, 1833 New Hampshire stage coach waybill, plus
Russia, Romania, and Great Britain material, eighty plus items,
well worth our low estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

238

HH/H
U.S. and Canada, Face Value Group. US face
$586, with singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, values from
5¢ to 90¢, Canadian face $230+, also about $50 worth of premium items, useful selection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

239

HH/H
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation. Interesting lot
of material, generally modestly priced, includes about 300.00
in mint US postage with value mostly from 10¢ to 20¢, mint German, Berlin, Vatican and DDR blocks of four, moisture damage
on some, but should have more than enough potential, spend a
few minutes perusing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

240

)
U.S. and Foreign, Picture Postcard Accumulation. Huge accumulation of several hundred postcards, from
the classic era to linens to chromes, a few better cards include
ocean liners including the Lusitania, Santas, Halloween, real
photos, Graf Zeppelin, two racist cards, nice lot for the internet
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

241

)
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Miscellany. Several
hundred covers and picture postcards crammed into two large
carton, includes first days, first flights, RPO’s, registered, mint
postal stationary, a quick look shows plenty of aviation related
event covers, some mixed condition but should be worth much
more than our estimate, pull up a chair and peruse, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

242

H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Misc. Accumulation,
1880-2000. Carton of assorted items, includes US first days,
first flights and event covers, also US and foreign stamps, with
a few better like US R111 block of six, British Antarctic Territory
1-15, 16-19, 24, Falkland Islands 166-179, South Georgia
1-15, should be enough sale able material to warrant a decent
bid, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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243

H/m/)
U.S. and Canal Zone, Collection, 1861-1960.
Small but intriguing lot of a few hundred stamps, includes plate
block collection, seven R113, some better on stock cards, and
a Canal Zone collection with 120-135 and C7-C20, Canal Zone
alone catalogs $650.00, a pleasant surprise that should be
profitable, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350

Confederate Collections
244

250

)
Philippines, Postal Stationery and Covers,
1899-1905. Three mint stationery and three covers, stationery
includes U16 entire, U26 entire, and a unsevered UY1, covers
include 1902 to Switzerland with 216 tied via Singapore, US
281 tied by Mil Sta No 1 Manila PI to Scotland, and a 1899 registered cover with 213, 214, 215, 216 and 217 to Germany, a
desirable find, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

251

HH/H
Ryukyus, Rousing Collection, 1949-72. Comprehensive collection mounted on White Ace pages in two albums, starts with first and second printings 1-7, 8-13, 14-15,
16, 17, 18 C1-C3, C4-C8, C9- C13, E1, complete to 1972, second volume starts with mint lettersheets with U1, U1a, U2,
UC1-UC4, UX1-UX3, UX4-UX8a, UX9-UX11, UY1, UY2-UY9,
R1-R8, R9-R16, R17-R28, RQ1-RQ2, RQ4-RQ8, there are
very few items missing, a unique chance to acquire the whole
run in one fell swoop, Very Fine. Scott $18,000 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

252

H
Ryukyus, Postal Stationery Accumulation. Including 1948-49 (U1 x36, letter sheets), 1958-59 (UX12d x6,
postal cards), 1958 (UX13 x20, postal cards), 1955 (UY10 x29
paid reply postal cards), plus 1952-53 (UC1 x 16,
aerogrammes). Ideal for dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

HH/H
Confederacy, Collection, 1861-65. Excellent selection of mint CSA, many with four margins, includes well centered #1, 2, 3, well centered 4, 6, 7, 8, 11-14, then a page with
multiples and shades with a perforated pair of 11, a small but
powerful lot, inspection will be a breeze, winning it a ray of sunshine, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S. Possessions Collections
245

246

247

248

249
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H/m
U.S. Possessions, High Catalog Collection,
1864-1930. Solid mint/used collections of Guam (all mint,
missing only #9 & 13), Hawaii (including unused #19 and VF
o.g. #63), Philippines (including #212-223, E1 & J1-7 — J1 &
J7 mint o.g.) and Puerto Rico; condition is mixed, so inspection
is recommended, but there is plenty of good value here. Scott
$8,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
)
U.S. Possessions, Postal History Assortment,
1899-1970. Forty-eight items, including Puerto Rico 1901 1¢
postal envelope to Belgium; 1903-09 five Mayaguez picture
postcards to Paris, 1929 card to San Diego signed by Postmaster, 1942-43 four censored covers from Central Aguirre to
Chicago; Virgin Islands 1903 St. Thomas cover with diagonal
bisect; 1929 cover to San Francisco; 1949 four first flight covers with receiving backstamps (FAM-5). A nice lot from an
old-time collector that will be appreciated by collector or dealer
alike, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

United Nations Collections
253

HH/H
United Nations, Collection 1951-94, thousands
of stamps souvenir sheets and inscription blocks mounted in
binders, includes 1-44 with 38 souvenir sheet, enormous face
value, overall a very interesting stockpiling of material, a collection that will surely reward inspection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

254

HH/H/m U.S. Possessions, Collection, 1898-1940. Desirable collection of a couple of hundred stamps mounted on
Scott pages, includes Cuba 221-226, Guam M7-M11, Philippines 213-219 less 217A, 220-222, mint 232-235, airmails, E4,
officials, internal revenues and documentaries, Puerto Rico
210-214, rectified spirit stamps, overall a welcome and useful
collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350

H/)
United Nations, First Day Covers & Sheetlets
Collection, 1980s-1990s. Including 1980-89 Flags Issue, including covers and sheetlets in several binders; Fight Aids, Development Programmes, Human Rights, Volunteer Day, World
without hunger 1980s-90s first day covers in four Fleetwood albums; Flora & Fauna of the World 1990s first day covers in four
Fleetwood albums, plus a thick binder with 1990s first day covers. Easy to be incorporated into a bigger collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

255

H/m
Canal Zone, Solid, Primarily Used Collection,
1904-68. Nearly complete on Scott pages; lacking #15, 46,
CO8-12 & O8; everything else is here, plus there’s a bit of duplication; #2-8 and 70-95 are mint, 95% of the rest is used; condition is a bit mixed but generally Fine to Very Fine. A nice starter
collection. Scott $4,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

HH
United Nations, Never Hinged Assortment. Innumerable singles, blocks of four, miniature sheets, sheets,
souvenir sheets and postal stationery items issued in the
1950s-90s, and housed in glassines, stock sheets and promotional folders with duplicates. We also noted first day covers,
plus Geneva & Vienna examples, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

256

H/m/)
United Nations, Collection, 1951-2000. Not your
run of the mill United Nations collection, included are dozens of
souvenir folders, plate blocks, sheetlets, souvenir sheets,
postal stationery, year sets, and first day covers, some foreign
mixed in, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

H/m
Hawaii, Picture Post Card Collection, 1900-60.
Twenty three picture post cards, nine real photos, a few used, a
couple duplicated, includes Native Fishing Boats, surfers on
Aloha from Waikiki, Lounge of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Natives Pounding Poi, a few condition issues, colorful group,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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264

m
Australia, Collection, 1913-65 (1//392). About
200 mostly used stamps and three covers in binder, better
(used unless otherwise noted) including 1913 Kangaroo & Map
1/2d to 2sh(Scott 1-11), 1915 Kangaroo & Map 2d to 2sh
(38-43), including 2sh mint & used, former accompanied with
1981 RPS Certificate, 1915-28 Kangaroo & Map 2d to £1
(45-56), plus £2 with “Specimen” overprint, 1929-30 Kangaroo
& Map 6d to 5sh (96-100), 1931-36 Kangaroo & Map 6d to £1
(121-28), 1914-24 & 1926-30 King George V group, including
several dies, shades and printing dates, 1928 Kookaburra
pane of four never hinged (95a), 3d 1930 Surcharges mint,
1932 Sydney Harbor set (130-32), plus 2d gutter block mint,
1938 KGVI & Queen £1 mint & used (179), also 1923 cover to
U.S., franked two 2d rose KGV, 1926 cover to U.S., franked 3d
ultramarine KGV, 1928 cover to U.S., franked 3d ultramarine
KGV. View to appreciate the true scope and value of this
desirable collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

265

H/m
Australia, Primarily Used Collection, 1913-72.
An excellent starter collection on Scott pages; highlights include (used unless noted) #1-11 (5s mint), 18, 37 (mint), 43,
55, 76 (mint), 100, 132, 142-154 (high values mint) & 179;
clean and Fine to Very Fine throughout. A very nice lot. Scott
$3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

266

HH/H
Australia, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment. In
presentation cards, including 1926-30 (72 & 75-76), 1931
(111-12 & C2), 1934 (144a, perf. 11½), 1934 (147-49), 1935
(150-51), 1935 (152-54), 1959-64 (314-31), 1963-65 (365-79),
plus 1946-47 Military (M1-7, including 5s thin paper variety).
Excellent for the discriminating collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,734.
Estimate $500 - 750

267

HH/H/m Australia, Mostly Mint Assortment. Sets, singles and booklets in presentation cards or glassines, highlights
include 1934 (142-44, used), 1938 (177-79, used), 1938 Postage Due (J68-70, never hinged) 1953 sixteen complete booklets (SG SB32 x16); 1957 six complete booklets (SG SB33 x6),
plus New South Wales 1890 (87, used)., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

268

HH/H/m Australia, Mint & Used Assortment. Four stock
books with sets, part sets & singles, including a fair number of
Kangaroos & KGV issues in used condition, 1938 (178, Specimen overprint) & 412-17 never hinged, plus modern material
and several Australian Antarctic Territory sets. Remunerative
lot at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

269

m
Australia, Assortment of Bundles of 100,
1966-80. 83 packets of 100 each, including topicals such as
birds and flowers, ideal for cancel collector, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

270

HH/H
Australia, States & Dependencies, 1860-1990.
Choice lot of this ever popular area, mint unless noted includes
163-165, C2-C4, New South Wales 28 used, Victoria AR32,
Australia Antarctic Territory L1-L5, full sheets of fifty L35-L36,
Christmas Island 1-10, Ross Dependency L1-L4 blocks of four,
many booklet panes and complete booklets, a lot sure to draw
some aggressive bidding, be fore armed and make sure you inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

271

HH
Bangladesh, Boy Scout souvenir sheets, 1974
(68a). Group of 22 in never hinged condition, and recommended for the internet seller, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $2,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

272

H/m
Barbados, Impressive Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1981. Fairly complete for the period on Scott

Country Collections
257

H/m
Antigua,
Nearly
Complete
Collection,
1863-1970. Mounted on Scott pages and missing only #1;
mostly mint/unused, several 19th century being without gum,
including #3, 5, 6, 8, 9 & 13; generally Fine to Very Fine
throughout. Scott $2,900
Estimate $500 - 750

258

H/m
Ascension, Mint Collection Complete for the
Period, 1922-69. Mounted on Scott pages and all o.g.
(hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

259

H/m
Australian States, Mostly Used Collection,
1850-1912. Good starter collection of Queensland, South
Australia, Tasmania, Victoria & Western Australia on Scott
pages with more than half of the value in Western Australia including used #2, 4, 14, 16, 20, 23-25 and 54; condition is quite
mixed on the imperfs and roulettes, but is generally Fine to
Very Fine otherwise. Definitely worth a look. Scott $7,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

260

261

m
Australian States: New South Wales, Collection, 1850-1897 (1//101). Over 100 mostly used stamps, four
covers and address panel, better (used unless otherwise
noted) including 1850 Sydney Views 1d x2 (Plate I), 1d x2
(Plate I re-engraved), 2d x2 (Plate I), 2d x2 (Plate II), 2d x2
(Plate III), 1851 2d x2 (Plate IV), 2d (Plate V), 3d (position. 3, 8
& 17), followed by 1851 Laureates 1d, 2d x3 (Plate I), plus 2d
reprint block of four using Plate II, 3d, 1852 6d x3 (Plate I), 6d
(Plate II), plus 6d reprint block of 25 using Plate II, 8d reprint
block of four in the pale yellow color of the originals, 1854 2d x5
(Plate III), and 1855 domestic folded cover with 2d Plate III,
1854 1d x4, 3d, 1855 2d Plate III unwatermarked, and 1855 insufficiently stamped address panel to London with 1d watermarked & 2d Plate III unwatermarked, 1855 Diadem 3d
accompanied by 1980 RPS Certificate, 1856 1d x2, 2d x4, also
Diadem set perforated and several 5sh examples with different. perforations and corresponding to different. prints, folded
cover to Edinburgh and franked with Diadem 5d x 2 perf. 12.8,
July 21, 1865, Diadem 5d perf. 10 vertical pair with “Specimen”
overprints, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H
Australian States: New South Wales, Solid
Starter Collection, 1850-1905. About 100 different, mainly
used, plus some duplication on Scott pages; highlights include
used #2c, 5, 7, 7g, 9, 44d, 44k, 75, 87, 88, J9a & J10a; there are
20 different Officials including O32 (used) & O34 (mint); as for
condition, it’s just about all Fine to Very Fine. An outstanding
lot. Scott $5,900 (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

262

H/m
Australian States: New South Wales, Official
“OS” Perfins, 1903-27. Small collection of 22 different New
South Wales stamps perforated “OS/NSW” or just “OS” plus 20
different Australia perforated “OS/NSW” comprising 8 Kangaroos to the 1s and 12 different King George V to the 5d; all clean
and Fine to Very Fine (four are mint o.g.). A scarce group.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

263

H/m
Australia, Collection, 1860-2000. In 2 Scott albums. Includes some interesting States, other early used, then
mainly page after page of newer mint issues, some never
hinged. No rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps.
Nice collector’s lot, ready to build on. Generally clean, F.-V.F.
Scott $43,000 (Owner’s)
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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pages; includes unused (no gum unless noted) #1, 13, 17a
(o.g.), 36, 43, and used #4, 9, 10 (2), 17c (used single, priced
only as a mint pair at $1100 and not counted in the total), 34, 37,
38, 48, 55 and much, much more; condition, with a few exceptions, mainly on the best stamps, as Fine to Very Fine. A terrific
starter collection. Scott $5,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
273

274

275

H/m
Barbados, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-78.
Mounted in two pages, comprising 1852 (1-2, used), 1852-55
(3, unissued block of nine, mint), 1855-58 (5-6, used), 1859
(8-9, used), 1874-75 (44-45, used) & 1875-78 (50-53 & 55-56,
used), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
HH
Barbuda, World Cup Soccer Championships,
Imperforate Souvenir Sheets Accumulation, 1974
(166avar). Stunning group of 2,000. We noticed on the internet
that the “buy it now” price is about $2.50 each. Recommended
for topical dealer, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH
Barbuda, UPU Centenary, Imperforate Souvenir Sheet Accumulation (169a). Approximately 800 sheets.
Over the years we saw imperforate stamps cut-out of this UPU
topical sheet and offered as imperforate sets. We estimate that
they can easily be sold individually at $5, so is an ideal lot for
the internet dealer, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

276

H/m
Bechuanaland, Mainly
Mint
Collection,
1886-1966. Nice starter collection on Scott pages; includes
#1-19, 23, 25, 29-42, 52, 60, 61, 67-73, 75-80 & 93; condition is
just about all Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

277

)
Bermuda, Postal History Accumulation. Small
box containing over 100 items (covers & picture post cards), including a fair number of picture postcards with early views, and
franked with Caravel stamps in the 1920s-30s; 1937 first flight
cover from Bermuda to U.S. (“Cavalier”); 1938 FAM17 several
first flight covers U.S. to Bermuda; KGVI group of picture postcards and some covers to the U.S., plus several QEII first day
covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

278

279

280
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H/m
Bermuda, Mint and Used Collection, 1865-1971.
Solid, mainly mint collections made up of a combination of two
smaller collections, resulting in duplication among the lesser
stamps; most of the value is on five blank quadrille pages with
highlights including (mint unless noted) #21-24, 28-39, 49
(used), 50-52 (51 never hinged), 55-79, 94, 95, 126a, 127,
127a, 128b, 134 (used), etc.; An excellent lot, clean and Fine to
Very Fine throughout. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
Bermuda, KGV & KGVI Dealer Stock,
1922-1951. Mostly mint and presented in a counter book, including several better mint examples such as 1910-24 (50-51),
1927 (95), 1938-51 (124a, slight indentation in the outer line of
the lower left scroll), 1938-51 (125 x2 & 125a x2), 1938-51
(125a, used horizontal pair), plus a fair number of KGVI 2s examples identified with SG numbers. Recommended for the
specialist or the internet dealer, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
H/m)
Bermuda, Postal Stationery Assortment. Eighteen items, including 1885 postal cards (H&G 3-4 x3, unused),
1893 postal card to Germany (7), 1937 wrapper to NY (E8),
1951 wrapper to local destination, only for the use of the newspapers on the island and not available to the public (E9K), plus
another similar wrapper to local destination (E9C). We also

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

noted two unused postal cards 1902-12 (11 & 13), 1938 (16 x2,
one used in 1949)., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
281

SH)
Bermuda, Postal Stationery Specimen Collection. Nine items with specimen overprints, comprising 1893
postal card (H&G 9), 1893 reply-paid double postal card (10
x2), 1902 postal card (12), 1912-13 (14-15), plus 1912 wrapper
(E3), 1913 wrapper (E4) & 1937 wrapper (E7), Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

282

H
British Antarctic Territory, Complete Mint Collection, 1963-82. Comprising #1-116 on Scott pages, including an extra set of #1-15, all o.g. and Very Fine with never
hinged beginning in 1971. Scott $885.
Estimate $200 - 300

283

H/m
British Central Africa, Primarily Mint Collection, 1890-98. 57 different stamps plus a few used duplicates
on Scott pages; mint highlights include #26 (regummed), 43,
62-67, 69-7183a, 84, 86, 87, 88, 90-93, 102a, 103, plus
104-106 overprinted Specimen;; condition includes a few small
flaws, but is otherwise Fine to Very Fine throughout. Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

284

H/m
British Guiana & British Honduras, Mint and
Used Collection, 1866-1966. Pleasant starter collections on
Scott pages, with most of the value in the British Guiana; no rarities, but lots of $25-$50 stamps and a few better; sets ten to be
mixed mint & used, but we note the following mint: British Guiana #123, 145-147, 154-156, 186-189, 209 and British Honduras #26; generally clean and Fine to Very Fine. A useful lot.
Scott $1,850.
Estimate $350 - 500

285

H
British Post Offices Abroad, Mint and Used Collection, 1916-57. Most of the value in Offices in Africa, followed by some slightly better Offices in Morocco and a
scattering of Offices in China; no rarities, but some nice
$50-$100 sets; just about all clean and Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $250 - 350

286

H/m
Brunei, Never Hinged & Used Assortment,
1895-1987. In two stock books, first volume starting with 1895
Locals (A1-10 x2, used); 1906 (1 x5, 3 x4, 4 x2, 6 x5, 7 x6, 8 x6
& 10 x2, used); 1907-21 (21 x3, 29 x3 & 37 x2, used); 1922 Malaya-Borneo (14b, 16a x2, 18b x2, 20a, 28a x2 & 30a, used);
second volume with duplicated never hinged sets issued in the
1965-87 period, including some strips. Excellent for the
internet seller, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000. Estimate $750 - 1,000

287

H/m
Brunei, Mainly Mint Collection, 1906-52. About
85 different mounted on Scott pages, including (mint unless
noted) #1-11, 13-37, 38 (no gum), 50, 54-57 and 62-75; o.g.,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).Estimate $300 - 400

288

H
Canadian Provinces, Collection. British Columbia, Prince Edward Island and Vancouver Island. Selection of
mostly mint. Forty four stamps mounted on pages, with better
British Columbia/Vancouver Island 2, 5, 6 (x3), 8 (x2), 9, and
Prince Edward Island 4-8, 9, 10, 11-16 all duplicated, a few
condition issues, fresh and attractive, a wonderful grouping,
o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

289

H/(H)
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Imperforates & Plate Proofs Assortment, 1860s-1930s. In stock
sheet, including 1¢ Codfish two imperforate pairs, five singles
& block of four (184); 5¢ Caribou six imperforate pairs & two
blocks of four, latter with security punch holes; 10¢ Salmon
leaping falls imperforate vertical pair, plus additional vertical
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pair in ungummed thick paper; 14¢ Dog imperforate block of
four & vertical pair (194); 15¢ Seal imperforate pair with security punch holes (195). We also noted vertical pair & horizontal
pair trial color plate proofs of the 5¢ Harp Seal, and a trade
sample proof engraved in bright pink on wove paper with large
margins on all sides. Unusual material, rarely seen today, o.g.
or without gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
290

HH/H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Mostly
Never Hinged Assortment, 1880s-1930s. A fresh and colorful group of 100 stamps, housed in a couple of stock sheets, including 1894 (55, never hinged), 1896 (57, never hinged and
accompanied with 2007 certificate), 1897 (69 x3 & 70 x2, never
hinged), 1919 (115-26 x2), plus 5¢ Caribou & 10¢ Salmon
leaping falls matching corner plate blocks., F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

291

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Never
Hinged Revenues, Assortment, 1930s-1940s. In two stock
sheets, including Van Dam NFR46-47 & NFR51 in singles &
NFR46a-48a gutter pairs; Customs Duty NFC4-5 blocks of
four; War Savings NFW1 single, NFW3 two blocks of four,
NFW4 two singles. Neat lot, and highly recommended for the
collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

292

293

294

H/m
Canada, Revenues, Mostly Used Collection &
Accumulation. Old-time album, starting with 1864 First Bill Issue up to $3, 1865 Second Bill Issue up to $1, 1869 Third Bill Issue up to $3, followed by 1876 Supreme Court (Young Queen
Victoria, Van Dam FSC1-6); 1876 Gas Inspection, 1876
Weights & Measures, 1879-89 British Columbia Law Stamps
(type 1 & 2), 1877 Manitoba Law Stamps; 1884-90 New Brunswick Law Stamps; 1869 Nova Scotia Bill & Law Stamps; Ontario & Quebec Law Stamps. Also stock book loaded with
unchecked singles & pairs, plus a fair number of glassines filled
with duplicates. Offered as received from the estate of an
old-fashioned collector. Viewing invited, F.-V.F. Van Dam
C$17,000+ ($15,640).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H
Canada, Connoisseur’s Collection, 1850-1950.
Diverse collection that is a marvel to behold, starts with used
four margin 4, 8, 14-20, 26, 29, mint includes 21, 34, 35, 37, 38
39 pair, 47, 51-56, 58, 70-73, 84 is a left bottom corner example, 92, 100, 103, 125, 130, a gorgeous never hinged Bluenose, 177, joint line pairs 179, 180, 182, 183, 195-201, 203,
C1, C2, C3, C4, E1-E5, F2, F3, J1-J5, J6-J10, then a nice
group of 33 Canadian telegraph stamps, plus plenty of extras, if
you are interested in Canada philately you will love this lot,
enormous potential present, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H/m
Canada, Extensive Collection, 1951-80. Thousands of mint and used stamps, booklets, booklet panes, plate
blocks and a smattering of FDCs filling 19 binders of various
sizes. The owner had a passion for plate blocks and that is
where the value is concentrated, however the collection follows an established pattern throughout. The first page for each
issue displays at least one complete mint set. The following
pages feature matched sets of four plate blocks and then there
are usually several pages of used stamps and finally a smattering of FDCs. We spotted a number of Dollar values sprinkled
throughout including 600-01 (matched set of plate blocks), plus
“short $ flaw” 600ii and 600iv, 656-57 (mini-sheet plate block)
and 726-27 (mini-sheet plate block x2). One entire volume is a
specialized collection of 1967 Centennial issue including booklets and booklet panes, coils and paper varieties. The total face
value is quite substantial. Shipping weight 90 pounds.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

295

H/m
Canada, Extensive Collection, 1851-1984.
Many hundreds of mint and used stamps housed in a Scott
Specialty album. The collection begins with a smattering of
used Province of Canada and continues into a decent section
of used Large and Small Queens. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

296

H/m
Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1955. In
White Ace binder, beginning with 1859 (14-15 & 18, used), followed by QV stamps issued in the 1868-93 period, and then by
QV Maple Leaf set, 1897 Jubilee examples, 1898-1902 QV
Numeral set, 1903-08 KEVII used set, 1908 Quebec Tercentenary (100 & 103, never hinged), 1911-25 (108-110, 113 & 119,
mint). We also noted KGVI & QEII blocks of four & booklet
panes. Airmail section (C1-9), plus well-filled Special Delivery
& Postage Due sections. Good catalogue value, you can’t be of
the mark at our estimate, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

297

HH
Canada, Huge New Issue Accumulation,
1952-2000. Thousands of sets, booklets, plate blocks, some
sheets and a few souvenir sheets. Many of these new issues
are still in their original post offices packages or glassines. In
addition, the owner was a passionate plate block collector and
thus there are hundreds of sealed plastic “baggies” of matched
sets still in the post office packages. Likewise, there are hundreds of recent booklets, some in quantities of ten or more
each. The face value of this accumulation is substantial.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

298

H/m
Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1942.
Housed in a three-ring binder, starting with several 19th Century better stamps such as 1859 (19, used), 1868-76 (21, 24 &
28, used), 1888-97 (47, used), 1897 (52-58, mint), 1908 (101 &
103, mint), followed by several useful sets issued in the 20th
Century: 1928-29 (158 used & 159 mint), 1942 (249-62), plus
some mint airmail and special delivery issues. We also noted
some Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick examples. A
modest lot but with good value throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

299

m
Canada, Rousing Used Accumulation. An interesting and useful accrual of thousands of stamps, includes
huge selection of Admirals, nice Large and Small Queens,
early commemoratives, air mails, special deliveries,
registereds, and back-of-the-book, a true treasure trove for the
Canadian enthusiast, be sure to spend some time admiring this
lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

300

HH/H
Canada, Mint Collection 1897-1955. Powerful little lot on display sheets, includes 50-60, 99, 103 never hinged,
122, 159, 162-172 blocks of four never hinged, 226 block of
four, 227 pair, 273 never hinged, post office fresh and a bargain, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

301

H/m
Canada, Valuable Collection, 1932-49. Many
hundreds of mint and used sets, blocks, plate blocks and booklets displayed on blank pages filling a binder. The owner had a
passion for plate blocks, however they become quite expensive for the high values for this period with the result that only
low values are present in plate blocks while some higher values are present in simple blocks. The entire collection follows a
pattern with a mint set displayed on one page, the next several
pages display the mint blocks and the following pages house
multiple used examples. A close examination reveals a wealth
of better mint sets including Scott 195-201, 203 (2)., 205-07 (2
sets of pairs), 217-27 (5), 228-30 (5), 241-45 (2), 249-62 (5),
268-73 (3 sets plus blocks). Although most items are mounted
on the page, there are some stamps in black mounts (and thus
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never hinged) but these are the exception. Altogether, there is
substantial value especially since the highlights listed above
catalog nearly $3,000 not counting anything else. Viewing will
definitely be a rewarding experience.
Estimate $600 - 800
302

H/m
Canada, King Edward VII Issue, 1903-08. Small
accumulation on approval card, collected for minor printing &
plate varieties, shades, etc.; value mainly in mint including 1¢
(4), 2¢ (16 including 2 blocks of 4), 2¢ imperforate (5 singles &
block of 12), 5¢ (5), and 7¢ (3); among the 49 used stamps is
one 50¢; condition is mixed with most of the better mint having
either gum or condition problems; still a useful lot for a specialist or Ebay marketer. Scott $3,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

303

)
Canada, Eclectic Postal History Selection,
1843-1984. Over one hundred items in plastic sleeves. Each
item was carefully selected for a specific reason. We note unusual destinations, scarce usages, attractive advertising covers, and even a couple of FDCs. We note a handful of
stampless folded letters starting with an 1843 Woodstock NB
cover while the newest item is a 1984 experimental “Stick N
Tic” label and although there are few items from the 1950s and
1960s, the real strength is found in the 1930s to 1940s George
V and George VI material. Among these are at least a half
dozen WWII censored covers plus another half dozen items
mailed to Tokyo Japan starting with a 1930 George V usage
and extending to about 1950 including an attractive 1949 air
letter sheet to Tokyo. Among the other interesting destinations
are two similar 1930s covers to Brazil franked by 50¢ Grand
Pre NS (#176). Two Victoria covers deserve special mention.
First is an 1860 cover franked by 10¢ (#17 pen cancel) to Hartford CT and 1880 cover franked by 3¢ Small Queen and 2¢
Registration issue from Staynes ON to Collingwood VT. Although the advertising covers are limited, we spotted an Elgin
Watch, Eastman Kodak and a Coal Train group. Viewers will
definitely find one or more “must haves” in this lot.
Estimate $500 - 750

304

305

306

22

H/m
Canada, Misc. Accumulation. An assortment of
old albums, stock books, binders, boxes and shoe boxes filling
two large cartons. Quite simply, this is all the stuff that a dedicated collector accumulated over a lifetime that did not fit into
his main collection. We opened one box and discovered a thick
pile of loose album pages and a few goodies are buried inside.
The next box was full of dozens of K. Bileski selections still in
their original envelopes. The owner paid real money for some
of these. In the same carton we also found a Canada Post 2000
Millennium Collection. Turning to the second carton we found
about ten old albums and stock books. One of these holds a
specialized collection of Ontario MOON cancels (money order
office numerals). Another album holds a small collection including mint 97-103, 228-30 and 262. Viewers who spend time
t carefully review this material will surely find other goodies.
Estimate $400 - 600
H
Canada, Plate Block Collection, 1934-67. Several dozen different matched sets of four displayed in a special
old album designed for this type of collection. Better items include Scott 242 (one plate block), 272 (mini-sheet), 294
(mini-sheet), 411 (two mini-sheets), 465A-65B, O38a. The entire collection is original gum, never hinged, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $2,340.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH
Canada, Wildlife Conservation Assortment,
1940s-1990s. In three stock sheets, including Prairie Provinces Van Dam PC1-6 in singles, plus PC1-5 in blocks of four,
latter including some stamps with perforations all around;
Cape Breton two 1953 green game stamps; Winnipeg Game
& Fish Association MW1 block of four and two singles; Brit-
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ish Columbia Duck stamps BCD2, BCD2d, BCD3 & BCD3b;
Pitt Waterfowl Association PW7s se-tenant pair, mostly o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
307

H/m
Canada, Revenue and Cinderella Selection.
Several dozen mint and used revenues on album pages including some provincial issues and a few Cinderellas and some of
K. Bileski’s local post issues on cover and unused sheets concluding with a couple of revenues on documents. Most of the
value is found in Federal Law stamps plus a mint sheet of 25
British Columbia BCL23. We note values up to about $50
though mainly in the $10 to $25 range. Viewers will find plenty
of interesting items. Van Dam C$1,300 ($1,200).
Estimate $300 - 400

308

m
Canada, Packet Maker’s Paradise. Two large
cartons filled with thousands upon thousands of used stamps
both on and off paper stored in cigar boxes, shoe boxes, plastic
bags, old glassines just bulging with stamps. Although most of
these are Elizabeth issues, we did note some older issues as
well. Who knows what a patient viewer might find?.
Estimate $300 - 400

309

H/m
Canada, Dealer’s Stock, 1859-1950. A couple
dozen mint and used sets and singles displayed on counter
pages filling a small binder. The stock begins with a couple of
used Province of Canada issues, followed by a handful of
Large and Small Queens. Better used include Scott 46-47, 56,
57, 81-84 and 89-95 plus mint 54, 205-07 (pairs), 223-27,
260-62 and E4. Condition among the 19th century material is
mixed, however the George V and George VI issues are generally Fine to Very Fine and useful.
Estimate $300 - 400

310

HH/H
Canada, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation.
Plate blocks and blocks of four issued in the 1940s-60s, and
housed in glassines. We also noted 1897 Jubilee (51 x10,
never hinged), plus a fair number of complete and unexploded
booklets and some revenues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

311

HH
Canada, Saskatchewan Province, Mostly Never
Hinged Revenues Assortment. Presented in two stock
sheets, including Law Stamps Van Dam SL68-78 in blocks of
four with imprint on bottom selvage, plus set in singles; Telephone Company ST10 block of 20. We also noted as a bonus
Quebec unemployment stamps, Ontario transfer tax examples
and some Canada cigars. Lovely lot for your consideration,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

312

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection of Mint and
Used, 1859-1988. In 2 Scott albums. Some interesting early
used, then mainly page after page of newer mint issues, some
never hinged. No rarities (best item is probably a Canada 20¢
Quebec Tercentenary, unused), just a great range of collectible stamps. Nice collector’s lot, ready to build on. Generally
clean, F.-V.F. Scott $17,760 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

313

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mainly Used Collection,
1851-1967. A few hundred stamps on Scott pages; no rarities
anywhere, but loaded with $10-$50 stamps and a few higher,
like New Brunswick #1 with nice margins, but a light crease; the
Provinces are scattered, as is the Canada through the Quebec
issue, but it’s fairly solid, though just about all used, from the
Admirals onward. Condition includes a few small faults, but is
generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

314

HH/H/m Canada & Provinces, Attractive Collection,
1860-1990. A few hundred mint and used stamps housed in a
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binder, with better mint Canada 37, 52, 53, 55, 203, C4, E2, E3,
Newfoundland 233-243, J1-J6, 1932 $1 unofficial air mail
stamp, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, wit plenty of sets,
back-of-the-book, a nice clean collection, excellent for breaking up for retail a or to serve as the foundation for a more comprehensive collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
315

316

317

HH/H
Cayman Islands, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1900-68. Mounted on Scott pages; missing only the 10s
stamps of 1907, 1908 & 1932, the ½d-2½d handstamped surcharges and the rare War Tax surcharge; there is also a duplicate set of the 1905 KEVII set; condition is Fine to Very Fine
throughout, with most of the post-1949 sets being never hinged
(though the 1950 KGVI set has some toning); All-in-all, a marvelous collection. Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
H/m
Cyprus, Mint and Used Collection, 1880-1970.
Small starter collection on Scott pages; very few complete sets
and quite scattered after KGVI but lots of $25-&-up stamps including (mint unless noted) #10, 17 (used, thin), 32-34, 36
(used), 38-40, 114-122, 131-135, 152-155, 158-159 &
181-182; generally clean and Fine to Very Fine throughout.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
H
Dominica, Solid Mint Collection, 1874-1965.
Nearly complete for the period on Scott pages; includes #1-3
(6d no gum, perf tones), 6-9, 20, 24 and 25-180, a few 1877-79
issues without gum, otherwise o.g., Fine to Very Fine. A very
nice lot. Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

318

H/m
Falkland Islands, Mint and Used Collection,
1878-1981. An excellent, mostly mint collection balance on
Scott pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #8, 11, 14
(used), 15-18, 19, 19E, 20-39, 41-48, 84-96, 1948-81 issues
complete plus Dependencies complete to 1956; some faults in
the early Queen Victoria issues and the 10s KGV has small
marginal stains, but otherwise clean and Fine to Very Fine
throughout, with the nearly all the 1952-81 sets being never
hinged. An outstanding starter collection of this ever-popular
country. Scott $7,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

319

HH/H
Falkland Islands, Collection, 1933-64. 90 mint
stamps on two sided stock page, includes 65-72 (x2), 73, 91
(x2), 93 (x2), 94 (x2), 95, 96, 107-120, 1L29-1L33, fresh
stamps, popular country, who could ask for more, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

320

H
Gambia, Mainly Mint Collection, 1874-1969.
Nearly complete from 1880 on Scott pages; includes (mint unless noted) #3 (used in 1882, possibly trimmed #9 - not
counted), 11 (used), 12-19, 21-64, 70-96102-116, 118, 119,
121-123 & 125-240; just about all clean and Fine to Very Fine,
the QEII issues being LH. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

321

322

HH/H/) Ghana, Collection. Wonderful collection with mint
complete sets, souvenir sheets such as 194a, 199a, 250a,
389a, and loads of imperf sets like 236-239, 273-276, 305-307,
315-318, 323-326, 331-335, 344-347, 406-409, 436-439,
440-444 with overprint, 445-449, first day and commercial covers, a perfect lot to break down for retail, hop on it, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

sued in the 1957-69 period. Also Minkus well-filled album with
mint sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1976-93 period,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
323

H/m
Gibraltar, Solid, Mainly Mint Collection,
1886-1969. Fairly complete for the period on Scott pages;
missing only four Queen Victoria numbers: 5-7 & 21 (1pta
bister is used); also includes (mint unless noted) #39-47,
54-56b, 58, 59a (used), 60, 66-75, 88, 91 and then complete
#94-225; with only a couple exceptions, everything is o.g. (LH)
and Fine to Very Fine, plus there are several used duplicates. A
nice starter collection. Scott $3,800. Estimate $750 - 1,000

324

)
Gibraltar,
Postal
History
Assortment,
1880s-1990s. Group of 21, including 1889 wrapper to Germany; 1910 Grand Hotel cover addressed to MA, and franked
with two KEVII stamps; 1939 cover to Waterman, IL, including
invoice with two French revenue stamps; 1941 Paquebot cover
to Hong Kong; 1950 New Constitution first day cover; 1990
stampless cover from Gibraltar Philatelic Bureau to England,
plus several picture postcards and some postal cards. Please
inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

325

H/m
Great Britain, Collection and Stock, 1840-1990.
In 2 Scott albums + duplicates and newer issues in a small box.
Some interesting early used, then mainly page after page of
newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities, just a great
range of collectible stamps. Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott
$35,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

326

m
Great Britain, Queen Victoria Assortment,
1840-1891. Many hundreds of used stamps in a stock book.
The lot comprises thirteen 1d Blacks (1) & three 2d Blue (2);
large number of 1d Red imperforates with numeral cancels (3)
& several 2d Blues (4), followed by a valuable and extensive
representation of QV surface prints in mixed condition but
plenty of Fine to Very Fine, including different plate numbers;
1856 (27 x24 & 28 x17), 1865 (48 x9), 1867-80 (49 x35, 52 x2,
54 x25 & 55 x9), 1870 (58 x30) and similarly many other issues.
We also noted 1884 (108 x18 & 109 x2). A lot with huge catalogue value, please examine carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

327

H/m
Great Britain, High Catalog Collection,
1840-1965. Mostly used collection of a few hundred diff on
Scott pages; we note only about a dozen empty spaces, so, obviously there are a lot of powerful stamps here including the
10s & £1 of 1878, the 2s of 1880, the 10s & £5 of 1882, all four
“long” £1 and the £1 Seahorse; needless to say, the condition
is somewhat lack, especially on the high values, but there are
some nicer stamps in the $50-$200 range. A terrific lot for filling
spaces. Scott $55,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

328

HH/H/m Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1990. Extensive
mint and used collection of several hundred mounted in a
binder, better used includes 1, 9, 27, 27a, 28a, nice group of
penny reds, 57, 96, 109, mint 58, 89, 101, 111, 114, 139, 140,
268, excellent group of Machins, back-of-the-book, the value
adds up quickly, there is undoubtedly potential here for collectors and dealers, not to mention specialists, F.-V.F. Scott
$25,000 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

329

m
Great Britain, Used Classics Assortment,
1862-1900. In presentation sheets, including 34 x2; 34a; 37;
37a; 40; 52 plate 4; 53 plate 1; 55 x3 plate 1; 64 x4, plates 8-10
& 13; 69 plate 15; 70 plate 15; 73; 85; 86 x2, plates 17-18; 94
x2, mint; 95; 103-07. Some stamps with small faults, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $10,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H
Ghana, Mint Collection, 1957-1993. In two
Lindner hingeless albums with sets & souvenir sheets issued in
the 1957-78 period, plus stock book with Never Hinged sets is-
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330

331

332

333

334

335

336

24

H/m/)
Great Britain, Gratifying Collection, 1850-1990.
A few thousand stamps and covers in sixteen stock books, with
several hundreds of used King Edward, King George and Elizabeth used stamps, better mint includes 140, 267-268,
286-289, 309-312, better used 142, used quantities of the
penny reds for plating, plenty of back-of-the-book, stock book
of mint commemoratives, many of the high values do not have
the typical heavy cancels, a lot that will make any Anglophile
happy, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H
Great Britain, Specialized Collection of Booklets and Booklet Panes, 1937-67. The collection begins with
two dozen George VI panes and then quickly changes to Elizabeth Wilding issues for the remainder of the album (no Machin
issues). We note a good number of items valued up to about
£150 each including booklets and booklet panes. Among these
booklets are SG #F9, F24, F27, F34, L21, L28p, M25, M36p,
M39p, M64p, N3, N4p and N13p while the panes include
SB18a, SB74a, SB85 (graphite) and SB86 and finally a single
stamp S73i (inverted watermark). The owner has spent some
effort to identify varieties especially inverted watermarks and
misplaced graphite lines. Although there are a few hinged
panes, the vast majority are never hinged, Fine to Very Fine.
SG £4,000 ($6,720).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
Great Britain, Postal History Assortment,
1850s-1930s. Interesting holding that had been stored for
many years, and now is available for your consideration. Value
concentrated in a large number of covers franked with QV 1d
reds, including a lot of Scottish cancels. We also noted unused
modern aerogrammes and post office picture card series. A
splendid opportunity at our valuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
H
Great Britain, Extensive Collection of Gerald
King Lundy Fantasies, 1980s. Many hundreds of stamps,
postal stationery and satirical postal history from the reigning
master of fantasy stamp creation, incl. imperf., varieties, multiples, an ideal collection for a Cinderella exhibit, must see to appreciate, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
H/m
Great Britain, Mostly Used Collection,
1841-1993, In two KaBe hingeless albums with slipcases, including 19th Century representation, followed by KGV examples, and then by a fair number of issues in the modest range.
We also noted some regional issues and postage dues. Recommended for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
H
Great Britain, ½d Victoria Jubilee Specialized
Collection, 1887-1900. Several hundred mint and used
stamps displayed on quadrille pages. The collection is about
evenly divided between mint and used stamps, however most
of the value is concentrated in the mint ½d vermilion and ½d
green stamps in Control Letter singles, pairs, blocks and large
multiples. Many of these are in never hinged condition and the
pairs carry a substantial premium in Stanley Gibbons. Often,
the collector obtained both perforated and imperforate marginal examples of the same Control Letter. The most attractive
items are blocks of 12 of both ½d vermilion and ½d green. The
former with Control Letter “P” and the latter with “R”. A very attractive collection which should have instant appeal for the
specialist. SG £600+ ($1,010).
Estimate $300 - 400
)
Great Britain, Picture Postcards & Cover Assortment, 1900s-70s. Approximately 450 items, including a
fair number of unused picture postcards and first day covers,
plus some commercial usages. We also noted a 1918
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stampless cover with printed letter from his majesty KGV and
some 1942-43 Channel Islands covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
337

HH
Great Britain: Channel Islands, Never Hinged
Collection. In a Stanley Gibbons album, starting with some
Regional issues, followed by Guernsey highly complete section with stamps issued in the 1969-89 period; Jersey section
with sets issued in the 1970-91 period; plus some Alderney
sets. An excellent starter collection, F.-V.F. Scott $850 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

338

HH
Great Britain: Channel Islands, Never Hinged
Collection, 1969-82. Mounted on White Ace album pages,
housed in two binders, and highly complete for the period. We
noted Guernsey, Jersey and Isle of Man sets and se-tenant
pairs, plus some souvenir sheets and postage dues. Ideal for
continuation, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).Estimate $200 - 300

339

H/m
Hong Kong, Mint and Used Collection,
1862-1969. 225 different mostly used on Scott pages; highlights include (used unless noted) #1-5 (18c both used & unused without gum), 6-21, 24, 32, 36-48, 53, 69 (mint), 71-83,
104, 122, 165, 166 (mint) and 178-179 (MLH); condition is a little mixed, especially early, but is otherwise generally Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

340

H/m/)
Hong Kong, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards and some glassines, better noted include 184
block of four; 221-22; 234-35; 252; 260-61; 262-64; 294-95;
296-98; 306-08 & 328-29, plus 1905 picture postcard to North
Carolina & 1937 first flight cover from Hong Kong to San Francisco. We also noted several Macao sets such as 467-68 &
477-82. A good lot for the Ebay dealer; please inspect! F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

341

HH
Hong Kong, Presentation Packs Accumulation,
2002-13. Small box filled with 46 official post office packs with
sets and souvenir sheets, including se-tenant blocks. Excellent
for the collector or the internet seller, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

342

India, Savings Certificates & Ephemera Collection, 1943-1982. Mounted on pages, including 5 seven-year
National Savings Certificates issued in the 1970-81 period (Indian Government Savings Bonds, which is part of the postal
saving system, and issued for seven year maturity); 4
twelve-year Post Office National Savings Certificates issued in
the 1950s, and promoted by the government after India’s independence, to collect funds, for “nation-building”; 3 travelers
cheques for 1,000r each, paid and dated in 1982. We also
noted several printed matter items, including Mohanlan
Muthralal General Merchant & Commission Agent or 1943
Munnalal Chandrabali (perfumery house) letter. Excellent as a
complement of a postal history collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

343

m
India, Used Collection, 1850s-1980s. In Minkus
& Schaubek albums with sets and singles in the modest range,
including regulars, airmails & officials. We also noted Burma &
Ceylon., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

344

)
India & States, Postal History Collection,
1860s-1960s. In a stock book, starting with approximately 90
pieces franked with India stamps, including postal cards,
postal envelopes and covers to Europe. We also noted 70
stampless rolled-up or folded letters in Devanagari, and that
deserve your attention, plus some real old photos showing dif-
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ferent views of Calcutta and a couple of unused picture postcards. A good opportunity for the postal history collector,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
345

346

)
India & States, Postal History Assortment.
Group of 75: sixteen censored covers sent in the 1940s, including five postal envelopes, picture postcard to Philadelphia and
cover to Malacca; thirteen postal envelopes and cards from
Assam with rhomboid censorship handstamps; sixteen miscellaneous items, including several dispatched from Gwalior, plus
a 1938 receipt for registered articles. We also noted 30 unused
postal cards from Travancore-Cochin. Recommended for the
postal historian, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
Indian Princely States, Revenue Stamped Paper Collection.
Containing 75 manuscript documents
mounted on pages, including examples from Karauli &
Kuchaman. An excellent lot that can be easily integrated into a
bigger collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

347

(H)
Indian Feudatory States, Reference Assortment. Mounted on two stock pages, including 160 stamps, including Jammu & Kashmir circular issues, plus Jammu
rectangulars in blocks of four and singles. We also noted
Kishangarh. A lot that can be useful as reference. Viewing invited, without gum as issued, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

348

HH/H/m Ireland, Parallel Mint & Used Assortment,
1922-1987. In two stock books, first with better noted (mint unless denoted) including 1922 (1-8 x2) & 1922 (12-14 x2);
1922-23 (54-58 x2), 1938 (101-102, blocks of four), followed by
a 20th Century representation with plenty sets. Second stock
book with used stamps, including several valuable stamps
such as 1935 (93-95, used). An excellent collection that will
generate a high catalogue quickly, and a “must see” viewing,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

349

H/m
Ireland, Collection Complete for the Period,
1922-69. Mostly mint to 1937 and mostly used thereafter,
mounted on Scott pages; the 10s Thom (38) has a light crease
and the 3s is thin, while the 2s6d Castle (77) is toned; otherwise
everything appears to be clean and Fine to Very Fine (the 1935
Harrison II set is XF, LH), with the mint being hinged. A great
lot. Scott $6,250 (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

350

351

)
Jamaica,
Town
Postmark
Collection,
1900s-1960s. Hundreds of covers and stamps in eight Scott
albums and arranged in alphabetical order, from Queen Victoria era to Queen Elizabeth II, including a wide range of postal
markings: small circles, squared circles, double circles, registry ovals, etc. The collection tends to be KGV and later. Should
be a great basis for further expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
)
Jamaica, Stunning Postal History Accumulation, 1890s-1980s. Hundreds of items, including covers, picture postcards and postal entires, mostly sent to the U.S. &
Europe, including a galaxy of postal markings: small circles,
squared circles, town circular datestamps, double circles, registry ovals, etc., and frankings corresponding to different postal
rates. We also noted a couple of stampless folded letters with
interesting contents; one sent in 1826 from Savanna-La-Mar to
Edinburgh, other sent in 1842 to North Carolina, plus some advertising covers, first flights, censored usages, aerogrammes
and first day covers. A wonderful lot, much fun to go through, be
sure to leave time for proper evaluation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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352

H/m
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, Mint and Used
Collection, 1903-69. East Africa & Uganda and Kenya,
Uganda & Tanganyika, individually and together on Scott
pages; lots of high values (see online photos), though most
sets are mixed mint & used; condition varies, but is generally
Fine to Very Fine. A great lot for fill-ins. Scott $2,300 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

353

H/m
Labuan & North Borneo Assortment,
1880s-1940s. In a stock book and mostly used, including
Labuan Queen Victoria examples; 1896 Jubilee examples;
1902-03 (99A-109), followed by innumerable stamps with
Labuan overprints; North Borneo KGVI (257-58, mint); QEII
(273-75 & 293-94, never hinged), plus some Japanese Occupation examples and a few stamps with “specimen” overprints.
Unchecked in detail and recommended for dealer or collector,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

354

H/m
Malaya & Borneo Area, Mint and Used Collection, 1860s-1969. Collection of Labuan, Malaya & States,
North Borneo, Sabah, Sarawak, Singapore and Straits Settlements on Scott pages; nothing rare but plenty of $25-&-up singles & sets including Kedah #14-20 (mint), North Borneo
1945-63 complete (mint/used), Sarawak 1869-1918 missing
only 7 stamps, and Singapore 1948-69 complete (mostly
used); condition is generally Fine to Very Fine throughout.
Scott $3,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

355

HHa
Malay States, Japanese Occupation, Accumulation of sheets, 1942-44. Group of 29 sheets of 100, including General Issues SG J161var with inverted overprint, J170,
J259, J264-65, J275, J277, J282, J290 & J293 x2; Postage
Dues JD29, JD32, JD35, JD39 & JD41; Johore Occupation
Revenues 5¢, 6¢, 10¢, 40¢, 50¢ & $1 with “DAI NIPPON/ 2602"
(Barefoot 1-3 & 5-7); Penang SG J77, J85 & J87; Selangor SG
J90-91. A lot with huge catalogue value, accompanied with
manuscript list identifying the sheets, and offered at a very conservative estimate, F.-V.F. SG £8,300 ($13,940).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

356

H/m/)
Malay States, Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-1940s. Mounted on album pages with Johore examples; Sungei Ujong (Scott 20) & Perak representation, followed
by Japanese occupation issues, and then by Straits Settlements (6, 8 & 9, used), plus several Malaya-Borneo exhibition
overprints; Federated Malaya States 1900 specimens up to
$5. We also noted British Military Administration stamps in
used condition and seven commercial covers to the U.S. A
useful collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

357

H/m
Malay States: Perak, Specialized Collection,
1887-91 (15//32). Group of 64 stamps mounted on album
pages, mostly in mint condition, and including 1887 (SG 30);
1887-90 (SG 33, block of ten & several singles, including position. 22 showing broken “R”); 1889 (SG 36 x2, mint & used);
1889 (SG 37 x4, including two mint); 1889 (SG 33, 35-37 & 40,
vertical composite strip of six, corresponding to position. 26,
32, 38, 44, 50 & 56); 1891 (53, mint); 1891 (57, block of four depicting stamp with narrow “O”); 1891 (58 x4 & 59 x6). Ideal for
the collector, F.-V.F. SG 30//59; £760 ($1,280).
Estimate $500 - 750

358

H/m
Malta, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1963.
Nice starter collection on Scott pages; includes unused #1-3,
3a (o.g.) & 5a, then includes most of the $50-$100 singles and
sets, many mixed mint/used; condition is generally Fine (the #1
is average and has a 1978 RPS certificate). A useful lot. Scott
$4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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359

H/m
Montserrat, Mint and Used Collection,
1876-1982. Probably 95% complete for the period including
just about everything up to $100 catalog value, mounted on
Scott pages; a few sets mixed mint & used; virtually all clean
and Fine to Very Fine, with never hinged beginning in 1967.
Scott $1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

360

H
Nauru, Virtually Complete Mint Collection,
1916-69. Comprises #1-15 (no 2½d die II), 17a-30a (never
hinged!) and 31-88 (LH); all clean and Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

361

H
New Guinea, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1925-39. Includes #1-13, 18-28, 39-51, C1-43, C49-59 &
O1-35, plus a few used duplicates, mounted on Scott pages;
we note small thins on the 193 £1 Bird of Paradise and the 1939
£1 Airmail, otherwise all seems clean and Fine to Very Fine. A
marvelous lot. Scott $3,150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

362

H
New Hebrides, Mint Collection, 1908-69. Fairly
complete for the period on Scott pages; Indian Convention
States #7-31, 38-137 & J1-5; other than a few small faults, e.g.
couple surface abrasions #31 and nibbed corner J5, everything seems sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

363

H/m
New Zealand, Mostly Used Assortment,
1860s-1940s. Approximately 250 stamps in stock pages, including many useful (used unless denoted) such as 1864-71
(Stanley Gibbons 111); 1873-92 (146 & 149-51); 1878 (178),
1882-1900 1d stamps with Sunlight advertisements on reverse
(195 x2) & 5d with Miller & Reich advertisement on reverse, followed by several QV stamps issued in the 1882-1900 period.
We also noted 1901 (279, mint pair), 1902 (294-95, mint pairs),
1902 (315-16), 1909-16 KGV perforation varieties & 1936-43
pictorials in mint condition, and with mixed perforations. Unchecked in detail, and in consequence presenting opportunities for collectors or dealers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

364

H/m
New Zealand, Mainly Used Collection,
1855-1969. A few hundred different on Scott pages; starts out
with 17 mixed-quality Chalon heads (Scott33 $2250) followed
by other used Queen Victoria issues; after that, the 1898-1908
issues are scattered, but from 1909 onward, the collection is
fairly complete, though nearly all used (includes mint B1-3,
C1-8 & E1); other than problems in the aforementioned
Chalons (we do note Fine copies of #5 & 27), condition is generally Fine to Very Fine. A useful lot. Scott $3,700 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

365

HH/H
New Zealand, Semipostal Miniature Sheet
Holding. Over 350 semipostal miniature sheets of 6, includes
B61a, B62a, B65a, B66a, B77a, B78a, B80a (x2), B81a (x2),
B93a (x2), B90a, B91a, moderate duplication, plenty of catalog
value, look this one up, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

366

H/m
New Zealand, Old Time Collection, 1858-1994.
Mounted on old approval pages and housed in a binder. Mostly
used will be found here with an occasional mint stamp encountered. Earlier faulty stamps were not counted in the catalog
value. A typical Kiwi collection that has a few better mint items
like Scott 78, B2, B5 and a used O111. A delightful way to add
or enhance your own collection. Scott $2,879.
Estimate $400 - 600

367

26

H/m
New Zealand, Orderly Collection, 1882-1988.
On loose homemade album pages and stock sheets with most
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stamps identified according to the Gibbons catalog. Good representation of Semi-Postal miniature sheets from Scott
B52a//B117a with some Semi’s in sheets or part sheets (Scott
B38//B45). Sparse selection of pre-1937 but with better coverage through the later years (with Scott 333//352 and 382//404)
being noted. A fine selection of back-of-the-book material
which encompasses Postal Fiscals, Life Insurance, Officials
and the aforementioned Semi-Postals. A good start of the
country to expand upon.
Estimate $350 - 500
368

H
New Zealand, Clean Accumulation, 1890-1984,
on 19 stock pages with some duplication with an array of issues
from Chalon Heads to Frama labels. A small selection of
Health miniature sheets and Railway stamps were also seen.
Some better include mint Scott 349 x5=$100 and AR37-38
used+$130. Condition will be mixed in the earlier stamps. A
fine assortment for an aspiring collector. Scott $1,700+.
Estimate $250 - 350

369

)
New Zealand, Assortment of Covers, 1901-92.
135 items, including 1936 three first day covers with Anzac Day
Issue, 1937 two first day covers franked individually with 1d
Boy Hiker, 1939 Taxed cover to Melrose, MA, 1940 New Zealand-Australia-England air mail service inaugural flight, 1940
New Zealand-US air mail service via New Caledonia, Canton
Island & Hawaii, plus some commercial usages and a fair number of first day covers and some colorful labels, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

370

H/m
New Zealand Dependancies, Fairly Complete
Collection, 1892-1922. Strong collections of Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue, Penrhyn Islands & Tokelau on Scott pages;
Aitutaki is complete mint for the period, while Cook Is. is missing only #106, 108 & 192-194 through 1974; the others are just
about complete also; the Cook Is. are mostly used to 1903,
while the later issues and nearly everything in the other countries are mint (LH); condition is virtually all clean and Fine to
Very Fine throughout. A marvelous lot. Scott $5,300 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

371

H/m
North West Pacific Islands, Small Mint and
Used Collection, 1915-23. Comprising (mint unless noted) #9
(type b, never hinged!), 11, 12, 16, 17, 20, 22, 27-28usd, 29-34,
39, 43-45 & 48; all o.g., Fine to Very Fine. An excellent starter
collection. Scott $860 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

372

)
Palestine, Cover Miscellany. Includes E.E.F. in
Palestine, scarce cancellations, 5 items; French Forces in Palestine, 2 items; Indian Forces in Asia Minor, 1919 GB 2d registered envelope; Italian Forces in Palestine, 1919 registered
commercial cover from Egypt via SZ 10 in Cairo; 1918 (Nov.
19), cover posted to England in the Aleppo civilian post office;
1919, “E.E.F.”: Typographed Issue used abroad, Cilicia, 3
money orders; several 1922-28 Registration Envelopes including Provisional entires; 1932 Levant Fair promotional labels;
and 1940-46, 20 covers to and from Palestine during WWII.
Scarce and interesting group, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

373

)
Papua New Guinea Area, Postal History Assortment. Seventy covers with several better such as German
New Guinea five postal cards sent to Germany in the
1901-1909 period, including one from Simpsonhafen, other
from Matupi; Papua & New Guinea (British) 1934 first official
airmail cover to Australia & 1934 first official airmail cover to
Papua; 1952 first day cover with Scott 122-36, plus a fair number of first day covers. Desirable material from this increasingly
popular area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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374

375

376

)
Pitcairn Islands, Postal History Assortment,
1938-1990. Group of 48 covers, including 1938 Radio Communication commemorative cover; 1948 Silver Wedding 10s;
1949 registered cover to Fiji with KGVI colorful stamps, including 2s6d stamp; 1957 Bounty Day anniversary, plus several
picture postcards and first day covers. Ideal for the collector,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
H/m
St. Helena & Tristan da Cunha, Nearly Complete Collection, 1856-1977. St. Helena is missing only four
stamps (22, 25, 94 & 99) to 1969, Tristan da Cunha is complete
through 1977; condition on the early St. Helena is just a bit
mixed on the 19th century (where there is also moderate duplication), but otherwise virtually all Fine to Very Fine (mostly
mint), while all the Tristan is Very Fine o.g., lightly hinged. A terrific starter collection. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
St. Lucia, Solid Mint and Used Collection,
1860-1951. 140 different on Scott pages with only ten blank
spaces; includes #1, 3, 5, 7-14, 17-25, 27-39 & 27-134; King
George V & VI sets are mixed mint & used and there are a few
minor flaws, but otherwise just about everything is clean and
Fine to Very Fine, the mint being o.g. Scott $2,200 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

377

H/m
St. Vincent, Mainly Mint Collection, 1861-1963.
Excellent little starter collection on Scott pages; includes mint
o.g. #6, 31a (slightly toned) and 90-137; condition is generally
Fine to Very Fine throughout. Scott $1,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

378

HH/H
Sarawak, Mostly Mint Assortment, 1869-1971.
In five stock books with useful duplication, including 1869 Sir
James Brooke (1 x10); 1871 (2 x40); 1875 Sir Charles Johnson
(3-7 x16); 1888-97 (8-21 x5, plus many other duplicates such
as SG 9a or 14a rosine); 1889-91 (23 x8 & 24a x3); 1895 (28-31
x15); 1899-1908 (36-47 x3, plus many duplicates, including
SG36a grey-blue and red & 3¢ blocks of four), 1901 (48 x2);
1918-23 (50-70 x14, plus large amount of duplicates); 1923
Surcharges (77-78 x25, plus several examples with bars 3/4
mm apart), 1928-29 (79-93 x15), 1932 (94-108 x4), 1934-41
(109-34), 1945 (135-45 & 147-54). We also noted KGVI & QEII
issues, including some large multiples and a fair number of
sets in presentation cards such as 1947 (159-73 x13) & 1948
(174-75 x13). Catalog value approximately $20,000, some typical mixed condition to be expected. Well worth allotting time to
view as this affords an opportunity not to be missed, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

379

HHa
Sarawak, Sir Charles Brooke issues, 1888-1923
(9//68), including blocks or multiples of 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 20 or
24 stamps. Housed in a stock book, including several with cylinder numbers on selvage and some distinctive shades, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,730 as hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

380

H/m
Seychelles, Mainly Mint Collection, 1890-1969.
Solid collection on Scott pages with the 20th century nearly
complete; includes (mint unless noted) #23-25, 38-48 (used),
49-158 and 153-271; all Fine to Very Fine and mostly LH
(198-212 never hinged). Scott $1,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

381

HH/H
Singapore, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment.
Mostly in glassines with many sets and souvenir sheets that
are relatively easy to sell. We noted 1963 $1 wmk. sideways
(67a x2), 1970 (115a x3), 1971 Festivals souvenir sheet
(141a), 1971 first day cover (144-49), plus three souvenir book-
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lets issued in the 1980s. Great for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
382

H
Solomon Islands, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1907-69. Missing only the 1925 KGV 10s and the 1942
KGVI 10s; all clean and Fine to Very Fine (lightly hinged) except for a nibbed corner perf on the 1914 £1 KGV; in addition,
the 1907 2½d War Canoe is a right sheet margin single, imperf
between stamp and sheet margin. All-in-all, a terrific lot. Scott
$1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

383

HH
South Africa, Coils & Strips, 1943 (98-99), including ½d & 1d se-tenant rolls, plus sixty ½d se-tenant vertical
strips of six, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

384

H/m
South Africa, Attractive Collection, 1910-62.
About two hundred different mint and used sets and singles in a
Davo album. We note several better dual-language pairs such
as Scott 65-66, 67, 68-71, 81-89 and B5-8 plus J1-7. In addition, there are several items in the $25 to $50 range. Everything
is in mounts and condition is generally Fine to Very Fine with
some never hinged materia. Scott $1,580.
Estimate $350 - 500

385

H/m
South West Africa, Small, Mainly Mint Collection, 1923-31. About 65 different stamps including (mint o.g.)
bilingual pairs #8, 12 (nearly separated, counted as singles),
13, 23, 24, 26 (never hinged!), 28, 29-40 (£1 partly separated)
and 117-119; the #12 pair has a couple small, light stains, but
otherwise everything is clean and Fine to Very Fine. A great
starter collection. Scott $1,725 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

386

)
Tonga,
Postal
History
Assortment,
1900s-1990s. Group of 58 covers, including 1905 registered
cover ro Germany; 1910 picture postal card to Germany; 1924
picture postcard to England; 1937-39 four Tin Can- Canoe Mail
covers to Australia or New Zealand; 1944 registered censored
card to NY, plus many first day covers and some stampless
O.H.M.S. covers. A useful lot that could prove valuable to the
collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

387

H/m
Turks & Caicos, Mint and Used Collection,
1867-1949. Small collection on Scott pages starting with 26
different Turks including #1-5, 7, 9, 11, 14, 33, 40, 41, 43 & 44;
Turks & Caicos includes mint #36-57; condition includes a couple minor flaws early, but is otherwise Fine to Very Fine. An excellent starter collection. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

388

H
Virgin Islands, Complete Mint collection,
1866-1985. Scott Specialty album pages to 1970 and blank
pages thereafter with no empty spaces; a few early stamps,
e.g. #1, 4-6, 12 & 16 are without gum, while #15 & 20 have
small flaws; otherwise everything else seems to o.g. and Fine
to Very Fine, with the QEII being nearly all never hinged. Scott
$3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

389

H/m
Zanzibar, Mainly Mint Collection, 1895-1967.
About 200 different on Scott pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #3-17 (5 stamps used including 1r gray & 5r),
48-52, 62-78, 79-93, 106-110 & 129-133; also includes French
P.O. in Zanzibar #1-2 & 18-26; few 19th century with no gum,
the 5f of 1895 5r with nibbed corner; otherwise virtually all clean
and Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

390

H/m
Zululand, The Country Nearly Complete,
1888-98. 21 different comprising mint #1-6, 8, 11, 12, 14-17 &
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19-22 and used #7, 10, 13 & 18; also a few used duplicates; #7
& 11 are somewhat toned, but otherwise everything is Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

396

H/m/)
British Asia, Mint & Used Assortment. Three
stock books, including Hong Kong used collection with singles, part sets & sets such as 1862 (3-5), 1866 (24), 1879-80
(33-35), 1891 (66) & 1948 (178-79), 1891 registered cover to
Germany and some first day covers; followed by an interesting
assortment of British Offices Abroad (East African Forces,
Middle East Africa, Turkish Empire, China, Morocco Agencies
& Tangier). We also noted Straits Settlements & Malaysia
States mostly used representations, plus some easy-to-sell
Hong Kong duplicates. Truly a bargain! F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

397

H
British Atlantic and Antarctica, Mint Collection,
1902-74. Many hundreds of sets, singles and a few souvenir
sheets housed in two-volume Scott Specialty albums. Countries are limited to Ascension, Australian Antarctic, British Antarctic, Falkland Islands, St. Helena, South Georgia and Tristan
da Cunha. Although there are some singles and short sets from
the Kings period, value is concentrated in the Elizabeth period
with many sets in the $20 to $50 range. Most of the collection is
in mounts, though generally never hinged material begins in
the mid-1960’s. Good quality collections from countries that
are popular with collectors. Scott $3,400.Estimate $600 - 800

398

SHH
British Commonwealth, “Specimen” Overprints. A few dozen items, includes Australia issues,
Grenadines of St. Vincent, Kitts-Nevis and more, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

399

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Bodacious Collection,
1850-1990. Thousands and thousands of stamps mounted in
eight albums, includes Great Britain with Offices Abroad, Abu
Dhabi, Aden, Aitutaki, Antigua, Ascension 52-53, Australia 52,
184-187, C4, Australian Antarctic Territory, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Barbuda, Basutoland, Batum, Bechuanaland
and Protectorate, Bermuda, British East Africa, British Guiana,
British Honduras, British Solomon Islands, Brunei, Burma including Occupations, Cape of Good Hope, Cayman Islands,
Ceylon, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, Falkland Islands,
Fiji, Gambia, Ghana, Gibraltar 100-103, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Gold Coast, Grenada, Hong Kong, India 50, Ireland, Jamaica 11, 109-112, Kenya and Uganda, Kuwait, Labuan,
Lagos, Leeward Islands 96-99, Montserrat, Mauritius, Malta,
Maldive Islands, Malaya, Natal, Nauru, New Guinea, New
Hebrides, New South Wales, New Zealand, Nigeria, Niue,
North Borneo with a double impression 50¢ on 1¢ with note
only 40 known, Orange River Colony, Pakistan, Papua,
Pitcairn Islands, Qatar, Rhodesia, Samoa, Saint Helena, Saint
Kitts Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent, Sarawak Seychelles,
Sierra Leone, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Straits Settlements, Sudan, Swaziland, Tonga, Trinidad & Tobago, Virgin
Islands and Zanzibar, an old time collection with plenty of
extras, a sure winner with enormous potential, bid early bid
often!!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

400

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Dealer
Stock. Twenty-three counter books with “A” to “Z”country sets
and singles, highly recommended to be offered on the internet,
including Great Britain 1881 (82 x3, 84-86, used), 1883
(95-96, used), 1883-84 (104 & 107, used), 1884 (108, used),
1902-11 (138 x2, 139 x2 & 140 x2, used); Antigua (4-5, 13 x2,
used), Barbados 1870-71 (28-29), 1892 (69a, mint), 1906
(107-8, mint), plus many other that deserve your attention such
as Australia & States, Bahamas (37-42), Bermuda (6, mint),
Fiji, Natal or Papua (C2 x4, including two showing riff in sky)
representations. A wonderful lot with significant catalogue
value for the dedicated dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Area Collections
391

392

H/m
British Africa, Mint and Used Collection,
1860s-1960s. The balance of the British African colonies on
Scott Specialty album pages; loaded with $50-$300 sets & singles (the sets are frequently mixed mint & used), the best countries are British Central Africa, Gold Coast, Mauritius, Nigeria
(including North & South), Rhodesia (also including North &
South), Sierra Leone, Somaliland Protectorate, the early South
African colonies and Togo (66-91 mint); in addition, there is
about $8500 Scott value in mixed-condition Cape of Good
Hope triangles including duplication (there is also a good bit of
duplication in the British Central Africa), but otherwise condition, with a small number of exceptions, is Fine to Very Fine
throughout. An excellent lot. Scott $26,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
HH/H/m British Africa, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards and glassines, highlights (mint or never hinged
unless denoted) include Basutoland 18-28; Bechuanaland
96-104; British Bechuanaland 17; Burundi 589-600; Mauritius 1954 three complete and unexploded booklets (SG SB2
x3); Seychelles 63-72; Somaliland Protectorate 96-107;
South Africa 1948 five complete and unexploded booklets
(SG SB18 x5). An opportunity surely not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

393

HH/H/m British America, Mostly Mint Assortment. Sets
in presentation cards and some glassines, including many
better (mint or never hinged unless otherwise noted) such as
Bermuda 105-114; British Antarctic Territory 1-15 used &
72-75; Canada 90a imperforate pair, 217-22 blocks of four &
231-36 blocks of four; Cayman Islands 21-28 & 636-47;
Falkland Islands 30-34 x2; Grenada 142b; Jamaica 75-87,
plus booklet SG SB10a; Montserrat 159-75. We also noted a
fair number of St. Kitts modern sets with specimen overprints.
A sweet deal for your consideration, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

394

H/m
British Asia, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1969. Collection of Aden, Bahrain, Burma, Ceylon, India, Pakistan and Muscat & Oman on Scott pages; the value is
mostly in the Ceylon & India (no States) with lots of $50-&-up
stamps including an Indian “Scinde Dawk” (Scott A1, $1600);
condition is somewhat mixed, especially early, and sets tend to
be mixed mint & used, but there is plenty of useful material
throughout. Scott $9,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

395

H
British Asia, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards and some glassines, highlights (mint or never
hinged unless denoted) include Ceylon nine complete booklets (SG SB20 x7 & SB21 x2); Cook Islands 849-54 never
hinged; Fiji1940 (J12-19) & 481-84 x2; Gilbert & Ellice Islands 40-51 x2; India 1895 (50-52, used), plus 1935 first flight
cover Trivandrum-Bombay; New Zealand 320 never hinged,
plus 1931 first flight cover Rotorua-Hamilton, and some modern booklets (SG SB23 x5); North Borneo 261-75; Oman
1-15; Samoa 124. Useful holding for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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401

402

403

404

405

H/m/)
British Commonwealth, Valuable & Diverse Accumulation, 1860-1960. Fabulous holding of several hundred
stamps housed in twenty stock books, with dozens of mint and
used blocks and desirable sets, includes items such as Mauritius mint block of sixty #192, stock book of used Hong Kong
with British Offices in China, stock book of India and States,
stock book of New Zealand, two sets of the 1937 Coronation issue appear never hinged, Papua C10-C15 never hinged (x2),
Canadian Provinces, and much more, a perfect lot to restock
with, extra time should be allotted for viewing for much of the
material is never hinged, a lot that is not to be missed, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Dealer
Stock. Thousands of glassines filled with stamps, and arranged by country in a countless number of small boxes. We
noted some strength in Bahamas, Bermuda, British Guiana,
British Honduras, Canada, Cayman Islands, Hong Kong, India, Jamaica, New foundland (233-43 x4), New Zealand, Sierra Leone, Singapore, South Africa, Sudan, Trinidad-Tobago
& Zanzibar (214-17 x5) sections, plus Antigua, Ascension,
Australia, Barbados, Basutoland, Ceylon, Ghana, Ireland and
Great Britain & Channel Islands modest representations. A
good opportunity for the dealer, with much here to see and
plenty of retail value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H
British Commonwealth, Souvenir Sheet Accumulation, 1965-2000. The sun never sets on thousands of
mint souvenir sheets from the commonwealth, includes countries Aitutaki, Anguilla, Antigua 266a, 571a, Ascension Island
129a, Bahamas 562a, Barbados 326a, Barbuda 487a,
Cayman Islands, Christmas Island, Cook Islands, Falkland Islands, Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Gibraltar, Jamaica,
Montserrat, Nauru, Penrhyn, Pitcairn Islands, St. Lucia, South
Georgia 40a, Trinidad & Tobago, Tristan da Cunha, Turks &
Caicos 1221, 1222, Tuvalu, Virgin Islands, and this barely
scratches the surface, lots of Disney sheets, this will fill up a few
weekends for you, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m/)
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection, 1840s-1960s. Unusual lot with many desirable stamps,
starting with a home-made album containing Great Britain
1840 (1, pair with red Maltese cross cancels); 1841 (3, horizontal strip of four with blue numeral cancels); 1841 (4, used horizontal strip of four, plate 4, accompanied with 2001 RPS
certificate); 1872 folded letter cover with 1s green (SG 117),
and addressed Venezuela; 1883 (94-95, used); 1883 (96 x5);
1884 (108 x5, used); 1902-10 (142, mint), Labuan small collection with 1880s-1900s issues; Trengganu 1910-19 (1-16,
mint), 1921-38 (37 x2, mint), plus some Malaya-Borneo Exhibition overprints, Straits Settlements 1903-04 (128B, revenue
cancel). We also noted a cute 1937 album with Coronation omnibus sets, including Falkland Islands & Hong Kong, plus some
QEII coronation sets mounted on pages and several British
Commonwealth modern sheets in two mint sheet files.
Dealer’s dream lot with much potential present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Accumulation. Housed in glassines, including Aitutaki 1903 (3 x3; 4
x2); Bermuda 1938-51 (125 x2); Hong Kong 1946 (165A);
Northern Rhodesia 1938-52 (42 x4, 43 x2 & 45 x2); Togo
1916 (89 x2). We also noted an interesting group of 1910-13
interprovincials (Before South Africa existence, there were 4
areas with their own stamps: Natal, Transvaal, Orange Free
State & Cape of Good Hope. In 1910 they joined to form the Union of South Africa. Stamps other than the first stamp of the union were not available until 1913 so it was authorized that

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

pre-union stamps be used). A wealth of retail value can be
found here making this lot worth close examination, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
406

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Accumulation. Including Australia 1930s-60s mostly mint collection
with blocks of four and singles; New Zealand QV 1950s issues
and exploded booklets, plus some 1960s miniature sheets;
South Africa assortment of blocks and singles issued in the
1935-60, including a fair number of modern stamps with flaws
annotated on the reverse; Anguilla & Bermuda modern issues
in two three-ring binders; Hong Kong used sets, part sets & singles in a three-ring binder, plus additional binder with easy to
sell mint sets; Great Britain 19th Century used stamps and a
Scott album with Jordan, Kenya-Uganda-Tanzania & Kuwait
useful representations that deserve your consideration,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

407

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Collection, 1860-1950.
A few hundred stamps mounted in three Scott Specialty albums, better mint includes Antigua 84-91, Canada F2,
Cayman Islands 100-110, Cook Islands 131-140, Gambia 143,
Gibraltar 96-99, Gilbert & Ellice 40-51, Gold Coast 98-105,
Kenya, Uganda Tanzania 80, Mauritius 115, Newfoundland
233-243, Northern Rhodesia 1-10, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, St. Helena 101-107, Solomon Islands 67-79, Tristan Da Cunha 1-9,
and many more mint and used singles, a great opportunity to
purchase this lot to expand upon, or break it up for a profit,
please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

408

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Misc. Accumulation.
Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in a large carton,
mint and used, better mint includes Ascension 23-32, Cook Islands 131-140, Gibraltar 137 sheet of 32, Jamaica 98-100,
141, Kenya Uganda & Tanzania 18-36, North Borneo 208-221,
Pitcairn Islands 20-30, Tanganyika 10-27, the 1937 Coronation collection, and much more, condition is mixed, well worth
close inspection, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

409

HH
British Commonwealth, Never Hinged Assortment. Modern issues neatly arranged in glassines with duplication, and housed in a file box. We noted Gilbert Islands
sets, gutter pairs & blocks of four; Tuvalu sets, gutter pairs &
se-tenant vertical pairs, miniature sheets & souvenir sheets.
An excellent lot for the internet dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

410

H/m/)
British Commonwealth, Mostly Used Assortment. Thick stock book loaded with 20th Century singles &
blocks of four, including Australia (413-17, blocks of four), British Antarctic Territory, Cayman Islands, Gibraltar, Jamaica,
Singapore & Tristan Da Cunha, plus several other countries.
Additionally there is a spring back album with Captain Cook
sets issued in the 1968-79 period, and some first day covers.
Nice lot for the dealer, and recommended to be broken down by
country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

411

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection, 19th & 20th Century, Strongest in Canada. Aden to
Zanzibar, with nicer BNA included, we noted some better Canada Large & Small Queens, Admirals and others, Nice Newfoundland, some New Zealand and many others, also some
Great Britain, mostly in the few dollars up to about $100 an
item, neatly arranged and identified on stock cards, includes
some Omnibus, well worth the estimate and a quick look will
prove to be useful, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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412

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mystery Carton. With
loads of Great Britain on and off paper (Machins and commemoratives). Much material in the $10 to $20 range will be
waiting to be found with a better examples being Qatar Scott
223a and 278a. A fine picking ground for the Commonwealth
collector. Weighs 28 pounds.
Estimate $300 - 400

413

HH/H
British Commonwealth, Silver Jubilee of King
George and Coronation of George VI, mounted in two Mohawk albums, the 1935 Silver Jubilee and the 1937 Coronation
are complete, all appear to be never hinged, unusual to find
both sets this nice, a logical choice for the Anglophile, Very
Fine. Scott $1,550 (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800

414

HH
British Omnibus Issues, Never Hinged Collection. In two three-ring binders and White Ace album pages, including 1972-73 Royal Silver Wedding sets; 1977 Queen
Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee; 1978 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation. We also noted a three-ring binder with innumerable
Queen Elizabeth & 1981 Royal Wedding booklets, plus a fair
number of worldwide topical miniature sheets (Elvis, Michael
Jackson & sports), Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

415

HH
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Sets,
1937-70s. Small accumulation of about 20-25 sets including
King George VI & Queen Elizabeth II Coronations, I.C.Y.,
I.T.U., Shakespeare, World Cup, Churchill, etc.; up to four of a
set; not checked for completion, but undoubtedly most, if not all
are complete (earlies may be Crown Colonies only); all never
hinged, Fine to Very Fine, 150.
Estimate $150 - 200

416

H/m
British Europe, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards and glassines, better noted (mint or never
hinged unless denoted) include Great Britain 1887-92 (116-17
& 120-21), 1955-57 (317-33, never hinged) & 1940 (252-57,
never hinged blocks of four), plus 1959-60 seven complete 3s
booklets (SG M16 x2 & M25 x5); Gibraltar 1889-95 (35, used) &
1912 (75); Ireland (175-76, never hinged). We also noted some
blocks of four such as Offices in Morocco (89-92, never hinged)
& Offices in Tangier (518-20, never hinged). A good lot at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

417

H/m
British Oceania, Mainly Mint Collection,
1871-1969. Made up of the balances of B.I.O.T., Christmas Is.
(complete never hinged to 1981), Cocos Is., Fiji, Gilbert & Ellis
Is. (including #1-7 mint), Maldive Is. (including #1-6 mint), Norfolk Is. (complete LH to 1969), Papua New Guinea (QEII virtually complete LH to 1969), Pitcairn Is. (complete LH to 1969
except 1940 3d used), Samoa, South Georgia (1-16 LH) and
Tonga; the strongest countries—catalog value wise—are Fiji,
which catalogs $2400, but doesn’t have much over $50 and is
loaded with duplication, and Tonga, which is pretty nice, but
has a few condition issues. All-in-all, however, an extremely
worthwhile lot. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

418

30

419

HH/H/m British Pacific, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Assortment. Including Kiribati, Nauru, Norfolk Island, Pitcairn Islands, Samoa, Tokelau & Tuvalu never hinged sheets; New
Zealand many thousands of used modern stamps, including a
fair number in bundles, and highly recommended for packet
makers, plus stamps with $225 in face value, and useful as
postage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

420

H/m
British West Indies, Mint and Used Collection,
1850s-1960s. Nice group of starter collections from Bahamas,
Barbados, Barbuda (1-11 mint), Grenada, Jamaica, Tobago,
Trinidad and Trinidad & Tobago on Scott pages from a worldwide collection; lots of $100-&-up sets and singles throughout
with the Bahamas, Barbados, Grenada & Tobago being especially strong; many sets are mixed mint & used and/or missing a
stamp or two, and condition is a little mixed in the earlies, but
overall an extremely useful lot. Scott $7,750 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

421

H/m
British West Indies, Mainly Mint Collection,
1861-1970. Solid collection of mostly different Leeward Is.,
Nevis, St. Christopher and St. Kitts-Nevis on Scott pages;
loaded with $50-$100 stamps and several better; few minor
faults in the 19th century (Leeward 5s Jubilee no gum), but
mostly clean and Fine to Very Fine. A nice starter collection.,
4250. Scott $4,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Many lots are photographed on our site. Also, you
can bid on our site, and the site is fully searchable.

)
British Pacific, Experimental Flight Covers.
Holding containing 36 covers, including duplication. We noted
1966 Wallis Futuna cover with regular stamp & cinderella;
1966 Cook Islands cover to French Polynesia; 1966 Samoa
cover to Wallis Island; 1966 French Polynesia cover to Cook Island; 1978 two Gilbert & Ellice Islands aerogrammes franked
with regular stamps, and used in combination with uncancelled
special flight cinderellas as usual. We always noted 1964,
1966 & 1967 cinderella sheetlets, plus a couple of interesting
photos showing plane and crew. We recommend you allocate
some time for a thorough viewing, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Lots 422-916
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

General Foreign

426

)
Afghanistan, Postal History Assortment & Literature, 1880s-1940s. Group of 26 items with better including
a couple of 1879-80 covers sent to Europe via Brindisi, franked
with India stamps and sent during the Second Afghan War;
1880 Indian ½a envelope with contents from Jelalabad to
Peshawar, including original letter; 1906 cover originally sent
from Capetown to Kashmir, and depicting a galaxy of transit
postmarks on reverse (112 days in transit); 1927 cover addressed to Colonel L.J. Rori-Hutchinson, and sent from Nepal
to India; 1946 manuscript letter addressed to Colonel F.M.
Bailey, plus several incoming covers, including 1914 London-Lahore & 1939 Shanghai-Kabul & Tibet unaddressed
large cover franked with ½T, 2/3T, 1T, 2T & 4T stamps tied by
Lhassa circular datestamps. Literature section includes A
Philatelic Story of Lt. Col. F.M. Bailey by Frealon Bibbins;
Some Tibetan Seals by Derrick Dawson & The Classic Forgeries of the 1912 Issue of Tibet. A most interesting hoard of
pre-WW II material, that will appeal to collectors or dealers,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

427

)
Afghanistan, Postal History Assortment,
1943-46. Twenty-two commercial pieces with mixed frankings,
and sent from Kabul to New York, including fifteen censored
covers and several registered usages. Afghanistan maintained
his neutrality, and resisted calls from Moscow & London to expel the Italian and German diplomatic corps for most of WW II.
In consequence mail to foreign destinations was censored by
the British. Interesting holding for your consideration, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

428

m
Afghanistan,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1870s-90s. In a three-ring binder, beginning with a few Tiger’s
Head examples, dated “1288", and corresponding to Plates I, II
& III, followed by Tiger’s Head stamps, dated ”1290", and corresponding to Plates VI & VII. We also noted a fair number of
Tiger’s Head stamps dated “1293", ”1294" & “1295" and several forgeries useful for reference, plus a nice section with
1890s issues, including singles and several blocks of eight.
Unchecked in detail, and waiting for a keen eye, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

429

)
Afghanistan / India, Mixed Franking Covers Assortment, 1920s. Group of thirteen with Indian stamps tied by
Landikhana circular datestamps. We noted one with full letter
enclosed. As known Afghanistan joined the UPU until 1928, so
before that date the Afghan stamps were valid only inside this
landlocked country, and foreign postage had to be added to the
mail addressed to international destinations. Ideal for the
collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

430

)
Afghanistan, Postal History Assortment,
1910-20s. Group of 27 pieces with single frankings, including
mail with postal markings from Badakshan, Kabul, Mazar and
other places. We noted three covers sent to India in 1927, and
depicting “LANDIKHANA/DUE/ TWO ANNAS” postage due

Country Collections
422

HH
Afghanistan, Never Hinged Dealer Stock. In
glassines with duplication, including singles, blocks of four &
souvenir sheets. We noted many better such as 1957 (443-44,
imperforate blocks of 6), 1958 United Nations (460-61, imperforate blocks & singles), 1958 Unesco (464-65, imperforate
singles, blocks of 4 & 6), 1958 Globe & Torch (466-67, imperforate singles & blocks of four), 1960 (476-77, souvenir sheets),
1961 Mir Wais (484-85, imperforate blocks & singles), plus
1960 (B27-28, imperforate blocks of 6). A no brainer of this
popular collecting area! o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$7,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

423

H
Afghanistan, Attractive Collection, 1873-1972.
Many hundreds of mostly mint stamps housed in two volumes
Scott Specialty albums. The collection begins with about one
dozen Tiger Head issues. Strength begins to build among the
late 19th century issues and into the early 20th century. After
1930 coverage is extensive including sets, and souvenir
sheets that Scott values in footnotes. Beginning about 1960,
the collection is almost exclusively mint and much of the material is in mounts and never hinged with lots of topical interest.
Scott $2,870.
Estimate $600 - 800

424

425

)
Third Afghan War, Postal History Collection,
1919. Twenty items mounted in a three-ring binder, starting
with a group of unused picture postcards, including Camp Ali
Musjid, Afghan Peace Delegation, Afghan Army soldier &
North West Frontier native soldiers with rifles; followed by a
section with covers with manuscript descriptions, cards and
“On Active Service” envelopes. We noted two field cards from
ex-native troops in Bombay; India postal envelope to
Peshawar with “FIELD SERVICE/ POSTAGE FREE”
handstamp; On Active Service honour envelope to the U.S.,
showing a F.P.O. No. 145 datestamp on reverse, and censored on arrival; 1922 Field Service cover to London, plus a
manuscript letter addressed to a Field Company in India. A
highly interesting holding for the postal historian! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
Afghanistan, Postal History Assortment,
1870s. Group of five native covers with Tiger’s Head single
frankings, including cover with 1 Shahi black, dated “1288",
plate II position 3 (Scott 2); other with 1 Shahi black, dated
”1290", plate VI position 9 (Scott 10); 1876 cover with 1 Shahi
sage green, dated “1293", plate XI position 10; 1876 cover from
Kandahar with 1 Shahi sage green, dated ”1293", plate XI position 6, and including original letter. Ideal for the specialized
collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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markings, plus another interesting cover with manuscript inscription in arabic translating into English as “hurry, hurry,
hurry”. A useful lot for the collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

gent fly-specker. Some covers were also seen. A special treat
for any philatelist.
Estimate $300 - 400
439

H/m
Austria, Collection and Stock, 1850-1988. In
one Scott album + a stock book of duplicates. Includes related
areas such as Offices Abroad, Bosnia-Herzegovina etc. Some
early used, then mainly page after page of newer mint issues,
some never hinged. No rarities, just a great range of collectible
stamps. Nice collector’s lot, ready to build on. Generally clean,
F.-V.F. Scott $10,300 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

431

)
Afghanistan, Postal History Assortment,
1880s-90s. Group of nine native covers with single frankings
(Abdur Rahman series), including six with pen cancels and
three with cut cancels. We noted two local covers with stamps
corresponding to plate XVII. Truly a dream lot for the specialist,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

432

)
Afghanistan, Postal History Assortment,
1940s-60s. Mostly in Lindner album pages, including 38
items, better noted include 1948 registered cover to NY,
franked with three imperforate airmail stamps; 1936 cover sent
from Japanese Legation in Kabul to Peshawar; 1938 cover
sent from Japanese Legation in Kabul to Peshawar; 1957
large-size envelope (diplomatic mail) from American Embassy
in Kabul with Afghan stamps tied in Washington D.C., plus several commercial usages and two air letters. You can’t go wrong
at our conservative estimate, inspection recommended,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

440

H/m
Austria, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1950.
Fairly complete for the period on Scott pages; regular issues
mainly used, though including mint #127, 128-144, 424 &
425a-427 (never hinged), 428-431; Semi-Postals mainly mint
and missing only the WIPA & Renner souvenir sheets to 1948
includes the 1931 Rotary set both mint & used); Airmails are
complete and mostly used, while Back-of-the-Book issues include M1-21 used (plus a second set mostly used), M69-82
mint and an Extremely Fine Lombardy-Venetia 1850 10c orange (1c); just about all clean and Fine to Very Fine. A great lot.
Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

433

HH/H
Albania, Mint or Never Hinged Collection,
1960-79. In two Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcases,
highly complete for the period, including many gainful sets and
souvenir sheets in the $5 to $20 range. We noted 1961
(589-91), 1961(592-94), 1961 (595-97), 1962 (604-606), 1962
(609-12, imperforates), 1962 (613-15, imperforates), 1962
(621-24), 1962 (630-33), 1962 (639-42), 1963 (672-75), followed by many other that deserve your attention. Viewing will
be quick and a pleasure to the eye, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

441

H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1998. In a
Minkus album with parallel mint and used in some spots, starting with some earlies, followed by 19th Century representation,
and value concentrated in 20th Century sets (mint unless denoted) such as 1923 (B57-65), 1924 (B66-70), 1925-30
(C12-31), 1930 (B100-105, used), 1931 (B93-98), 1934
(B123-27), 1935 (B128-31), 1935 (B132-37), 1936 (B138-41),
1950-53 (C57-60 x2, one mint, other used). We also noted occupation issues and Bosnia-Herzegovina examples. Excellent
as a starting collection or to be broken down and offered on the
internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

434

HH
Albania, Never Hinged Assortment, 1959 (552).
Group of 250 stamps, including blocks of six, blocks of four,
strips of three & singles, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

442

HH/H/m Austria, Mint & Used Accumulation. In several
binders and stock books with useful duplication, and value concentrated in the 20th Century issues, including regulars, airmails & semipostals in the modest range. Ideal lot to break
down, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

443

H/m/)
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1990s.
Nearly 4,400 stamps in two thick three-ring binders with some
duplication, starting with a nice section of XIX Century used issues, followed by sets, part sets, postcards & covers, latter including one from displaced persons camp in Feistritz, also
blocks of four and plenty of modern issues. We also noted nice
semipostals, plus some better airmails such as 1950-53 (C54
& C56-60 used) and postage dues, finally there are fieldpost,
newspaper & offices abroad examples, condition is a little bit
mixed on some earlies, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

444

HH/H
Austria, Mint & Used Grouping, 1870-1970.
Neat stock of a few hundred mint stamps and souvenir sheets
in a small box, with better mint 45, B57-B65, B156-B164,
B167-B170, B288-B293, with semipostals, airmails and BOB,
there is plenty of stamps to use as a foundation to further advance or break up for retail, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

445

)
Austria, Postal History Assortment. Approximately 500 covers sent before the 1950s, and with single, multiple or mixed frankings, including postal cards, censored
usages, picture postcards and commercial usages, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

435

436

HH/H
Andorra, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment.
Stock book with many desirable sets, including Spanish Andorra 1-12, 37-49 never hinged & E1-2, followed by many sets
to 2002; French Andorra section with 1962-2005 sets, including J9-15. Fresh holding, offered as received, and ideal for a
collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
P
Argentina, Bewildering Accumulation of Color
Proofs and Essays, 1892-1910. Over 900 examples, some
on card, others on thin, medium or thick paper. Most are hinged
and consist of singles, pairs, blocks of four or six and one
Belgrano composite value sheet on very thin paper. All are ungummed. An unusual opportunity for a collector of eclectic material. Some unissued designs also were seen.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

437

P
Argentina, Proofs Selection, 1892. Columbus’
Three Ships, the “Santa Maria”, “Nina” and “Pinta” on 88 card
or thin paper proofs. Includes singles, pairs and blocks of four.
A very fresh selection. (Scott 90-91 var). Estimate $200 - 300

438

H/m
Argentina, Old Time Collection, 1867-1923.
One volume on homemade pages with some varieties noted
such as inverted surcharges, misplaced surcharges and lined
backgrounds. Highlights include Scott 22-26 mint, 31a mint,
47a mint (block of four) and an unusual full sheet of 40 of #246
with “Inutilizado” perforated throughout the sheet. Some moderate duplication will be encountered as the owner was a dili-
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446

H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1950.
700+ stamps mounted on homemade pages, better used includes 2, 3, 4, 5, 33, 33A, with semipostals, postage dues and
military stamps, nice lot for the beginning collector, F.-V.F.
Scott $860 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

447

H/m
Austria, Mostly Used Assortment, 1850-1910s.
Stock book with hundreds of stamps, beginning with 1850 Coat
of Arms (3 x9, 4 x7 & 5 x7); followed by an extensive selection
of Emperor Franz Josef issues with readable postmarks. We
also noted 1908-16 (110-27), plus some semipostals. Unchecked in detail, and a great opportunity for the cancel
collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

448

HH/H/m Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1986.
Presented in seven well-filled Lindner hingeless albums with
slipcases (retail value over $1,000). Better noted include 1849
(1-2, used), 1858-61 (9-12, used), 1867 (22, used), followed by
other 19th Century issues, followed by 1912 (92-102, mint),
1925 (172-84, mint), 1929 (B93-98, mint), 1930 (221, mint),
1935 (B169, mint), 1937 (B199, mint), plus parcel post section
and several modern booklets. A considerable holding, well
worth checking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

449

HH/H
Belgium & Luxembourg, Mint Stock. Fantastic
mint stock, thousands and thousands of stamps and souvenir
sheets, with semi postals, airmails, postage dues and BOB,
mint souvenir sheets include Belgium B179, B534a, B315,
B316 (x2), B482a, B662a, Luxembourg includes 217 (x2),
B151, plus dozens of inexpensive examples, also Belgium
1944 series imperf, Luxembourg B216-B221, BOB including
airmails, postage dues, with Belgium Colonies including Belgian Congo, Ruanda-Urundi, a lovely lot with great potential,
worth thoroughly exploring, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

450

m
Belgium, First Day Brochures, 1950s-60s. Approximately 200 items printed by Malvaux-Brussels, each one
with sets or singles tied by special first day cancels. A lot that
can be easily integrated into a bigger collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

451

H/m
Belgium & Colonies, Collection and Stock,
1849-1999. In 2 Scott albums + duplicates in a stock book.
Some early used, then mainly page after page of newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps. Nice collector’s lot, ready to build on.
Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott $13,000 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

452

H/m
Belgium & Belgian Congo, Mainly Used Collection, 1849-1965. Impressive, nearly complete collection of in a
Scott Specialty album; Belgian regular issues are nearly complete and virtually all used, Semi-Postals are complete to 1932
minus B123-124; Parcel Posts are also just about complete,
but all used; Belgian Congo includes mint #12 & 13 and used
#11 & 29; condition, with with very few exceptions, is Fine to
Very Fine throughout. A great starter collection. Scott $9,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

453

454

H
Belgian Congo, Postal History Accumulation,
1939-60. Eighty covers with a wide variety of stamps from dozens of different cities, towns and villages. We note the usual
Leopoldville, Elisabethville and Stanleyville, but also several
from Kikwit as well as one or two each from Dilolo, Jadotville,
Kongolo, Luluabourg and Matadi plus many more. A very colorful group.
Estimate $300 - 400

455

H
Bhutan and Nepal, Collection, 1899-2006. Many
hundreds of mostly mint stamps housed in a Scott Specialty album (there are only about two dozen used stamps from Nepal).
The album begins with a modest mint collection of Bhutan (catalog value $531). Most of the value is concentrated in Nepal
which starts with a small section of used issued prior to 1950.
Among the better mint Nepal, we note Scott 60-71, 72-83,
84-88, 104-17 and 134. The Nepal section includes the most
recent material including some seldom seen new issues while
the Bhutan extends only to 1974. Generally, the collection is
clean, Fine to Very Fine mint up to mid-1960’s and then mostly
never hinged thereafter. Definitely, a useful group that deserves to be extended by a new owner. Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $400 - 600

456

H/m
Bulgaria, Strong Mint and Used Collection,
1879-1960. Nearly complete for the period and primarily mint
from the late 1920s in a Scott Specialty album; highlights include (mint unless noted) #9, 267-278 and virtually complete
mint (LH) the rest of the way, plus scattered later issues; Airmails are used to 1940 and mint from 1945; Dues are complete
and mainly used; condition includes a few small faults in the
earliest issues, but is otherwise clean and Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

457

H/m
Cambodia, Mint & Used Assortment, 1951-76.
In a stockbook with duplicates, including 1951-52 (1-17), 1955
(38-52), 1956 King Norodom (53-58, imperforate & perforated), plus many other colorful sets up to $10.We also noted
semipostals & airmails, plus 1957 (J5, artist signed die proof),
1970 Deluxe Die Proofs (241-42) and twenty souvenir sheets
in never hinged condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

458

(H)
Chile, Collection of Imperfs, Misperfs and
Proofs, 1930-70. Seventy five items on stock pages, a sweet
lot that will enthrall the Chile or South American collector or
dealer alike, inspection is strongly urged, without gum as issued or o.g., n.h., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

459

H/m/)
China, Mosly Mint Assortment. In glassines and
presentation cards with sets, part sets, souvenir sheets and
first day covers. We noted many better such as 471; 745-61;
1121-23 x2; 1261-64; 1629a x3; 1776-83; 1856-63; 1942-45;
2427-30; 2618a x9; C70-72 x2, plus several saleable first day
covers, including 1960 Paintings (1261-64 x2); Lions (1359-60
& 1360a). Useful lot deserving careful viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

460

H
China, Japan & Korea, Mint and Used Collections. Somewhat scattered, mainly used collections gathered
together in a single Scott binder; China & Japan each contain a
few hundred stamps, but very little in the way of complete sets
or high values; both, however have some decent mint souvenir
sheets, e.g. China #1135-1136 and Japan #283a (never
hinged), 288a, 423, 437, 549-550 miniature sheet & B11; Korea is even more scattered, but has a few lower priced souvenir
sheets.
Estimate $250 - 350

H/m
Belgium & Belgian Congo, Mint & Used Assortment. Four stock books with duplication, Belgium starting
with King Leopold imperforate examples in used condition, followed by perforated 19th Century issues that deserve your
awareness, plus several semipostal sets in singles and blocks
of four; Belgian Congo stock book begins with King Leopold II
examples, and also contains semipostals & airmails. Worth
spending some time on, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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462

463

464

465

466

34

H/m/)
China (People’s Republic), Mostly Mint & Never
Hinged Assortment. A decidedly recommended lot for the
dealer with some duplication, including many sets, souvenir
sheets and first day covers. Better noted include 31-34 x2 reprints; 108-110 used; 122-23 vertical pairs, 185-86 blocks of
four; 1349-53 never hinged; 1357-62 never hinged; 1479-82
never hinged; 1519-24 never hinged; 1761 $2 souvenir sheet;
1889a complete booklet; 1L41-44; 3L77-81; 3L82-88; 6L57-62
x3, plus several saleable first day covers with sets or part sets
such as 1979 Great Wall (1479-81); 1980 Qi Baishi paintings
(1565-72); 1981 $2 Beauties souvenir sheet (1761); 1983
Stringed Instruments (1833-37); 1983 Opera (1840-43, first
day covers & maximum picture postcards), 1983 Terracota
Warriors (1859-62); 1983 Female in Opera (1868-71); 1983
Writers (1872-75). Viewing suggested, as this represents an
opportunity not to be missed, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
Cuba, Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1960.
Several hundred stamps on Scott pages; value primarily in
Spanish Administration period, which is just about complete including (mint unless noted) #8 (used), 11 (no gum), 35-37,
42-45, 57 (no gum), 62 (no gum), 77, 83, 89, etc.; from 1899 onward there are duplicate pages, but still not a whole lot in the
way of mints sets (although we do note the 1937 Writers & Artists set complete never hinged); also, most of the souvenir
sheets are here. Condition is a little mixed early, but is generally Fine to Very Fine. A nice starter collection. Scott $3,700
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
Cuba, Mostly Mint Collection, 1959-69. In a
Schaubek album with good degree of completion for the period, including many sets in the $5 to $10 range. Recommended as a basis for further expansion or to be broken down
into smaller units, and offered on the internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
Czechoslovakia & Sudetenland, Outstanding
Postal History Collection. One of the most comprehensive
and well organized collections we have had the pleasure to offer, neatly presented in a Schaubek album and representing a
lifetime’s work of over 125 covers, organised alphabetically by
town cancels, including commercial mail, ornate fancy cancel
mail, as well as Wir Sind Frei mail, virtually represented by their
Teutonic names. As far as we are given to understand these
are the earliest postal history items available in 1938 of solely
German names and quite extraordinary as such. Beginning
with Asch, Aich-Karlsbad, Altenbuch, Alstadt, Alt Rothwasser,
Auschwitz all the way to Zinnwald, Znaim, Zoeptau, etc. Many
of these covers would easily sell today at $50 each with some
of the scarcer ones at three figures each, if you could find them
in the first place. An opportunity to buy a first class cover collection of this area, and offered intact as received, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m Czechoslovakia, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged
Collection, 1919-89. Mounted in six Lighthouse hingeless albums with slip cases (retail value over $500), starting with used
Hradcany issues, followed by 1919 semipostals up to 1k carmine, and then by many sets in the modest range, including
mint issues from 1945 onwards. We also noted Bohemia-Moravia section with 1939 (Scott 1-19) and a couple of
covers posted in Brno in 1939, plus some Slovakia examples.
Album filled with sheetlets issued in the 1960s-1970s period. A
lovely collection, for anyone who likes Czechoslovakia
philately, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
Czechoslovakia, Mint Assortment, 1935-90. A
few hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, with mint 1134, 1555
sheet of four, 2570-2571 sheets of four, 2792-2793 sheets of
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six, C65 sheet of four, used 434a, Slovakia B27a, with dozens
more souvenir sheets and painting type sheets of four, moderate duplication, nice fresh material with few condition issues,
sure to please the dealer or collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
467

H/m
Czechoslovakia, Mostly Used Collection,
1918-72. In a Scott album, starting with Hradcany imperforate
and perforated issues, followed by a large amount of sets issued in the 1920-68 period. We also noted some semipostals &
airmails, plus postage dues, officials and newspaper stamps.
At the end of the volume there is a section with Bohemia-Moravia & Slovakia representations, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

468

H/m
Czechoslovakia, Mainly Mint Collection,
1918-69. Several hundred different in a Scott Specialty album;
fairly complete and just about all mint to 1961, then scattered
and mostly canceled to order from 1962; includes Bohemia &
Moravia and Slovakia; missing the higher priced items (the
best thing we saw was the 1952 Bratislava souvenir sheet, LH),
but loaded with nice mint sets; Fine to Very Fine throughout.
Estimate $200 - 300

469

H/m
Danish West Indies, Nearly Complete Collection, 1855-1915. Missing only #23 among major numbers and
#11 and 15 are badly damaged and not counted; a few other
stamps have small problems and #12, 13 & 14 are unused
without gum; otherwise just about everything is clean and Fine
to Very Fine. Scott $2,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

470

m
Denmark, Used Collection & Assortment,
1855-1924. Old-time album, starting with 1854-57 (3 x7; 4 x9;
5 x4 & 6 x3), 1858-62 (7 x8 & 8 x2), 1863 (9 x5) & 1864-68
(11-15), followed by a useful assortment of classic stamps with
numeral cancels, including 1854-57 (3 x60), 1858-62 (7 x100,
plus vertical pair), 1858-62 (8 x38, 12 x25, 13 x114, 14 x26),
and then by a strong official section that truly deserves your attention, including 1871 (O1 x6, O2 x9, O3 x3), 1875 (O6 x18,
O7 x25, O8 x25, O9 x23), 1902 (O11 x12, O14 x20 & O15 x12),
plus some newspaper and parcel post stamps. We also noted
a fair number of Greenland unchecked stamps. Ideal for the
postmark or plate flaws collector, and offered intact as received
from consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

471

H
Denmark, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment,
1855-1979. Stock book starting with some classics, and value
concentrated in the 20th Century with useful duplication, including 1905 (68 x2), 1907-12 (75 x2 & 78), 1912 (80 x3),
1922-25 (128-29), 1915 (136-37), 1918 (138-40), 1918
(145-54 x2), 1924 (167a, 171a & 175a, se-tenant blocks of
four), 1925-29 (C1 x8, C2 x4 & C3 x4, C4 x4 & C5 x3), 1926-27
(181-82 & 184-91 x3), 1927 (192-97 x2), 1930 (210-19), plus
many other regular, semipostal & airmail sets and singles. We
also noted nice officials (O6-8, O9A-B, O10 & O16-24), postage dues and parcel post stamps. A pleasing lot with a good
amount of desirable material present, and well worth
inspecting closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

472

m/)
Denmark, Used Collection & Assortment,
1850s-1890s. Interesting and valuable holding mounted on
exhibition pages, including 1851 (2 x18, including one with numeral “14" cancel, and accompanied with Gronlund certificate;
other tied on cover fragment), followed by 1854-57 (3-6), plus a
1865 cover with 2s blue; 1858-63 (7-8 & 9-10) and 1885 reprints in blocks of four. We noted a couple of unusual
stampless folded letter covers, 1864-68 (11-15, 11a & 14a),
1870s-90s Coat of Arms issues, including distinctive shades
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473

more. An amazing holding formed by one of the most foremost
authorities, a splendid lot which should be seen for proper evaluation, largely Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

and several examples with inverted frame and as a bonus
C1-5. Also stock page with unchecked duplicates such as 1851
(2 x32), 1855 (3 x18) & 1857 (5 x14). Highly recommended for
the plate specialist or postmark collector, well worth a look as
there is significant catalog value here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

479

H/m
Denmark,
Mostly
Used
Accumulation,
1870s-1970s. In several stock books with gainful duplication,
including 1851 2rs (1, second printing, plate II, cancelled “1" in
Copenhagen, and accompanied with 1974 Nielsen certificate),
followed by a large number of Coat of Arms stamps in used
condition, and unchecked in detail (shades, postmarks, frames
or flaws), and then by some provisionals such as 1912 (79 x9,
80 x11 & 81 x7, used), 1912 (82 x5, used), 1915 (135 x6, used),
1915 (136 x3 & 137 x2, used), 1918 (138-44, used), 1918
(145-54 x2, used) and 1925-26 Airmails (C1-3 x4, used). We
also noted officials, parcel post stamps and se-tenant pairs,
strips of three & blocks of four from booklet panes, including
some with publicity labels, plus Danish West Indies. A nice lot
with high catalogue value, and to view carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

HH/H
Ethiopia, The Extraordinary Michael Rogers Inc
Holding. The primary stock of the world’s foremost collector
and dealer in the country housed in five profusely annotated
large Elbe stockbooks from the first issue to the 1980’s. While
there are countless thousands of stamps present, from a
dozen mint sets of #1-7 on, this is not your usual stock in the traditional sense, as there are dozens of specialized annotations
as respects to reprints and forgeries, characteristics of genuine
items, specialized pieces by Payne numbers, multiples, ect.,
ect. An incredible stock, not only in its shear size & depth, but
by the level of specialization which eliminates the minefield aspect associated with issues of this country. Truly a lot which in
all likely hood cannot be duplicated, a specialist’s delight,
inspection invited, generally fresh, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

480

HH/H
Ethiopia, The Massive Michael Rodgers Inc
Stock. The enormous, vast and valuable stock of tens of thousands of mostly mint issues, comprised of sets, singles, identified forgeries & reprints, specialized annotated varieties ect.,
all dutifully sorted & identified chronologically into a couple
thousand or more glassines, begins with duplicated first issues, but the core of value and coverage lies in the early 20th
Century nearly to date, with manageably duplicated runs of
sets,
along
with
comprehensive
semipostal
&
back-of-the-book issues, as the traditional minefield aspect of
this country has largely been eliminated by the notations on th
glassines & the firms well known specialization with this country, this lot offered is clean, well organized and ready to sell, a
unique opportunity to be sure, inspection invited, largely Very
Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

481

HH/H
Ethiopia, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment,
1895-1973. Numberless sets in a stock book, including 1-7,
120-29, 155-64, 167-74, 175-79, 180-89, 190-99, 200-209,
217-30, 250-57, 263-67, 285-96, B6-10, B16-20, C18-20 &
C23-33. Unquestionably, a useful property for your consideration, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

482

H/m
Finland, Mint & Used Assortment, 1856-1930.
Advisable holding in a KaBe stock book, including a fair
amount of classics such as 1856-58 (1, pen cancel); 1860 (4a,
used); 1860 (5a x5, used); 1866-74 (7 x13); 1866-74 (9 x16);
1866-74 (10 x22), followed by 19th Century representation,
and then by a large number of regulars & semipostals in parallel mint and used condition in some spots. A last minute arrival,
and well worth a good look as there are many desirable stamps
here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

483

H/m
Finland, Strong Mint and Used Collection,
1856-1970. Mostly used and nearly complete for the period on
Scott pages; highlights include (used unless noted) #2, 2C, 3,
4-16, 23, 24, 36, 37, 58, 69, 82, Semi-Postals complete (primarily mint) and C1 (mint, LH); as for condition, the 1856-74 issues are pretty rough, the only exception being the 1867 1m
yellow brown (11), which is Fine to Very Fine; but from 1875 onward, just about everything is clean and Fine to Very Fine. An
excellent collection allowing for upgrade to the early issues.
Scott $10,000 (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

484

H/m
Finland, Mostly Used Collection / Assortment.
In a Lighthouse album, and starting with some used serpentine
rouletted examples such as 9-10 x2 & 11, followed by perforated stamps, including 1890 (45), and then by many regular

474

H/m
Denmark, Pow erful, Mainly Used Collection,
1851-1970. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; the only significant missing stamps are the 2s &
48s perf 12½ of 1870-71 and the first Airmails (also, for some
reason, there are no Officials); everything else seems to be
here including a 4-margin 2rs blue of 1851 with just a tiny corner crease; the collection is more than 95% used, though the
1912 & 1915 G.P.O. 5kr are o.g, VF. Also included is a Faro Islands 2ø Thorshavn provisional on cover with Wowern certificate. Condition, with very few exceptions, is clean and Fine to
Very Fine. A tremendous lot. Scott $8,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

475

H
Ecuador, Comprehensive Mainly Mint Collection, 1865-1960. Nearly complete for the period in a Scott
Specialty album; nothing rare, just lots of complete mint sets
with used duplication; better stamps include C1-5 (C3-4 used),
C26-38, CF1 (used), CF2 and CO1-8; also includes a nice section of Telegraph stamps and a page out of the F.D.R. collection with the 1904 Calderón set (50c mint); condition is
generally clean and Fine to Very Fine throughout with lots of
never hinged surprises like C35-38, C65-69, C288-297 and the
aforementioned CO8. An outstanding lot. Scott $3,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

476

HH
Ecuador,
Never
Hinged
Assortment,
1894-1990. Singles, blocks of four and larger multiples in
glassines, including regulars, airmails, officials and postal tax
examples. Inspection of this profitable holding advised for full
appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

477

H/m
Egypt, Collection and Stock, 1866-1978. In one
Scott album + a stock book of duplicates. Some interesting
early used, then mainly page after page of newer mint issues,
some never hinged. No rarities, just a great range of collectible
stamps. Nice collector’s lot, ready to build on. Generally clean,
F.-V.F. Scott $5,830 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

478

H/m
Egypt: United Arab Republic, Pow erful Specialists Stock, 1958-2008. A massive, clean and valuable
stock of countless thousands of sets, singles, marginal blocks
of 4, souvenir sheets etc, well organized and identified by Scott
numbers in 3 massive stockbooks. Includes and absolute
wealth of premium material, including very impressive sections
of Officials, airmails, dues, Palestine issues and much, much
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sets, followed by a nice semipostal section with sets such as
B66-67, plus a couple of Red Cross booklets, and then by airmails, postage dues and some official examples. Too much
useful material here; careful inspection is a must and will prove
rewarding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

and semipostal sets issued in the 1930s-70s period, plus several stock books with stamps in the modest range. An old fashioned lot, offered intact as received from consignor. Worth a
shot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
485

486

m
Finland, Used Collection. In Ka-Be album with
some 19th Century examples, followed by sets, part sets and
singles, including regulars and semipostals in the modest
range, and issued in the 1920s-80s period. Take a look, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
H/m
France, Collection and Stock, 1849-1988. In 2
Scott albums + duplicates and new issues in a stock book.
Some interesting early used, then mainly page after page of
newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities, just a great
range of collectible stamps. Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott
$34,422 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

487

HH
France, Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1910s-90s.
Thousands of postally fresh stamps, including regular,
semipostal and postage dues sets, part sets & singles issued in
the period, and presented in innumerable stock sheets. High
catalogue holding with lots of material duplicated throughout,
and a great opportunity that one may not be able to duplicate,
inspection a must, F.-V.F. Scott $24,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

488

H/m
France, Pow erful Mint and Used Collection,
1849-1954. A Scott Specialty album with nearly every space
filled; included among the 1849-50 Ceres issues are an attractive unused 20c blue reprint (4d) and a no-margin 1fr vermilion (8) next to a 3½-margin 1fr dark carmine (9c); the 1853
Napoleons include 25c blue (o.g.) & 80c lake reprints (17c,
19c), while the 1863-70 Napoleon Laureates and 1870-71 Bordeaux are complete (the 20c type I Bordeaux is used and the
type II is unused (43, 44); both have four margins); there is also
an unused 1871 “10” on 10c surcharge (49) with “part o.g.
and light staining on the reverse” according to a 1998 APS certificate; among the “type Sage” issues the 20c blue (71) is
present, but is a type II reprint with perforations added; among
later issues, the 1925 & 1927 souvenir sheets are missing, but
just about everything else is here and mostly mint, including
#197 & 246; the Semi-Postals only go to 1944, but are missing
only B10, while the Airmails are missing only the Ile de France
surcharges and C14-15; the Back-of-the-Book, other than a
few Dues, is sparse. As for condition, the best 19th century
numbers are usually not first quality, but most are reasonably
attractive, and there are plenty of nice $50-$300 (or better)
stamps throughout, and also a good number of mid-20th century never hinged surprises like #315-320 & B35-37. All-in-all,
an outstanding lot, and one worthy of extra viewing time. Scott
$38,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

489

490

36

HH/H/m France, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Collection.
Beautifully presented in fifteen Yvert-Tellier albums with
slipcases, starting with some earlies, and value concentrated
in the 20th Century, including an abundant amount of sets in
the modest range, and not to mention approximately 3,000 Euros in face material. We also noted a couple of stock books with
unchecked duplicates, plus some modern envelopes and
aerogrammes. Whether broken down, or left intact, provide a
variety of potentials, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1994.
Mounted in Scott album pages and housed in a three-ring
binder, starting with used 19th Century section, and starting
with mint issues from 1930s onwards. We noted many regular
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491

HH
France, Booklet Dealer Stock, 1952-77. A
dealer’s box filled with complete and unexploded Red Cross
booklets, with saleable duplication and catalogue value exceeding $5,000, including many better such as 1952
(Yvert-Tellier 2001 x2), 1953 (2002 x3); 1954 (2003 x9); 1955
(2004 x27); 1956 (2005 x6); 1957 (2006 x3), plus a large number of booklets in the $5 to $20 range. A lovely clean lot that
merits a quick inspection, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

492

H/m
France, Mint & Used Collections. Presented in
four albums, including a mint collection loaded with desirable
sets such as 1914 (B1-2), 1917-19 (B7), 1937 (B66-67), 1938
(B54-59), 1940 (B97-100), 1941 (B117-28), 1950 (B249-54),
1951 (B258-63), 1955 (B294-99), 1956 (B303-308), 1957
(B312-17), plus 1936 (C10-12) & 1936 (C15, used), other collection with several useful classics in used condition and many
regular sets in the modest range. The other two collections
mostly with sets, part sets & singles issued in the 20th Century.
Recommended for dealer, viewing suggested for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

493

HH
France, Never Hinged Assortment, 1940s-90s.
Value of the lot concentrated in the semipostal issues with duplication, including blocks of four & singles. We also noted
some airmails and postage dues. Viewing will surely prove
worthwhile! Very Fine. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

494

H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1970s.
In a three-ring binder with useful 19th Century used representation, followed by some sets, part sets & singles that deserve
your awareness (mint unless denoted) such as 1938 (348,
used), 1938 (349), and then by a large number of mostly mint
sets such as 811-16, 840-44, 857-63, 943-49, plus many art
stamps. An enjoyable viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

495

H/m
France, Mostly Used Collection, 1876-1948. In
Scott album starting with some early used stamps, followed by
some better issued in the 20th Century (mint unless denoted)
such as 1931 (262-63), 1935 (299-300), 1937 PEXIP souvenir
sheet (329, used), 1938 (348-49), plus 1931 (B39-41), F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

496

P
France & Colonies, Unusual Collection of
Proofs, 1976-96, 45 different deluxe sheetlets or proofs. All
are fresh and never hinged with most concentrated in the
1995-96 years, but New Caledonia does start in 1976. New
Caledonia has 23 different with highlights that include Maury
712A (€100) and Serie 707 to 712 (100), France with six different with the best being Maury 2934 (€165). Other countries include: F.S.A.T (5), French Andorra (2), French Polynesia (3),
St. Pierre & Miquelon (4), Wallis & Futuna (2) with a bonus of 8
Senegal not counted in catalog value. Start today with a new
collecting field. Maury €2,036 ($2,730). Estimate $400 - 600

497

HH/H
France & Colonies, Fabulous Collection,
1860-1990. Thousands of stamps in four albums, France includes 198-201, 220-225, 313-314, 321, 349, 372-373,
B44-B45, B48-B53, Offices Abroad, French Colonies, French
Equatorial Africa, French Polynesia, French Southern and Ant-
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25c Commerce with St. Pierre & Miquelon circular datestamp;
30¢ Commerce with Annam circular datestamp; 35c Commerce with Obock circular datestamp, plus many other with
New Caledonia, Reunion, Senegal or Tonquin datestamps.
We also noted a fair number of forgeries useful as reference,
recommended for the collector, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

arctic Territories, Algeria, Benin, Cambodia, Cameroons,
Chad, Chad, Gabon, Indo China, Mali, Reunion, Niger, Senegal and more, an inexpensive opportunity to restock or to use
as a foundation for a more formal collection, huge potential,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
498

499

500

501

502

503

HH/H
France & Colonies, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment. Colorful holding with a large number of desirable
20th Century sets such as France 477-95 & B294-99; French
Colonies 3a pair, one sideways with small faults; French Polynesia C74-77, C107-11, C160-64, plus two imperforate pairs;
Guinea C24-26; Cameroun 343-51 & C38-40; New Caledonia
C63, C191-92 x2; Reunion C35-38; Wallis & Futuna C78-79.
Great opportunity for the internet seller, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m French Colonies, Dealers Stock, 1860-1990.
Thousands and thousands of stamps in glassines, arranged by
country, includes Algeria, Chad, Cilicia, Dahomey, Fezzan,
French Cameroun, French Equatorial Africa, French Guinea,
French Polynesia 160-169, 199-202, C20, French Southern &
Antarctic Territory 29, 66, C46, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Liberia,
Madagascar, Mali, Martinique, Mauritania, Morocco, New Caledonia, Reunion, Senegal, Somali Coast 59 with inverted vignette, Tunisia, Upper Volta, Wallis & Fortuna Islands, with
many more in the classic period, a delightful presentation and
well worth consideration, some condition issues as to be expected with a lot of this size, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H/m
French Colonies, Mint and Used Collection,
1859-1940s. Nice collection of the pre-Independence non-African colonies, namely Alaouites (complete, two stamps used),
Alexandretta, Andorra, Annam & Tonkin (#1-3, 9), Indo-China
and Reunion (including #34-59), plus the Colonies General Issues (nearly complete); the General Issues, which constitute
about half of the catalog value, are somewhat variable in condition, but everything else is generally clean and Fine to Very
Fine. A very worthwhile lot. Scott $6,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
)
French Colonies, Postal History Accumulation,
1920s-1960s. A fantastic property that just hit the market,
highly recommended for the dealer, including Martinique picture postcards to New Haven and WWII censored covers to
NY, including registered usages; Lebanon large number of
WWII censored covers to the U.S.; New Caledonia first flights;
Guadeloupe 1920s covers; Somali Coast covers addressed to
the Chicago, Europe; St. Pierre & Miquelon WWII censored
covers to the U.S.; French Equatorial Africa registered covers
to Chicago, plus many other that truly deserve your attention.
Old-time lots like this are hardly ever offered on the market,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m French Colonies, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged
Assortment. Eclectic group of better sets and singles in stock
pages, including Wallis & Futuna 1930-40 issue, including
2.50fr to 20fr high values; Reunion 1937 “Roland Garros” Flight
(C1); French India 123A never hinged, and signed Brun;
French Southern & Antarctic Territories 24 & 28 never hinged,
C1-2 mint, C6 never hinged; Lebanon C35 & C36, latter signed
Sanabria; Madagascar 216 & C28, each signed Brun; Syria
1921 (50, mint), plus some Tunisia semipostal examples,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

504

)
French Colonies, First Flight Covers, 1921-50.
Group of eighteen attractive covers that can be sold individually, including New Caledonia 1940 Noumea-Auckland & 1941
Noumea-Suva (Muller 18 & 24); French Equatorial Africa 1937
Dakar Pointe Noire-Dahomey (Muller 45); Lebanon 1939
Beyrouth-Warsaw & 1943 Beyrouth-Tananarive (Muller 18 &
32); Madagascar 1934 Tananarive-France (Muller 50); Tunisia
1926 Tunis-Antibes (Muller 6 x2), 1936 Tunis-London (Muller
34 x2); Syria 1930 Damas-Bagdad (Muller 17), F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

505

H/m
French Colonies: Comoro Islands, Complete
for the Period, 1892-1912. Comprises Anjouan #1-30 (20-30
mixed mint & used), Grand Comoro #1-29 (12, 13, 17 used),
Mayotte #1-32 and Moheli #1-22, the last two all mint. A rare
opportunity, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

506

H/m
French Colonies: Diego Suarez, Small Collection, 1890-94. 41 different on Scott pages; comprises #6-10
(used), 13-20, 23, 24, and 23 different “Navigation & Commerce”, plus J2, J8, J9 & J11; few small faults, otherwise generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,940 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

507

H/m
French Africa, Mint and Used Collection,
1890s-1950s. Nice collection off-pre-Independence African
colonies with the strongest being Algeria (including B1-31
mint), Dahomey (with #1-14, 16-30), French Sudan (3-19),
Ivory Coast (1-20), Mauritania (1-75), Somali Coast (28-33,
33E, F) and complete countries Middle Congo (to 1931), Ste.
Marie de Madagascar, Ubangi-Chari and Upper Senegal &
Niger; and condition, with very few exceptions, is clean and
Fine to Very Fine. A great lot. Scott $6,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

508

H
French Africa, Mint & Used Collection. Including two Scott albums with Algeria, Cameroons, Dahomey,
French Equatorial Africa, French Guiana, French Morocco,
French West Africa, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Niger, Obock,
Reunion, Senegal, Somali Coast & Tunisia 20th Century issues, plus four Minkus albums with Algeria, Cameroons, Central African Republic, Congo, Dahomey, Gabon, Mali,
Mauritania, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal & Togo mint sets or singles issued in the 1960s-70s period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

509

H/m
French Congo, Nearly Complete Collection,
1891-1903. An extraordinary collection of 44 different comprising (mint unless noted) #2 (used), 3, 5, 7a (used), 14-49, 52
and 53 (used); #3 & 15-17 without gum, several overprints
signed Calves and/or Brun; two stamps, #7a & 30 with nibbed
corners, otherwise all Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,877 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

510

H/m
French Equatorial Africa, Nearly Complete Collection, 1936-57. Mainly mint on Scott Specialty album pages;
includes mint (LH) #1-141, B1-35 & CB1 plus most other issues
mixed mint & used (does not include the three good Airmails);
also includes a large die proof of #171; all clean and Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $500 - 750

m
French
Colonies,
Used
Assortment,
1870s-1880s. In stock pages, including 5c Ceres with French
Guiana circular datestamp; 30c Ceres with Guadeloupe circular datestamp; 4c Commerce with Cochin circular datestamp;
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511

512

H/m
French Guiana, Mint and Used Collection,
1892-1947. Fairly complete, mainly mint collection on Scott
pages; includes #18-26, 31 and 32-50 (15c gray both mint &
used); generally clean and Fine to Very Fine. An excellent
starter collection. Scott $1,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
H/m
French Guinea, Nearly Complete Collection,
1892-1944. An outstanding, mainly mint collection on Scott
Specialty album pages; includes mint #1-62 (#13 used),
106-167 & B1-14, plus others mixed mint/used; also includes a
large die proof of B15; all clean and Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$1,575 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

dealer or collector of this very popular area, Very Fine. Scott
$1,645.
Estimate $400 - 600
520

H/m
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Mint and Used
Collection, 1884-1947. Great starter collection on Scott
pages; value mainly in earlies, of course, including (nearly all
mint) #1-11, 14-52 less #23 &51, J4, J7, J11 & J12; condition,
with very few exceptions, is Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,925
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

521

H/m
French Colonies: Madagascar, Impressive Mint
and Used Collection, 1891-1957. Fairly complete for the period on Scott pages; most sets are mixed mint/used including
#8-11, 14-22, 28-50, 48a, 52-56, 58-60 & 63-299 less #228 and
a couple of cheapies; also includes Semi-Postals, Airs & Dues
nearly complete (no C27-33); condition is generally clean and
Fine to Very Fine. An outstanding lot of pre-independence
Madagascar. Scott $2,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

513

H/m
French India, Nearly Complete Collection,
1892-1952. Mainly mint on Scott Specialty album pages; includes mint #1-22, 24-123, 124-135, 209A-G, B1-11, C14-18
(LH) & J1-28, plus others mixed mint/used; virtually all clean
and Fine to Very Fine. A great starter collection. Scott $1,950
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
522

514

H/m
French Morocco, Nearly Complete Collection,
1900-55. Mainly mint on Scott Specialty album pages; includes (mixed mint/used, though mainly mint) #1-7, 2a, 3a,
11-22, 26-89, B4, B6-24, CB1-23 & J1-16, plus the four souvenir sheets MNH and just about everything else, though mostly
used; virtually all clean and Fine to Very Fine. An exceptional
starter collection. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m
French Colonies: Martinique, Fairly Complete
Collection, 1886-1947. Scott Specialty album pages with
only four blank spaces; missing only the rarities, Scott #2, 11,
17 & 118; most early sets are mixed mint & used and condition
is virtually all Fine to Very Fine, the mint, other than a few first
issue overprints, being o.g. A terrific lot. Scott $2,900 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

523

H
French Oceania, Solid, Mainly Mint Collection,
1892-1969. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; includes (mint unless noted) #1-79, 182-207,
233-244, C21, C24-50 and C47a; virtually all clean and Fine to
Very Fine with all but two of the noted post-1956 mint being
never hinged. A great lot of this popular South Pacific island nation. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800

H/m
French Colonies: Obock, Nearly Complete Collection, 1892-1904. 50 different comprising (mint unless
noted) #1-2, 4-7, 9, 12-20 (18 & 20 used)21-26, 32-44a, 46-58,
61 & 62 (no Postage Dues); other than rounded corners on #1
& 14 and a pulled perf on #18, everything seems to be o.g., and
Fine to Very Fine. A marvelous starter collection. Scott $2,300
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

524

H/m
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Outstanding Collection, 1885-1969. Mostly mint and nearly
complete for the period on Scott Specialty album pages; missing only eight stamps through 1940 with highlights including
used #4-5, then mint (unless noted) #10 (no gum), 12 (used on
piece, not guaranteed), 19-35 (25c, 30c & 75c used), 36-59
(57-59 no gum, signed Calves), 60-78, etc.; there is then a
good showing of “France Libre” overprints, the best being
#207, 219-220, 249-259 (also included is a 1942 censored
cover to Ottawa franked with the two New York World’s Fair
sets256-259, followed by complete #300-384, B1-10, C1-44,
J10-41 and Q1-4; condition is virtually all clean and Fine to
Very Fine, the mint being mostly LH. Scott $10,000 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

525

)
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Postal
History Assortment, 1926-76. Group of seven covers, including 1926 stampless official cover with interesting postage-paid
handstamp; 1943 registered censored cover to Montreal; 1948
registered first flight cover to Canada (Muller 6); 1949 registered cover to Houston, TX, plus a couple of first day covers,
one showing General de Gaulle, other Washington & Franklin.
Excellent for the collector! Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

526

H/m
French Colonies: Tahiti, Small Collection,
1893-1915. 16 different comprising (mint unless noted) #8-10,
11 (used), 13, 15, 16, 22, 23, 25, 27, 29-31 & B1-2 (B1 signed
Calves); #10 & 15 each with a nibbed corner, otherwise all o.g.,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,075 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

515

516

)
French Pacific, First Day Covers & Postal History Assortment. Approximately 140 covers, including
French Polynesia, New Caledonia, New Hebrides &
Wallis-Futuna examples. We also noted a fair number of airmail envelopes addressed to the U.S., three used early picture
postcards, two registered envelopes to Colorado, 1942 censored envelope to NY & 1950 first flight cover Tahiti-Paris. Fantastic opportunity to acquire a wonderful holding that can be
easily integrated into a bigger collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

517

)
French Polynesia, 1928 Marine Post Office
Cancels on Covers. Four covers with French Polynesia
frankings including a mixed US and French Oceania, also includes a French Sea Post ship mail from Tahiti to Tuamotu Islands, scarce and unusual, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

518

519

38

HH/H
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Complete Mint Collection, 1955-88. Comprises #1-142 & C1-101,
all are o.g., Very Fine and all but #1-15 & C1-3 are never hinged
(LH counted at 50%). Scott $3,275 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Never
Hinged Assortment, 1970s-1980s. In glassines, including
colorful sets and singles issued in the period. We noted some
pairs, gutter pairs, blocks of eight and 1974 sheet with triptychs
(C33-35). Excellent condition, and highly recommended for the
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527

528

529

530

531

532

H/m
German Area, Massive Collection and Stock,
1849-1990. In 4 Scott albums + duplicates and modern issues
in 2 stock books. Includes a volume each of German States,
Germany proper, German Plebiscite Areas and Occupations,
and DDR. Some interesting early used, then mainly page after
page of newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities, just
a great range of collectible stamps. Generally clean, F.-V.F.
Scott $58,900 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
HH/H/m German Area, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. Glassines and presentation cads with many singles, sets and souvenir sheets up to $15, and with some
duplication. However we noted many better such as German
Empire section, including many sets & souvenir sheets issued
in the Third Reich period 463-64 blocks of four and some intact
booklets; AMG 3N1-20 x4; Federal Republic 1949 (B310-13,
used); Berlin 9N64-67 x4, used. Also DDR (Mao set, Marx
souvenir sheets, 1953 Marx Year albums and unchecked
booklets) & Soviet Zone (Saxony & Thuringia) examples that
deserve attention, Bavaria 3kr rose sheet of 50 (Scott 34). Also
some Danzig, German Colonies, Saar and occupation issues.
A lot with a high estimated catalogue value that offers several
opportunities for all of those who are willing to spend some time
viewing the deal offered here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H/m
German Area, Mint and Used Collection,
1849-1969. A fairly complete collection in a Scott Specialty album; begins with the States, which make up literally half of the
catalog value and are very mixed-quality, with very little cataloging over $200; the Germany proper, on the other hand, is
mostly Fine to Very Fine and highly complete, though mostly
used; and following the Germany proper are scattered Occupation, Berlin, GDR & Post Offices Abroad; mint highlights, all
Germany proper, include #21 (toned o.g.), 65A (2), 210,
585-599, B28-35 never hinged, B33 (couple minor stains), B58
(badly toned, counted as singles) & C20-45 (C44-45 never
hinged). A useful lot for filling spaces. Scott $25,000 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Assortment. Thousands of stamps in 28 stock books with sets, part sets & singles, better areas include German Reich; Federal Republic &
Berlin. We noted a small stock book with 1872 Imperial Eagle
used stamps, and a fair number of Third Reich semipostal sets
in mint or never hinged condition, plus some AMG unchecked
in detail stamps and multiples. Lot of material throughout,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
German Area, Mostly Used Collection,
1872-1998. In a Minkus album, beginning with Baden, Bavaria, Saxony & Wurttemberg examples, followed by German
Kingdom section with 19th Century representation with many
sets, part sets & singles, including regulars, semipostals and
airmails; Federal Republic 1949 (665-66, 667-68 & B309,
used), 1949 (B310-13, used), 1951 (B316-17, mint), 1951
(B320-23, used), 1952 (B327-30, used); Berlin 1948-49
(9N21-34, used), 1949 (9N35-41, used). We also noted French
Zone, DDR, Saar, plus WWI & WWII occupations, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation. Old
fashioned lot in several stock books and albums, including
German Empire used collection with 1870s-1940s issues
mounted in album, plus some se-tenant pairs and blocks of six
from booklet panes in a stock book; German Offices Abroad
include Offices in China, Morocco & Turkish Empire representations; Austria 1918-20 “Deutschosterreich” issues; World
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War I Occupations; Danzig; Federal Republic & Berlin sections with several valuable sets; German Colonies include
German East Africa, Cameroun, incl. “C.E.F.” surcharges issued under British Occupation, Caroline Islands & Togo examples. A useful lot, suitable for the collector or for breakdown,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
533

)
German Area, Picture Postcard Assortment.
Approximately 400 early pieces depicting interesting scenes of
Germany in the 1900s, mostly individually franked with
Germania stamp or Bavaria 5pf stamp. We noted buildings,
houses, views of cities, ships in waterways, railroad bridge and
stations; views of streets, monuments, New Year’s cards. Recommended for anyone with interest in how was Germany at the
beginning of the 20th Century, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

534

H
German Area, Mint and Used Collection,
1920-55. Solid starter collections of Allenstein, Danzig,
Marienwerder, Memel & Saar; there are no rarities, but there is
plenty of nice mid-range material like Danzig #156-167 MNH (!)
and used Saar #16-17, 97-98 & 245 (oddly, there are no Saar
Semi-Postals); condition is just about all clean and Fine to Very
Fine. A very useful lot. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

535

H/m
German Area, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards and glassines with many saleable sets such as
Germany B172 & B203-04 never hinged, plus three booklets
issued in the 1937-40 period and registered cover to New York
franked with Hitler block of four from souvenir sheet; Federal
Republic B327-30, B331, B334-37 used; Berlin 1949
(9N61-63, used), 1949 (9NB1-3, used) & 1950(9NB4, never
hinged); German Offices in Morocco 1906-11 (43); German
Offices in China 30-32; German East Africa 3; Saar 5Fr imperforate (116var), F.-V.F. Scott $1,800. Estimate $400 - 600

536

HH/H
German Area, Gorgeous Collection, 1860-1990.
Several hundred stamps housed in two albums, with German
States, Berlin, Colonies, Danzig, Memel and Saar, careful inspection is required as there are many extra items to be
gleaned, very few condition issues, packed with value, enjoy!!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

537

HH
German Area, Mint NH Collection, 1948-95.
Over 3,500 stamps from Bundespost and Berlin in three stock
books, with material from 600//1827, B354//B757, C61//C64
and Berlin, mostly in never hinged complete sets, with singles,
blocks, booklets, coils and souvenir sheets, very few if any condition issues which should make viewing this lot a pleasure,
Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

538

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. Stock
book with German Empire mostly used stamps issued in the
1870s-1940s period, and starting with 1872 eagles examples,
followed by 19th & 20th Centuries representation, including
some airmails and semipostals such as 1928 (C35-37) & 1939
(B141-43). Minkus album with Federal Republic well-filled
section with mint sets issued in the 1949-87 period, including
several better such as 1949 (667-68 & B309), 1949 (669), 1951
(B316-17), 1951 (B318-19), 1951 (B320-23), plus Bohemia-Moravia representation, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

539

m
German Area, Huge Used Stock, 1870-1972. In
glassines housed in four shoe box sized boxes, all in Scott catalog order and identified. Duplication will be present especially
in the later years. No Semi’s or Airs are in this stock which the
owner estimates to be over 12,000 stamps. Higher catalog
value items include Scott 400 x2=$45, Scott 435 x8=$160 and
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(B15-18), 1928 (B23-27), 1931 (B38-41), 1933 (B49-57), 1934
(B59-67), 1936 (B91-92), 1937 (B102-106), 1939 (B141-43);
Airmail (C27-34), 1928-31 (C35-37), 1930 (C38-39), 1931
(C40-42), 1933 (C43-45) & 1934 (C46-56), section with. We
also noted Federal Republic 1949 (665-66 & 667-68), 1951-52
(670-81), plus several sets issued under French Occupation of
Baden, Rhine-Palatinate & Wurttemberg in the 1947-49 period. An attractive and comprehensive collection loaded with
many useful stamps, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Scott 683 x10=$150. A smaller box of Bavaria was also seen
and all of this material was valued years ago. A fertile ground
for the postmark enthusiast or a reseller to replenish their own
inventory.
Estimate $300 - 400
540

541

H
German Area, Interesting Mix of Postal History
and WWII Era Material, 1920’s-48. On homemade pages with
a total of 12 covers or cards with eight being German Memel
forerunners. Also seen were two Dachau concentration camp
souvenir sheets (imperf and perf), some Soviet Zone overprints and even a A.H. propaganda issue in an imperf block of
four. An unusual collection that would greatly benefit from a
re-mounting project.
Estimate $250 - 350
H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation. In six
binders and six stock books with duplication, including German Empire 20th Century issues, including regulars &
semipostals; Federal Republic stamps, souvenir sheets and
booklet panes, including first day souvenirs in two binders, plus
Never Hinged sets issued in the 1957-65 period, and mounted
in a Lindner hingeless album; Berlin used issues; DDR Never
Hinged sets issued in the 1975-79 period, and mounted in a
Safe hingeless album. Unchecked in detail, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

542

H/m
German
Area,
Well-Filled
Collection,
1852-1982. On album pages in an old “Deutschland’
springback album that starts with a smattering of German
States and concludes with Wurttemberg Occupation issues.
Mostly used until about 1972 then mint thereafter. Some highlights include used Scott 12-13 with pen cancels, Scott 25 used
and mint Scott 27-28. The earlier stamps with be in mixed condition while the later are generally F-VF but hinged. A fine
starter collection.
Estimate $200 - 300

543

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
glassines, including Federal Republic Never Hinged sets in the
modest range, and some examples corresponding to the Third
Reich period. We also noted a small plastic box filled with
glassines containing mint or used sets, part sets and singles.
Viewing essential to evaluate properly, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200

544

H/m/)
German States, Mostly Used Collection.
Housed in several three-ring binders with duplication, including
some postal history. We noted Baden imperforate & perforated
issues with numeral cancels; Bergedorf, Bremen & Brunswick
unused examples; Hanover used representation, plus some
reprints; Prussia, Saxony & Wurttemberg nice used representations with numeral cancels, plus Thurn & Taxis section with
Northern & Southern Districts stamps. There is also a stock
book loaded with Bavaria imperforate and perforated stamps
that deserve to be inspected. Offered intact as received from
consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

545

)
German
States,
Cover
Accumulation,
1860s-1880s. Twenty-six items, including Prussia twelve
postal envelopes to domestic destinations, including three
uprated; Brunswick three postal envelopes; plus two
Oldenburg postal envelopes and several Hannover local private post entires in unused condition. Take a look if this is your
area of interest, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

546

H/m
Germany, Mostly Mint Collection, 1875-1951. In
a Scott album, beginning with used 19th Century representation, followed by Germania & Inflation issues, and then by
many better sets and souvenir sheets such as 1926-27
(351-62), 1927 (363-65), 1928 (366-84), 1932 (391-97), 1933
(401-14) & 1948 (634-61). Semipostal section includes 1926

40
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547

HH/H
Germany, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1874-1932. In a Lighthouse hingeless album, including 1900
(52-57); 1902 (73 & 75, including 1m signed Diena); 1920
(118-32), followed by many useful Inflation sets. We also noted
1922-23 (C3-19), 1905 (OL16-21) & 1920-21 (O1-13). Well
worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

548

H/m
Germany, Third Reich Collection, 1933-45.
Mostly mint and nicely mounted in a Lighthouse album, highlights include 1933 Hindenburg (400-414), 1933-36 (415-31,
never hinged), plus 1933 (B49-57) & 1934 (C46-56). We also
noted several Hitler souvenir sheets and a fair number of
semipostal issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

549

H/m/)
Germany, Mostly Used Collection, 1872-1944.
In two Safe hingeless albums, Volume I beginning (used unless denoted) with 1872 (1-2 & 5-7), 1872 (15-17 & 19-20), followed by 19th Century representation, and then by many sets
& parts sets, including inflation and Third Reich issues. Volume II with semipostals issued in the 1937-44 period, plus
some airmails, officials and fieldpost covers, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

550

)
Germany, Zeppelin Covers or Cards, 1909-38.
16 items including covers with 1m C35 (1), 2m C36 (3) & 4m
C37 (3); a couple are Hindenburg and there are two vintage
real photo postcards, one 1909 (used) depicting the LZ-3, the
other unused with the LZ-8; one C36 damaged, otherwise Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

551

)
Germany, Extensively Written Up History of the
DO-X Plane and Its Flights, 1930-33. Including George
Hoffmann’s early articles. Includes numerous press photos,
signed photo, photos from local newsreel films, official reports
signed by Merz and Schildhauer, until its accident during landing on the Passau-Budapest flight and its subsequent total destruction in the Berlin Luftfahrt Museum in 1946 following Allied
bombings. Includes seven covers (others already removed)
comprising 1930 Friedrichshafen round trip via Lisbon, pilot
signed; two 1931 Brazil-New York first flights; first US landing
in Florida; 1932 on board postcard to Berlin, 1st Swiss flight
plus the 1933 Passau-Friedrichshafen flight. Also 4
commemorative covers from 1973.
Estimate $200 - 300

552

H/m
German Colonies, Mint and Used Collection,
1897-1919. An excellent, fairly complete collection on Scott
pages; includes 1893-99 overprints nearly complete (56º for all
the colonies (missing only the 25pf values of GSWA (1899) and
Marshall Is. (1897)); also includes completely unwatermarked
Yachts of Caroline Is., German East Africa, GSWA, Marshall
Is., Samoa & Togo, as well as watermarked Yachts and miscellaneous singles; condition includes the occasional small fault,
but is generally Fine to Very Fine. A great starter collection.
Scott $5,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

553

H/m
Germany: Saar, Mint & Used Collection (1//154).
Mounted on old-time Schaubek album pages, beginning with
1920 (1-17, mint), 1921 (68-83 & 85-98, mint), 1927 (120-35,
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1949 (9N42-60), 1951-52 (9N75-79) & 1952-53 (9N84-93), followed by many issues in the modest range, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

used), 1931-32 (B30-36, mint), 1932 (C3-4, used), 1934
(139-54 & C5-8, used), plus unchecked officials. We also noted
Belgium & Northern France occupation stamps issued in the
1914-16 period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
554

H
Germany: Danzig, Mint Specialized Collection,
1920-39. Fairly complete in a blank spring-back album; missing the best items, but including lots of varieties (mostly minor)
and some solid $25-$50 numbers, the best single item being
B31 never hinged). All clean and Fine to Very Fine with a few
never hinged surprises here and there. Scott $1,400 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

555

H
German Local Issues, Amazing Collection.
Mounted on homemade pages arranged by locality from
Altona to Zwickau. Over 1,600 stamps and all are hinged with
some varieties seen such as inverted denominations and 1
double impression. A fascinating group of unusual material for
the German Specialist.
Estimate $400 - 600

556

HH/H
German Democratic Republic, Mint or Never
Hinged Collection, 1949-990. In six Lindner hingeless albums (retail value over $600), virtually complete and including
all the better sets and souvenir sheets, plus several first day
covers issued in the 1960s-70s period. Inspection may prove
useful as this one is waiting just for you, fresh and highly recommended for the discriminating collector, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

557

HH/H
Germany: Berlin, Mint Collection, 1948-89. In a
Lighthouse album and virtually complete for the period, including 1948 (9N1-20), 1948-49 (9N21-34), 1949 (9N35-41), 1949
(9N42-60), 1949 (9NB3a, souvenir sheet), 1949 (9N61-63),
1950 (9NB4-5, NH), 1951-52 (9N70-74 & 9N75-79, NH),
1952-53 (9N84-93, NH), followed by a large amount of sets and
some souvenir sheets. A wonderful opportunity with many advisable stamps, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

558

559

560

561

H/m
Germany: Berlin, Comprehensive Collection,
1948-90. On homemade pages in mounts that is interspersed
with both mint and used stamps. The first sets Scott 9n1-9n34
are being sold as is as all but one isn’t signed. Several better
used sets include Scott 9n35-41, Scott 9n61-63 and Scott
9nB8-11. A specialized selection of coil strips, se-tenants and
exploded booklets will also be seen. A good collection for a
dedicated Berlin collector.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m
Germany: Federal Republic, Assortment,
1955-95. In two thick stock books with countless never hinged
and used sets or singles in parallel, volume one with regular issues, volume two with semipostals. We also noted many souvenir sheets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
)
Germany: Federal Republic, First Day Souvenir
Cards, 1970s-80s. Several hundreds in three boxes, each
“Ersttagsblatt” with stamp tied by first day special cancel, which
are highly collectable. Recommended for the internet dealer or
the collector, and a lot with huge retail value. Viewing will be
quick, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/)
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Mint &
Used Collection, 1949-87. In four albums, Federal Republic
section (mint unless denoted) including 1949 (667-68 & B309),
1949 (B310-13, NH), 1951-52 (670-85 x2, used), 1950-51
(B314-15), 1951 (B316-17), 1952 (B327-30), followed by a
highly complete section of sets issued in the 1953-87 period,
plus several first day covers. Berlin collection in Schaubek
well-filled album with some better used sets & part sets such as
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562

H/m
Greece, Petite and Pow erful Selection of
Mostly Large Hermes Heads, 1861-1923. Identified on over
70 dealer #102 cards and a couple of stock cards in a small
box. A fine collection of classic ‘s that include examples of Scott
11a, 22a, 30, 39, a pair of 43b and an unlisted inverted surcharge of Scott 152. Stamps are in mixed condition which is reflected in our estimate. A good assortment with minor
duplication for a Greece collector. Scott $12,698.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

563

H/m
Greece, Powerful Mint and Used Collection,
1861-1970. Fairly complete for the period on Scott pages; the
collection starts with more than 100 large Hermes Heads
(pulled together from two seperate collections), with both the
condition and the identification rather mixed, though we do
note a nice #1 and an attractive #7; from this point forward, the
collection is perhaps 98% complete, though mostly used; highlights include used #128, 138 & 144 and mint #144, 164
(nibbed corner), 196, 281, 298, 379, 427-436 & C1-30 plus
C38-47 on two registered covers (some perf toning); the
Back-of-the-Book issues are also very strong, especially the
Occupation issues. Condition, other than the large Hermes
Heads, is generally pretty clean. All-in-all, an excellent basis
from which to begin a great collection. Scott $9,500 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

564

H/m
Greece, Impressive Holding of the Large Hermes Heads, 1860’s-70’s. With over 400 examples, the majority being the 1 lepta value, with about 10% of the overall
selection being mint. All are housed in a binder and stock book
with some correctly identified on the pages. A few mint blocks
make an appearance along with some strips that are used.
Substantial catalog value is here but many will be in mixed condition or will have no gum if mint. A great foundation for a study
of this complex issue.
Estimate $500 - 750

565

Greece, Curious Reference Selection. 62 forgeries or fakes plus 2 ‘Specimen’ overprinted Hermes Heads,
one large, one small. 52 of the forgeries are assorted large Hermes Heads, 3 small Hermes Heads and the last 5 are Olympic
related issues. Included in this selection is a collector identified
Fournier forgery Type 15 along with 12 forged surcharges on
Scott 132. A beguiling group for the student or teacher of Greek
philately.
Estimate $250 - 350

566

HH/H
Greenland & Faroe Islands, Mint Assortment.
Stock book with Greenland 1938-46 (1-9 x2), 1945 (10-18) &
1945 (19-27 x2), plus several sets in the modest range; Faroe
Islands section with sets issued in the 1975-81 period. A very
clean lot, and easy to inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

567

H/m/)
Haiti, Mostly Mint Collection, 1887-1984.
Mounted on Minkus album pages with value concentrated in
the 20th Century, and highly complete from the 1920’s onwards. We noted a picture postcard showing “Champ de Mars:
Kiosque”, plus two early airmail covers, two WWII censored
covers and a couple of space imperforate sets. Attractive
starter collection with many useful sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

568

HH/H/m Hungary, Mostly Mint Collection, 1871-1989. In
ten Lindner hingeless albums with slipcases (retail value over
$1,200), with high degree of completion and many desirable
stamps throughout, including 1871-1914 issues in mint or used
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575

H/m
Hungary, Collection and Stock, 1871-1985. In
one Scott album + duplicates and newer issues in one stock
book. Some interesting early used, then mainly page after
page of newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities, just
a great range of collectible stamps. Generally clean, F.-V.F.
Scott $6,400 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH
Indonesia, Never Hinged Dealer Stock. In
countless glassines with singles, blocks of four and larger multiples issued in the 1958-69 period, including regulars &
semipostals. We noted 465-67, 473-78, 488-93, 494-501,
520-22, 544-49, 589-92, 597-99, 608-15, 616-25, 626-37,
687-94, 721-23, 730-31, 735-36, 742-45, plus B160-64,
B165-79, B187-90, B191-202, B203-206, B207-10 & B219-22.
This is a clean and neat stock with huge catalog value. We are
sure that the successful bidder will be able to extract a profit,
Very Fine. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

576

HH
Hungary, Never Hinged Dealer Assortment,
1960s-80s. Two plastic boxes filled with glassines loaded with
sets in singles and blocks of four, and a fair number of souvenir
sheets. We noted regulars, semipostals & airmails, including
many topical stamps (animals, space & sports). An attractive
clean lot with many saleable sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H
Indonesia, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment.
In glassines, including many multiples such as 1948 (1-2, 4-11,
14-15 & 19); 1949 (30-38, 40-44, 46 & 48-50); 1948 (54-56);
1948 (C2-6); 1949 (C19-21); 1949 (C32 & C34). We also noted
1949 UPU souvenir sheets (65b & 65c x5). A seldom seen material with good catalogue value that should be viewed, F.-V.F.
Scott $8,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

577

HH
Indonesia, 2,500Rp “Meterai Tempel” (General
Revenue), Accumulation of Sheets, 1967. 99 sheets of 100
each. Great opportunity for a dealer at a bargain price, o.g.,
never hinged. Barefoot 313; £99,000 as used ($166,320)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

578

H/m
Iran, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-1980s. In
Scott album & Minkus album pages with value concentrated in
the 20th Century, including 1908-09 (442-44, mint), 1919
(622-28, mint), 1950 (933-34, used), plus many other useful
sets such as 1554-57, 1647-49, 1671-76 & 1676a, 1697-1701,
1760-64, 1768-72 & 1778-83. We also noted some stock
pages with unchecked duplicates, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

579

HH/H
Israel, Predominantly Never Hinged Collection
With Tabs, 1948-2006. Neatly mounted in four White Ace albums, we noted the following (never hinged unless noted)
highlights: 1948 (7-9 used), 1948 (10-14), 1949 (25), 1950
(33-34), 1951 (48-50), 1952 (55), plus 1950 (C1-6), 1949
(J6-11), and virtually complete for the period, including a
wealth of sets, singles & souvenir sheets, condition is Very
Fine or better throughout, and a delightful presentation well
worth consideration. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 2,000

580

HH
Israel, Never Hinged Modern Issues,
1993-2010. Sets, part sets and souvenir sheets issued in the
period, and housed in glassines, including duplication. High
catalogue value. Please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

581

HH/H
Israel, Mint Collection, 1948-2000. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, with mint 1-9, 16, C1-C6,
J1-J5, tabs start with 1968, after 1993 the owner purchased
new issues each year, with many still in their original mailer, an
excellent lot to expand upon, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

582

HH/H
Israel, Mint Accumulation, 1951-2000. Useful
mint holding with hundreds of singles, tabbed singles, blocks
and souvenir sheets, all neatly identified, includes all with tabs
unless noted 31-32, 35-36, 46-47, 48-50, 66-69, O1-O4, also
includes two binders with souvenir sheets and sheetlets including 16 NH, 187a (x4), 241a (x2), with plenty of other tab sets, a
sure fire money maker at our low estimate, a wonderful lot to
break down for retail or internet sales, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

583

HH/H
Israel, Mint Stock, 1950-2000. Diverse stock of
mint material, includes booklets, full sheets, blocks, FDC’s,

condition, plus 1915-89 issues in mint or never hinged condition. We noted many better such as 1871 (1 & 4, used), followed by used 19th Century issues, and then by 1913-15
semipostal issues. 1931 (C24-25), 1933 (C26-34) & 1949 souvenir sheets (CB1D & CB2). A colorful and attractive holding
with much topical sets, and some 1990s issues. View to
appreciate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
569

570

571

H/m
Hungary, Mint and Used Collection, 1871-1974.
Solid collection in a Scott album; starts with very attractive First
Issue lithographs complete, then is just about complete from
there on; much is CTO, but there are some nice mint sets from
the 1940s, as well as better Semi-Postals and Airmails like
(mint unless noted) B16-17, B32-34 & C1-44 (Zeppelins used);
as for condition, the previously mentioned First Issue lithographs have slight thins, but otherwise, with very few exceptions, everything seems to be clean and Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

572

)
Hungary, Postal History Accumulation,
1890s-1910s. Approximately 50 Hungarian postal cards and
some letter cards sent to Zagreb (Agram, German name),
which were part of the Kingdom of Croatia-Slavonia (nominally
an autonomous Kingdom within the Austro-Hungarian Empire). We also noted a good number of Yugoslavia postal cards
sent to Zagreb in the 1930s, and some British Commonwealth
stamps in the modest range. Interesting for the postmark collector or dealer with the right clientele, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

573

H/m
Iceland,
Valuable
Collection
Balance,
1873-1970. High catalog, mostly used balance on Scott Specialty album pages; highlights include unused #1, 5, 20, 21,
98, 141, 150, 152-165, 187, B5 never hinged, C1-11, O2, O3,
O51 and used #3, 7 (late cancel), 8, 9, 14, 32, 33 (signed
Bühler), 44B, 68, 85, 140, 143, 149 and much, much more; as
for condition, most of the over-$500 stamps have small problems, the unused being without gum or regummed, but the rest
are just about all clean and Fine to Very Fine. All-in-all, a very
impressive collection. Scott $20,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

574

42

HH/H/m Iceland, Mint & Used Assortment, 1902-1981. In
two stock books and three-ring binder, first stock book including 1911 (86-91, used), 1921 (130-38, mint), 1929 (142, mint),
1930 (C3, mint), 1930 (C4-8, mint), 1934 (C19 x4), 1937
(199-201 block of four & B5, souvenir sheet, never hinged),
1940 (232-35, never hinged), plus many modern sets and
some officials; second stock book with used duplicates and
binder with used stamps in the modest range. Please examine
carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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the 1863-1938 period, incl. many mint such as 1921 (130-32
x4), 1922 (140-42 x4), 1923 (165-68 x3 & 169), 1933 Balbo’s
triptychs (C48-49), 1934 (C62-65), 1934 (C66-72 x2), 1935
(349-54), 1935 (C79-83), 1937 (377-86 & C95-99) & 1937
(387-96); Italian Colonies in a stock book, including Ethiopia,
Cirenaica, Italian Colonies, Eritrea, Libia, Somalia &
Tripolitania regular and airmail sets; Venezia-Giulia regulars
and airmails; Trieste Zone A issues, incl. 1953 “Natale
Triestino” vertical gutter pairs. Well worth a look as there are
many useful sets, and significant catalog value here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

and singles, many with tabs, includes airposts, enormous face
and catalog value, very few if any condition issues, a lot of modestly priced material but the volume more than makes up for it,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
584

HH
Israel, Never Hinged Accumulation, 1970s-90s.
Innumerable amount of singles, blocks of four and larger multiples in glassines, plus some souvenir sheets. A lot that should
be viewed to be fully appreciated, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

585

H/m/)
Israel, Collection, 1948-78. A few thousand
stamps, souvenir and full sheets and covers in a large carton,
with a collection of mint singles 1950-1974, partial mint collection 1948-1967, collection of mint tabbed singles from
1968-1978, binder of souvenir and full sheets, first day covers,
used singles on stock pages, and who knows what else will be
found, close attention is required on this lot, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

586

H/m
Israel, Appealing Accumulation, 1948-86. In a
stock book, a box of glassines and a mint sheet file. A big variety of issues await that include Scott 16x3, 241a, tabs such as
27, 31-32, C6, booklets, tete-beche pairs, plate and tab blocks
and two small areas of earlier Palestine issues. Most of this
material is mint issues but a separate section in the stock book
does house some used stamps. The shoe box consists of identified glassines with some duplication. Overall a splendid assortment for the Israel collector or reseller.
Estimate $400 - 600

587

HH
Israel, Dealer Stock, 1973-81. In glassines, including stamps and souvenir sheets with duplication. We noted
1973 Independence Anniversary (521a x11), 1976 Purim souvenir sheet (595a x90), 1978 Memorial Day of Fallen Soldiers
(694, 100 sheetlets) & 1979 Peace souvenir sheet (724a
x100). Recommended for internet dealer, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

588

)
Israel: Judaica, Picture Postcard Assortment.
Approximately 115 unused picture postcards showing early
views, including many printed by Jamal Brothers, and depicting different places or persons such as a Bedouin Guard; a holy
land beauty; a shepherdess in the holy land; David tower; tomb
of Absalom; dead sea; house of Simon the Tanner; the mount
of olives & old man in Jerusalem. We noted one sent to Bridgeport, CT, and franked with German Offices in Turkish Empire
(Scott 14). Useful for the collector interested in things pertaining to the Jewish life and customs, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

589

)
Israel: Judaica, Picture Postcard Assortment.
Group of 50 unused picture postcards showing early views,
printed by Jamal Brothers, and depicting different places or
persons such as man sorting his wheat; gardens in Hebron;
palms at the foot of Mount Carmel; A. Arinshon; cemetery in
Zammarin; in the wilderness of Judea; the original Jerusalem
City wall; Bedouin girl; a street in Jerusalem; a shepherdess in
the holy land & David tower. Useful for the collector interested
in things pertaining to the Jewish life and customs, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

590

H/m
Italian Area, Mint & Used Accumulation,
1850s-1980s. In several stock books with duplication, including Italian States representation (Modena, Parma, Romagna,
Tuscany & Sicily); Aegean Islands section with General issues, plus Calchi, Calino, Caso, Cos, Leros, Lisso, Nisiro,
Patmo, Piscopi, Rhodes, Scarpanto, Simi & Stampalia mostly
mint representations; Italy sets, part sets & singles issued in
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591

HH/H/m Italian Area, Intriguing Collection, 1860-1990,
meaty collection of Italy, colonies, San Marino and the Vatican,
several hundred stamps mounted in albums, with Italy
124-125, 130-132, 140-142, 159-164, Eritrea 175-180, C1-C6
(x2), Libya, Somalia C1-C6, Tripolitania 73-78, Oltre Giuba,
Offices Abroad, Aegean Islands, with many attractive examples present, worth checking out as the potential is substantial,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

592

H/m
Italian Area, Mostly Mint Assortment, 1922-53.
Useful holding with a fair number of easy-to-sell sets such (mint
unless denoted) as Italy 1932 (280-89), 1937 (377-86)
(B17-19, used), 1934 (C62-65, used), 1937 (C95-99, never
hinged); Trieste (Zone A) 1947 (1-14), 1950 (90-108 x2), 1947
(C1-6, never hinged), 1947-48 (E1-4); Italian East Africa 1938
(C1-11); Italian Office in Tientsin (E1-2), plus some examples
issued during the German Occupation of Zara, F.-V.F. Scott
$3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

593

H/m
Italian States, Mint and Used Collection,
1851-68. About 135 stamps, including some duplication, on
Scott or Ka-Be pages; as usual there are some second-quality
$1000-&-up stamps, but there are also an unusual number of
$100-$400 (or better) stamps that are at least Fine to Very
Fine, several of which are signed A. Diena. This one should be
looked at carefully—it’s well above average for an Italian
States collection with plenty of real value. Scott $26,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

594

H/m
Italy, Collection and Stock, 1865-1986. On
homemade pages in one album + duplicates and newer issues
in one stockbook. A few back-of-the-book issues but no states
or colonies. Some interesting early used, then mainly page after page of newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities,
just a great range of collectible stamps. Generally clean,
F.-V.F. Scott $16,800 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

595

H/m
Italy, Nearly Complete Collection, 1862-1971.
About 50-50 mint & used in a Scott Specialty album; since almost everything is here, we’ll give you just some of the highlights, which include (mint unless noted) #40, 44, 115-118 (well
centered), 142A-G (used on piece), 165-170 (5L average), all
the good sets of the 1930s (a few are used, 377-386 is never
hinged), C27, etc., etc.; condition is just about all Fine to Very
Fine, with the only major exception being a mint Q76 with toned
gum and small thins; plus, there are some nice never hinged
surprises scattered throughout (like C34, C62-65, Q17 & Q60.
All-in-all, a very nice collection, one worth plenty of viewing
time. Scott $18,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

596

HH/H/m Italy: A.M.G., Collection. Interesting property
mounted on Bush pages, and housed in a three-ring binder,
starting with Sicily set, followed by Naples & Venezia-Giulia issues; France sets prepared and printed by the United States;
Germany Washington & Brunswick printings, plus some un-
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period, including 1965 (456-67); 1970 (718-20 x2, perforated
and imperforate); 1971 United Nations (756-80, block of 25);
1971 (785b & 794b, strips of five); 1971 (781a-86a & 790a-94a,
souvenir sheets); 1972 President Park (844a), 1974
(893a-902a, souvenir sheet), plus many other sets and souvenir sheets. Condition is a little mixed on some, but the majority
are Fine to Very Fine. We are sure that the lot will please
dealers or collectors, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

used postal cards and a couple of inscription blocks; Austria
Washington printing. We also noted AMG-FTT first postal issue, followed by several other sets or singles, including 1947
Airmails & 1952 Italy at Work issue, plus scarce 1L, 2L, 5L, 10L
& 20L vertical gutter pairs with “NATALE TRIESTINO” overprints. Excellent basis for further expansion, worth exploring,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
597

598

HH
Italian WWI Occupation of Austria, Never
Hinged Assortment, 1919-22. Unusual large multiples in
fresh condition, issued in Trentino, South Tyrol, including 1¢ on
1¢ (N64, block of 42 & block of 24), 2¢ on 2¢ (N65, block of 80),
5¢ on 5¢ (N66, block of 80), 10¢ on 10¢ (N67, block of 90), 20¢
on 20¢ (N68, block of 9 & two blocks of six), 25¢ on 25¢ (N69,
block of 21), 40¢ on 40¢ (N70, block of 15), 45¢ on 45¢ (N71,
block of 15 & block of 6), 60¢ on 60¢ (N73, block of 20), 1 cor on
1L(N74, block of 20) & 25¢ on 25¢ special delivery (NE2, block
of 13 & block of 10), F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $600 - 800
H
Italy: Fiume, Mint Collection, 1918-24. In Marini
hingeless album, better noted include 1919 (43), 1919 (B4-15),
1919-20 (62-70), 1919 (73-84, Sassone S.14 thin characters &
S.15 heavy characters), 1920 (86-99), 1920 (101-03), 1920
(113, 117, 119-20), 1921 (134-48, including 148 used), 1921
(149-60), 1922 (161-71), 1923 (172-83), 1924 (184-95 &
196-207), plus Postage Dues issued in the 1918-21 period. We
also noted Arbe (Sassone 3 & 5-10), Veglia (Sassone 5-10).
An excellent basis for further expansion, Very Fine. Scott
$6,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

599

H
Italian Colonies: Oltre Juba, The Country Virtually Complete, 1925-26. Comprising #135, B1-6, E1-2, J1-10
& Q1-12 (no Q12); all clean and Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,100
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

600

H/m/)
Japan, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. In glassines and presentation cards, Japan section with
many souvenir sheets, sheets and sets in the modest range
with some better such as 223-26; 230-33 pairs; 308-11; 587-88
blocks of four & 679 block of four. We also noted three picture
postcards sent in the 1906-13 period, many first day covers
and many modern stamps with “mihon” (specimen) overprints;
Ryukyus Islands 1970 souvenir sheets (195a-99a); 1951-54
(C4-8 x2); 1950 (E1), plus several first day covers and a fair
number of sheets and Manchukuo examples. A nice clean lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

601

H/m
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-2000s. In
three binders; Volume I with some 19th Century and some sets
issued in the 1949-70 period, including three 1948 sheets of
two, Volume II well-filled with used sets issued in the 1971-98
period; Volume III with used sets issued in the 1999-2007 period, including some semipostals and Prefecture issues, plus
Ryukyus Islands section with mint sets & souvenir sheets.
Starter collection, unchecked in detail, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

602

H/m
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-2000s. In
a three-ring binder with some 19th Century examples, followed
by a large section of sets, part sets & singles in the modest
range. Unchecked in detail, and great as a starter collection,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

603

H/m
Korea, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1990. In a
Minkus album, starting with some 19th Century examples, followed by 1940s-50s used issues, and value concentrated in
the many mint sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1960s-80s
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604

H
Korea (North), Intact Mint Collection, 1946-80.
Many hundreds of mint sets, souvenir sheets and singles in
mounts housed in two Scott Specialty albums. The collection
begins with a couple of dozen stamps to the mid-1950s. After
1956, coverage improves and by 1960, there are very few
blank spaces. We found several better items in the first album
including Scott 145-49, 179a, 203, 362, 480-84, 613b, 639-41,
702b, 826, 840-42 and 1214-23. The owner has segregated
the reprints into a separate section at the back of the second album, however these represent a very small portion of the entire
value. Generally condition is Fine to Very Fine and altogether,
this is a very attractive collection. Scott $6,970.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

605

HH/H
Korea (North), Selection, 1947-80. A couple of
hundred stamps on five stock pages, with some reprints and
CTO’s, excellent lot to build upon, please examine, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

606

HH
Korea (South), Never Hinged Accumulation. In
glassines with duplication, and identified by Scott numbers, including singles, strips, blocks of four and some larger multiples. We noted 1949 (103-104, 105, 109-112), 1951 (122a,
123, 124a), 1953 (192), 1958 (270), 1964 (385 & 387), plus
1949 Airmail (C2) and several souvenir sheets. The high catalogue value and the large amount of blocks, makes this lot
worth the viewing time, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

607

HH/H
Korea (South), Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. In glassines and some stock pages, including a fair
number of souvenir sheets such as 1960 Oak Emblem (304a),
1960 Eisenhower (305a),1960 (318a-20a), 1961 (325a x2),
1965 Flowers (456a-67a), 1966 Animals (493a-504a) & 1970
Sports (730a-32a), plus several first day covers. A close inspection will allow one to grasp its potential, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

608

HH/H
Laos, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment. Colorful holding in glassines and presentation cards with some duplication, better noted include 18-22 & C5-6 x3; 41-47 x3;
89-91 imperforates; 163-67 imperforates; 264-65 imperforates; C14-19 x2; C56a & C57a souvenir sheets; C64 deluxe
die proof, plus two 1964 souvenir booklets, each with 95a x2;
perforated & imperforate souvenir sheets; 1964 souvenir booklet with imperforate souvenir sheet (C45a). An ideal opportunity for those looking for a Laos stock with many saleable sets
or souvenir sheets, F.-V.F. Scott $800. Estimate $300 - 400

609

(H)
Lebanon, Lebanese Emigrants Souvenir
Sheets, 1960 (C293-95). Group of 46, each imperforate sheet
of 3 contains C293-95 printed on cardboard, and priced in
Scott catalogue, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott
$1,035.
Estimate $300 - 400

610

HH/H
Liberia, Mostly Never Hinged Specialized Assortment. Auction lots consigned to us by one of our customers, and including many elusive items that deserve your
attention: 10¢ William Coleman, 25¢ Daniel Edward Howard &
25¢ William Tubman imperforate pairs (325, 322 & C65); 1¢
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Pepper Bird & 5¢ Kingfisher pairs with vignette dramatically
doubled (341var & 345var); $5 Unicef five different progressive
trial color proof sheets of 4 & ten imperforate sheets in issued
colors (C77); 10¢ Baseball pink omitted (C88var); 1955 United
Nations imperforate sheets of 25 (C93-96vars); 1956 imperforate sheets of 25 (368-70 & C114-17 vars); 1956 Fipex imperforate sheets of 25 (C100-102); 1981 Soccer imperforate
sheets of 25 (886-91vars). A great lot with potential for specialized collectors, country or internet dealers. Be sure to see it!
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
611

612

H
Libya, Attractive Collection, 1952-92. Hundreds
of mint sets and souvenir sheets housed in two volumes of
Scott Specialty albums plus a mint sheet file of recent souvenir
sheets. We note that several of the early sets are hinged and
then everything after the late 1950s is never hinged in mounts.
A few better items are scattered about including Scott 135-46,
153-66, 1412-24, 1498 and O1-08. Although there are some
empty spaces, this collection has a high degree of completion
and much of the most recent material is in strong demand from
topical collectors and there are many items in the $20 to $50
range. Seldom offered material in generally a clean, Fine to
Very Fine collection. Scott $4,425. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Liechtenstein, Mint & Used Collection, 1912-98.
Mounted on Minkus album pages, and housed in two three-ring
binders, including parallel mint & used sets or singles in some
spots. We noted several better mint sets such as Scott 1912
(1-3), 1921 (64-69, used), 1925-27 (74-80), 1925 (B1-3), 1928
(B7-10), 1928 (82-85), 1930 (C1-6), 1931 (C7-8), 1932
(B11-13), 1933 (111-13), 1935 (130), 1934-35 (C9-13), 1935
(C14) & 1936 (C15-16), followed by may other sets and a fair
number of first day covers issued in the 1950s-90s period,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

613

H/m
Liechtenstein, Mainly Mint Collection, 1912-68.
Fairly just about complete to 1941, then widely scattered after
that; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1-3 (used), 54-69,
74-80 (used), 82-131, B1-14 and C1-33; all clean and Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

614

HH
Liechtenstein, Never Hinged Sets in Sheets,
1960s-90s. We noted 1969 (447-51), 1971 (489-90), 1972
(506-08), 1976 (610-13), 1978 (650-53, 657-59 & 660-62),
1979 (675-77), 1982 (733-34, 735-36 & 737-39),
1984(801-803), 1985 (804-05 & 809-12). Excellent holding for
the collector or internet seller, Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

615

m
Liechtenstein, Used Collection, 1912-68. In a
Lindner album, starting with 1912 (1-3), 1920 (11-16), 1920
(18-46), 1930 (102 & 106), 1940 (160-65), plus many other regular sets. Airmail section includes 1934-35 (C9-13) & 1939
(C17-23). We also noted official & postage due sets in the modest range. Ideal for continuation, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

616

H/m
Liechtenstein, Small Collection, 1920-75. About
150 medium priced stamps mounted in five small European
approval books; includes mint #61, 69, 111-113, 320-323
(never hinged blocks of 4), 353-355 (2 never hinged sets), C6
and several used $20-$40 sets; a useful lot, all clean and Fine
to Very Fine. Scott $1400.
Estimate $250 - 350

617

1981 (714-17); 1981 (722-25); 1981 (726-28) & 1982 (735-36),
plus many other. A lot that can be easily integrated into a collection, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
618

H/m
Luxembourg, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1956. Fairly complete for the period on Scott pages; regular issues almost complete to 1952 (plus mint 1956 Europa
LH), Semi-Postals only to 1940; 19th century condition is
mixed, as usual, but probably somewhat better than normal;
later just about all Fine to Very Fine. An excellent starter collection. Scott $6,500 (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000

619

H
Manchukuo, The Complete Country, 1932-45.
Comprising #1164 & C1-4 on Scott pages; all clean and Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,960 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

620

HHa
Manchukuo, Accumulation of Multiples,
1936-37. Comprising Scott 77 (multiple of 79); 84 (79); 86 (79);
88 (79); 92 (79); 93 (78) & 113 (79), plus China 1944
semipostal souvenir sheet (B9a x3), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300

621

H/m
Mexico, Collection and Stock, 1856-1982. In
Scott album + duplicates and newer issues in one stock book.
Some interesting early used, then mainly page after page of
newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities, just a great
range of collectible stamps. Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott
$7,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

622

H
Mexico, Valuable Accumulation of Early Material, 1856-1920. In large binder and two boxes. Binder contains postal history from stampless entires (mainly Mazatlan
and Guadalajara strikes), Hidalgos and Eagles on cover, some
written up and identified by office and invoice number, others
awaiting classification. Then ranges of individual stamps to the
1920s on pages, stock cards and in glassines, starting with 2
dozen or so Maximilians. A few later sets noted but collector
seems to have focused on stamps with cancellation interest.
Careful inspection suggested.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

623

H
Mexico, Eagle Issues, 1864-66. Binder containing 100 entires or outer wrappers franked with Eagle issues of
the 1 real blue and ultramarine shades and the 2 reales orange.
Approximately 25% from Mexico district, the balance from
Pachuca, Guanajuato, Zacatecas, Vera Cruz, San Luis Potosi,
Guadalajara, Puebla districts. All written up with cancellations
identified by Schatzkes.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

624

H
Mexico, Eagle Issues, 1864-66. Binder containing 64 entires or outer wrappers franked with Eagle issues. Includes 1 real ultramarine and blue shades and the 2 reales
orange printings. Approximately one third are Mexico district,
the balance from Guanajuato, Vera Cruz, Pachuca, Puebla,
Queretaro, San Luis Potosi, Tepic, Zacatecas. Includes multiples and combination frankings. All written up with cancels
identified by Schatzkes. Careful study of the invoice numbers
should be rewarding. Also includes three Maximilian covers,
each franked with 25c value.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

625

H/m
Mexico, Mint and Used Collection, 1856-1975.
In Scott Specialty Album from #1. Well-filled throughout, some
early sets mixed mint and used. A few forged Hidalgo and Eagle issues identified as well as stamps with incorrect watermarks inserted into expensive spaces (Eagle Man, etc.) so
careful inspection is necessary. Still a very good collection to
build upon. Good material catalogs over $4,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

HH
Liechtenstein, Sheets Assortment, 1978-83. Including 1978 (671-73); 1979 (675-77); 1980 (691-93), 1980
(694-96); 1980 (697-700); 1981 (704-707); 1981 (718-21);
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626

627

628

629

)
Mexico, Hidalgo Issues on Cover, 1856-61.
Binder containing 54 wrappers or entires franked with 1 real
and 2 reales Hidalgo printings. Districts include Mexico,
Guadalajara, Guanajuato, San Luis Potosi, Vera Cruz,
Zacatecas and several others. Single and multiple frankings
plus some combinations. Collection several early stampless
with fine strikes of Guadelupe y Calvo, Mazatlan; a fair San
Juan del Rio and a weak S. Sebastian. 20 later covers with
1910 Ortiz and Vicario blocks; two Transitorio 10c. bisects, one
bad, one used Nogales; several Sonora Coach Seals, 1916
Registered cover Vera Cruz-St. Louis franked with 4 - 5c.
‘barril’ overprints, plus 1917-20 issues on regular or registered
covers.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H
Mexico, Mint Dealer’s Stock, 1899-1987. In
glassines, all identified by Scott. Very clean range, majority
never hinged. Includes some pairs, multiples. Later with
Exportas and also Airs between Scott C3//C634. Scott
$4,000+.
Estimate $600 - 800
H/m/)
Mexico, Collector’s Accumulation of Stamps
and Postal History. Stamps include a stock page of 140+ 2
Reales Eagles from different States, unchecked for invoice
numbers; ranges of full face and side face Hidalgos, a few 1914
Revolution provisional handstamps, also Suarez issues and
Numerals with different perforations. Later with Exportas on
pieces and covers plus bilingual new issue release notices with
stamps tied special cachet cancels. Postal history from a few
tattered Wells, Fargo envelopes, unused early postal cards
and a clean range of unused postal envelopes with better
items, e.g. E6 (4), E 12 (3). More modern FDCs and First Flight
covers from the 1960s-70s including VF 1960 card for the July
4 Mexico City-Los Angeles First Jet Flight franked with special
MEPSI air stamp (Scott C249).
Estimate $600 - 800
H
Mexico, Well Written Up Collection, 1856-79.
With a few Hidalgos; run of Eagles identified by State invoice
numbers; some Maximilian remainders; 1867 Hidalgos on thin,
grey-blue papers with values to the 4 reales; pages of 1868 full
face and 1872 side face Hidalgos plus some later issues to
1879. Total catalogue value over $3,000 which includes
$1,100+ Eagles at current retail prices. Pretty collection,
Inspect.
Estimate $600 - 800

630

H
Mexico, Collection, 1856-1964. In Scott Specialty album from first Hidalgos. Mixed condition including
some shaved perfs, tears. A few are misidentified, e.g. C1 is really C2. Still much useful to be extracted. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

631

H
Mexico, Attractive Collection, 1955-79. Several
dozen sets and singles on Scott pages. We spotted a number
of items in the $50 to $75 range such as 16-19, 23, 37-44,
46-51, 58-63 and C20-23 (set less C19). All of the above items
are never hinged except the first item listed. In fact, the vast
majority are never hinged. Altogether, an attractive collection.
Scott $1,528.
Estimate $350 - 500

632

H
Mexico, Collection, 1856-1964. Two Scott Specialty albums starting with some first issues. Later with mint or
used sets. Some duplication. A few forgeries mixed in, some
items misidentified. Owner’s catalog value for the correct material is approximately $2,700.
Estimate $350 - 500

633

H
Mexico, Collection of Revenue Issues,
1878-1908. Written up on pages and identified by Roberts
Handbook. Some better items with catalogue values to $30. Includes several early stamped papers, e.g. 1860s period
Contribucion Federal note used Morelos and an unused block
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of six of the 12 centavos Contribucion Militar on grey, wove paper, both watermarked RPL. Also several stock certificates
with coupons and multiple Precious Metals issues on Assay
Office documents. Some later include 1 Peso and 50 Peso
Cerveza issues (Roberts BT7, BT10) plus Museum Admission
Tickets (between EN2//EN23) and Airport Departure issues.
Roberts catalogue value over $1,100. Estimate $300 - 400
634

H
Mexico, Collector’s Duplicates. Mounted and
identified by Roberts plus stock pages loaded with several hundreds waiting to be classified. Fun lot with hours of work. Inspect.
Estimate $250 - 350

635

)
Mexico, Fifteen Folded Letters, 1867-68. Most
docketed, plus five fronts and a forgery. Mostly 2 reales
frankings on various papers with Guadalajara cancels.
Estimate $250 - 350

636

HH
Mexico, Coil Stamps, 1969 (1003-1004,
C347-C349). A large holding consisting of 1003 (200+), 1004
(125), C348 (75), C348 (9), C349 (40); all in various coil strips
pressed flat, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $200 - 300

637

HH/H
Mexico, Mint Assortment. A few hundred stamps
on stock pages, includes 733a, 801-804, 806-811, 865 (x19),
866 (x20), 1001 (x10), 1101 (x20), airmails includes C80,
C178-C179, the catalog value adds up quickly, there is much
NH so careful examination is required, a lot with nice potential,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

638

HH/H/m Monaco, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Presented
in forty large double sided stock cards with duplication, and organized for the most part in chronological order, starting with
1885 (4 & 6 x2, used), followed by Prince Albert examples, and
then by several better mint such as 1939 (B26-34), 1956
(371-90, se-tenant pairs). We also noted eight sheetlets issued
in the 1975-85 period, four picture postcards and some back of
the book issues. A nice lot with most of the mint never hinged.
Excellent option for a dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

639

HH/H/m Nepal, Mint & Used Collection 1959-90. Housed
in seven small stock books, a few hundred mint blocks and
blocks with first day cancels, also includes nine sets of Nepalese Stamp Centenary, an attractive fresh lot, mint is mostly
never hinged, take a few minutes to scout out this collection,
Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

640

m
Netherlands, Town Postmarks Collection,
1890s-1910s. Thousands of stamps with clear and readable
circular datestamps, housed in six stock books. We didn’t
check the lot in detail but one thing is certain: it is a great opportunity for a cancel collector interested in this type of material,
and looking to go beyond the commercial catalogs (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

641

HH/H/m Netherlands, Mostly Mint Assortment. In a thick
stock book, and with value concentrated in the semipostal section, including sets in duplication such as B6-8, B9-11,
B134-38, B139-43, B149-53, B154-58, B159-63, B170-74,
B175-79, B180-84, plus many other to 1970s, including some
miniature sheets. Well worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

642

H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Exceptional Mint and
Used Collection, 1852-1969. The Netherlands is especially
strong, the Regular Issues being complete to 1962 including
mint #32 (no gum), 100-101 (gum thins 10g) & 137-139; the
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Netherlands Antilles & Indies are also pretty solid, cataloging
$1100 & $1000, respectively; condition, other than a few early
flaws, is generally clean and Fine to Very Fine. A terrific lot.
Scott $8,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
643

H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Collection and Stock,
1852-1990. In 2 White Ace albums + duplicates and newer issues in one stock book. Some interesting early used, then
mainly page after page of newer mint issues, some never
hinged. No rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps.
Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott $7,683 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

644

H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Mostly Mint Collection, 1852-1972. A gainful holding, presented in a Minkus album, and with many better sets & singles such as Netherlands
1852 (1-3, used), 1864 (4-6, used), 1872-88 (33, used),
1893-96 (53, used), 1924-26 (142-60, mint), 1925-30 (161-63),
plus a nice section with semipostal sets; followed by Netherlands Antilles section with sets in the modest range; Netherlands Indies representation, incl. some airmails; Netherlands
New Guinea 1963 Untea set; Suriname with some earlies and
several 20th Century sets. A good collection to build on, please
inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

645

646

647

648

649

H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection & Accumulation. Netherlands collection mounted in album, including some better stamps such as 1913 (90-100),
plus some semipostals, stock book with duplicates such as
1852 (1 x15, 2 x9 & 3 x3), 1864 (4 x17 & 5 x8), followed by William III & Princess Wilhelmina issues, plus Netherlands Indies
unchecked duplicates. We also noted two three-ring binders,
one with Curacao / Netherlands Antilles sets & singles, other
with Suriname mint sets and souvenir sheets. A nice assemblage for any serious collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH
Netherlands Colonies: Aruba, Never Hinged
Assortment, 1986-99. Stock book with most sets issued in the
period, and a good opportunity to buy all at once many sets that
are rarely offered individually, due to their low catalogue value,
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
H/m
Norway, Complete Collection, 1855-1970. Scott
Specialty album pages for the period with no blank spaces;
mint (o.g.) includes #10, 12, 20, 59-61, 215, 246 (never
hinged), B1-3 and B24 (never hinged); most others high catalog are used including #1, 7, 15a, 41 & 64-69. Oddly, there are
no Officials, but everything else is here and it’s 99.9% Fine to
Very Fine. A fantastic collection. Scott $6,800 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
Panama, Mint & Used Collection, 1887-1974. In
old-time Yvert-Tellier springback album, starting with some
Pacific Steam Navigation Company imperforate stamps, including reprints, Panama section begins with Map of Panama
issues, followed by 20th century with many mint sets from 1956
onwards and several modern souvenir sheets. We also noted
unchecked Canal Zone regular & airmail examples. Worth a
look at our estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
m
Peru, Pacific War Occupation Stamps, 1881-83.
Interesting group of 44 used Chile stamps issued under occupation of Peru, and including Abancay, Chiclayo, Moquegua,
Paita, Pasco, Pisagua, Pisco, Puno, Trujillo & YCA
handstamps. An interesting lot that can be easily integrated
into a bigger collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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650

H/m
Philippines, Mint & Used Assortment. Stock
book with folded letter cover, franked with 1r gray green (Scott
8) & 2r carmine (9), dispatched from Manila on January 24,
1862 and received in Cadiz in April, also couple of cover fragments to Madrid, one franked with 1r gray green (8), other with
2r carmine (9), followed by a large number of stamps issued
under Spanish Dominion, and that truly deserves careful examination, followed by some examples issued under U.S. Administration. We also noted five three-ring binders with
abundant mint duplication, and some pleasant surprises such
as 1948 Boy Scouts (528-29, imperforate blocks of 4), and souvenir sheets. An unrepeatable lot, and an opportunity for the
specialist, collector or dealer., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

651

H/m
Poland, Primarily Used Collection, 1918-65.
Fairly complete to 1950 and a bit scattered thereafter in a Scott
Specialty album; a good portion of the value is in the 1918 Cracow Issue, which includes #41-49, 51-54, 56, 57, 59 & P1-5;
unfortunately only the 10h & 3k values (both used) and P1-5
(mint) are signed; a few other mint highlights include four never
hinged sets of the 1934 Warsaw Philatelic Exhibition overprints
(280-281), also #341-343, B15-25 and a used B31; as for condition, P4 has a light crease, and there are a few other small
flaws, but generally everything is Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

652

P
Portugal, Ceres Trial Color Proofs. 65 different
color proofs with values to the 1$25 E. Proofs on white, tan and
pelure papers and light card, 3-8 of a value. Very Fine assemblage.
Estimate $300 - 400

653

H/m
Portugal, Collection of Mint and Used,
1853-1990. In one Scott album. Some interesting early used,
then many newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities,
just a great range of collectible stamps. Generally clean,
F.-V.F. Scott $13,496 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

654

H/m
Portugal, Strong, Mostly Used Collection,
1853-1970. Nearly complete for the period and 95% used on
Scott pages; fewer than 30 empty spaces (no souvenir sheets)
with highlights including (used unless noted) #1a, 3, 33, 49, 62,
93 & 108 (mint, o.g.); condition, especially early, is quite mixed
but otherwise generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $9,500 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

655

m
Portugal, Ceres Issues Without Imprint, 1926.
Two stock books packed with over 5,000 used singles, accumulated for shades, papers. Some postmark interest. Will
make up at least 65 complete sets. Clean condition. (Scott
398-421).
Estimate $600 - 800

656

H
Portugal, Ceres Issues Without Imprint, 1926.
Approximately 500 mint stamps on stock pages, collected for
shades and papers. Would make up half a dozen complete
sets if required with a very clean balance. (Scott 398-421).
Estimate $350 - 500

657

S
Portuguese Colonies, Ceres First Issues overprinted SPECIMEN, 1912-26. Eight different African colonies
including Cape Verde, Congo, Guinea, Inhambane, Lourenco
Marques, Quelimane, St. Thomas & Prince and Tete with values to the 1 E. overprinted SPECIMEN diagonally. Most colonies with 12-15 values per set. never hinged or no gum, some
with toned perfs or tropicalized gum. (112 stamps).
Estimate $200 - 300

658

H/m
Portuguese Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1868-1969. Several hundred stamps in a Scott Specialty
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album; the larger colonies are somewhat scattered, with very
few complete sets, but Angra, Ponta del Gada, Quelimane &
Zambesia are complete, and there’s a good bit of catalog value
in Azores and Madeira; condition is a bit mixed, as always, but
there is plenty of “meat” here for beginning an excellent collection of this popular area. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
659

660

661

H/m
Portuguese Colonies, Mint & Used Collection.
In a Minkus album, starting with Angola 1932-46 (243-62,
used), 1974 (573-92, mint); Portuguese Congo 1913 (75-98,
mostly mint), 1914 (99-114, mint), 1918 (122, used & 123 mint);
Azores 1906 (101-11, mint & used); Cape Verde 1902 (59-79,
used), 1913 (112-35, mostly mint); Inhambane 1903-14
(15-30, mint & used), 1914 (72-87, mint); Mozambique 1902
(81-93, mint) & 1913 (125-48, mint), 1917 (209-20, mint &
used) & Portuguese Guinea 1902 (77-89, mostly used) &
1913 (110-13, unused, no gum as issued), plus Angra,
Funchal, Lorenco Marques, Mozambique Company, Nyassa,
Ponta Delgada, Portuguese India, Quelimane & Zambezia
representations. Excellent for continuation or to be broken
down by colony and offered on the internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Portuguese Colonies: Azores, Well-filled Collection, 1868-1983. A couple hundred mint and used stamps
on Scott pages. Most of the value is concentrated in used 19th
century issues. Among these we found several scarce items including Scott 14, 29, 31, 53a plus mint 48, 64, 149-54, 155-71
and 237J. The 20th century issues are mostly mint and in addition to the above there are several sets in the $20-$50 range.
As usual for collections of this period, condition is a little mixed,
however there is a smattering of recent issues in mounts that
are never hinged. Definitely a worthwhile collection. Scott
$3,850.
Estimate $600 - 800
H/m
Portuguese Colonies: Lourenco Marques, The
Complete Country, 1895-1921. Mostly mint on Scott pages;
the 1895 St. Anthony set (13-28) is mostly unused without gum
and the 1897 50r on 300r surcharge (29) is used, otherwise
mainly mint (a good portion securely wrapped in old cellophane
mounts); condition, other than a bit of toning, appears to be
Fine to Very Fine. A most unusual offering. Scott $1,800 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

662

HH/H/m Romania, Mint & Used Collection, 1966-1980. In
two Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcases, highly complete for the period, including many topical sets and souvenir
sheets (art, flora, fauna & sports). We noted parallel mint &
used examples in many cases. A property that can be easily integrated into a bigger collection, and easy to check, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

663

HH/H/m Russia, Pow erful Mint & Used Collection,
1965-82. Mounted in six albums, with highlights too many to
cover but we’ll give it a try, with mint 88-104, 294-301, 302-303
imperf, 342-344, 382-400, 452-454, 487-488, 546-550,
666-677, 678-686, 693-697, 706-712, 1080a, 1081a, 1082a,
1083a, 1132-1146, 1230-1233, 1261-1264, 1280-1283,
1284-1288, 1289-1294, 1302-1303, 1327a, 1590-1593,
1596-1597, 1605-1609, 1631, 1643-1644, 1680-1687, 1964
Olympic green souvenir sheet, B1-B4, C10-C11, C12-C13,
C15-C19, C20-C25, C26-C29, C30-C33, C34-C35, C40-C49,
C50-C52, C53-C57, C69-C75, C75a, and that’s without the
used material, condition issues exist as per the norm with any
collection of this size, but the potential is sky high, this is a great
collection that must be viewed to be properly appreciated, a
real opportunity for those with knowledge, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

48
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664

HH/H/m Russia & Soviet Republics, Mint, Never Hinged
& Used Collection, 1858-1992. In five Scott albums with a
wealth of better singles and sets such as 1863 (11, used), 1884
(39 & 40, former with private perfins), followed by 19th Century
representation and several desirable sets (mint unless otherwise denoted) issued in the 1925-38 period: 1925 (294-301),
1927 (349-50 & 353-58), 1932-33 (472-78), 1933 (487-88),
1934 (524-28), 1935 (546-50) & 1938 (666-77), and then by a
highly complete section of regular sets & souvenir sheets in
mint or never hinged condition, including 1261-64, 1265-67,
1280-83, 970, 1327a & 1325. We also noted semipostals and
some better airmails: 1931 (C26-29 & C30-33), 1932 (C34-35)
& 1933 (C40-44 x2, mint & used). Soviet Republics & Offices
Abroad includes Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Siberia,
Tannu Tuva & Ukraine representations, plus useful Offices in
China & Offices in Turkish Empire sections. A lot with high
catalogue value, worth examining closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

665

HH/H/m Russia, Zemstvo Local Post Issues, a fascinating, mostly mint collection of over 400 mostly different, from a
wide range of different towns and municipalities from A to Z.
We note several premium items, such as Peleslaf 3 kon on blue
green paper, the Perm 1920 Soviet issue, plus some nice used
examples & much more. Excellent old time lot of these remarkable issues, well worth a careful inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

666

HHa
Russia, Never Hinged Blocks of Four Collection, 1908-60 (69//2415). In a stock book, starting with a selection of perforated and imperforate Imperial Eagle & Post
issues, followed by 1921 Symbols of Agriculture, Industry, Science and Arts (178 & 181-86); 1922 surcharges (191 &
193-95); 1922-23 surcharges representation, 1922-23 imperforates, plus 100r perforated block of nine with center stamp
depicting the cliché of 70r (237a), followed by a wealth of issues such as1934 (544), 1935 (555 & 570), 1941 (817-18, 820
& 822-23), 1944 (931-32 & 934-37) & 1948 (1237-43). A nice
lot with useful material in tip-top condition. Please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

667

H/m
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1923.
Mounted on album pages, and including many useful and desirable sets or singles (mint unless otherwise denoted) such as
1857 (1, pen cancel), 1858 (2, pen cancel), 1858-64 (5-10,
used), 1868-71 (19-25, used, including 3k with V’s groundwork), 1902-04 (55-72, used), 1913 (88-104, used), 1919 Army
of the Northwest (1-9), plus some semipostals and airmails, followed by a valuable section of Russian Offices Abroad, including Offices in China 1917 (50-66, 68 & 70), Offices in
Turkish Empire 1863 (1, unused, no gum), 1909-10 (69,
81-88, 137-39, 140-49 & 165-69), 1913 (213-27, used but including high values in mint condition), plus several 1921
Wrangel issues that deserve careful attention. We also noted
Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic, Batum, Transcaucasian
Federated Republics & South Russia representations. A lot
with good retail potential, we strongly recommend you to take
the time to look through it, F.-V.F. Scott $9,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

668

HH/H/m Russia, Sheets & Part-Sheets Assortment,
1920-55. Mostly never hinged and housed in a sheet album,
including Regulars such as 1921 (181 block of 25, 182 & 183
gutter sheets of 50); 1921 (188, gutter sheet of 50); 1922 (191,
gutter sheet of 50); 1922 (216 & 219, sheets of 100); 1922-23
(232, sheet of 100); 1923 (241d, block of 16);1925 (339 & 341,
large multiples); 1935 (555, multiple of 50); 1935 (570, block of
24) & 1944 (938-41, sheets); Airmails such as 1931-32 (C22,
block of 36), 1931-32 (C20, C23 & C24 used large multiples),
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as advices of receipt, plus several other usages such as 1925
money receipt card from Leningrad to Moscow and several
WWI P.O.W. cards. There is simply too much to be able to
mention each item in this limited space, viewing
recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1934 (C50, block of 24), plus some semipostals. A wealth of
material that deserves your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
669

670

671

H/m
Russia, Imperial & Soviet Postal Stationery
Collection, 1846-1941. Presented in two albums, one including 70 postal cards & 39 letter-sheets; other with 60 envelopes
& 10 wrappers. Volume I starting with 1872 unused formular
cards, 1872 3k brown & 5k green used postal cards (H&G 1 x4
& 2 x4), 1879 3k gray issued due to change in postal rates
(H&G 5 x7), 1884 3k red (H&G 6 x5), and followed by a large
number of single or reply-paid double cards, including several
uprated; 1910 registered letter sheet to Belgium, plus three letter sheets used locally; Volume II begins with selection of St.
Petersburg City Post cut squares, followed by two used envelopes showing eagles with narrow tail, 1861 20k blue & 30k
brown red unused envelopes, plus 7k gray, 8k gray & 10k
brown envelopes issued in the 1870s, followed by several issued and used in the 1880s-90s period, including domestic or
international destinations, plus an attractive 1890 registered
wrapper to London. We also noted twelve attractive pieces of
incoming mail sent to Russia mostly in the early 20th Century,
plus unchecked group of mostly modern postal envelopes and
cards. Great lot with many interesting items, take time viewing,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH
Russia, Sheet Collection, 1908-17. Gratifying
holding with 67 sheets in large binder, including 1910 (1k orange plate 3, plus 1k no plate), 1909-12 (2k dull green seven
sheets, including plates 1 x3, 2, 3 & 8), 1911 (3k carmine five
sheets, including plates 1 x3 & 2 x2), 1909-10 (4k carmine five
sheets, including plates 1 x2 & 2 x3), 1909-10 (5k claret three
sheets, including plate 1 x2, plus 5k no plate), 1911 (7k blue
three sheets, including plates 2, 4 & 8), 1909-10 (10k dark blue
three sheets, including plates 2 & 3, plus 10k no plate), 1909
(14k blue & carmine, plate 3), 1909-10 (15k red-brown & blue
two sheets, including plates 3 & 6), 1909-10 (20k dull blue &
carmine three sheets, including plates 2 & 4, plus 20k no plate),
1908 (25k dull green & violet three sheets, including plates 3 &
6), 1909-10 (35k red-brown & green three sheets, including
plates 2 x2), 1909 (50k violet & green eight sheets, including
plates 4 & 5 x6), 1910 (1r brown & orange sheet, vertical lozenges of varnish), 1917 (1r brown & orange sheet, plate 6 horizontal lozenges of varnish), 1917 (3.50r maroon & green
sheet, horizontal lozenges of varnish), 1917 (7r green & pink
sheet, horizontal lozenges of varnish); Imperforates include
1917 (15k red-brown & blue three sheets, including plates 3, 4
& 7), 1917 (1r pale brown & red-brown three sheets, including
plates 1 & 2), plus 1917 1k double sheet of 100. An abundance
of material here, have a look, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
)
Russia,
Postal
History
Assortment,
1850s-1950s. In two binders, volume I with material corresponding to Imperial Russia & Soviet era. We noted 1850
stampless folded letter cover from St. Petersburg to Lubeck
bearing on the front a particular nice strike of the very scarce
double-line postmark “AUS RUSSLAND/ FRANCO-TOUT” in
black, 1866 stampless folded letter from Riga to Berlin with a
clear strike of the oval ‘FRANKIROVANO", 1898 3k red postal
card with superb three-color franking sent from Dorpat to
Berlin; several 1916 prisoners of war postcards sent through
the Red Cross to Germany or Austria, 1921 cover franked on
reverse with block of five & single of the 100r postal savings
stamp authorized for postal use, followed by many other interesting item that deserve your attention; volume II with a 1874
cover with two-color franking, and addressed England, four
used postal envelopes, 1912 registered wrapper and several
picture postcards; six P.O.W. cards recycled and used in 1923
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672

HH
Russia, Space Topical Accumulation, 1957-90.
Sheets and souvenir sheets in a small box, Better noted include 1992-93 x300; 2463-65 x300; 2481-82 x500; 2736-38
x300; 2835a x200; 3195 x625; 5135 x300; 5836a x240 &
5977a x240. Recommended for the dealer, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

673

H/m
Russia, Mostly Used Collection, 1857-1967.
Several hundred stamps in a Scott Specialty album; starts with
a nice pen-canceled #1 and an attractive #3 with a tiny repair,
then is fairly complete through the 1940s, and more scattered
thereafter (nearly all canceled to order); not too much in the
way of better material though we do note a used #40 (thinned),
and mint #294-301, 485 (never hinged with a light natural paper wrinkle) and C26-35; condition is a little mixed, but generally Fine to Very Fine. A useful lot. Scott $7,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

674

H/m/)
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1940. In
Palo album, starting with 1865 stampless envelope and 10 +1k
black stationery envelope, followed by 1850s-60s used issues,
including a couple of covers, and then by 19th Century representation and some covers. We also noted several Coat of
Arms sheets (vertical lozenges of varnish on face) issued in the
1909-12 period, plus some covers and several better sets
(used unless denoted) such as 1932-33 (472-78, mint), 1935
(551-54), 1935 (559-68), plus some semipostals and airmails.
Offices Abroad section includes Offices in China & Offices in
Turkish Empire examples. A last minute arrival, and worth
inspecting closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

675

H/m/)
Russia, Mint & Used Accumulation. Heterogeneous lot that walked in under the wire. We noted three Lighthouse albums: one with Russia semipostals and airmails in
mint or used condition, other album with postal saving stamps
in blocks of 10, general revenue stamps, and some manuscript
documents, plus other album with a large amount of match box
labels. Stock book with souvenir sheets issued in the 1944-94
period, 1980 semipostals in sheets and a box filled with a fair
number of 1910-11 used postcards, first day covers and modern miniature sheets. Also two books: Russia Zemstvos by
Chuchin & Charity Letters bearing advertisements by Arnold
Ryss. Offered as received from consignor. It must be seen
therefore to be finally appreciated, as the catalog and retail
value will no doubt be high, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

676

HH/H/) Russia, Philatelic Exchange Tax Stamp Collection, 1922-33. Mounted on Yvert-Tellier album pages, including 1922 (Michel 2, sheet of 100); 1923 (4C & 5C, vertical
pairs); 1925 (7-13, incl. several types I, II & III, plus cover portion to NY, franked with 5k on 1k stamp); 1930 cover to Zurich
with 5k on 100r (Michel 15) tied on reverse; 1931 (Michel 20);
1932 (21, irregular block of 44); 1933 (25, block of 25; 27, irregular block of 24 & 29, block of 25). Great for further expansion,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

677

H/m/)
Russian Area, Mint & Used Accumulation. Collection mounted on album pages with regulars issued in the
1921-47 period, including several useful multiples & souvenir
sheets that deserve your attention, Postal Savings & Revenue
stamps in a binder, including a fair number of invoices and legal
documents with revenue stamps;
Georgia &
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(227-42, plus ½p, 4p & 10p shade varieties & 1p imperforate
plate proof in block of 4), 1963-65 (258-63), 1963-65 (264-73),
1965-40 Damman Port Extension (286-311 & 313), 1968-75
(489-99, plus 490b, 491a, 492b, 494a & 496a), 1968-76
(503-11, plus example with watermark 337), followed by a
wealth of sets and many souvenir sheets in mostly never
hinged condition. We also noted Airmail section with several
desirable stamps such as 1949-59 (C1-6, never hinged),
1960-61 (C7-21), 1963-64 (C24-29), 1964 (C30-32), 1965-70
(C33//58), 1968-71 (C88-95) & 1968-71 (C96-99); Officials
1939 (O1-6), 1961 (O7-15) and some used postal tax examples. There is so much here that this description can only give
you an idea. It must be seen therefore to be truly appreciated,
F.-V.F. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Transcaucasian Federated Republics assortment in stock
book; Far Eastern Republic multiples & singles, incl. Chita &
Blagoveshchensk issues, plus interesting wrapper with inverted overprint. We also noted several specialized Russian
catalogues: Russian Empire Postmarks; 1923-40 Soviet Union; Zemstvo stamps; Artar Catalogue (Armenia) & Zagorsky
Russian Federation Catalogue. Last minute arrival, offered as
received and definitely worth our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
678

HH/H/m Russia, Collection, 1860-1990. Several hundred
stamps and souvenir sheets residing in an album, mostly mint
from all areas of this popular country, lots of republics, Offices
Abroad, airmails, with mint blocks and strips, an excellent opportunity to restock inexpensively, very few condition issues,
an enjoyable collection to peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

679

m
Russia, Used Assortment, 1940-46 (811//994).
Approximately 3,000 used stamps in stock pages, arranged in
Scott order and with much duplication, including sets, part sets
& singles such as 1940 (811-16 x5); 1941 (817-23 x6); 1941-43
(824-31A x3); 1941 (845-49 x2); 1941-42 (852-55 x2); 1942-44
(860-66 x6); 1942-43 (873-77 x5); 1944 (931-37 x5); 1945
(974-79 x10); and many other. Ideal for replenishing stocks,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

680

HH/H/m Russia, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1937-87. Three
counter books with hundreds of souvenir sheets, includes mint
596 (x8), 603a (x2), 959, 2211a (x3), used 603a first day cancel, 1786a-1787a, 2002a, 2106A-B,with further souvenir
sheets up to the year 1987, a chance to acquire a large stock of
these popular items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

681

682

683

50

HH/H/m Russian Offices in China, Mint & Used Assortment, 1899-1920. Presented in two stock books with useful
duplication, volume I mint issues, including 1899 first issue
singles & blocks of four, 1904-08 (9, block of 4, block of 6, block
of 9 & block of 10, never hinged), 1904-08 (15 x2, 16 x10 & 20
x11, incl. 3.50r block of four), 1910-16 representation, followed
by 1917 singles, multiples such as $3.50 on 3.5r block of four
(64, never hinged), $5 on 5r pair with top selvage (65, pair and
three singles), $7 on 7r (66 x5) & $5 on 5r unwatermarked (68
x10), plus 1920 (73, block of four & twelve singles), 1920 (74,
block of four & twelve singles, 74 x5, 76 & 78), 1920 (79 x3 & 80
x4, incl. two stamps with inverted surcharges); volume II used
issues, including 1904-08 (20 x18, 21 x18 & 22 x6), 1910-16
(47 x12), 1917 (64-65 & 66 x6), plus 1907 registered cover to
Canada. Plenty of easy-to-sell material from a popular country,
so be sure to see it and place a bold bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H
Saudi Arabia, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment, 1934-2012. Important holding in a stock book with a fair
number of expensive sets such as 1934 (138-49, never
hinged), 1945 (173-76), 1950 (180-84, never hinged), 1952
(187-91, never hinged), 1960-62 (211-226, never hinged),
1960-61 (227-42, never hinged), 1979 (778, never hinged),
1981 (833, never hinged), plus countless sets, singles and
souvenir sheets in the $10 to $20 range. A nice lot with tremendous potential that deserves your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H
Saudi Arabia, Mint & Never Hinged Collection,
1934-1999. In three stock books, including a wealth of better
singles and sets, part sets & singles such as 1934 Heir Apparent (138-45 & 147, imperforates), 1950 (180-84, never
hinged), 1952 (187-91), 1960-62 Damman Port Extension
(212-26, plus 6p & 9p shade varieties), 1960-61 Gas-Oil Plant
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684

HH/H/m Saudi Arabia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1916-25.
Extraordinary property in stock pages, neatly arranged and all
identified by Scott numbers, including Hejaz (Sherifate of
Mecca) L1-3, L24-29, L51, L51a, L52, L52b, L53, L53a, L54,
L55, L55a, L55b, L56, L57, L57b, L58, L58a, L59-60, L62-65,
L65a, L66, L66a, L70-71, L79a, L80, followed by a fair number
of 1925 Jedda overprints on Sheriff of Mecca stamps, and then
by King Ali issue, plus four imperforate vertical pairs & two imperforate singles, unissued and mentioned in Scott; Nejdi Administration of Hejaz 1-20, 16a, 17a, 22-31 & 64; Kingdom
of Hejaz-Nejd 69-79, 98-105 & 107-114. We also noted Hejaz
& Nejdi Administration of Hejaz section with useful postage
dues that deserve your attention. A wonderful collection loaded
with many gainful sets and singles, and offered intact as
received from consignor, F.-V.F. Scott $6,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

685

HH
Saudi Arabia, Never Hinged Assortment,
1979-99. Interesting holding of approximately 4,100 commemorative stamps issued over a 21 years period, housed in folders, usually nine of each stamp, including many with labels
inscribed in Arabic, which are hard to find and should attract a
premium from a serious collector. A lovely lot with a catalogue
value exceeding $5,000, and whose qualities will more than
speak for itself upon viewing, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

686

HH/H
Saudi Arabia, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment,
1960s-80s (227//911). In stock pages with some duplication,
starting with 1960-61 Gas-Oil Plant (227//242), 1965-70
Dammam Port (286//311), 1966-76 Dammam Port (393//416),
1966-78 Gas-Oil Plant (423//447), 1968-76 Gas-Oil Plant
(474//480); Airmails section with 1960-61 (C7//19), 1965-70
(C33//84), followed by a fair number of regular issues with useful duplication and some blocks of four in never hinged condition. Neat, clean and useful assortment, be sure to inspect!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

687

H/)
Saudi Arabia, Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation. A diverse lot recommended for the dealer or collector, including packet of six sets of Scott 729-89 commemoratives but
not including Al Kafji regular issues, plus additional packet with
inscription blocks of four that deserves your attention, 29
dealer cards with desirable stamps, 1931 Philby cover, 28
APEX covers, 10 FDCs & 13 new issues brochures, 1973 specialized catalogue autographed by Max Mayo, Al Khafji Oil
Ring belt bucket with 1r stamp image and unused
aerogrammes. A good opportunity not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

688

HH/H/m Spain & Portugal Collection, 1860-1990. Over a
thousand stamps mounted in two albums, a wealth of material
for the Iberian Peninsular specialist, Portugal with
back-of-the-book and colonies of Angola, Angra, Azores, Cape
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Juby, Inhambane, Lourenco Marques, Macao, Mozambique,
Nyassa, Portuguese Congo, Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese
India, Timor, Quelimane and Saint Thomas and Prince Islands,
Spain includes back-of-the-book, Andorra, Fernado Poo, Ifni,
Rio Muni, Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco and Spanish Sahara, with plenty of complete sets, don’t let this one get away, a
close inspection will be well rewarded, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
689

690

H/m
Spain & Portugal, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In
glassines and housed in nine small boxes, with value concentrated in Portugal & Colonies material, including Portugal
20th Century representation, plus Angola, Cape Verde,
Lourenco-Marques, Macao, Madeira, Mozambique, Nyassa,
Portuguese India, Portuguese India, St. Thomas & Prince Islands, Timor and some others; Spain section with sets, part
sets and singles issued in the 1930s-70s period. While there
are no high catalogue items in general, the sheer volume and
interesting surprises will make this a good lot for the dealer,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Spain & Colonies, Mainly Used Collection,
1850-1969. The Spain is fairly complete to 1964 in a Scott
Specialty album; highlights include used #3, 4 (certificate), 9,
10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 20 (2), 22, 23, 28, 29, 42 (mint & used), 64,
74 & 189 (repaired, certificate) and mint #173, 183, 184, 217,
238, 239, 286, 294 & X3; condition is very mixed, the mint #42,
for instance, having o.g. but three margins and a heavy crease;
still there are a good number of Fine to Very Fine $100 stamps;
the Colonies are scattered, but do have some better Andorra
(about $670 Scott). A very useful lot. Scott $22,500 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

691

H/m
Spain & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection / Assortment, 1850-1982. Spain section in two albums, including
some earlies and value concentrated in the 20th Century issues, such as 1930 (386-402 & C18-30), 1930 (418-32), 1930
(C31-42 & C43-49), 1930 (433-48 & C50-57) & 1938 (B108E &
B108Ej, never hinged), plus many complete sets from 1960s
onwards. Also a stock book with revolutionary overprints and
benefit stamps such as 1938 (Edifil 21-26, blocks of four), additional stock book with C92-96; 606-10 blocks of four. Spanish
Guinea material in stock sheets with 1908-09 surcharges,
1911 overprints, plus modern issues in pairs and blocks of four;
Spanish Morocco regular and semipostal issues, and to round
the lot there are Ifni, Fernando Poo & Spanish Sahara modern
sets. An original lot with good potential, and offered cheaply,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

692

HH/H
Spanish Colonies: Cuba, Mostly Never Hinged
Accumulation, 1870s-90s. In several glassines with duplication (singles, blocks, strips & multiples), and Scott catalogue
numbers, including King Alfonso XII (74, 79, 80, 85-86 &
91-92); King Alfonso XIII (156-58, 160, 162-63, 165-66,
168-70). We also noted 1899 surcharges issued under U.S.
Administration or Military Rule, plus some famous men examples (264-65 & 272). A seldom seen opportunity for collectors
or dealers. Be sure to spend some time on this unusual lot,
F.-V.F. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

693

H
Spanish Colonies: Elobey, Annobon &
Corisco, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1903-10. Comprises 1903 Issue complete, 1905 Issue to the 5p, 1906 Surcharges - the four main colors, and the 1907 Issue and 1908-10
Surcharges complete; apparently all clean and Fine to Very
Fine (usual centering). An unusual opportunity. Scott $1,475
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

694

H/m
Spanish Colonies: Fernando Poo, Mint and
Used Collection, 1879-1929. A terrific starter collection of
132 different on Scott Specialty album pages; the best stamp is
the 1894 10c black violet (17), which is o.g., fresh and Fine, but
there are obviously a good number of $25-$50 and some
better; generally fresh and Fine to Very Fine throughout. Scott
$1,725 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

695

H/m
Sweden, High Value, Mainly Used Collection,
1855-1970. An impressive coll, fairly complete for the period
on Scott pages; highlights used #1, 3 & 5-38, 131, 133 & J7,
and mint #66, 161, 209-211, 213-228, B1-21, C5 (never
hinged!), J1-6, J9-10 & J19; as for condition, the #1 is defective
but appears Fine, #3 & 5 have small flaws but look Fine to Very
Fine and #15 is repaired, but looks VF; nearly everything else is
Fine to Very Fine and, from 1930 onward, 99% used. Scott
$18,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

696

H/m
Sweden, Mostly Used Collection / Accumulation. Collection starting with some used earlies such as
1858-62 (6 x3, 10 & 11 x3), followed by 19th Century representation, plus several useful sets such as 1924 UPU (197-211,
used) & 1916 Semipostal (B12-21, used). We also noted several old-time stock books loaded with duplicates arranged in
chronological order, including regulars and semipostals, plus a
three-ring binder with collection of officials issued in the
1870s-90s, and depicting distinctive shades useful as reference. A treasure that can be enjoyed by a postmark collector or
dealer, and the perfect lot to make discoveries. Offered intact
as received, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

697

H/m/)
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection,
1846-1997. In a Swiss old-time album with many useful singles, sets & souvenir sheets, we noted parallel mint & used material from the 1910s onwards, starting with Zurich 4r (1L4,
used); Geneva 5¢ (2L3-4, incl. one used on cover fragment);
followed by Federal Administration 1850-52 (1 & 3, used),
1852 (11-13, used), and then by “strubel”. There is also a fair
number of seated and standing Helvetia perforated stamps issued in the 1860s-1900s period; 20th Century section with
many useful stamps & souvenir sheets such as 1934 NABA
(226, used), 1945 (304-305, mint), 1940 (B105, never hinged),
1941 (B116 mint & first day cover), 1942 (B119 x2, mint &
used), 1943 (B130, mint), 1945 (B143), 1951 Lunaba (B206,
never hinged) & 1912 picture postcard franked with scarce
10Rp forerunner & 5¢ William Tell regular; airmail section with
C1-2 used, C3-12, C13-15, plus postage dues, Campione
1944 used sets and official section that deserves your attention. A considerable holding, well worth inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

698

H/m
Switzerland, Primarily Used Collection,
1850-1940. Fairly complete to 1932 in the Regular Issues,
1940 in the Semi-Postals (B80 MNH is the only souvenir sheet)
and 1932 in the Airmails; highlights include (used unless
noted) #2, 7a, 7c, 10-13, a nice showing of Struebels and
Seated Helvetias, plus #77-81, 89-93, C1-18 (mostly mint) &
1O1-8 (mint); condition is very mixed early, but there are a
good number of Fine to Very Fine $100-$200 stamps. An excellent starter collection or a good source for fill-ins. Scott
$17,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

699

m
Switzerland, Mostly Used Dealer Stock,
1860s-1960s. Thousands of stamps in presentation cards
with duplication, starting with Seated Helvetia issues, followed
by Numerals & Standing Helvetia examples issued in the
1882-1900 period, plus early 20th century. Semipostal section
with earlies to 1960’s issues, followed by useful airmails. We
also noted 85 PTT promotional brochures for issues in the
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cluding 3½r imperforate block of nine with center stamp showing double handstamp, and then by Katerynoslav
representation; volume II with several Kiev multiples; Podolien
imperforates & perforated singles; Jekaterinoslav perforated
singles & multiples that deserve your attention, followed by
1918 first issue multiples, including several cancelled in Kiev in
1919. Original collection highly recommended for the collector,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1978-2000 period, 228 PTT presentation booklets for issues in
the 1957-86 period, small box with used stamps in glassines
sorted by Scott numbers, and containing up to twenty stamps
of each issue. As an added bonus, a Lindner hingeless album
for Switzerland ready to be used. An interesting hoard that
should be inspected, Very Fine. Scott $7,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
700

H/m
Switzerland, Mint & Used Assortment. Four
three-ring binders with unchecked-in-detail stamps. We noted
some 1850s examples, followed by several “strubel” stamps in
used condition, plus a fair number of Helvetia issues showing
different perforations. We also noted se-tenant blocks from
booklet panes and 20th Century representation, including several semipostal souvenir sheets that deserve your attention
and duplicates. This is the kind of property you are likely to
make discoveries in, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

701

)
Switzerland and Liechtenstein, First Day Covers. Several thousand first day cover, presented loose and in
albums, most with retail value between $5.00 and $10.00, a
chance to get in on the ground floor, be sure to examine and get
a flavor of this lot, you/’ll be pleasantly surprised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

702

HH/)
Switzerland, Useful Never Hinged Assortment.
In a small box, including several desirable items such as 1940
Fete Day souvenir sheet (B105, never hinged); 1941 (B116,
never hinged); 1943 (B130, never hinged); 1943 (132, never
hinged). We also noted registered cover to NY, franked with
B258-61 in blocks of four, plus several special flight covers,
many first day covers and some modern issues. Highly recommended for the discriminating dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

703

)
Switzerland, First Day Covers Collection,
1979-88. 57 cacheted covers in a four-ring binder, including
several with medals related to the stamp issues, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

704

H/m
Tibet, Nearly Complete Collection, 1912-34. 24
stamps comprising #1-6, 4a & 8-18 plus a couple shades used
duplicates; all Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,595 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

705

706

707

52

H/m
Turkey, Collection and Stock, 1863-1996. On
home made pages in 2 albums + duplicates and newer issues
in one stock book + Ottoman issues in glassines in a small box.
Fairly extensive coverage of all periods. Some interesting early
used, then many newer mint issues, some never hinged. No
rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps. Generally
clean, F.-V.F. Scott $27,289 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
HH
Turkey, Never Hinged Assortment. Early issues
in glassines and mounted in several stock pages, including
1876 (55 x11), 1881-82 (65 x10), 1908 (146 x13 pairs), 1916
(345 x20), 1916-18 (438 x30), 1918 (548A x33 blocks of four,
plus many vertical pairs & singles), 1919 (566 x5 blocks of four,
plus pairs & singles), 1919 (570 & 573 x10), 1919 (585 x3
blocks of four, plus singles), 1921-22 (600 x2 blocks of four,
plus singles), plus J54-55 x5 blocks of four. Unchecked in detail holding, and recommended for the intrepid internet dealer
of this popular collecting country, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m Ukraine, Mostly Mint Collection. In two albums,
volume I starting with Kiev trident handstamps in horizontal
perforated or imperforate strips of five & singles, and corresponding to different types; followed by Odessa examples, in-
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708

H/m
Ukraine, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted in five
old-time folders, including Russian stamps with trident overprints (Katerynoslav, Kharkiv, Kiev II & III types, Odessa I & II
types, Podolia & Poltava examples, latter including several
horizontal strips). We also noted 1918 (Scott 1-5 x2). Unchecked in detail and waiting for a keen eye, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

709

H/m
Uruguay, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1932.
On small leaves, everything identified by Scott. A few early issues with forgeries are marked. Range of later, some sets with
mixed mint and used in a set. Includes regular issues, a few
Airs, solid run of Officials plus Newspaper and Parcel Post issues. Scott $2,500+.
Estimate $500 - 750

710

HH/H
Vatican, Mint Collection, 1929-75. In two binders, highly complete for the period and including several better
sets such as 1929 (1-13, never hinged), 1933 (19-34 & E3-4),
1935 (41-46), 1936 (47-54), 1938 (55-60); Airmails (C1-8,
C9-15 & C16-23); Postage Dues (J1-6, never hinged) & Parcel
Posts (Q1-15). We also noted 1952 Centenary souvenir sheet
(155a), plus a couple of small boxes with glassines filled with
duplicates. Ideal as a starter collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

711

)
Vatican, First Day Cover Collection, 1935-61.
Mounted on White Ace pages, beginning with cover franked
with 1.25L (Scott 46), and tied by July 30, 1935, and addressed
to Brockton; 1938 (C1-8); 1939 (61-67); 1940 (72-76); 1942
picture postcard (77-79); followed by several unused picture
postal cards; and then by some registered envelopes, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

712

HH
Viet Nam, 1959-65, 29 different imperforate
complete sets (112//257, C11-C14). On retail pages; all sheet
margin singles except pairs as noted: #112-115, 120-123,
128-135, 140-143, 146-165, 170-196, 203-214, 215-226 pairs,
239-241 pairs, 247-250, 255-257 (2 sets) and C11-C14, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175 as normal.
Estimate $200 - 300

713

(H)
Viet Nam (North), Neat Collection, 1945-85. Presented in Yvert-Tellier album, highly complete and containing
many desirable sets such as Democratic Republic of Viet
Nam 1954-55 (6-8), 1954-55 (17-19), 1955-56 (23-27), 1956
(28-31), 1956 (32-35), 1956 Mac Thi Buoi (43-46) & 1960
(121a, Lenin souvenir sheet), followed by a wealth of sets. We
also noted Viet Nam (South) National Liberation Front stamps
issued in the 1963-76 period. Truly an attractive collection with
considerable merit, and an enjoyable viewing, without gum as
issued, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

714

HH
Yemen, Never Hinged Assortment. 1000. In
glassines with duplication, including singles, large multiples,
souvenir sheets, and some sheets. We noted 1965 Bird (209L
x30); 1965 Space (217H x12), 1966 Space (225H x12), 1964
Tokyo Olympics imperforate & perforated multiples; 1968 Mexico Olympics imperforate blocks of four & 1968 Grenoble im-
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perforate irregular blocks of 18 (242-42D), plus fifteen souvenir
sheets. Great for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
715

716

H/m/)
Yemen, Mint & Used Collection, 1930s-60s. In a
three-ring binder, and containing approximately 1,000 stamps.
We noted sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets, plus miniature sheets, first day covers and imperforates. Many topical
stamps: Arts, Space & Sports, F.-V.F. Estimate $250 - 350

H/m
Asia, Collection and Stock. In 3 stock books/albums. Wide variety of countries represented, including one
volume of Israel, no rarities, just a great variety of singles and
sets cataloging from a few pennies to perhaps $10-$15 each.
Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $12,000
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

723

H/m
Asia, Mostly Mint Assortment, 1940s-60s. Valuable lot with emphasis in South East Asia material, including
Brunei 1895 (A1-10); Labuan 1902-03 (99A-109); Strait Settlements 1938 (249-52, blocks of six) & 1945-48 BMA (267-71);
Selangor $10 with “Specimen” overprint (40); Trengganu
1910-19 (1-16, used), plus neat album with Johore 1960
(158-68), Kedah (83-93 & 95-105), Kelantan (72-82 & 84-90),
Malacca (45-55 & 56-66), followed by similar Pahang, Penang,
Perak, Perlis, Selangor & Trengganu sets; We also noted People Republic of China 1969 (1010, sheet of 50) & 1949
Hwai-Hai (5L32-42, vertical imperf. pairs); U.S. several modern freaks & Germany fair number of Hitler sheets. A very useful holding, dealers should enjoy this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

724

H/(H)
Asia, Mint & Unused Assortment. Including
People’s Republic of China, Korea & Japan. Stock book filled
with People’s Republic of China sets and part sets such as
362-63, 394-97, 490-93, 497-98 & 499-501, plus some Taiwan
unchecked examples; Japan section in stock sheets, including
1925 (193), 1948 (422) & 1949 (479), plus a a fair number of
sets in the modest range; Korea section in stock sheets, including 97, 106, 125, 233-34, 265-67 & 298a-300a. A useful lot
containing some pleasant and easily saleable stamps throughout, which makes it quite deserving of being figured carefully,
o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

725

H/m/)
Asia, Mint & Used Assortment. A mixed bag with
several easy-to-sell items. We didn’t have enough time to
check every stamp in detail but we noted the following better:
Indonesia 1948 (J1-13 x3, never hinged); People’s Republic of
China 1983 (1864-71, never hinged); Macao 1953 (372-81) &
1983 Flowers souvenir sheet (482a, never hinged), plus 1937
first flight cover Macao-San Francisco; Tibet cover franked
with two 2t red stamps. A good lot to be broken down, and then
offered on the internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

726

HH/H/m Baltic States, Mint & Used Assortment. In two
stock books and two binders with duplication, including Estonia
well-filled stock book starting with used imperforates, followed
by 1919-20 issue, and then by a large amount of regulars,
semipostals and some airmails, including B9-10 x3 & B11-12
x3. We also noted 1939 Scholars Estonian Society sets in
never hinged blocks of four (139-42) and three Pernau blocks
of 12 issued under German Occupation; Latvia 5k two imperforate sheets of 100 printed on paper with ruled lines (2), one
mint, other used, plus several mint blocks of 25, followed by
10k blue & 15k green imperforate blocks of 25, and several
used multiples. We also noted 3k lilac two multiples of 50 in
mint condition and some 1940s examples; Lithuania in a
three-ring binder with Second & Third Kaunas issues in used
condition, and highly recommended for plate study; Central
Lithuania multiples, blocks of four and singles in small stock
book. An exciting lot, full of possibilities, careful viewing will
surely prove rewarding! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

727

H/m
Baltic States, Excellent Starter Collection,
1918-39. Mint and used collection on Scott pages; no rarities,
but lots of $25-$50 sets and singles, all clean and Fine to Very
Fine with quite a few never hinged sets from the ‘30s. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

H
Yugoslavia: Trieste Zone B, Attractive Collection of Complete Sets, 1948-54. Arranged in a small stock
book in Scott order. Includes a number of sets in the $25 to $50
range plus the scarce Postal Tax Due stamps RAJ1 and RAJ3
and finally a couple of blocks and a smattering of inexpensive
Ryukyu at the back (not counted). Generally a Fine to Very Fine
collection with a smidgeon of never hinged material. Scott
$1,279.
Estimate $250 - 350

Area Collections
717

H/m
Africa, Collection and Stock. In one stock book.
Wide variety of countries represented, classic to modern, colonial and independent, thousands of mint (mainly) and used
stamps, no rarities, just a great variety of singles and sets cataloging from a few pennies to perhaps $10-$15 each. Generally
clean, F.-V.F. Scott $7,973 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

718

HH
Africa, Independent Countries, Imperforate
Souvenir Sheets Accumulation. Hundreds of sheets, including duplication. We noted Ivory Coast 1979 Rowland Hill & Locomotive (519); Kenya 1976 Rail Transport in East Africa
(67a); Tanzania 1976 Rail Transport in East Africa (65a), 1985
Tanzania Railways (274a), 1986 Birds (309a), plus 1986 Rotary Chess Championships (304-306, imperforate sheets in
pairs); Uganda 1976 Rail Transport in East Africa (158a); High
catalogue value offered at a small fraction, and ideal for the
topical dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

719

722

HH/H
Africa, Independent Countries, Mostly Never
Hinged Assortment. Innumerable amount of sets, parts sets
& souvenir sheets in glassines, including Burundi, Congo, Ethiopia,Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Sierra Leona,
South Africa, South West Africa, Tanzania, Togo, Upper Volta
& Zaire representations. We also noted Spanish Morocco souvenir sheets depicting Franco and a large number of topical
stamps. Recommended for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

720

HH
Africa, Independent Countries, Never Hinged
Collection. In a Scott specialty album with colorful sets issued
in the 1950s-60s, including Burundi, Cameroun, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Dahomey, Gabon, Guinea, Ivory
Coast, Malagasy Republic, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Tunisia & Upper Volta. A desirable collection with
a wealth of animal topical issues, F.-V.F.Estimate $400 - 600

721

HH/H/m Asia, Attractive Collection, 1860-1990. Thousands of stamps mounted in three albums, includes Bhutan,
China with 131-133, 243-246, 1355-1358, PRC, Indonesia, Japan, Korea 844 (x2), 859a-868a, Laos, Manchukuo 32-35,
Mongolia, Philippines and Viet Nam, many hot countries here,
be sure to inspect this lot or you’ll lose out, a wonderful opportunity for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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728

729

730

HH/H/m Benelux, Bountiful Collection, 1860-1990. Several hundred stamps residing in two albums, better mint includes Belgium, Belgian Congo, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Netherland Antilles, Netherland Indies, with plenty of complete
sets, condition mainly Fine to Very Fine, few condition issues,
ideal for continuation, viewing encouraged as retail value
should be high (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
Benelux, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards and glassines with several in never hinged condition,
including sets, singles and souvenir sheets (mint unless denoted) such as Belgium 1935 Stagecoach (B166-68 miniature
sheets of 10), B214-20, B241-48, B437-41, B606-10 x2, plus
1957 Antarctic Expedition sheet (B605a x2), 1960 Refugee
sheet (B662a x3); Luxembourg 1956 (318-20, used), plus
cover with mixed franking, including 2fr imperforate stamp
showing view of Clervaux; Netherlands B291-95. Ideal for the
dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m
Central America, Including Latin West Indies &
Mexico, 1860s-1960s. Three Scott Specialty binders containing an outstanding, fairly complete collection of Costa Rica (including mint C11-13, C94-102), followed by somewhat more
scattered, mostly used collections of Dominican Republic,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and el Salvador; not much over $25 or so, but condition is generally Fine
to Very Fine. Should be a good lot for an eBay marketeer.
Estimate $600 - 800

731

HH/H/m Central America, Collection, 1860-1990. A few
thousand stamps mounted in two albums, with Costa Rica,
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Mexico and Panama, should be a few hidden
gems here, careful inspection should return dividends, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

732

H/m
Europe, Collection and Stock. In 8 albums/stock
books. Wide variety of countries (including one volume each of
Poland, Russia and Switzerland). Some interesting early used,
then mainly page after page of newer mint issues, some never
hinged. No rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps.
Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott $17,292 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

733

HH/H
Europe, Mint Collection, 1956-65. Mounted in a
three-ring binder, including 1956 & 1957 Luxembourg sets, followed by 1958 Dove sets; 1959 link endless chain sets; 1960
spoke wheel sets; 1961-62 Doves flying sets, including San
Marino miniature sheet of six in never hinged condition;
1962-63 young tree sets; 1963 stylized links symbolizing unit
sets, plus Albania imperforate pairs; 1964 symbolic daisy sets
& 1965 leaves and fruit sets, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

734

HH/H/m Europe, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged Assortment. Three stock books loaded with Europa issues, including
an abundant amount of sets and many Monaco souvenir
sheets. We also noted Portugal 1945 (657a mint & 701a used)
& Iceland 1937 (B5, never hinged). Gainful material with good
potential, recommended for the topical dealer or collector,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

735

H/m
Europe (Central), Mint & Used Accumulation.
In several stock books, including Austria stock book with mint
& used issues, including some better such as B118-21 never
hinged & C57-60 used; Liechtenstein section with many sets
in the modest range with some better such as 356 never
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hinged; Switzerland regulars, semipostals and airmails, plus
some souvenir sheets. Worth viewing carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
736

H/m
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In
22 small boxes, including Albania section with some sets, incl.
several Roosevelt & Churchill sets; Czechoslovakia 1919-81
issues in the modest range; Russia (Soviet Union) material in
four small boxes with sets, part sets and singles; Bulgaria box
with value concentrated in the 20th Century; Hungary fair number of mint or never hinged sets issued in the 20th Century; Romania mint or never hinged sets in the modest range;
Yugoslavia modern sets in the modest range; plus Croatia, Poland, Montenegro small representations. We also noted Estonia, Latvia & Lithuania unchecked stocks. A useful stock with
many saleable sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

737

HH/H
Europe (Eastern), Assortment, group of mostly
mint material in complete sets, includes mint Albania
2175-276, Greece 639-648, Hungary C166 (x10), Latvia flight
cover with C3-C5, Russia 970, 1598-1602, C50-C52 (x2), Yugoslavia 461-468, with much more, nice lot for restocking or to
break up for internet sales, F.-V.F. Scott $3,100 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

738

H/m
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Assortment. In
thirteen stock books with duplication, including Bulgaria section with flora & fauna topical sets; Czechoslovakia 1919-71
sets, plus two three-ring binders with examples in the modest
range; Hungary used singles, strips, blocks of four and larger
multiples issued in the 1960s-70s, incl. bird topicals; Romania
sets and souvenir sheets from the 1960s-70s, incl. imperforates; Poland in three-ring binder with used sets issued in the
1958-82 period; Russia 1960s-70s sets and souvenir sheets in
stock book and binder, incl. some blocks of four; Bohemia-Moravia mint & used sets in the modest range. We also
noted as a bonus Hungary & Poland unchecked stamps
mounted on loose album pages. The opportunity you have
been waiting for, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

739

HH/H/m Europe
(Eastern),
Enticing
Collection,
1860-1990. Over a thousand stamps mounted in two albums,
with Albania 589-591, 604-606, Bulgaria 1030-1034,
1050-1055, Czechoslovakia, Epirus, Estonia, Latvia,
Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia and Yugoslavia, plenty of extras, reserve sufficient time to ascertain this
lot’s true value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

740

HH/H/m Europe (Western), Mint, Never Hinged & Used
Dealer Stock. Presented in seven Elbe jumbo stock books
with duplication, including Austria1960s-80s mint & used singles, sets & part sets in parallel; Belgium section in two stock
books with 1960s-80s issues; Monaco colorful material issued
in the 1980s-90s; San Marino 1950s-90s issues, including regulars, semipostals, airmails, postage dues and parcel post examples; Switzerland official mint & used stamps, including
examples issued for the International Labor Bureau & the International Bureau of Education. Definitely a property for the
dealer to break down for the internet. Nice condition but conservatively valued and worth spending time on, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

741

H/m
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Dealer Stock.
Thousands of glassines with sets, part sets & singles in 33
small boxes, and mostly in the modest range. We noted desirable Netherlands Colonies (Netherlands Antilles, Netherlands
Indies, Netherlands New Guinea & Suriname); Turkey many
mint or never hinged sets; Monaco section with mint or never
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hinged stamps issued in the 1940s-70s period; Belgium large
amount of used parcel post stamps ideal for postmark collector, France valuable group of blocks of four issued in the 1930s
& 1940s, including 396, B43, B60-62, B71-72, B78, B81,
B97-100, plus Austria, Belgian Congo, Germany, Greece, Luxembourg, Italy, San Marino, Saar, Switzerland & Vatican. A lot
with huge catalogue value, and a great opportunity to replenish
stock inexpensively, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
742

743

744

745

746

H/m
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Assortment.
Five stock books and four three-ring binders, including Austria
1960s-70s sets in the modest range, plus some first day covers; Belgium some used earlies, 20th Century semipostals, including B662 souvenir sheet, parcel posts and a four modern
booklets; Germany starting with several 1872 Eagle stamps,
followed by a fair number of stamps issued in the first half of the
20th Century, plus some Offices in China examples; Germany-Federal Republic & Berlin used representation, including. regulars and some semipostals; DDR & Occupations stock
book with German Democratic Republic issues in the modest
range issued in the 1950s-70s period, followed by Soviet Occupation issues, and then by French Occupation used issues;
British Commonwealth section includes a binder with Great
Britain 1875-92 QV used stamps, including. several with
perfins, plus additional binder with Canada, Australia, New
Zealand & British Africa unchecked stamps; Spain B108K &
B108KL perforated & imperforate souvenir sheets, plus some
AMG examples. We also noted as a bonus Bavaria & Danzig
sets in stock book. A great opportunity to buy a good holding all
at once. Please inspect carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m Europe (Western), Mint Collection, 1860-1980.
Several hundred stamps, mostly mint, includes Austria, Bosnia
& Herzegovina, Denmark C6-C10, Finland, Greece C1-C4,
Hungary, Iceland C3, Liechtenstein, Monaco 280-282, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland, with many singles, complete
and partial sets, excellent for topical dealers or collectors, moderate duplication, a great way to restock inexpensively, please
investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m Europe (Western), Assortment. Holding of
mostly mint material, includes complete sets of Spain Revolutionary Overprints, Switzerland 352a (x3), loads of mint Monaco sets, and much more, please take a few minutes to
inspect, should prove to have great potential, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. A
well-organized property containing thousands of glassines
with most sets, part sets and singles issued in the 20th Century,
and mostly in the modest range, housed in twenty small boxes,
plus additional shoe box. Recommended for the internet
dealer, including Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru,
Uruguay & Venezuela representations. A useful stock and well
worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Accumulation. A
large number of three-ring binders with many useful sets, including Dominican Republic several sets with “Muestra” overprints; Paraguay imperforate blocks of four; Panama
imperforate blocks of four, Haiti modern never hinged sets and
souvenir sheets; Ecuador Malaria imperforate blocks of 4
(C401-03). We also noted Argentina, Colombia, Central America, Chile, Cuba, Peru, Uruguay & Venezuela representations.
A desirable holding with unusual material, recommended for
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the contemporary internet trader. Be sure to leave time for
proper evaluation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
747

HH/H/m Latin America, Useful Mint & Used Assortment.
In seven stock books with plenty of mint or never hinged sets
and singles that can be sold on the internet. We noted nice
Guatemala representation with desirable 19th Century issues;
Nicaragua never hinged regular or airmail sets issued in the
1940s; Paraguay 1960s-70s mint or never hinged sets, plus
some large multiples. We also noted Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Panama & Venezuela
unchecked representations, plus stock book with Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti and French West Indies stamps. In a
truthful way, a great deal at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

748

H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Collection. In two
Scott specialty albums, we noted strength in Cuba & Dominican Republic sections, plus Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras & Nicaragua representations with sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range. Also as a bonus there
is a Mexico Scott album ready to be used. Good opportunity for
continuation, at a reasonable valuation range, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

749

H/m
Latin America, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards and glassines with many in never hinged condition, including Argentina B1-5; Colombia C355; Chile 254-55
& C124 se-tenant block of 25; Cuba; Guatemala C460-63 &
CB15-21; Honduras C222-30, C250-68 & CO60-68; Mexico
764-66; Nicaragua 750-54 & C339-45; Panama 317-21 &
C49-53; Paraguay C124-26 blocks of four, F.-V.F. Scott $890.
Estimate $250 - 350

750

HH/H
Middle East, Mint Souvenir Sheets and Stamps.
A few thousand souvenir sheets and stamps in glassines, includes Ajman, Bahrain,Dubai, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Sharjah, South
Arabia, Yemen, with Egypt 291a, 294a (x4), 452 (x3), 655,
C144, Fujeira Kennedy souvenir sheets used, Iran 1637a,
1676a, Iraq imperf sheet beneath 129, Qatar 68a (x2), 100Cd
imperf, 102B, 104A imperf, 187a, and thousands of singles and
sets, useful duplication, a few condition issues, however that is
dwarfed by the opportunity to acquire the amount of material
from an increasingly popular area, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

751

HH
Middle East, Emirates & Sultanates, Never
Hinged Assortment. In glassines, stock sheets and mounted
on album pages, including Ajman, Dubai, Fujeira, Mahra, Ras
al Khaima, Sharjah & Yemen. We noted imperforate sets, overprint varieties, regular sets & souvenir sheets. We also noted
Iraq souvenir sheets (335a), and a fair number of topical
stamps: Kennedy, Olympics, Scouts & Space. Viewing advised for full appreciation of this clean and attractive grouping,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

752

HH
Middle East, Never Hinged Accumulation,
1960s-70s. Small box filled with hundreds of sets and many
souvenir sheets in glassines, and bought as new issues, including Ajman, Dubai, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, Ras Al
Khaima, Sharjah, Turkey, Umm Alqiwain & Yemen. We also
noted Kennedy topical stamps and several imperforate sets in
pairs. A lovely clean lot with plenty saleable sets, and ideal for
the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

753

HH/H/m Middle East, Monstrous Collection, 1860-1980.
A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in three
albums, includes Afghanistan 435-436 imperf, Ajman, Egypt
103, E1, Fujeira, Iran 871-875, 941-946, Iraq, Jordan 291-296,
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Lebanon, Manama, Palestine, Ras Al Khaima, Sharjah, Syria,
Turkey 855-858, Umm Al Qiwan and Yemen, very few condition issues, valuable and useful holding that should add value
to any stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
754

HH
Middle East, Never Hinged Assortment. In
glassines with duplication, including singles and souvenir
sheets, including Fujeira, Khor Fakkan, Mahra, Manama,
Sharjah & Dependencies. We noted many Kennedy & Sports
topical examples, plus some imperforates. Viewing suggested
for full appreciation of all that is included, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

755

HH/H
Middle East, Assortment. Mostly mint and much
is never hinged, includes better items such as Egypt N20-N38,
Saudi Arabia 645-647, Turkey 1059-1074 imperf (x2), Yemen
98-102 imperf, and dozens more in the $25 to $50 range, nice
way to restock at a terrific price, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Scott $3,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

756

H/m
Middle East, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Fourteen small boxes with glassines. We noted Iran, incl. some
blocks of four; Egypt 1890s-1960s issues; Irak used representation; Lebanon airmails & regulars; Israel in the modest range
and housed in two small boxes; Syria stock issued in the
French era, plus UAR examples; Afghanistan some modern
sets, Libya 1955 (150-52 x7, never hinged). We also noted Yemen 1949 imperforate pairs and singles, and as a bonus Ethiopia section with a fair number of mint sets and Bhutan
three-dimensional stamps. We put a nominal value of just under $60 per box, but the lot must be seen to be appreciated,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

757

HH
Middle East, Never Hinged Dealer Stock. In
glassines with duplication, including singles, blocks and souvenir sheets. We noted many better such as Hadhramaut 1960
(Michel 81A-84A x90); Umm al Qiwain 1964 (Scott 19-25
x100); 1965 Air Officials (Scott CO1-4, imperforate blocks of
four); 1968 imperforate blocks of 6 or 4 with “Mexico/ 1968"
Olympic overprints (Michel 256A), plus Manama & Sharjah
sets & souvenir sheets. Many topical stamps: Kennedy, Fish,
Olympics & Space. High retail, and worth checking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

758

H/m
North America, Collection and Stock. In one
stock book. Includes the smaller countries of North America
(no US or Canada) including British West Indies and Central
America. Some interesting early used, then many newer mint
issues, some never hinged. No rarities, just a great range of
collectible stamps. Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott $5,094
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

759

H/m
Pacific Islands, Collection and Stock. In one
stock book. Numerous British and French areas represented,
plus independent issues. Some interesting early used, then
many newer mint issues, some never hinged. No rarities, just a
great range of collectible stamps. Generally clean, F.-V.F.
Scott $5,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

760

HH/H/m Scandinavia, Mostly & Never Hinged Assortment. Immense amount of sets, singles & souvenir sheets in
glassines and presentation cards, issued in the 20th Century
with some duplication, and in many cases identified with Scott
Catalogue numbers. We noted a large amount of sets or souvenir sheets up to $10 and many (mint or NH unless denoted)
better such as Danish West Indies 24-25; Denmark 145-54,
223e tete-beche pair, 228c tete-beche pair, 382-94, 395-400,
B3-5 & C4-5; Finland 175, Q9 & N1-15; Greenland 28-38; Ice-
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land 137-38 x2 used, 209-11, 240-45, 257-68, 273, 274-77 x2,
278-82, 319-23, B5 x2, C3 x2, C15-20 & C27-29; Norway
181-83 x2, 345-52, B59-61 x3; Sweden 268-74, B22-31 used,
B32-36, plus many Denmark, Finland & Sweden modern booklets. Examination is recommended to truly appreciate the intrinsic value offered here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
761

H/m
Scandinavia, Mostly Used Collection. In a
Minkus album with sets, part sets & singles, Denmark 19th
Century used representation, followed by several useful sets
such as 1907-12 (72-78), 1912 (79 & 81, used), 1913-28
(97-131, used), 1915 (136, used), 1918 (142-44, used), plus
some airmails and semipostals; Finland section with some serpentine roulette examples, followed by mint and used issues to
1965; Iceland 1896-1901 (28-29, used), 1911 (86-91, used),
1915-16 (99-107, used), 1921-25 (132-38, used), 1930 (C1,
mint) & 1937 (B5, mint); Norway 1856-57 (4-5, used), 1863 (9,
used), 1867-68 (13, used), 1877-78 (33-34, used); Sweden
1855 (2, used), 1858-62 (6 & 10-12, used), 1862-69 (13-14 &
16), plus 19th & 20th Centuries representations. We also noted
as a bonus Lithuania section with Vilnius & Kaunas issues, plus
some Estonia early examples. Worth a good look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

762

H/m
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Thirteen small boxes with glassines, containing a large number of
Denmark stamps with legible postmarks, plus group of booklets such as Facit H11, H17 & H20; Sweden section with
stamps in the modest range, and many modern booklets; Norway material in four small boxes, plus some booklets such as
Facit H26 x11; Iceland mostly used representation, and 1961
souvenir sheets (344a x34). A good lot for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

763

HH/H
Scandinavia, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards and glassines with some duplication, including
Denmark se-tenant vertical pairs and vertical strips of three;
Finland 271-76 & C3 x10; Iceland 19, 237-39 & 284-86; Norway 370-74, 408-12, B15-18 & C1-2; Sweden 363-65,
499-501, plus several modern booklets. Inspection will prove
rewarding, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600

764

H/m
South America, Mint and Used Collection,
1850s-1960s. Three Scott Specialty binders containing reasonably nice collections of Argentina (including C20-25 mint),
Brazil (#2 used, 496a-498a mint), Chile (83-97 mint), Colombia
(very nice 19th century) and Uruguay (#1, 4 & 6 unused without
gum), plus somewhat scattered collections of Bolivia, Paraguay, Peru and Venezuela; condition is a bit mixed early, but
otherwise generally Fine to Very Fine. A pleasant group of
starter collections. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 1,800

765

H/m
South America, Mint & Used Collection. In a
Scott album with Bolivia sets, part sets & singles issued in the
1901-50 period, including some airmails and postal tax
stamps; Colombia section starting with 19th Century representation, followed by many other regular and airmail issues, plus
Antioquia & Bolivar examples; Haiti 1920s-40s regulars, 1942
airmail souvenir sheets & 1944-49 postal tax stamps; Paraguay well-filled section with useful airmails and interior office
issues; Peru with 1858 (7-8, used), 1862-72 (13 & 15, used),
1918 (209-19, mint), 1931-32 (292-301, mint), plus unchecked
postage dues and officials. We also noted Uruguay special delivery, late fee, postage dues and parcel post stamps. Excellent
basis for further expansion or to be broken down, and sold on
the internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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HH/H/m South
America,
Succulent
Collection,
1860-1990. Thousands of stamps mounted in three albums,
with Argentina, Bolivia C1-C7, Brazil used 10, Chile, Columbia,
Ecuador, Paraguay used C54-C55, mint C124-C126, Uruguay
and Venezuela C1-C16, loads of complete sets, some better
material present, please examine, it will be well worth your
while, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

767

H/m
South America, Collection and Stock. In one
stock book. Wide variety of countries represented. Some interesting early used, then many newer mint issues, some never
hinged. No rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps.
Generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott $3,411 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

768

H/m
South America, Mostly Used Collection. In two
Scott albums with value concentrated in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay & Venezuela 20th Century representations with sets, part sets & singles in the modest
range. We didn’t examine this one, so have a look for yourself,
you may be surprised at what you find, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

769

HH/H/m South East Asia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock.
Thousands of stamps in glassines, includes Cambodia, Indonesia, Korea mint 265-267 blocks of four, Japan mint 169,
C3-C7, 474-477 plus plenty of used classics, Laos,
Manchukuo 32-35, 71-74 (x2), C1-C4, Philippines, Thailand
used 18 (x2), 121, 155, 295 (x23), mint 243-254 less 250 never
hinged, 275-282, 442-449,460-463, B31-B33, C3 (x10), C4
(x11), C7 (x8) and Viet Nam, some never hinged material, a
few faults here and there, a great stock with varied potentials,
especially for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

770

771

H/m/)
South East Asia, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged
Assortment. Useful property in glassines and some presentation cards, including Thailand 1961 (370-72, blocks of four),
1966 (442-49), 1973 (684a x2), 1978 (840-47), 1978 (853-56),
and several 1963 official stamps used during a testing period,
plus postal history items: 1892 postal Bangkok local usage;
1900 two postal cards to Poh Yome City; 1930 registered cover
to Ohio; 1947 first flight Bangkok to Hawaii; 1947 airmail cover
to San Francisco with “AV2" handstamp. We also noted Cambodia 38-52; 101-105 deluxe die proofs; B1-4, C1a & C6a, and
a fair number of sets in the $5 to $10 range, including birds and
insects, South Viet Nam 148-51 & 364-67 x3; North Viet Nam
51-53, 67-68, 92-93 blocks of 10; 160-61 perforated & imperforate, 581-84 imperforate pairs. Viewing of this profitable holding will certainly prove worthwhile! F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m
South East Asia, Mostly Mint Collection. In a
Minkus album, including Indonesia section with sets, part sets
& singles issued in the 1949-98 period, including a fair number
of souvenir sheets and animal topical issues; Laos 1960s-70s
colorful sets such as 1967 (B6-8, imperforates), 1967 (156-59),
1968 (171-73), 1969 (192-93 & C59-61), 1970 (203-04 &
C70-71), 1974 (246-48 & C116) & 1974 (253-54 & C119). We
also noted some Viet Nam 1960s sets that deserve your attention, plus some Ryukyu Islands examples. An excellent opportunity at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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772

HH/H
Worldwide, Unbelievable Thematically Related
Collection. In thirty two binders. Definitely not what you might
be thinking. This lot is absolutely brimming with value, including extraordinary Australia which includes 2 examples of #95a,
plus an abundance of Ash, etc., imprint pairs and blocks, better
sets and singles etc., outstanding British Empire with amazing
Canada which includes approximately $2,000.00 in modern
face value, plus very premium quality singles, varieties, ect., a
very limited sampling of other premium items shows Israel #25,
two tab singles, Austria C54-C60 plus imperf pair of the 20s,
excellent Libya, Tripolitania C27-C28 never hinged blocks of
four, San Marino C75 two never hinged sheets, good Indian
States, Norway 218, New Zealand B59-B60 never hinged
imperf pairs, PRC 1973 Panda set, Sierra Leone 163 and tons
more. Throughout you can expect to find proofs, part perfs,
imperfs, imperf betweens, fan tails, missing colors, souvenir
sheets, FDCs, etc., just a great lot, don’t miss this one!!! o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, mostly Very Fine or better (photo on
web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

773

)
Worldwide, Accumulation of First Day Covers
Topical Collections. Several cartons filled with 56 Fleetwood
albums. We noted 1976 American Revolution Bicentennial;
1977-79 Flora & Fauna; 1978 Wonders of the Soviet Union;
1978 Anniversary of the Queen’s Coronation; 1979 Australia
Story through historical accounts; 1980-84 Europa; 1983
Achievements of Human Genius; 1985 Birds of the World;
1985 85th Birthday of the Queen Mother; 1986 Halley’s Comet;
1988 Christmas; 1991-93 Flora & Fauna, plus many other that
deserve the attention of any topical dealer or collector.
Collector spent over $20,000, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

774

HH
Worldwide, Never Hinged Accumulation of
Topical Collections. Large amount of sets & souvenir sheets
in twenty-two albums, including International Olympic Commemorative Sheet Collection; 1970s-80s souvenir sheets of
the world in a Fleetwood albums; 1980 Olympic Games plate
blocks; 1986 Ameripex stamps and covers; 1989 World Stamp
Exposition; 1992 World Columbian Stamp Exposition stamps,
souvenir sheets & covers, plus many other sets & sheets displayed on large collector’s panels, which also feature beautiful
original work of arts in full color and housed in several
Fleetwood albums. This will be a opportunity for topical dealer
or collector, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

775

HH
Worldwide, Never Hinged Topical Accumulation. Several binders and stock books with thousands of
stamps, mostly issued in the second half of the 20th Century.
We noted five stock books with Christmas & Religious topical
issues, including British Commonwealth sets, worldwide souvenir sheets & blocks of four;1983 Commonwealth Day issues
in three-ring binder; 1988 Olympic Games issues in a
three-ring binder, plus some Lady Diana examples. Attractive
lot for those who like religious topical stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

776

HH/H/) Worldwide, Topical Collection, 1950-90. Many
hundred souvenir sheets, covers and stamps in fourteen albums or stock books, some on stock pages, with tons of Disney
in three albums, space, birds, whales, dogs, bugs, fish, coral,
royalty, aircraft, boy scouts, 1960 World Refugee Year Collec-
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Gold Medal Winner skier, Brigitte Oertli Silver Medal Winner
skier, Ekkehard Fasser Gold Medal Winner bobsled, great lot
for the Olympic topical dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

tion, an interesting array that will please any topical dealer or
collector alike, a pleasing and attractive group, some condition
issues, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
777

H/m/)
Worldwide, Antarctic Collection.
Mostly
mounted on pages, starting with Australian Antarctic Territory
stamps, including singles, gutter blocks of four and several
larger multiples, plus a fair number of first day covers. We also
noted British Antarctic Territory sets, Argentina & Chile covers.
Useful as a basis for further expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

778

)
Worldwide, Space Topical First Day Covers,
1960s-1980s. Approximately 500 covers in a shoe box, including Australia, France, Germany, Japan, Russia & Vatican examples. Outstanding opportunity for the topical collector or
dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

779

780

H
Worldwide, Topical Collections.
In ten
three-ring binders, including United Nations 10th, 14th & 15th
Anniversaries, including some imperforates; 1960 World Refugee Year in two binders with Belgium B662a x2, and including
some covers; 1962 Malaria in two binders; 1962 Dag
Hammarskjold; 1963-64 Eleanor Roosevelt; 1965 International Telecommunications Union., Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

)
Worldwide, Europa First Day Cover Collection,
neatly mounted in four albums, starts with 1958 Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 1960 Luxembourg, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Iceland,
Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,Turkey, with many cachets makers artistry, a lot that will make the winner smile, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

782

HH
Worldwide, Lady Diana & Lincoln Topicals Assortment. Including souvenir sheets and miniature sheets issued in the 1990s-2000s period. We noted Antigua & Barbuda,
Dominica, Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Guyana, Liberia, Mali,
Maldives, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Montserrat, Mongolia,
Niue, St. Vincent & Grenadines, St. Kitts, Sierra Leone & Somalia issues, plus some Elvis examples., Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

784

58

HH/H/m Worldwide, Olympics Collection. Mostly never
hinged and housed in a thick three-ring binder, including a
wealth of sets and souvenir, and arranged in alphabetical order: Afghanistan, Ajman, Austria, Bhutan, Bulgaria, Burundi,
Central Africa, Congo, Chad, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Fujeira, Germany, Ecuador, Hungary, Liberia, Luxembourg, Malagasy, Mexico, Monaco, Paraguay, Poland, Romania, Russia, San Marino & Sharjah. Excellent for the topical
philatelist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

786

)
Worldwide, Space Topical First Day Covers.
Several hundreds, including many U.S. examples issued in the
1970s-80s period, plus a fair number issued in Japan & Russia.
We also noted some official insignia for different flights, plus
some U.S. first day covers related to different topicals such as
American Revolution or Aviation. Highly recommended for
hobbyists devoted to the collection and study of covers or
stamps issued on space themes, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

787

H/m/)
Worldwide, Topical Mixture. Five Fleetwood albums with Flora & Fauna first day covers; Reader’s Digest
1984 first day covers; 1985-87 three special books made by the
New Zealand Post. We also noted a three-ring binder with Bhutan three-dimensional stamps & 1979 Children first day covers
in two binders. Take a look, if this is your cup of tea, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

HH
Worldwide, Elvis Presley Topical Assortment.
Including souvenir sheets and miniature sheets issued in the
1990s-2000s period. We noted Antigua, Bhutan, Gambia,
Ghana, Grenada, Guyana, Liberia, Mali, Maldives, Micronesia,
Nevis, Palau, St. Vincent, Sierra Leone & Tuvalu issues. All
identified, and ready to be offered at a show or the internet,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

781

783

785

HH
Worldwide, Elvis & Marilyn Monroe Topicals
Collection. In three binders and several presentation packs,
including miniature sheets and souvenir sheets from Antigua,
Dominica, Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Liberia, Maldives, Mongolia, Nevis, Palau, St. Kitts, Sierra Leone, Tanzania & Tuvalu.
Excellent holding for a topical collector interested in “The King
of Rock and Roll” & “The Blonde Bombshell”, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
)
Worldwide, Olympic Cacheted Covers. Seventy
five covers, many autographed, includes 1956 Saar cover,
1956 Greece cover, 1960 Czech cover, 1968 France cover,
1972 Germany cover, with autographs from Vreni Schneider
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)
Worldwide, Postal History Accumulation. Including Australia & U.S. collection of railroad-related first day
covers, and mounted on pages; two three-ring binders with
South Australia modern covers depicting town cancels, plus an
interesting selection of New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria & Western Australia 19th Century stamps with unchecked
cancels;. We also noted some Australia unused or used
aerogrammes and a fair number of French postal cards used at
the end of the 19th Century, and addressed to Paris, Loire or
St. Etienne. Inspection suggested as there could be a surprise
or two, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

789

)
Worldwide, Wonderful Postal History Collection, 1851-1980. Hailing from the four corners of the globe comes this group of a couple of thousand covers, a quick look
reveals British Commonwealth first day covers, aerogramms,
naval covers, maiden voyage, Hindenburg flight covers,
FAM’s, picture postcards, canal Zone first day covers, censored, registered, postal stationary, Guatemalan RPO’s,
Brussels Worlds Fair, several flight covers with South American and US frankings, space, Italian States, ad covers with
some illustrated, bisects, Canal Zone and Philippine covers,
box of Guatemala coves, more than enough to make this a
slam dunk, bid early bid often, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

790

)
Worldwide, Postal History Accumulation. Diverse lot suitable for the dealer, and housed in several
three-ring binders, including Austria 1940s-50s mail to the
U.S.; Australia 1930s KGV covers and some WWII censored
items; British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation first day covers, incl. Falklands & Hong Kong examples; Canada section
with several used in the 1890s-1900s period, and a fair number
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Napoleon 10¢ & 40¢ bicolored franking, dispatched by British
paquebot from Alexandria, Egypt to Paris & 1937 Louvre card
with Victoria de Samothrace stamps; Saxony 1866 two envelopes with correct franking to London; Netherlands 1870 folded
letter to New York; U.S. 1933 Graf Zeppelin / Century of Progress Flight; German Offices in Turkish Empire 1898 registered
and uprated postal card to Switzerland. An easy decision!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

of first flights; Colombia 1926-31 Scadta covers; Italy WWII
censored covers to the U.S.; Norway & Sweden postal cards
collections with mint & used examples; Palestine 1919-46 covers; Syria several interesting items, incl. censored mail;
Sudetenland group of “We are Free” cards. We also noted
FAM-18 twelve covers New York-Horta-Lisbon-Marseilles
route, plus additional examples from other countries such as
India. The lot must be seen to be appreciated, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
791

792

793

794

)
Worldwide, Postal History Explosion. A few
thousand covers in three large cartons, includes first flights and
air mails, mint postal stationery, foreign first day covers,
stampless, registered, U.S. inaugural covers, Newfoundland
156 on cover, Tonga canoe mail, maiden voyages, space covers, U.S. mint stationery, much better than usual material, be
sure to stop by and peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
Worldwide, Stampless Cover Assortment,
1800s-60s. Interesting group of 22 folded letter covers or
folded letters (manuscript contents), including 1818 Disinfected cover Palermo-Genoa; 1835 Trans-Atlantic ship-letter
cover to England, and forwarded by agent (Hudson’s News
Room); 1839 Trans-Atlantic ship-letter cover from NY to London and forwarded by agent (Gilpin’s Exchange); 1847
Rondout cover to Stamford (Hudson River Mail); 1863
Trans-Atlantic ship-letter cover to Paris, and forwarded by
agent (L. Von Hoffmann & Co); 1868 Disinfected cover Venice-Genoa. High retail value at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
Worldwide, Postal History Accumulation. Extraordinary property with hundreds of covers, mostly used in
the 20th Century, including Denmark 4s brown (Scott 9) tied on
folded letter with Schleswig backstamp; France several 1890s
folded letter covers to the U.S., plus many commercial usages
to European countries and U.S.; Bohemia-Moravia 1939 covers to the U.S.; Hungary First Transylvania Issue registered
covers; Lithuania 1919 Third Kaunas Issue first day covers;
United States 1866 Black Jack tied on folded receipt by Providence circular datestamp, WWII patriotics, plus CAM’s and
Dedication covers. We also noted a fair number of first flights
such as 1940 New Zealand-USA, 1939 France-USA, 1939 Lisbon-Marseille. A very useful accumulation for any serious
dealer looking for internet lots, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
)
Worldwide, Covers Assortment. Four plastic
tubs and two small boxes filled with hundreds of covers, mostly
sent in the 1930s-2000s period, including commercial envelopes, picture postcards, first day covers, postal stationery
items and some stampless folded letters. We noted some
better pieces scattered throughout such as Latvia seventeen
1928 first flight covers to Switzerland or United States 3¢ unused postal envelope (U219). Excellent for the internet or
bourse seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

795

)
Worldwide, Photo Post Cards Collection.
Ninety black & white picture post cards in album, issued in the
1900s-1950s period, and depicting kids, babies, couples,
groups of friends and families from different corners of the
world. We noted two U.S. picture postcards franked individually with 1¢ stamps. Recommended for the ebay seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

796

)
Worldwide, Postal History Assortment. An
eclectic holding with desirable covers, including Great Britain
1866 folded letter to Nova Scotia & 1756 Indenture signed in
London; Brazil 1875 Rio de Janeiro-New York; France 1860
folded letter with 80¢ Napoleon, 1863 folded letter cover with
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797

)
Worldwide, Cover Lot, 1930-80. A few thousand
covers and picture post cards, includes first days, first flights,
mint and used postal stationary, ads and military, a nice way to
spend a few weekends sorting and hunting, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

798

)
Worldwide, Explosive Postal History Collection. Presented in a three-ring binder, including covers and
some stamps related to the history of explosives (deflagrating
materials, explosive accidents, the start of the detonating explosive era & U.S. explosive companies). We noted stamps
honoring Alfred Nobel, plus several picture postcards showing
different types of explosions. Recommended for a collector
with an interest in this topic, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

799

)
Worldwide, Postal History Accumulation. Several albums and binders with covers in the modest range. We
noted Guatemala unused postal envelopes; 1929 Mexico &
U.S. first flight covers; Denmark large number of 1950s first
day covers, plus several other. Recommended for the Ebay
seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

800

)
Worldwide, George Sloane Correspondence. A
good number of covers sent to the well-known and prolific philatelic writer in the 1920s-50s period. Herman Herst, Jr., wrote
the following on page 75 of his bestselling book, Nassau
Street: “George B. Sloane was one of the finest gentlemen who
ever wielded a pair of stamp tweezers. His patience and helpfulness with the newer dealer was a great asset to me, as it was
to others". The lot includes mail from Latin America, Canada,
Japan, U.S. WWII patriotics, India, New Zealand, France, Portugal and others that deserve your attention. Highly recommended for the topical collector or dealer. Unquestionably a
nice lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

801

)
Worldwide, Antarctic Postal History, 1948-90.
Eighty one Antarctic related cacheted event and first day covers, many with better frankings of French Southern and Antarctic Territories such as 8-10, C5, C33-C35 triptych on first day
cover, but also includes France, Australia, New Zealand, USA,
USSR, Chile, Japan and Falkland Islands, quite a few choice
early covers present, would be a find for the beginning collector
of this popular area, or to break up for retail sales, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

802

)
Worldwide, Cover Lot, 1850-1960. With U.S. ad
cover from Egypt, airmail cover from Malta, 1937 USS
Lexington Cruise cover with Crosby cachet, 1935 Normandie
maiden voyage cover, several CT stampless, and censored
airmail cover from Hong Kong, plus two hand painted napkins
from New Caledonia, mixed condition, hunt for some hidden
gems inexpensively, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

803

)
Worldwide, First Day Covers, 1960-2000. Several hundred worldwide first day covers and proofcards, an album of Portraits of the American Indian, mint US postage, the
consignor paid over $3,000 for the lot so hopefully there will be
some potential for the winning bidder, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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804

805

806

807

)
Worldwide, Correspondence of Dr George
Cottrall, Plum Island Animal Disease Lab, 1942-90. A few
hundred worldwide covers and picture post cards, from every
corner of the globe, addressed to or from the Cottrall family, Dr.
George Cottrall was lead scientist at the facility for many years,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
)
Worldwide, Picture Postcard Extravaganza,
1906-2000. Thousands of picture postcards from the classic
period up through linens and chromes housed in several albums, boxes and loose, includes heavily embossed greetings,
state views, foreign views, with the likes of the Alamo, coin
cards, blacks, royalty, Santas, forty five leathers, Expositions,
interesting Asia, plus miscellaneous ephemera, messily presented, but some TLC will be well rewarded, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
Worldwide, Cover Holding, 1960s-90s. Thousands of covers, including a large amount sent from Jamaica to
the U.S., and showing a galaxy of different town postmarks that
are highly recommended for the postal historian; Canada saleable group of 45 first flight covers; British Commonwealth first
day covers with omnibus issues, plus some commercial mail.
We also noted a fair number of covers sent from Venezuela to
Florida, and countless worldwide picture postcards. A useful
lot with emphasis on Jamaica postmarks, and offering opportunities for collectors or dealers. Be sure to see it! F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Worldwide, Postal History Holding, 1850-1960.
Over 800 covers, mint and used postal stationary and
stampless covers, includes 260 worldwide postal envelopes,
cards and wrappers, 80 French postal stationary items, 30
stampless covers mostly concerning Italian and German business, and over 400 20th Century US and foreign covers, sure
to be plenty of hidden gems for the knowledgable bidder, huge
potential present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

808

)
Worldwide, Picture Postcard Accumulation.
Many hundreds of cards in a box, ranging from the classic period up to chromes, including 1939 New York World Fair, Lighthouses, Automobiles, Rye Beach, never hinged, real photo
postcards and comics, trains, trolleys, Panama Canal & ships.
We also noted White Ace album with U.S. sets commemorating the American Revolution Bicentennial and some Philippines stamps in album. Good potential for the dealer. Be sure
to leave time for proper evaluation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

809

)
Worldwide, Cover Accumulation, 1970s-90s.
Approximately 1000 covers addressed to New York, and
housed in a box, including a many sent from Asian countries
such as People’s Republic China, Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan
& Singapore. We also noted a large number of registered covers sent from Poland & Romania. Excellent for dealer or
collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

plenty of sale able and useful material makes this lot a bargain,
come visit and see what is cooking, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
811

H/m
Worldwide,
Balance
of
Collection,
1850s-1970s. Twelve volumes of Scott pages containing the
balance of a very large collection—those countries that couldn’t stand on their own; better value will be found in such diverse
areas as Afghanistan, Albania, Egypt, Iran, Laos, Monaco,
Philippines and Vatican City; nothing rare, but plenty of
$50-&-up singles and sets, especially in some of the countries
noted previously, particularly the Monaco & Vatican; condition
is a bit mixed on the earlies, but otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

812

HH/H/m Worldwide, Useful Collection, 1860-1935. Several thousand stamps housed in a 1933 Scott International album, besides the usual suspects of Eastern Europe and South
America there is excellent China, France and Colonies, Germany, States and Colonies, great Hawaii, India, Japan Offices
in China, Portuguese Colonies, Straits Settlements, a much
better selection than is usually encountered, plan on putting
aside adequate time to enjoy this tome, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

813

H/m/)
Worldwide,
Collection
of
Collections,
1860-1960. Several hundred stamps mounted in seven albums, a quick glance reveals excellent U.S. back-of-the-book,
three Civil War patriotics, nice Korea and Tahiti, Mint Denmark
C1-C5, Danish West Indies and much more, a guaranteed
treasure hunt to be had, some condition issues, a mess at first
sight but the payback will be substantial, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

814

H
Worldwide, 19th & 20th Century Collection and
Remainder. 1897 & 1930 Scott International albums from the
Laubenheimer Estate, Master Engraver for the US Rhea
Postal Stationery Designs whose material is also offered individually in our sale 658, Two Volume multi-generational collection started in 1880 by Ernest and handed down from father to
son for three generations, including USA with proofs and
stamps, Austria, German States, British Colonies, Belgium,
Brazil, Chile, China #1 unused and #2 used, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Italy & States, Japan, Netherlands, Russia, Scandinavia, Spain, Venezuela, most of the items are
pasted into the album, as was the custom of the day but will provide hours of enjoyment being removed, mining valuable items
from within this will prove useful and valuable, also includes
covers and duplicates, worthy of close inspection as many
essays/proofs were found within these pages.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

815

HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection, 1860-2000. Thousands
of stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in thirteen Harris albums, most countries have scattered coverage but PRC is extensive with over 1,300.00 catalog value, there are also oasis
like Australia Antarctic Territory L60-L74, Burundi 589-600,
Great Britain with mint unless noted 249A, 250, 251, useful
Greece, Hong Kong 388-403 less 400, 692a, India 129-134
never hinged, Japan, Korea 61-66, 182 and very nice Russia,
with many other singles, part sets and sets, all in all a wonderful
lot to serve as a foundation for further collecting, condition is a
little mixed, “Happy Hunting”, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

816

HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection, 1915-45. A few hundred
stamps mounted in two Columbia Albums, mint & used collection with better mint such as Barbados 140-150, Bermuda
55-69, Burma 30-33, Germany B33, Iceland 181, 184,

General Collections
810

60

H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1960-90.
Filling four cartons with thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets
and covers, the quality is noticeable right away, with better mint
Croatia collection with block of four B75 plus various covers,
mint aerogramms, Japan used and on piece, India States,
stock book of mint and used Norway, stock book mint and used
Latin America, Benelux, mint French Colonies, mint and used
Indo-China and offices in China, plus mint and used Russia,
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213-216, nice India, Italy 140-142, 201-210, 248-256,
349-354, C42-C47, C62-C65, bright, fresh and clean, few condition issues, with many more used and mint sets, an ideal lot to
be broken down for retail sales, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
817

818

819

820

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections. In eleven albums with better (mint unless denoted)
including Aden 36-46; Austria 538, B245-51, B260-63 &
C54-60; Belgium 435-45 & B514; Dominica 122-36; Eritrea
C1-6; Japan 422; France B157a strip of five; Falkland Islands
107-120; Germany-DDR Mao set; Gold Coast 130-41; Italy
377-86 & 495-506; Mexico 813-18; Pitcairn Islands 1-8; Russia
1949 Stalin Birthday souvenir sheet (1325), Tristan Da Cunha
1-12 & Virgin Islands 102-113. A useful lot with many saleable
sets, and really recommended for the audacious internet
dealer. Be sure to see it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection, 1930-2000. Intriguing
mint & used collection, includes mint Bahrain 586, El Salvador
collection, Faroe Islands booklets, Korea 55-60, 61-66, 69-73,
78-79, 88-89, 95-97, 107, Kuwait 1647, 1648-1649, Dutch Indies collection, Serbia 2NB5, 2NB6, 2NB27, 2NB28, fresh and
clean lot, few if any condition issues, potential here abound for
both dealer and collector as there is little duplication, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/)
Worldwide, Attractive Accumulation. Hundreds
and hundreds of stamps, covers, souvenir sheets and complete sheets messily presented, with better items like 1937 British Coronation issues, British Antarctic Territory 72-75 (x12),
Switzerland S/S B297, also German colonies, complete sheets
of Spain and Switzerland and Vatican, mint British Commonwealth singles, sets and part sets, worldwide revenues, lot of
imperforate Africa issues, a little bit of something for everyone,
have yourself some fun, you deserve it, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

823

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. In thirteen albums with several thousands of stamps.
Strength in Russia material issued in the 1970s-2000s period
& British Commonwealth modern issues, including 1981 Silver Wedding miniature sheets with “Specimen” overprints. We
also noted a fair amount of topical stamps such as animals,
Disney, Lady Diana & sports. An excellent opportunity at our
valuation, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600

824

HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection in Three Albums. At first
glance it appears to be a beginners collection, but a little viewing reveals mint U.S. 113 o.g., 221-223, 230-2337, Canada
96-103, used Great Britain 108, 111-116, 118-120, 122, great
lot to break down for internet sales, please examine, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

825

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection. Sets, part
sets and singles in four International albums, and mostly in the
modest range. Better section include Austria, Netherlands,
Persia (Iran), Romania, Russia, Spain, Tannu Tuva, Switzerland. We also noted a couple of Lindner albums with U.S. sets
issued in the 1969-97 period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

826

Worldwide, Fakes, Fantasies and Forgeries.
Great reference lot of about a hundred items, quality runs from
laughable to scary, if you are serious about collecting worldwide this could be a money saver for you, please examine,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

827

HH/H
Worldwide,
Collection
of
Collections,
1880-1990. Thousands and thousands of stamps in albums, in
envelopes and loose, includes Modern Postage album with a
few better, collection of metered mail, stock book of used
worldwide, US mint year sets, used federal and state ducks,
and a Master Global album, well worth a bid to enjoy the treasure hunt, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 401

828

H/m/)
Worldwide,
One
Woman’s
Collection,
1861-1990. Thousands and thousands of mint and used
stamps, and covers, almost every country represented, you’ll
need plenty of time to dig through it but the cost is minuscule to
the pleasure, messily presented but with great potential,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

H/m
Worldwide, Various Collections. Mounted in
several binders and mostly used, including many New Zealand
sets & singles issued before 1960; Romania section with several sets, part sets and singles in the modest range; Switzerland collection on Minkus album pages with some sets &
singles issued in the 20th Century, plus two well-filled binders
containing French Colonies in Africa post-independence
stamps. Unchecked in detail, and waiting for a keen eye,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

821

H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection, 1890-1960. A few hundred stamps in four albums and a stock book, mostly moderately priced items but the bulk of the value is in the stock book
with many blocks and singles from the 1938-1945 era, mostly
semi-postals, but with some better mint such as mint Italy
140-142, 345-348, B39-B42, Germany B141-143, fresh bright
colors, but care must be taken as many have some degree of
moisture issues, otherwise an interesting holding for the
internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

822

HH/H/m Worldwide, Diverse Collection, 1840-1990. Includes group of mint & used U.S. locals, with 18 87LE1 and 79
13L9, Italy #31, Great Britain #1, 20b, 22, 87, 96, 104, 105, 107
and 122, used group of 300+ Italy in two stock pages,Italian
Occupation stamps from Austria, Dalmatia, Corfu,
Montenegro, Yugoslavia and Ionian Islands, and finally a collection of U.S. souvenir cards, occasional mixed condition,strange bedfellows that should prove profitable, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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829

HH/H
Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche, 1880-1950,
gargantuan mint dealer stock, thousands and thousands of
stamps and souvenir sheets in 85 plastic tubs, strong in British
Commonwealth, French Colonies, South America, Bulgaria,
Liberia, Turkey, with items like Brazil 1301 (x19), 985a (x50),
Bulgaria 1163 (x28), 2195 imperf (x2), Cuba C223a (x100),
Dahomey C16a (x23), Ghana 254a (x20), Guinea C14-C16
(x27), Italy Offices in China Tientsin E2, Ivory Coast 580C, Japan 422, Liberia 136 (x100), Nigeria 149a (x30), Panama
C221a (x50), San Marino 1005a (x50), Somaliland Protectorate 122 (x50), Togo C108a (x17), with plenty of imperfs, proofs
and specimens for enhancement, and hundreds of items in the
$10 to $50 price range, satisfying duplication, some mixed condition as to be expected, you’ll need an extra Saint Bernard to
conquer this one, so get ready to explore, enormous potential
awaits you!!! F.-V.F. Scott $480,000 +++ owners.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

830

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged & Mint
Dealer’s Stock. In numberless dealer display pages, better
noted include Batum 47-49; Denmark 140 block of four, 229a
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booklet pane of four, C1 block of four, J6-7 & J38 block of four;
Croatia B76A-C; Greece 538; Mexico 367; China-PRC
2000-2002, normal set, plus two stamps with missing top lettering; Germany Michel Fieldpost 7B; Iceland C4-8; Italy 23a with
1998 Bonicontro certificate, C3-9, Nova Scotia 11 imperforate
pair; Poland 358 imperforate block of four; Portugal 345 block
of four; Russia 1914-15 semipostals with specimen overprints;
Latvia several imperforate pairs, Jordan & France imperforate
singles. We also noted some Liberia errors and imperforates,
plus Canal Zone representation and some souvenir sheets.
Excellent for the retailer or the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
831

832

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Massive
holding housed in glassines with Scott numbers, and filling
forty plastic boxes, each glassine envelope contains from 10 to
100 stamps of each. We noted a tremendous amount of never
hinged material, plus many clean used sets with good strength
in Europe, Russia, South America, African Independent
Nations and some others. Owner estimated catalogue value is
$90,000+. Assembled by an approval dealer in the 1960s with
many popular items. A lot with great possibilities, and offered at
a small fraction of the catalogue value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H/m/)
Worldwide, Old-Time Goodies Selection. Assembled many years ago from a bygone era, including Australia 95a; Austria 1917 (167); Bahamas 84; Cape of Good Hope 4
used; China People’s Republic 1978 Flying Fairies (1433);
Denmark 1924 (167a, 171a & 175a, se-tenant blocks of 4);
France 1869 Napoleon IV Prince Essays in sheets in different
colors; French Morocco 13Fr. booklet (Scott 136b); Germany
Third Reich souvenir sheets & se-tenant blocks from booklet
panes & complete unexploded booklet (Michel MH44), plus
useful Federal Republic sets; Finland C1, used; Great Britain 3
unused, no gum, 113 block of four & 121; Hungary 1934 Liszt
(486); Macao C1-6; Mali 1973 Scouts (C183-87, trial color
proofs in strips of five); Samoa 1914 (104a, fraction bar omitted); Syria C34c double overprint; Viet Nam144-45, 178-80 &
207-10 imperforate blocks of four. We also noted a large number of modern souvenir sheets, Gold Coast two QEII coil rolls
and some covers. Truly a treasure for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

833

HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. Many complete sets in glassines, including singles, pairs
and blocks of four such as Chile 460 x56; Dubai 18-21 x76;
Indochina 203-04 x80; Laos 48-51 x74; Lebanon 810 x77;
Netherlands 245-61 x75; St. Pierre & Miquelon 389-92 x27 &
400-403 x23, plus French Colonies. A highly desirable property, and an ideal lot for the retail or ebay seller, Very Fine.
Scott $12,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

834

H/m
Worldwide, Massive Accumulation. Odds and
ends from many countries, housed in numerous See’s Candy
boxes, mainly in glassines, some loose. Huge quantity of
stamps and much variety. No rarities, just a great range of collectible stamps. High total catalog value. Generally clean,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

835

62

H/m/)
Worldwide, Accumulation of Collections. Several cartons with 41 binders, including Issues (sets, souvenir
sheets & miniature sheets) commemorating the Olympic
Games celebrated in the 1988-2000 period, and housed in five
three-ring binders; Fleetwood Series Collection in four large
binders, including colorful worldwide topical sets elegantly displayed on large collector’s panels, which also feature a beautiful original work of art in full color. We also noted several
albums with worldwide stamps, including Austria 1948
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(B245-51) & DDR Mao set, Korea souvenir sheets; six White
Ace albums with worldwide stamps & souvenir sheets commemorating the U.S. Bicentennial, plus four albums with commemorative covers issued by the Westport Collectors Society.
Useful range of collections with much potential, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
836

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Sets &
singles in countless glassines, including stamps from all corners of the world, plus three-ring binder with abundant amount
of modern souvenir sheets & miniature sheets; Liechtenstein
2010-11 first day covers; Cuba used stamps in dealer’s presentation pages; U.S. first flight & space covers, plus several
postal envelopes, cards and envelopes with flag cancels. We
also noted Grenadines, Montserrat, Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & Tuvalu booklets issued for the 1986 Royal Wedding. We
urge all interested bidders to carefully view the holding and
formulate their own opinion, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

837

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged Dealer
Stock. Presented in several small three-ring binders, including Australia 394-417 & CO1; Australia Antarctic Territory L1-5
x3 & L8-18 x2; British Antarctic Territory 45-59; British Indian
Ocean Territory 39-42 x2; Christmas Island 1-10 x2; Pitcairn Islands 20-30 x3; South Africa 249-60 x2; Trinidad & Tobago
50-61; Belgium 1912 booklet (Officiele A13d) & 1953 Red
Cross booklet; Portugal 662-69 x5; Iran 786-94; France
C37-40 x 7, plus Louvre cards with Victoria de Samothrace
stamps; Liechtenstein 94-107; New Zealand 1938 2s3d booklet (SG SB19 x2); French Andorra C2-4 x3, plus several covers
in the modest range. Highly rewarding with lots of good sets to
be found, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

838

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Accumulation. Thousands of stamps in a large number of stock books and
three-ring binders with strength in European countries and
some Latin American countries such as Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Peru & Venezuela. We also noted a French stock book
used to present stamps at the 1952 UPU Congress in Brussels
that is highly collectable and some Indochina stamps. A great
opportunity to buy an original lot with good potential for the
internet or approvals, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

839

HH/H/) Worldwide, New Issues, 1980-2000. Several
thousand stamps and souvenir sheets from the four corners of
the globe, with hundreds of modestly priced items such as
Barbuda 493-495, Brazil B12, China 2665a, Czechoslovakia
1134, Gibraltar 539, Hungary 3936, PRC 2278, 2730, Micronesia 213-226, Poland 3783, Russia 603a, also with loads of
Brazil, Hungary, India, Korea, PRC, Russia year sets, Thailand
and Disney and Princess Di topicals, very few condition issues,
a fantastic opportunity to fill in those holes in your stock books
at a cost effective price, come on down and take a peek, you
will be pleased, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500
- 2,000

840

H/m
Worldwide, Dealers Stock, Mostly 20th Century, Strong in Sets with Bonus. Neatly organized and identified on black stock cards, Countries include Western Europe,
South America and even some China, mostly in the few dollars
each range on up to around $100 was the highest that we noted
on a quick perusal, quality was nice and this has been tucked
away for some time and may well provide some unexpected
pleasures, inspection invited and may just be what the doctor
ordered, includes a bonus album, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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841

842

843

HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged Accumulation. In glassines and some presentation sheets, including sets, souvenir sheets & miniature sheets in the $5 to $10
range with several better such as Cape Juby B1-7; Grenada
132-42, plus extra 10s example; Guinea 663-71 & C127-29;
Iran 933-34; Lebanon C149a; Macao 372-81; Qatar 494-98;
Singapore 43-48; Syria C141a. We also noted Aitutaki, New
Zealand & Penrhyn miniature sheets. Take a look, as this represents an opportunity not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
Worldwide, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment.
Thousands of stamps mostly in presentation cards & glassines, including an abundant amount of European sets and souvenir sheets in the modest range with some better such as
Gibraltar 157, New Zealand 2d QV Chalon plate proof block of
four, plus Iran sets issued in the 1950s-60s period. We also
noted several booklets and some Hungary sheets. Take a look,
there is simply too much to be able to itemize everything within
this limited space, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH
Worldwide, Never Hinged Accumulation. We
noted an abundant amount of sets in glassines with singles,
blocks and large multiples. Value concentrated in the British
Commonwealth modern issues, French Polynesia, Germany,
Greece; Hungary & Macau. A late arrival, with high catalogue
value, viewing is suggested, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

844

HH
Worldwide, Modern Booklets Accumulation.
Box loaded with complete and unexploded booklets, better
noted include Australia; Belgium; Czech Republic; Hong Kong;
Hungary; Iceland; Ireland; Korea; Montserrat; Thailand, plus
several 1986 British Commonwealth Royal Wedding examples. Viewing is a must for full appreciation of the diversity, usefulness, and value of this delightful holding that has enormous
potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

845

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Accumulation. An immense holding comprising many three-ring binders loaded
with sets, part sets & singles. Many mint sets in the $5 to $20
range with some better such as Bahamas 1938-46 (110-12);
Brunei stamps issued under Japanese Occupation; Laos C5-6
x4 & C7-12 x4; Romania 176-85 x7; Russia C40-44, used; Germany Inflation Period multiples, including 60pf sheet with automobile advertisement on right selvage, plus a fair number of art
topical stamps and United Nations sheets issued in the 1960s.
Please spend some time on this lot as it is not easy to view,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

846

847

H/m/)
Worldwide, Large Accumulation. Thousands of
stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, some better includes
Australia C4 on cover, folder of souvenir sheets and full sheets
of stamps, 1881 illustrated mining stock, St. Pierre & Miquelon
FDC 300-313, worldwide postal stationary, set of Turkey in
Greece M1-M5 tied on cover, box of old approval books with
China, full and part mint sheets, used in envelopes, on stock
pages and loose, elbow grease is required, but the profits you’ll
pull out will make it all worth while, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

tion issues as to be expected, spend some time on this lot as
you will not be disappointed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
848

HH/H
Worldwide, Diverse Accumulation, 1850-1990.
Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets on hundreds of
stock cards, includes mint & used Benelux, British Commonwealth, Burundi, China, Eastern Europe, France and colonies,
Iran, Libya, Great Britain, Japan, Latin America, Liberia, Russia, Scandinavia, South Africa, Yemen, in other words everything from classics to Bhutan 3D stamps, a fun way to spend
some cool autumn evenings, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

849

HH/H/m Worldwide, Odd Ball Odyssey. Every thing that
could fit in with another lot, a myriad of better items such as #1
Charles Lindbergh Heinz Cereal card, block of twenty five of
Chios N1 that needs to be closely examined, two 1940 Christmas Seal posters, group of worldwide revenues and cut
squares, progressive proofs of US Christmas seals, various labels and poster stamps, assorted world wide currency, state
revenues, 1953-1969 Ryukyu Christmas seals, rocket mail labels, German air Exposition labels, Tydol Stamp album of
American Aviation, WW2 feldpost stamps, a trip that will take
time, but will pay off handsomely, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

850

H/m/)
Worldwide, Misc. Potpourri. Diverse selection of
material gathered from the four corners of the globe, with
Channel Islands collection, Canada official collection, mint
British Commonwealth collection with mint complete sets like
Barbados 216-227, Cayman Islands 122-134, Gold Coast
130-141, Grenada 145-146, various revenues including better
Canada, Germany and area collection, topical collection of
covers and souvenir sheets concerning blood, a Penny Black
with group of material celebrating the centennial of the world’s
first stamp, and this is just a taste of what is in store for the winning bidder, good luck!!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

851

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Hodge-Podge. Two
cartons filled with thousands of stamps and some U.S. picture
postcards sent in the early 20th Century; Scott album with
some Libya & Liberia issues; Minkus album with Indonesia
(1949-49) & Philippines (1946-76) sections, and containing a
fair number of sets. We also noted Germany-Federal Republic
1960s-70s collection in Lindner album, and unchecked worldwide sets or singles in countless presentation cards. This property will be rewarding for those with the patience to organize
and go through it properly, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

852

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Accumulation. Thirteen stock books loaded with unchecked-in-detail sets, part
sets & singles issued in the 20th Century, including Europe,
British Commonwealth & Latin America representations, plus
Venezuela collection in a Schaubek album. We also noted an
additional album with some Israel stamps. A perfect lot for the
show dealer or Ebay seller. Please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

853

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Three
cartons filled to the brim with thousands upon thousands of unchecked stamps in envelopes. We noted European, Latin
America & African countries. We didn’t have the time to check
all stamps, and as a result we could not establish its real value.
Viewing recommended, who knows what you will be able to
find here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HH/H/m Worldwide,
Old
Time
Accumulation,
1861-1990. Thousands of stamps in four large cartons, includes box of mint and used Germany on stock cards, five
stock books of used and mint France including five mint strips
B152a, stock book of used Ireland, stock book of mint and used
Malta, stock book used South America, stock book used Turkey, stock book of used Japan, and much more, some condi-
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854

855

856

857

858

859

860

64

HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. In glassines and presentation cards with Scott numbers.
We noted Belgium booklets & souvenir sheets; Bermuda souvenir sheets; Bhutan three-dimensional souvenir sheets;
Brazil souvenir sheets; Germany-Federal Republic souvenir
sheets; Russia souvenir sheets & miniature sheets, plus British
Commonwealth representation and a fair number of unchecked worldwide sets in glassines. Viewing recommended
for full appreciation, as there is simply too much material to be
able to mention it all, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H
Worldwide, Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation. Including Austria 1940s-1970s blocks of four & singles in
a fair number of glassines; Poland three-ring binder with
1960s-70s sets, part sets & singles; British Commonwealth
souvenir sheets issued in the 1980s-90s. We also noted Canada plate blocks in presentation pages, 1962 Refugee & 1976
American Bicentennial issues on album pages, plus numerous
sports topical souvenir sheets. A wide ranging and useful accumulation that should be viewed to appreciate the total value
represented here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. A
hodge-podge style lot with thousands of unchecked stamps on
album pages and glassines. We noted British Commonwealth,
Europe, German Area, Latin America & United Nations material, plus some Scouts & Olympics topical stamps. There is also
a fair number of picture postcards and first day covers. A very
diverse property, so viewing is recommended to appreciate the
value and envision the possibilities, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Carnival. Many hundreds
of worldwide material, includes Japan mint souvenir sheets
510A and 517A, Malagasy Republic C54, Jamaica 1s Telegraph stamp with “Specimen” overprint, two British Guiana
postal stationary with different colors and “Specimen” overprint, complete Europa collection with 1956 Luxembourg set
used, Japan souvenir sheets, China and PRC on stock pages
with mint China 1136, sheet file with mint Japan stamp week
sheets starting with 1955, Switzerland C10-C12, and a album
of several hundred worldwide revenues, locals, tobacco
stamps, Exposition labels and U.S. state revenues, a few condition issues but a delightful grouping with enormous potential,
inspection is strongly recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m/)
Worldwide, Wondrous Assortment, 1930-60.
Stamps in glassines, on pages and stock cards, with a few hundred Russia mounted on pages and in glassines, a few hundred Germany includes counter book of German States, mint
full sheets of stamps, and several hundred China and PRC including some picture postcards, intriguing lot that begs for
inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H
Worldwide, Diverse Accumulation, 1880-1960.
Thousands and thousands of mostly mint stamps and souvenir
sheets in glassines in five boxes, some better includes Iceland
319-322, Belgium B605a, B662a (x3), Italy C35-C39, never
hinged Russia includes 1995 pair, 2036-2038, 2135-2140,
2174 (x2), Singapore 43-48, 112-115, and this is just a small
sample, the perfect lot for the worldwide dealer to restock, few
condition issues, much of the material is never hinged, worth
many times our low estimate, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment.
In presentation cards, and including a large amount of modern
art topical souvenir sheets, plus sets & blocks of four mostly issued in the 1960s-2000s. We also noted several booklets. A
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holding with plenty useful material and presenting a tremendous opportunity for an internet seller. You will be rewarded by
not passing on viewing this lot, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
861

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Miscellaneous holding in albums, stock books and stock sheets, including thousands of worldwide stamps in the modest range. We
noted British Commonwealth, European countries & Latin
America representations, plus some other such as China. Also
United Nations collection in two White Ace albums virtually
complete in the 1951-78 period; Canada collection in White
Ace album with 1956-74 issues; Freedom from Hunger album
with worldwide sets, condition appears fine to very fine. Worth
allotting time to view, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

862

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Accumulation. Countless presentation cards or glassines with sets and souvenir
sheets in the modest range, including European & Latin American countries. We also noted a three-ring binder with Canada
duplicates, plus Disney first day covers and some Falkland Islands & Papua KGVI multiples. Useful lot deserving careful
viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

863

H/m/)
Worldwide, Misc. Accumulation. In one carton
with mint & used stamps, including Great Britain mint & used
Offices Abroad examples; U.S. 1934 cover with letter from the
Post Office Department explaining that the cover has been delayed for one year because of difficulties in transportation at Little America, Antarctica; 1960 cover damaged in fire in railway
mail car at Cadiz, CA, plus some first day covers; three-ring
binder with Netherlands, Denmark, Norway & Sweden
1920s-50s issues. We also noted a stock book with Luxembourg & Liechtenstein never hinged issues, stock book with Afghanistan souvenir sheets, and a three-ring binder with
worldwide souvenir sheets. Ideal for the Ebay seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

864

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mish-Mash Accumulation. Sets,
singles and souvenir sheets housed in glassines, including
majority in never hinged condition. We noted Liberia imperforates and progressive proofs with “specimen” overprints; Hungary souvenir sheets in dealer’s presentation cards; British
Commonwealth modern issues, plus Burundi & Guinea representations. A clean lot, inspection recommended for full appreciation of the profit potential that this lot has to offer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

865

H/m/)
Worldwide, Remains of Collections. An intriguing offering that includes a binder of U.S. and foreign covers,
North Borneo collection, hand made album of British Pacifica,
early France covers, Tasmania, Timor and Togo collection,
and a few complete sheets from Cuba and Denmark, a sure fire
money maker at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

866

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Mish-Mash. Diverse lot
with thousands of stamps, including Safe album with France
1970s first day silk covers; Austria with 1960s-70s issues;
Liechtenstein never hinged sets issued in the 1979-84 period,
and housed in stock book. We also noted four sheet files with
Vatican & Monaco sheets, British 1937 Coronation album, plus
some U.S. precancel examples. Careful viewing needed for full
appreciation of the scope and value offered here! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

867

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Several
albums and binders with diverse material, including some
worldwide & U.S. 19th Century stamps, plus United Nations
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French Colonies 20th Century issues; Asia (Afghanistan,
China, Bhutan, Japan & Mongolia) and U.S. ephemera, incl.
exhibition labels and christmas seals. We also noted a Greece
collection with used sets and part sets issued in the 1940s-70s
period, plus Bulgaria 1960s-80s collection. Looks like mostly
cheap stuff, but you may find some better, take a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

collection in Minkus binder with sets issued in the 1951-72 period. We also noted innumerable glassines with unchecked
U.S. cut squares and used stamps, group of picture postcards
in two small albums and many first day covers issued in the
1960s. Potentials include opportunities for treasure hunters or
anyone else with time and desire to sit through material in
search of lost gems, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
868

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. A
mish-mash style lot with worldwide stamps, U.S. first day covers and postal cards. We noted some better items such as
Canada 112; Iran B16 & U.S. 1918 Red Cross card for soldier’s
use informing that he has arrived safely, plus useful Russia singles & blocks of four issued in the 1950s, and some imperforate
singles from the 1960s. Certainly pickings are present and
worth exploring, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

869

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mostly Used Mixture. Countless
amount of small envelopes, each containing stamps of a specific country; U.S. first day covers; France never hinged stamps
in glassines issued in the 1960s; stock book with souvenir
sheets; Hungary souvenir sheets. We also noted Walt Disney
topical miniature sheets. We didn’t examine this one in detail,
so have a look for yourself, you might be surprised at what you
find, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

870

HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. In countless glassines with Scott numbers, and including
sets up to $10. We noted Aland, Finland, Gibraltar, Hungary,
Monaco, Norway and some British Commonwealth countries,
plus a fair number of modern booklets (Scandinavia & British
Commonwealth) and small stock book with Philippines material. Ideal for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

871

HH
Worldwide, Surprising New Issue Bonanza.
Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in albums and
glassines, enormous range of material for the topical dealer or
collector, includes mounted Disney sets with Dominica
644-653, 706-715, Grenada 950-959, Grenada Grenadines
350-359, Maldives 826-835, Saint Lucia 491-500, Turks &
Caicos 496-505, 540-549 with dozens of sets in glassines, also
Hong Kong 446a,0 St Vincent Super Bowl set, Thailand 992a
souvenir sheet, also includes mint Israel with tabs starting with
1953 issues, with copious amounts of new issues, a great lot
that needs careful examination, likely to yield a few more surprises and elicit an eager bid, Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

872

m
Worldwide, On & Off Paper Mixture. Many,
many thousands of stamps in fourteen large boxes, weighs in
excess of 350 pounds, all sorts of goodies may be hiding somewhere in there, a lot that will make any dealer or collector jump
for joy, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

873

H/m/)
Worldwide, Diverse Accumulation. Thousands
of stamps, covers and souvenir sheets from the four corners of
the globe, all packed in two large carton, with too many better
items to list, but we’ll give you a sampling: mint never hinged
Greenland 28-32, 34-37; mint never hinged Portuguese Colonies; worldwide covers, mint British Commonwealth with British Honduras 115-126, 144-155; Leeward Islands 133-147;
Turks & Caicos 78-89, 105-117; Virgin Islands 76-87, 90-91;
Russia; Asia; Canada; U.S.; and everything in between, if you
are one of those who enjoys the hunt, you’ll flip for this, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

874

875

H/m/)
Worldwide, Misc. Accumulation, 1880-1990. A
few thousand stamps and covers presented helter skelter, in
glassines, albums and stock pages, with material from Europe,
South America, British Commonwealth and Asia, the gentleman obviously never threw anything away so no one knows
what will be found, a delightful little treasure hunt is yours for
the right bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

876

HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Fiesta, 1930-90. A few
hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, with all sorts of material
including Germany 669 never hinged block of four and block of
ten, B79-B81 never hinged, B134-B136 never hinged blocks f
four, C57-C58 blocks of four, 1978-1979 Greenland booklets,
Great Britain miniature sheets, and many worldwide souvenir
sheets, an exceptional value that requires close inspection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

877

H/m/)
Worldwide, Hodge Podge, 1860-1990. Thousand of stamps and covers, in albums, boxes and envelopes, a
lot of inexpensive material but some digging some prove fruitful, a quick check revealed a Saint Thomas and Prince Island
Collection mounted on pages and a Scott International Junior
album with used US 294-299, 327 & 328-330, a bargain
hunter’s delight, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

878

H/m/)
Worldwide, Hodge Podge, 1857-2000. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and cover, includes Germany
cinderellas and souvenir cards, counter book of U.S.
back-of-the-book material, used Germany in stock book,
United Nations collection mounted on pages, Biafra full mint
sheets, mint and used Asia collection, Scott International Junior album with some better world wide, Canada revenues, the
perfect lot for the internet dealer, take a few minutes to enjoy
this lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

879

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Value
concentrated in the 20th Century, including Ireland & Switzerland representations in stock sheets, plus a stock book with
Middle East souvenir sheets, Third Reich period stamps in presentation cards and some modern booklets. We also noted
some Italian & European sets. An opportunity for the buyer willing to take the viewing time, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

880

H/m/)
Worldwide, Hodge-Podge Accumulation. International album with Russia used collection and modern sets;
group of worldwide covers sent to the U.S. in the 1940s-50s period; Switzerland mint or never hinged sets issued in the
1950-60s, and housed in a Ka-Be hingeless album; Austria
used collection on loose album pages, including sets, part sets
& singles issued in the 1850s-1970s. Worth a peek, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

881

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Accumulation. A small
box, including Austria 1850-1960s collection in a Minkus album, Lebanon souvenir sheets, Belgium modern issues in
stock sheets, plus some British Commonwealth, Luxembourg
& Russia sets or singles in presentation pages. We didn’t examine this one in detail, so have a look for yourself. We are
sure that will repay your time, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Thousands of stamps in six three-ring binders, two stock books and
Minkus album, includes Baltics (Estonia & Lithuania); Scandinavia (Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Norway & Sweden);
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882

883

884

885

m
Worldwide, Packet Makers Dream. Tens of
thousands of world wide stamps, mostly off paper, many tied in
bundles, includes U.S., Eastern Europe, South America, a
plethora of stamps material that should fill up more than a few
days, messily presented but should prove both useful and profitable to the right bidder, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H
Worldwide, Booklet Holding. Over three hundred worldwide complete booklets, includes Canada, Canal
Zone, Germany, Great Britain and Channel Islands, Ghana,
Ireland, Israel, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, also includes a few panes, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H/m Worldwide, Accumulation, 1860-1960. Thousands and thousands of stamps and covers messily stored, besides the usual Eastern Europe, Latin American and Trucial
States there are lots of mint and used French Colonies, 3D
stamps, and pockets of better mint material, be the first to
scope this one out, an unusual mixture of stamps with some potential to be had, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m/)
Worldwide, Caboose Lot, 1900-90. Everything
including the kitchen sink is here for your perusal, mint & used
Yemen, small box of Trucial States, Mint Monaco, Canal Zone,
US revenues, Mexico, Canada souvenir collection books, foreign and US covers, we’ll even toss in a color hanging ad for
the Hamburg America Line and a 19th century scrap book, buy
this lot, search for gems and decorate your office all at the
same time, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600

886

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mish Mash, 1861-1960. If you’ve got
the time, we have the action, a few thousand stamps and covers crammed into a large carton, a real mess but there should
be some wheat hidden among the chaff, a few better includes
mint Germany C38-C39, C43-C45, Russia 540-545, C50-C52,
C69-C7, Spain C97, who knows what else lurks in this lot, take
the time to properly evaluate it and there should be a profit,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

887

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Thousands upon thousands of stamps, including sets, part sets &
singles in the inexpensive range, and housed in a large amount
of glassines and a fair number of cigar boxes. We noted strong
Europe & Latin America representations, plus several
home-made circuit books. Please inspect, a bit of patience can
well pay dividends, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

888

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Souvenir Sheets and
Full Sheets. Carton with sheet folders housing part and full
sheets and souvenir sheets, mint souvenir sheets Botswana
439a, Ceylon 378a (x9), Czechoslovakia 1408 in full sheet,
Ghana 266a, Seychelles 304a, Zambia 85, dozens of Ryukyu
full sheets from 1958 to 1972, also Liechtenstein, Mexico, Vatican, Russia, and plenty Trucial States, a fun lot to play in, huge
potential, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

889

66

H
Worldwide, Heaping Extravaganza. In three 13"
cartons with albums, loose pages, glassines and loose stamps
on and off paper. One box holds just Canada and Japan and in
another box we find the world in glassines, albums and loose
pages. A few highlights include Barbados Scott 102//108
(mint), Dominica Scott 25//33 (mint), Iceland Scott 230 (never
hinged), 240-45 (mint) and Portugal Scott 436 (mint). A couple
handfuls of covers were also spotted on top of even more
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stamps in envelopes or loose in plastic bags. Thousands of
stamps for the intrepid collector or reseller to pore through.
Estimate $400 - 600
890

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Heterogeneous holding recommended for the internet seller, including United States first flight covers from the 1930s-40s, and
first day covers issued in the 1930s. We also noted some European souvenir sheets and several U.S. cards sent to confirm
the reception of broadcasting programs. Worth exploring,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

891

H/m/)
Worldwide, Bargain Basement Hunters Lot.
For those bidders who enjoy the hunt we offer this lot of covers
and stamps in two large cartons, includes U.S. first day covers,
mint U.S. postal stationery, used and mint U.S. and foreign,
should be hidden gems everywhere, overall an unusual mixture of material with some potential to be had, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

892

H/m
Worldwide, Revenues, Mostly Used Accumulation. Mostly French but unchecked in detail. We also noted
Spanish & Mexican examples. The condition is a little mixed
but much is Fine to Very Fine. Received from old-time dealer,
well worth spending a little time on it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

893

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. A
dealer’s holding with many useful items, including British
Commonwealth 1946 Victory & Peace issues on White Ace
album pages; 1953 Coronation of QEII omnibus sets in White
Ace binder; 1977 Silver Jubilee of QEII sets & souvenir sheets
in two binders; Israel collection with stamps in the modest
range; Switzerland 1850 10r (8 x5, used); United Nations
several albums with first day covers issued in the 1950s-80s
period; Vatican City collection and first day covers. We also
noted space topical stamps mounted on pages, unchecked
worldwide stamps in glassines and a good number of Christmas seals in large multiples, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

894

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Heterogeneous lot with some British Commonwealth modern sets &
souvenir sheets; Russian modern used stamps in stock pages;
U.S. wine revenue stamps and some covers with Banknotes,
plus an album with worldwide unchecked stamps. We also
noted a fair number of U.S. modern blocks of four that deserve
your attention, and can be used as postage, including stamps
in the 10¢ to 39¢ range. Recommended for dealer, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

895

H/m
Worldwide, Three Mystery Cartons. Album
pages, glassines, stock books and more will be encountered. A
quick review will reveal such items as Indonesia Scott 65a, 65b
(x3) and Belgium Scott B883-B891 in sheets of ten. Six albums
were also seen with duplicated stock in Denmark and Switzerland being the dominant countries. A smattering of US was
seen in the smallest carton. Hours of collecting fun here.
Weighs 54 pounds.
Estimate $300 - 400

896

m/)
Worldwide, Bottom of the Closet Lot. Two cartons of stuff. One carton is almost exclusively late 19th and
early 20th century United States covers with a sprinkling of
Canada. The second carton is literally brimming over with thousands of used stamps both on and off paper. Nearly all of these
are from Canada - a huge accumulation. A great lot for an intrepid cancel collector.
Estimate $300 - 400
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897

H/m/)
Worldwide, Misc. Accumulation. In two boxes,
includes hundreds of U.S. first day covers, and worldwide in
glassines, a little bit for every taste, please inspect, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

898

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Diverse
lot, including small metal box with Austria 1955 first day cards,
Germany-Federal Republic & Berlin mint stamps; loose album
pages with Afghanistan, Belgian Congo, Burundi, Cambodia,
Netherlands Colonies & Russia representations. We also
noted 1954 & 1959 Life Magazines with stamps on front covers, plus several United Nations and some U.S. modern
sheets. Ideal lot to break down, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

899

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mish-Mash Accumulation. Unchecked mostly used stamps in envelopes, plus a large number of first day covers, and some booklets. Also a couple of
circuit books with Austria used stamps and a fair number of
covers sent to Germany-DDR in the 1960s-70s period. Must be
sold, make an offer! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

900

H/m/)
Worldwide, The Bottom of the Last Closet. Not
your everyday sweepings lot, there is a load of interesting material including US revenues on documents, inaugural covers,
picture post cards with real photos, 1957 OR Timber Carnival
World Championship cover, flight related covers, a few foreign
country collections and loads of foreign stamps and covers,
messily presented but should provide a few weekends of fun,
stop by and have a peek see, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

901

902

H/)
Worldwide, Assortment. Including Cinderellas,
United States illustrated advertising covers, ephemera and a
handful of FDCs. One of the most interesting items in this group
is from Canada #1970 “Year of the Ram” framed print, limited
edition, signed by the artist (Unitrade $90), followed by five US
19th century advertising covers (retail over 400). Next are five
Idaho DPOs including 1943 Japanese Internment Camp cover
from Hunt ID. The ephemera includes some WWII V-mail stationery and a couple comic book style maps of the theaters of
war. Finally, the Cinderellas are three sheets of 50 each of
1904-05 Sweden tuberculosis stamps. An eclectic group to be
sure.
Estimate $200 - 300
H/m/)
Worldwide, Ephemera Lot. Enticing box lot with
seals, labels and poster stamps, magazines, coins, medals,
foreign currency, Disney and space related items, and what
have you, for the collector with a lot of time on his hands, please
visit this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200

tar & Malta) new pages ready to be used. We also noted some
stock books (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Literature
905

Australia & New Zealand Literature. The Postage Stamps of New Zealand, volumes I-VI hard-cover books
by R.J.G. Collins & C.W. Watts, and published in the 1938-74
period. A comprehensive study of the stamps & postal history
to 1974, over 3,900 pages with illustrations, lists, charts, tables
and maps., volume I signed by Collins, volume II has all of the
plates in it; pages unmarked, no dust covers. We also noted a
group of soft-cover publications such as New Zealand: The
Great Barrier Island 1898-99 Pigeon Post Stamps; New Zealand Stamps with perforated initials; New Zealand Stamps
overprinted “O.P.S.O.”; New Zealand Railway and Revenue
stamps; Australia: The Kangaroo Issues by Dormer Legge;
Australia: An Introduction to the study of the KGV 1½d die 2 by
Gordon Ward; Australia: The Line Engraved Issues of 1914 by
Dormer Legge, plus a couple of general books about New Zealand stamps. A great opportunity for the collector or dealer.
Estimate $400 - 600

906

British Commonwealth Literature. Books, pamphlets and auction catalogs, including Billig’s Philatelic Handbooks volumes 41-43 (HJMR reprints); Canada Holmes
Handbook; Collect British Postmarks by Whitney; British Empire Review 1961-68, Robson Lowe; The Postal History of the
Port Phillip District by Purves and published in 1950; plus six
Spink auction catalogues, including Hackmey Ceylon Collection (Parts I & II). We also noted a fair amount of publications
such as The British Postal Agencies in Mexico; Admiral Cancels; British Columbia Post Offices; Canadian Meter Postage
Stamp Catalogue; The Early Rapid Cancelling Machines of
Canada; Postal Comunications in India by Misra; Postmarks of
the Australian Forces from all fronts by Stobbs; The Canadian
Expeditionary Force in Siberia, 1918-19; The De La Rue Key
Plates and several more (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

907

Canada and Provinces Literature, including The
Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada by Winthrop S.
Boggs (Volumes I & II), 1945-46; The Postage Stamps and
Postal History of Newfoundland by Winthrop S. Boggs, 1942;
Holmes Handbook and Catalogue of Canada & B.N.A., 1945;
The Philatelic Collection formed by Sir Gawaine Baillie,
Sotheby’s auction catalog, 2006 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

908

Canada Philatelic Reference Library. Over 50 titles including handbooks, catalogs, monographs, auction catalogs and more. Among the catalogs are the standard Unitrade
(2012), Newfoundland Specialized (1998), Canada Pre-cancel
(2004), Canada FDCs (2), seven spiral bound volumes (Canadian Revenues" by Edward Zaluski (plus duplicates Vols. 1 &
2). There are at least ten auction catalogs including two classic
sales: the 1951 Dr. Lewis L. Redford Collection (2 copies) and
1993 Phillips auction of British North America. Handbooks include “The Edward VII Issue of Canada” by George C. Marler,
“Canada Post Offices 1755-1895" by Frank W. Campbell, two
volumes ”The Canadian Military Posts" by Bailey & Toop, plus
five volumes of Provincial Post Offices. Many of these books
still have their original price tags from Gary Lyon which total
over $800. This does not include some of the best titles noted
above. Finally, nearly all of these are like new, never even
opened.
Estimate $350 - 500

Supplies
903

Large Hoard of Stamp Supplies, group of four
carton stuffed with all sorts of supplies, includes supplements,
binders, cover albums, stock books, mounts, stock pages, and
everything in between, a nice working supply lot for the internet
dealer or general collector.
Estimate $250 - 350

904

Philatelic Supplies. Including Canada Scott Master album; New Zealand Scott album with 1855-1992 pages;
Japan Scott album with 1871-1989 pages; U.S. two Scott albums, including one with 1847-1986 pages, plus Scott brand
new pages for British North & West Caribbean parts I, II, III & IV,
and Scott three-ring binder with British Europe (Cyprus, Gibral-
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WORLDWIDE: Literature
909

Dr. Werner M. Bohne, Germany Philatelic Society, Reference Manual of Forgeries. Volumes 1-14 in special
three-ring binders, plus binder for volume 15 empty; volumes
22-31 loose or in original packing; volumes 33-36, 38-39 &
43-46 in original packing, plus volume 41 loose. Great opportunity to buy an easy-to-use reference work to help collectors recognize forgeries of common German Area stamps, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

910

Miscellaneous Philatelic Literature. Fascinating
lot of periodicals, includes Stamp Specialist 1940-1947, The
American Philatelist 1970-1975, The Collectors Club Philatelist 1949-1958, Philatelic Gazette 1910-1912, Bureau Specialist and Essay Proof Journal, a great start on your library for little
cost, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

911

Postal Stationery Magazine, 1974-95, . Appears
complete for years listed, also includes accompanying Postal
Stationery Pantograph, a lot of useful information not to be
found elsewhere for postal envelopes and cards, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

912

Stamp Collecting Literature, lot includes Postage Due by George Arfken, American Stampless Catalog, two
UPSS Catalogs of the 19th and 20th Century Stamped Envelopes, Lick ‘em Stick’em The Lost Art of Poster Stamps and
other general works on the hobby, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

913

United States Literature. Group of philatelic publications, postal laws and regulations, including reprinted
Postal Laws and Regulations corresponding to 1832, 1843,
1847, 1850, 1852 & 1866; two United States Cancellations
books by Skinner; reprint in two books of The United Postal
Guide and Official Advertiser 1850-52; The 3¢ Stamp of the
United States 1851-57 issue revised by Chase; Early American Perforating Machines & Perforations 1857-67; General
Scheme of New Jersey with diagram of post routes and Billig’s
Philatelic Handbooks (31 & 33, reprinted by HJMR). We also
noted The Gimelson Collection of Free Franks & The Dr. Joseph Agris auction catalogs. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

914

The United States Specialist, 1971-2012, . Appears complete from 1971 to 2012, many in hard bound volumes, also includes HB reprint for the years 1930-1932, an
enormous amount of information for an inexpensive price,
please review; some mildew from improper storage, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

915

Worldwide Catalogs & Reference Works. Interesting property, including several commercial stamp catalogues such as 1947 Ceres France Colonies; 2004 Michel
Germany Specialized (Volumes 1 & 2); Newfoundland Specialized: The Trail of the Caribou"; Know your stamps by Aretz,
plus a fair amount of “The American Philatelist’ numbers issued in 1965-66 period. Also as a bonus we noted 1959 15¢ air
mail sheet, incl. first day cover signed by Postmaster General;
1965 5¢ salvation army commemorative sheet signed by the
honorable William McMillan (Assistant Postmaster General of
the United States). A no brainer lot at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

916

Worldwide Literature. Group of philatelic publications and auction catalogs, including Poland Locals by Hall;
Early Japanese Postmarks & Post Offices by Fischer; 1977
Puerto Rico Catalog by Storer, Catalogue of Russian Rural
Stamps by Chuchin (reprint); 1969 Mosden Catalogue; 1982
Facit Postal History Catalog;1957 Sanabria Airmail Catalog &
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1980 The Revenues of Israel, Japanese Occupation of the
Dutch East Indies by Bleeker & Deutsche Ost-Afrika-Line publication. We also noted nine Corinphila Auction Catalogues
with classic Brazil, Romania & Switzerland stamps & postal
history, plus several David Feldman Catalogues with rarities of
the world, and issued in the 2005-10 period (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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